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PREFACE I

This manual is one of the set of manuals that document the Multiprogramming Executive Operating
System (MPE-III). The manual plan on the next page indicates.the position of this manual (shaded
block) in the overall set.

This manual describes the set of intrinsics available with the MPE Operating System and tells you how
to communicate with MPE programmatically. In addition, capabilities available to users with special
capability-class attributes are described.

An introduction to MPE intrinsics is presented in Section I. The specifications for all intrinsics, in
alphabetical order, are contained in Section II. Functional descriptions of the intrinsics, including
those intrinsics for which special capabilities are required, are presented in the remaining sections,
as follows:

Section III

Section IV

Section V

Section VI

Section VII

Section VIII

Section IX

Section X

Accessing and Altering Files.

Utility Functions of MPE Intrinsics.

Device Characteristics.

Resource Management.

Process-Handling Capability.

Data Segment Management Capability.

Privileged Mode Capability.

MPE Diagnostic Messages.

v
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CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS MANUAL I

CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS MANUAL PAGE:

The normal conventions (braces, brackets, etc.) used for MPE Commands do not apply for MPE
intrinsic calls.

See page 2-1 for a description of the conventions used in this manual.
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INTRODUCTION TO MPE INTRINSICSI~

In the MPE Operating System, individual programming operations are handled by sets of ~ode
known as procedures. These procedures are coded in SPL (Systems Programming Language for the
MPE III Operating System) and are defined by a procedure declaration consisting of

• A procedure head, containing the procedure name and type, parameter definitions, and
other information about the procedure.

• A procedure body, containing executable statements and data declarations local to this
procedure.

As part of their function, several procedures also return values to the processes that invoke them.

NOTE

A process is the basic executable entity in MPE. A process is
not a program itself, but the unique execution of a program
by a particular user at a particular time.

Each procedure is invoked by a corresponding procedure call. When a procedure call is encountered
in a program, control is transferred to the procedure. The procedure runs until an exit is
encountered, at which time control returns to the statement following the procedure call.

In addition to the procedures provided by the operating system, MPE allows the user to write
special-purpose procedures in SPL. To distinguish MPE system procedures (which are always
available to the user; either directly or indirectly) from any other procedures, the term intrinsic is
applied to MPE system procedures. Similarly, the term intrinsic call is used to denote the procedure
call that references an MPE system procedure.

PURPOSES AND USES OF MPEINTRINSICS

With MPE intrinsics, it is possible to

• Access and alter files. Files can be opened, read, written on, updated, and otherwise
manipulated using intrinsics.

• Request various utility operations, such as:

Listing date, time, and accounting information.
Determining job status.
Determining device status.
Obtaining devicefile information.
Transmitting messages.
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Inserting comments in command stream.
Requesting ASCII/binary number conversion.
Reading input from job/session input device.
Writing output to job/session list device.
Obtaining system timer information.
Determining the user's access mode and attributes.
Searching arrays and formatting parameters.
Executing MPE commands programmatically.
Enabling and disabling error traps.
Requesting program break, termination, or abort.
Changing the lengths of the user-managed area (DL to DB) and stack area (Z to DL) and
altering DL to DB and Z to DL register offsets.
Managing interprocess communication through the job control word.
Changing terminal speed and echo mode.

• Access and manage a system resource such as an input/output device, file, program,
subroutine, procedure, code segment, or the data stack such that no other program may
use the resource simultaneously.

• In addition, users with certain optional capabilities (see OPTIONAL CAPABILITIES,
page 1-12) may use intrinsics to

Create and delete processes.
Activate and suspend processes.
Send information (mail) between processes.
Change the scheduling of processes.
Obtain information about existing processes.
Create and access extra data segments.
Lock as many resources as desired simultaneously.

To help you determine what you can accomplish with MPE intrinsics, a summary is presented in
table 1-1. Table 1-1 lists each intrinsic, and the capability necessary to use it.

INTRINSIC CALLS

Intrinsic calls invoke MPE system procedures which are requested programmatically (that is, from
within a user program). In SPL programs (see CALLING INTRINSINCS FROM SPL, below), you
write the intrinsic calls explicitly. In FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC, and RPG programs, for most
general applications, the compiler for that language generates any necessary intrinsic calls
automatically - they are invisible to you. It is possible-, however, to call intrinsics directly from
these languages (see CALLING INTRINSICS FROM OTHER LANGUAGES, page 1-10).

All MPE intrinsics are treated as external procedures by user programs. External linkages from user
programs to intrinsics are satisfied when the user programs are segmented (at PREPARATION time)
and allocated residence in virtual memory (at RUN time). See the MPE Segmenter Reference
Manual for a discussion of segments, segmentation, and allocation.

CALLING INTRINSICS FROM SPL

Before an intrinsic can be called from an SPL program, it must be declared at the beginning of the
program, following all data declarations, like any other SPL procedure. This could be done by
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Table 1-1. Summary of MPE Intrinsics

INTRINSIC
PURPOSE CAPABILITY REQUIRED

NAME

ACCEPT Accepts (and completes) a request received by the Standard
preceding GET intrinsic call. (Used only with DS/3000.)

ACTIVATE Activates a process. Process Handling

ADJUSTUSLF Adjusts directory space in a USL file. Standard

ALTDSEG Alters the size of an extra data segment. Data Segment Management

ARITRAP Enables or disables internal interrupt signals from all Standard
hardware arithmetic traps.

ASCII Converts a number from binary to ASCII code. Standard

BINARY Converts a number from ASCII to binary code. Standard

CALENDAR Returns the calendar date. Standard

CAUSEBREAK Requests a session break. Standard

CLEANUSL Deletes inactive entries from USL file. Standard

CLOCK Returns the actual time. Standard

CLOSE LOG Closes access to the logging facility. LG Capability

COMMAND Executes an MPE command programmatically. Standard

CREATE Creates a process. Process Handling

CTRANSLATE Converts a string of characters from EBCDI C to ASCII Standard
or from ASCII to EBCDIC.

DASCII Converts a value from double-word binary to ASCII code. Standard

DATELINE Returns date and time information. Standard

DBINARY Converts a number from ASCII code to a double-word Standard
binary value.

DEBUG Calls the DEBUG facility. Standard

DLSIZE Changes size of DL to DB area. Standard

DMOVIN Copies block from data segment to stack. Data Segment Management

DMOVOUT Copies block from stack to data segment. Data Segment Management

EXPANDUSLF Changes length of a USL file. Standard

FATHER Requests Process Identification Number (PI N) of Process Handling

father process.
- -
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Table 1-1. Summary of MPE Intrinsics (Continued)

INTRINSIC
PURPOSE CAPABILITY REQUIREDNAME

FCARD Drives the HP 7260A Optical Mark Reader. Standard

FCHECK Requests details about file input/output errors. Standard

FCLOSE Closes a file. Standard

FCONTROL Performs control operations on a file or terminal device. Standard

FDELETE Deactivates aRlO record. Standard

FERRMSG Returns message corresponding to FCHECK error Standard
number.

\

FFllEINFO Provides access to file information. Standard

FGETINFO Requests access and status information about a file. Standard

FINDJCW Searches Job Control Word (J€W) table for specified Standard
JCW.

FLOCK Dynamically locks a file. Standard

FMTCALENDAR Formats calendar date. Standard

FMTCLOCK Formats time of day. Standard

FMTDATE Formats calendar date and time of day. Standard

FOPEN Opens a file. Standard

FPOINT Resets the logical record pointer for a sequential disc Standard
file.

FREAD Reads a logical record from a sequential file (on any Standard
device) to the user's data stack.

FREADDIR Reads a logical record from a direct access file to the Standard
user's data stack.

FREADLABEL Reads a user file label. Standard

FREADSEEK Prepares, in advance, for reading from a direct-access Standard
file.

FREEDSEG Releases an extra data segment. Data Segment Management

FREELOCRIN Frees all local Resource Identification Numbers (RIN's) Standard
from allocation to a job.

FRELATE Determines if a file pair is interactive or duplicative. Standard

FRENAME Renames a disc file . Standard
.
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Table 1-1. Summary of MPE Intrinsics (Continued)

INTRINSIC
PURPOSE CAPABILITY REQUIRED

NAME

FSETMODE Activates or de-activates file-access modes. Standard

FSPACE Spaces forward or backward on a file. Standard

FUN LOCK Dynamically unlocks a file. Standard

FUPDATE Updates a logical record residing in a disc file. Standard

FWRITE Writes a logical record from the user's stack to a sequen- Standard
tial file (on any device).

FWRITEDIR Writes a logical record from the user's stack to a direct- Standard
access disc file.

FWRITELABEL Writes a user file label. Standard

GENMESSAGE Accesses MPE message system. Standard

GET Receives the next request from a remote master program. Standard
(Used only with DS/3000.)

GETDSEG Creates an extra data segment. Data Segment Management

GETJCW Fetches contents of system job control word (JCW). Standard

GETLOCRIN Acquires local RIN's. Standard

GETORIGIN Determines source of process activation call. Process Handling

GETPRIORITY Changes the priority of a process. Process Handl ing

GETPRIVMODE Dynamically enters privileged mode. Privileged Mode

GETPROCID Requests PIN of a son process. Process Handling

GETPROCINFO Requests status information about a father or son Process Handling
process.

GETUSERMODE Dynamically returns to non-privileged mode. Privileged Mode

INITUSLF Initializes a USL file to the empty state. Standard

10DONTWAIT Initiates completion operations for an I/O request. Privileged Mode

10WAIT Initiates completion operations for- an I/O request. Privileged Mode

KILL Deletes a process. Pocess Handling

LOADPROC Dynamically loads a library procedure. Standard
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Table 1-1. Summary of MPE Intrinsics (Continued)

INTRINSIC
PURPOSE CAPABILITY REQUIREDNAME

LOCKGLORIN Locks a global RIN. Standard

LOCKLOCRIN Locks a local RIN. Standard

LOCRINOWNER Identifies process locking a local RIN. Standard

MAIL Tests mailbox status. Process Handling

MYCOMMANO Parses (delineates and defines parameters) for user- Standard
supplied command image.

OPENLOG Provides access to a logging facility. LG Capability

PAUSE Suspends calling process for a specified number of Standard
seconds.

PCHECK Returns an integer code specifying the completion status Standard
of the most recently executed OS/3000. (Used only with
OS/3000.)

PCLOSE Terminates program-to-program communication with a Standard
remote slave program. (Used only with OS/3000.)

PCONTROL Exchanges tag fields with a remote slave program. (Used Standard
only with OS/3000.)

POPEN Initiates program-to-program communication with a Standard
remote slave program. (Used only with OS/3000.)

PREAO Requests a block of data from a remote slave program. Standard
(Used only with OS/3000.)

PRINT Prints character string on job/session list device. Standard

PRINTFILEINFO Prints file information display. Standard

PRINTOP Prints a character string on the Operator's Console. Standard

PRINTOPREPLY Prints a character string on the Operator's Console and Standard
solicits a reply.

PROCTIME Returns a process' accumulated central processor time. Standard

PTAPE Accepts input from paper tapes which do not contain Standard
X-OF F control characters.

PUTJCW Puts value of a given JCW in JCW table. Standard

PWRITE Sends a block of data to a remote slave program. Standard

QUIT Aborts a process. Standard
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Table 1-1. Summary of MPE Intrinsics (Continued)

INTRINSIC
PURPOSE CAPABILITY REQUIREDNAME

QUITPROG Aborts the user process structure. Standard

READ Reads an ASCII string from the job/session input device Standard
($STDIN).

READX Reads an ASCII string from the job/session input device Standard
($STDINX).

RECEIVEMAI L Receives mail from another process. Process Handling

REJECT Rejects the request received by the preceding GET Standard
intrinsic call. (Used only with DS/3000.)

RESETCONTROL Resets terminal to accept CONTROL Y signal. Standard

RESETDUMP Disables the abort stack analysis facility. Standard

SEARCH Searches an array for a specified entry or name. Standard

SENDMAIL Sends mai I to another process. Process Handl ing

SETDUMP Enables the abort stack analysis facility. Standard

SETJCW Sets the value of the system job control word (JCW). Standard

STACKDUMP Dumps selected parts of stack to file. Standard

SUSPEND Suspends a process. Process Handling

SWITCHDB Switches DB register pointer. Privileged Mode

TERMINATE Terminates a process. Standard

TIMER Returns job or session timer bit count. Standard

UNLOADPROC Dynamically unloads a library procedure. Standard

UNLOADGLORIN Unlocks a global RIN. Standard

UNLOCKLOCRIN Unlocks a local RIN. Standard

WHO Returns user attributes. Standard

WRITELOG Writes a record to a logging file. LG Capability

XARITRAP Arms or disarms the software arithmetic trap. Standard

XCONTRAP Arms or disarms the CONTROL-Y trap. Standard

XLlBTRAP Arms or disarms the library trap. Standard

XSYSTRAP Arms or disarms the system trap. Standard

ZSIZE Changes size of Z to DB area. Standard
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writing the entire intrinsic declaration but, because some intrinsic declarations are rather long, you
can save time by declaring intrinsics with the INTRINSIC declaration statement.

The format of the INTRINSIC declaration statement is

INTRINSICintrinsicname, intrinsicname, ... ,intrinsicname;

In the intrinsicname list, you name all intrinsics that you intend to call within your program. When
more than one intrinsic is named, the names must be separated by commas. For example, to use the
INTRINSIC declaration statement to declare the FOPEN, FREAD, FWRITE, and FCLOSE
intrinsics, you could write

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FWRITE,FCLOSE;

Regardless of whether you declare an intrinsic as a procedure or in an INTRINSIC declaration
statement, you must know the number and type of parameters which the intrinsic uses in order to
call it correctly. Parameters can be passed to a procedure (intrinsic) either by value or by reference.
When a parameter is passed by reference (the default case), its address in the caller's data area is
made available to the called procedure. If the variable is changed by the called procedure, the
storage in the caller's data area is updated. When a parameter is passed by value, the called
procedure receives a local (private) copy of the actual data value. If the called procedure changes
this private copy, the corresponding variable in the calling routine remains unchanged.

You call an intrinsic in your program exactly as you would any SPL procedure: that is, you write
the intrinsic name, followed by a parameter list enclosed in parentheses. These parameters must
follow the positional format shown in each intrinsic description (Section II). Parameters must be
separated from each other by commas. For example, a call to the FREAD intrinsic could be written
as

FREAD(FN,TAR,TC);

where the filenum, target, and tcount parameters (see Section II, page 2-82) are represented by FN,
TAR, and TC, respectively. If numeric values are to be specified for the filenum and tcount
parameters (which are VALUE parameters), the following call could be used:

FREAD(3,TAR,-80);

If the OPTION VARIABLE notation appears in the intrinsic description shown in Section II, some
of the intrinsic parameters are optional. Since all intrinsic parameters are positional, however, you
must indicate a missing parameter within a parameter list by omitting the parameter itself but
retaining the preceding and following commas. For example, if the second parameter is missing

FOPEN(FILENAME,,3);

If the first parameter is omitted from a list, this is indicated by following the left parenthesis with a
comma. If one or more parameters are omitted from the end of a list, however, this is indicated by
simply writing the terminating right parenthesis after the last parameter included.
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NOTE

In some intrinsic calls, input parameters are passed to the
intrinsic as words whose individual bits or fields of bits
signify certain functions or options. In cases where some of
the bits within a word are described in this manual as
"reserved for MPE", you are advised to set such bits to zero.
This will help insure the compatibility of your current
program with future releases of MPE.

In cases where output parameters are passed by an intrinsic
to words referenced by a calling program, bits within such
words that are described as "reserved for MPE" are set to
zero unless otherwise noted in the discussion of the particular
parameter.

To call an intrinsic from an SPL program, follow the steps listed below:

1. Refer to the intrinsic description in Section II to determine the parameter types and their
positions in the parameter list.

2. Declare the variables or array names to be passed as parameters by type at the beginning
of the program.

3. Include the name of the intrinsic in an INTRINSIC declaration statement.

4. Issue the intrinsic call at the appropriate place in your program.

For example, refer to Section II, page 2-147 for a description of the PRINTOP intrinsic. This
intrinsic is shown as

A IV IV
PRINTOP(message,length,control);

The bold face italics shoWn for message, length, and control signify that these are required
parameters. (Optional parameters are signified by regular italics.)

The superscripts A, IV, and IV over message, length, and control denote logical array, integer by
value, and integer by value, respectively.

The array name to be used as the message parameter must be declared as an array at the beginning
of the program. If variable names are used for the length and control parameters, they must be
declared as type integer at the beginning of the program.

Figure 1-1 shows the intrinsic PRINTOP being called from an SPL program after being declared
with the INTRINSIC declaration statement. Note that MESSAGE is declared as an array and the
variables LENGTH and CONTROL are declared as type integer.

Figure 1-2 shows the same intrinsic being called with numeric values, instead of symbolic identifiers,
being specified for the parameters length and control.
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PAGE 0001 HP32100A."6.0 (C) COPYRIGHT HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 1976

$CONTROL USLINIT

« USING THE INTRINSIC DECLARATION STATEMENT »

LENGTH: = 10.:
CONTROL: =%60;

::!::::·:::j:::.::.:.!I:I:'I·I;'g:I:":•.I~:$*;·I!!·I.I~U~gQNmIQli~I:!··}

BEGIN
ARRAY MESSAGE(0:9):=nMESSAGE TO OPERATOR •• ;
INTEGER LENGTH.. CONTROL':

::::!::j::'!!·:·:·:X·:WTII·N·$:i.::p!'·!ftl'INmge·,:·::''\{::..

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00012
NO. WARNINGS=000
ELAPSED TIME=0:01:23

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 0
00004000 00000 0
00005000 00000 0
08006000 00000 1
00007000 00012 1
00008000 00012 1
0e009000 00012 1
00010000 00012 1
00011000 00002 1
00012000 00004 1
90013000 00010 1
00014000 00010 1 END.
PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%003;
NO. ERRORS=000;
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:"~;

Figure 1-1. Calling the PRINTOP Intrinsic from SPL

PAGE 0001 H~/32100A.06.0 (C) COPYRIGHT HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 1976
i

« USING NUMERIC VALUES AS PARAMETERS »

$CONTROL USLINIT

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00012
NO. WARNINGS=000
ELAPSED TIME=0:00:53

BEGIN
ARRAY MESSAGE( 0: 9): ="MESSAGE

,j,:::: :::!:!:!::i:::i!~::!I!::i:!:~:,!i11·j:::::i:I:I:~1:llil~i~:.:':l!!:!::!!·:!:·::: .....:::::·:!::: i..:.':.,i.':.,:.,:.i.,!.:.:.::::.. .;:.:.::::.1::::.:.::!.;I.II:.J.lllllli.:I.1j~~~~\~ .: :::::::::::~:~:;::{.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:........... .. .. . :.:.;.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.......... ;::::::.:::;:::::::;

!i!j:i:i!i!·l:::::!j"!'!j!'!j.··qll,!·II·I·I:i~·I·.II··~I~::IJ::::!l:::lii:::I!lli:'::J.::::::i:!:i:j:!:::i:!:::::::::::::

TO OPE·RATOR n;

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 0
00004000 00000 0
00005000 00000 0
00006000 00000 1
00007000 00012 1
00008000 00012 1

. 011009000 00012 1
00~10000 00004 1
00011000 00004 1 END.
PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%001;
NO. ERRORS=000;
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:00;

Figure 1-2. Using Numeric Values as Parameters in an Intrinsic Call
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CALLING INTRINSICS FROM OTHER LANGUAGES

For most applications in FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC, and RPG programs, the compiler for the
specific language generates any necessary intrinsic calls automatically. It is possible, however, to call
intrinsics, or other library procedures, from these languages. The procedures for calling intrinsics
from these languages are described in the applicable language reference manuals.

INTRINSIC CALL ERRORS

Some intrinsics alter the condition code returned to FORTRAN and SPL programs through two
bits (6 and 7) in the Status register. These two bits have four states which are defined as follows:

00 Defined as CCG, or condition code greater than.
01 Defined as CCL, or condition code less than.
10 Defined as CCE, or condition code equal.
11 Undefined.

Since bits 6 and 7 of the Status register are affected by many instructions, you should check for
condition codes immediately upon return from an intrinsic (see figure 1-3). A condition code is
always CCG, CCL, or CCE, and has the general meaning indicated below. The specific meaning, of
course, depends upon the intrinsic called and these meanings are described in Section II.

Condition Code State

CCE

CCG

CCL

General Meaning

Condition code equal. This generally indicates that the request
was granted.

Condition code greater. A special condition occurred but may
not have affected the execution of the request. (For example,
the request was executed, but default values were assumed as
intrinsic call parameters.)

Condition code less. The request was not granted, but the error
condition may be recoverable. Beyond this condition code,
some intrinsics return further error information in the program
through their return values.

Two types of errors may occur when an intrinsic is executed. The first, denoted by the CCG or CCL
condition codes, is generally recoverable (control returns to the calling program) and is known as a
condition code error. The second type is an abort error, which occurs when a calling program passes
illegal parameters to an intrinsic, or does not have the capability demanded by the intrinsic.
Intrinsic (system) traps are handled by a special procedure designed for that purpose. Normally, if
an intrinsic causes the trap to be invoked, the system trap handler aborts the user program. You
may, however, specify a procedure to be used instead of the default system trap handler and try to
recover from such errors. If the program is aborted in a batch job, MPE removes the job from the
system (unless a :CONTINUE command, defined in the MPE Commands Reference Manual,
precedes the error). If the program is aborted in an interactive session, MPE returns control to the
terminal. Abort-error messages are described in Section X.
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PAGE 0001 HP32100A.06.0 (C) COPYRIGHT HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 1976

SCONTROL USLINIT

« CONDITION CODE CHECKS »

ERR:
PRINT(ERRBUF~9~%60);

PRINTOP(MESSAGE~10~%60);

-OK:
PRINT(OKBUF~10~%60);

GOTO STOP1

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00035
NO. WARNINGS=000
ELAPSED TIME=0:01:55

BEGIN
ARRAY MESSAGE(0:9):="MESSAGE TO OPERATOR ";
ARRAY OKBUF( 0: 9) : ='·MESSAGE TRANSM I TTED n;
ARRAY ERRBUF(0:8):="I/O ERROR OCCURRED"1
INTRINSIC PRINTOP~PRINT1

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 0
00004000 00000 0
00005000 00000 0
00006000 00000 1
00007000 00012 1
00008000 00012 1
00009000 00011 1
00010000 00011 1
00011000 0001 1 1
00012000 00004 1
00013000 00004 1
00014000 00005 1
90015000 00006 1
90016000 00006 1
00017000 00006 1
00018000 00012 1
00019000 00013 1
00020000 00013 1
00021000 00013 1
00022000 00017 1
00023000 00017 1 STOP:
00024000 00017 1 END.
PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%0031
NO. E~RO-RS=0001

PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:011

Figure 1-3. Condition Code Checks

NOTE

Whenever an intrinsic is invoked by a process and the DB
register is pointing to the DB area in the user's stack, a
bounds check takes place to insure that all parameters in the
intrinsic call reference addresses that lie between the DL and
S addresses in the stack (prior to the intrinsic call). If an
address outside of these boundaries is referenced, an abort
error occurs.

When an intrinsic is invoked by a process running in the
privileged mode, and the DB register points to a data segment
other than the user's stack segment (split stack), the results
depend on the particular intrinsic. Most intrinsics abort
immediately in this case. Others, indicated in Section II, are
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allowed to execute following a bounds check that insures
that all parameters in the intrinsic call reference addresses
that lie within the data segment. Any boundary violation
results in an abort error. Any additional special actions taken
by a particular intrinsic are described in the discussion of that
intrinsic in Section II.

Figure 1-3 illustrates the use of condition code checks in a program. If the condition code is CCE
(meaning that the request was granted), the program displays "MESSAGE TRANSMITTED". For a
CCL condition code, the message "IjOERROR OCCURRED" is displayed and the program
terminates normally.

OPTIONAL CAPABILITIES

Users with the Standard MPE Capability can perform most functions available through the
operating system. There are some functions, however, which can only be performed by users with
certain optional capabilities assigned to them when the Accounts, Groups, and Users are created by
the System Manager.

The Process-Handling Optional Capability allows you to programmatically

• Create and delete processes.
• Activate and suspend processes.
• Send mail between processes.
• Change the scheduling ,of processes.
• Obtain information about existing'processes.

The Process-Handling Optional Capability is described in Section VII.

The Data-Segment Management Optional Capability allows you to create and access extra data
segments from processes during a job or session. This capability is described in Section VIII.

Multiple Resource Identification Number Optional Capability. Users having standard MPE
capability can lock only one global or local Resource Identification Number (RIN) at a time. The
Multiple Resource Identification Number Optional Capability, however, allows you to lock as many
RIN's as desired simultaneously, without checking by the operating system. The Multiple RIN
Optional Capability is described in Section VI.

The Privileged Mode Optional Capability allows you to access all areas of the system and use all
features of the hardware. This capability allows you to access all system tables and invoke all system
instructions, including those· in the privileged central processor unit instruction set. In short, this
capability allows you to use the computer on the same terms as the operating system itself. The
Privileged Mode Optional Capability is described in Section IX.
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IMPORTANT NOTE

The normal checks and limitations that apply to the standard
users in MPE are bypassed in privileged mode. It is possible
for a privileged mode program to destroy file integrity, includ
ing the MPE operating system software itself. Hewlett-Packard
will investigate and attempt to resolve problems resulting
from the use of privileged mode code. This service, which is
not provided under the standard Service Contract, is available
on a time and materials billing basis. However, Hewlett
Packard will not support, correct, or attend to any modifica
tion of the MPE operating system software.

The User Logging Optional Capability provides a flexible transaction logging capability which
enables you to journalize additions and modifications to your data bases and subsystem files. User
logging permits you to journalize on two mediums: tape and disc. If the data base is lost, the logging
tape or disc file can be used to recover the lost transactions.
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INTRINSIC DESCRIPTIONSI~
This section contains descriptions of all intrinsicss arranged alphabetically. Each intrinsic description
includes the following infornlation:

• The intrinsic name, a brief summary of its function, and the number of the intrinsic. (The
number is only significant for error diagnosis. See the Error Messages and Recovery
Manual.)

• The complete intrinsic call description highlighted by being enclosed in a shaded box. The
intrinsic call descriptions are in the format shown below for the ACTIVATE intrinsic:

Required parameters, such as pin, are shown in bold face italics; optional parameters
(susp) are shown in regular italics. Superscripts are used to describe the types of
parameters and whether they must be passed by value, instead of by reference (the
default case). See Section I, page 1-8 for a discussion of passing parameters by value and
by reference. The superscripts have the following meanings:

BA Byte array
BP Byte pointer
D Double
DA Double array
DV Double by value
I Integer
IA Integer array
IV Integer by value
L Logical
LA Logical array
LV Logical by value
0-P Option privileged
0-V Option variable
R Real

In addition to the superscripts shown over the parameters, the superscript 0-V is shown
for some intrinsics to denote option variable. Option variable means that the intrinsic
contains optional parameters. Additionally, O-P is shown for those intrinsics which can be
called only when running in privileged mode. The ACTIVATE intrinsic shown, for ex
ample, contains two parameters: pin, which is a required integer parameter that must be
passed by value; and susp, an optional logical parameter that, if included in the intrinsic
call, must be passed by value. Additionally, the intrinsic is option variable, meaning that
some parameters are optional. t·
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2-2

• FUNCTIONAL RETURN: For those intrinsics which return a value to the calling
program (type procedures), the return is described. If the intrinsic is not a type
procedure, this portion of the description is omitted. The intrinsic call description format
for type intrinsics is as shown below for the READ intrinsic:

-
The READ intrinsic returns the positive length of the input actually read. This value is
returned to an integer variable. In the intrinsic call description, a word, representing what
is returned, is shown in italics (as is length, above) to denote that the intrinsic is a type
procedure. The type (integer, double, etc.) is signified by a superscript above the
descriptive word. Thus,

-
is an integer procedure, message is a required logical array, and expectedl is a required
integer parameter which must be passed by value.

NOTE

:=means "is assigned" or "is replaced by."

• PARAMETERS: All parameters are described. In the intrinsic call description, required
parameters are shown in bold face italics and optional parameters are shown in regular
italics. Elsewhere in this manual, this distinction is not shown for required and optional
parameters and all parameters are shown in regular italics.

• CONDITION CODES: Condition codes are included for each intrinsic.

• SPECIAL CONSIDERATION:

Required Capability. When you run a program file, the program file's capability
(established at PREPARATION time) is checked against the capability of the group
in which the file resides. If the file's capability does not exceed the capability of the
group, the program executes. Additional capability checking, however, is done if the
program calls an intrinsic. Some intrinsics require that the program file have
sufficient capability to call them. If an intrinsic requires a special capability, it will
be noted in the discussion of that intrinsic.

NOTE

The optional capabilities are discussed in Section I, page 1-13.



Split Stack Operations. During normal operation, the DB register points to the user
process' stack. Some operations with extra data segments require that DB be set to
the base of the extra data segment while DL and all other data registers remain
associated with the stack. When a process is operating in this mode it is said to have
a split stack. Several of the MPE intrinsics deal with DB in this manner and you
need not be concerned with the mechanics of the operation because while the'stack
is "split" only system code is executing. It is possible, however, if you are a privileged
user, to force your process to operate in split-stack mode explicitly by calling the
SWITCHDB intrinsic.

IMPORTANT NOTE

The normal checks and limitations that apply to the standard
users in MPE are bypassed in privileged mode. It is possible
for a privileged mode program to destroy file integrity, includ
ing the MPE operating system software itself. Hewlett-Packard
will investigate and attempt to resolve problems resulting
from the use of privileged mode code. This service, which is
not provided under the standard Service Contract, is available
on a time and materials billing basis. However, Hewlett
Packard will not support, correct, or attend to any modifica
tion of the MPE operating system software.

If you do this, you must recognize that some of the normal callable intrinsics may
not be called when DB does not point to the stack. Such intrinsics, if called bya
privileged process in split stack mode, can result in system failures. If you are a
normal user, you need not concern yourself with this restriction and you may assume
in all the intrinsics described in this section that unless it is otherwise stated, an
intrinsic will not operate in split stack mode.

The SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS portion of the description is omitted unless the
intrinsic operates in split stack mode, a special optional capability is required, or the
intrinsic requires a privileged call. Therefore, unless otherwise stated:

.The intrinsic does not <>perate in split stack mode.
The intrinsic requires only standard capabilities.
The intrinsic does not require a privileged call.

• TEXT DISCUSSION: This references the page in this manual where usage of the intrinsic
is discussed.
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ACCEPT

Accepts (and completes) a request received by
the preceding GET intrinsic call and returns
an optional tag field back to a remote master
program.

-
See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.
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Activates a process.

ACTIVATE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 104

Mter a process has been created, it must be activated in order to run. Once activated, the process
runs until it is suspended or deleted. A newly-created process can only be activated by its father. A
process that has been suspended (with the SUSPEND intrinsic, see page 2-172) can be reactivated by
its father or any of its sons, as specified in the susp parameter of the ACTIVATE and SUSPEND
intrinsics.

The operating system guarantees that there will be no process switching (to some other process)
between activation of the called process 3...'1d suspension of the calling process.

The ACTIVATE intrinsic aborts the calling process (and possibly the entire job/session) if:

1. The log-on group does not have the Process-Handling Capability and the program was not
prepared with Process-Handling Capability.

2. The required parameter pin is omitted.
3. A request to activate the father would result in activation of a job or session main process

or a system process.

PARAMETERS
pin

susp

integer by value (required)
Process Identification Number (PIN). An integer specifying the PIN for
the son or father process to be activated. The PIN number to activate a
father process is always zero. The called process must always be
expecting an activation from the caller as noted in the discussion of the
SUSPEND (see page 2-172) and CREATE (see page 2-19) intrinsics.

logical by value (optional)
A word that specifies:
The calling process is to be suspended while the called process is
activated and commences execution.

or

The called process is activated by the operating system but does not
commence execution immediately. Instead, control is returned to the
calling process which will continue execution.

When susp is omitted or is zero, the calling process remains active.
When susp is specified, the calling process is suspended. The 14th and
15th bits of susp specify the anticipated source of the call that later will
reactivate the calling process.

Bit (15:1) - If on, the process expects to be activated by its father.
Bit (14: 1) - If on, the process expects to be activated by one of its
sons.

If both bits are on, the suspended process can be activated by either the
father or sons.
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ACTIV'ATE

Bits (0:14) - Reserved for MPE. Should be set to zero.

Default: Calling process remains active.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCO

CCL

Request granted. Called process is activated. The calling process is
suspended if susp was specified.

The called process already is active. The calling process is suspended if
susp was specified.

Request denied, because the called process was not expecting activation
by this calling process; an illegal pin parameter was specified; or· the
susp parameter was specified improperly.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.
Process-Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 8-10.
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Adjusts directory space in a USL file.

-

ADJO'STUSL:F

INTRINSIC NUMBER 83

The ADJUSTUSLF intrinsic moves the start of the information block forward or backward on a
user subprogram library (USL) file, thereby increasing or decreasing, respectively, the space
available for the file directory block. Note that this does not change the overall length of the file.
This intrinsic is intended for programmers writing compilers. See the MPE Segmenter Reference
Manual for a discussion of USL's, the ADJUSTUSLF intrinsic, information blocks, and directory
blocks.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns an error number if an error occurs. If no error occurs, no value is returned.

PARAMETERS

usltnum

records

integer by value (required)
A word supplying the file number of the USL file (as returned by
FOPEN).

integer by value (required)
A word supplying a signed record count. If records is greater than zero,
the information block is moved toward the end-of-file in the USL file,
increasing the space available for the directory block and decreasing the
space available for the information block. If records is less than zero,
the information block is moved toward the start of the USL file,
decreasing the directory-block space and increasing the information
block space.

CONDITION CODES"

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied. One of the following error numbers is returned.

Error Number

o

Meaning

The file specified by uslfnum was empty,
or an unexpected end-of-file was encoun
tered when reading the old uslfnu m, or an
unexpected end-of-file was encountered
when writing on the new uslfnum.
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Error Number

1

3

6

TEXT DISCUSSION

MPE Segmenter Reference Manual.

2-8

Meaning

Unexpected input/output error occurred.
This can occur on the old uslfnum or the
new uslfnum to which the intrinsic is
copying the information.

Your request attempted to exceed the
maximum file directory size (32,768
words).

Insufficient space was available in the USL
file information block.



Alters the size of an extra data segment.

ALTDSEG

INTRINSIC NUMBER 134

The ALTDSEG intrinsic alters the current size of an extra data segment. ALTDSEG can be used to
reduce the storage required by the segment when it is moved into main memory, then used again to
expand storage as required, thus allowing more efficient use of memory.

Expansion and contraction is accomplished in even multiples of 4, which are rounded up. For
example,

Present Segment Size (Words)

128
128
128
128
128

Change Value (Words)

-3
-4
+1
+3
+4

NOTE

New Segment Size (Words)

128
124
132
132
132

Sufficient virtual space is allocated by the system when a
data segment is created through GETDSEG to accommodate
the original length of the data segment. This virtual space is
allocated in increments of pages where the number of words
per page is set when the system is configured (typically 512
words/page). For example, creation of a data segment with a
length of 600 words would result in two virtual pages being
allocated for the data segment (space for 1024 words).

In no case may ALTDSEG increase the size of a data segment
to exceed the virtual space originally allocated through
GETDSEG.

PARAMETERS

index

inc

size

logical by value (required)
A word containing the logical index of the extra data segment, obtained
from the GETDSEG call.

integer by value (required)
The value, in words, by which the data segment is to be changed. A
positive integer value requests an increase, and a negative integer value
requests a decrease.

integer (required)
A word to which is returned the new size of the data segment after
incrementing or decrementing occurs.
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CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

Request not fully granted. An illegal decrement, requesting a new total
segment size of zero or less, or an illegal increment, requesting a new
size greater than the virtual space originally assigned by GETDSEG,
was attempted. In the first case, the current size remains in effect. In
the second case, the size of the virtual space is granted and this size is
returned through the size parameter.

Request denied because an illegal index parameter was specified.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Data-Segment Management Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 8-16
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Enables or disables all hardware arithmetic traps.

ARITRAP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 51

The interrupts listed below are collectively called the arithmetic user traps.

When a user process begins execution, all internal arithmetic user traps are enabled. That is, if an
arithmetic error occurs in the user process, it is aborted in the trap mechanism. The various
interrupts which can occur are:

• Integer overflow.
• Floating point overflow.
• Floating point underflow.
• Integer divide by zero.
• Floating point divide by zero.
• Double precision overflow.
• Double precision underflow.
• Double precision divide by zero.
• Decimal overflow.
• Invalid ASCII digit.
• Invalid decimal digit.
• Invalid source worq count.
• Invalid decimal OPerand length.
• Decimal divide by zero.

The traps may be collectively enabled/disabled with the ARITRAP intrinsic call.

The ARITRAP intrinsic always clears the overflow indicator located in the caller's status word.

PARAMETERS

state

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION
Page 4-30.

logical by value (required)
A word specifying whether all traps are to be enabled or disabled.
If state is TRUE (bit 15 = 1), all traps are enabled.
If state is FALSE (bit 15 = 0), all traps are disabled.
Bits 0 through 14 are reserved for MPE and should be set to zero.

Request granted. The arithmetic traps were originally disabled.

Request granted. The arithmetic traps were originally enabled.

Not returned by this intrinsic.
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ASCII

INTRINSIC NUMBER 63 Converts a one-word binary number to a numeric ASCII string.

Any 16-bit binary number can be converted to a different base and represented as a numeric
character ASCII string by using the ASCII intrinsic call.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the number of characters in the resulting string.

PARAMETERS

word

base

string

2-12

integer by value (required)
The number to be converted to an ASCII string.

integer by value (required)
An integer indicating octal or decimal conversion.
8 =octal
10 =decimal (left justified)
-10 = decimal (right justified)
If any other number is entered in this ~arameter, the intrinsic causes
the user process to abort.

byte array (required)
A byte array into which the converted value is placed. This array must
be long enough to contain the result. No result, however, exceeds six
characters. For octal conversion (base = 8), six characters, including
leading zeros, are always returned in string,- showing the octal
representation of word. In octal conversions, the length returned by
ASCII is the number of significant (right-justified) characters in string
(excluding leading zeros). If word = 0, the length (numchar) returned
by ASCII is 1.

For decimal conversions, word is considered as a 16-bit, 2's comple
ment integer ranging from -32768 to +32767. If the value of word is
negative, the first byte of string contains a minus sign. If word = 0, only
one zero character is returned in string. The length (numchar) returned
by ASCII is the total number of characters in string (including the
sign). If word =0, the length returned by ASCII is 1.

For decimal left-justified conversions (base = 10), leading zeros are
removed and the numeric ASCII result is left justified in string.

For decimal right-justified conversions (base =-10), the result is right
justified in string.

JAN 1980
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Note that for right-justified conversions, the byte array into which the converted value is to
be placed must specify the last byte in the array. For example, if STRING is a 10-byte array
declared as:

BYTE ARRAY STRING(0:9);

then it must be specified in the ASCII intrinsic call as follows (for right justification):

NUMCHAR: =ASCII(WORD, -10, STRING(9»;

The result will be right justifed in STRING with the right most digit of the result contained
in the last (right most) byte of string.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-10.
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BINARY

INTRINSIC NUMBER 62

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

Converts a number from an ASCII string to a binary word.

This intrinsic returns the binary equivalent of the numeric string.

PARAMETERS

string

length

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-13.

2-14

byte array (required)
Contains the octal or signed decimal number (ASCII characters) to be
converted. If the character string in this array begins with a percent sign
(%), it is treated as an octal value. If the string begins with a plus sign,
minus sign, or a number, it is treated as a decimal value.

NOTE

String cannot contain blanks.

integer by value (required)
An integer representing the length (number of bytes) in the byte array
containing the ASCII-coded value. If the value of length is 0, the
intrinsic returns °to the calling process. If the value of length is less
than 0, the intrinsic causes the user process to abort.

Successful conversion. A one-word binary value is returned to the user's
process.

A word overflow, possibly resulting from too many characters (string
number too large), occurred in the word (bineqv) returned.

An illegal character was encountered in the byte array specified by
string. For example, the digits 8 or 9 specified in an octal value.
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Returns the calendar date.

-
FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the calendar date in the format

CALENDAR

INTRINSIC NUMBER 43

Bits o
I Year of Century

6 7 15

I Day of Year I

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-44.
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CAUSEBREAK

INTRINSIC NUMBER 56

-
Places a session in break mode.

Using the CAUSEBREAK intrinsic is the programmatic equivalent to. using the BREAK key in a
session. Execution of the process can be resumed where the interruption occurred by entering the
command

:RESUME

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because the intrinsic was not called from an interactive
session.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-19.
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CLEANUSL
Deletes inactive entries from USL file

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

CLEANUSL deletes all inactive entries from currently managed USL files and returns the new file
number. If an error occurs, the error number is returned instead of the new file number. (See Table
10-13, CLEANUSL Error Messages) The condition code, therefore, must be tested immediately on
return from the intrinsic. Unpredictable results occur if an error number is used as a file number.

NOTE

CLEANUSL requires at least 3000 words of available stack
space to execute.

PARAMETERS

uslfnum

filename

integer by value (required)
A word identifier which supplies the file number of the file.

byte array (required)
The name to be given to the cleaned file. The array must end with a
blank, but it can be all blanks. If its all blanks it purges the inactive
entries.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCQ

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

None

JAN 1980

Request granted. The new file number is returned.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied. (See Table 10-13, CLEANUSL E:rror Messages)
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CLOCK
INTRINSIC NUMBER 44 Returns the time of day.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the actual time (wall time), as monitored by the system timer, as a double
word. The first word contains the hour of the day and the minute of the hour, the second word
contains seconds and tenths of seconds as follows:

157 8Bits 0_---------r---------___.
Hour of Day Minute of Hour Word 1

Seconds Tenths of Seconds Word 2

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-44.
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Closes access to the logging facility.

The CLOSELOG intrinsic closes access to the logging facility.

PARAMETERS

CLOSELOG
INTRINSIC NUMBER 212

index

mode

status

double (required)
The parameter returned from OPENLOG that identifies your access to
the logging facility.

integer (required)
An integer which you use to indicate whether or not your process
should be suspended if your request for service cannot be completed
immediately. Enter a zero if you want to wait for service; enter a one if
you do not want to wait.

integer (required)
An integer which indicates logging system errors to you. (See table
10-12, User Logging Error Messages.)

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION
Page 3-91.
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COMMAND

INTRINSIC NUMBER 68

-
NOTE

Executes an MPE command programmatically.

User-defined commands may not be used.

PARAMETERS

comimage byte array (required)
Contains an ASCII string consisting of a command and parameters ter
minated by a carriage return. The carriage return character must be the
last character of the command string. No prompt character, however,
should be included in this string. The comimage array may be altered
by the COMMAND intrinsic (for example, characters in it may be shift
ed from lowercase to uppercase), but will be returned in a form that
can be resubmitted to this intrinsic without adjustment.

error

parm

CI~p..ofL. integer (required)
A word to which any error code set by the command is returned. This
is the same error code that would appear on a job/session list device if
the command was part of an input stream, Le., command interpreter
error code not file system error code. If no error occurs, error returns
zero.

integer (required)
A word to which the number (index) of the erroneous parameter is
returned. If no parameters are in error, parm returns zero. If there are
errors, parm may be zero or some positive integer. In the case where an
error refers to a file system problem, parm is'the file system error code.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-9

2-18

Request granted.

An executor-dependent error, such as an erroneous parameter, pre
vented execution of the command. The error parameter contains the
numeric error code.

Request denied. The command was an undefined command.
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Creates a process.

CREATE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 100

Any running process, if it has the Process-Handling Capability, can request the creation of a son
process by issuing the CREATE intrinsic call. The CREATE intrinsic loads the program to be run by
the new process into virtual memory, creates the new process as the son of the calling process,
initializes its data stack, schedules the process, and returns the new Process Identification Number
(PIN) to the requesting process.

The creating process is aborted if:

1. Request was rejected because of illegal parameters; a PIN of zero is returned. Specifically,
this occurs:

• If progname is illegal.

• If entryname is illegal.

• If stacksize is less than 512 (decimal) and is not -1. (Note that if -1 is specified, the
default value is taken.)

• If dlsize is less than 0 and is not -1.

• If maxdata is less than or equal to 0, and is not -1.

• If (dlsize + globsize + stacksize + 128) exceeds maxdata. Note that dlsize may have
been modified to satisfy condition 2 under CCG. The globsize value is the sum of
the primary DB plus the secondary DB values (the total DB given at program
preparation time by the program map (PMAP».

• If (dlsize + globsize + stacksize + 128) exceeds the maximum stacksize defined
during system configuration. Note that dlsize may have been modified to satisfy
condition 2 under CCG.

• If (maxdata + 90) exceeds 32768, where maxdata is either the value passed as a
parameter or a value re-computed by the Loader under condition 1 of CCG.

2. The program file does not have the Process-Handling Optional Capability.

3. An illegal value (a non-existent subqueue) was specified for the priorityclass parameter.

4. A required parameter (progname or pin) is omitted.

5. A reference parameter was not within the required range.
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CREATE

PARAMETERS

progname

entryname

pin

param

flags

2-20

byte array (required)
Contains a string, terminated by a blank, specifying the name, and
optionally, the account and group (filereference format, see Section III,
page 3-8) of the file containing the program to be run.

byte array (optional)
Contains a string, terminated by a blank, specifying the entry poin~

(label) in the program where execution is to begin when the process is
activated. The primary entry point in the program can be specified by
setting the array equal to a blank character alone.
Default: The primary entry point is used.

integer (required)
A word in which the PIN of the new process is returned to the
requesting process. This PIN is used in other intrinsics to reference the
new process. The PIN can range from 1 to 255. If an error is detected, a
PIN of zero is returned to the requesting process.

integer by value (optional)
A word used to transfer control information to the new process. Any
instruction in the outer block of code in the new process can access this
information in location Q-4.
Default: Word is filled with zeros.

logical by value (optional)
A word whose bits, if on, specify the loading options:

NOTE

Bit groups are denoted using the standard SPL notation. Thus
bit (15:1) indicates bit 15, bits (10:3) indicates bits 10, 11,
and 12.

Bit (15:1) - ACTIVE bit. If on, MPE reactivates the calling process
(father) when the new process terminates. If off, the
calling process is not activated at that time.
Default: Off.

Bit (14:1) - LOADMAP bit. If on, a listing of the allocated (loaded)
program is produced on the job/session list device. This
map shows the Code, Segment Table (CST) entries used by
the new process. If off, no map is produced.
Default: Off.

Bit (13:1) - DEBUG bit. If on, a call to DEBUG is made at the first
executable instruction of the new process. If off, the
breakpoint is not set. This bit is ignored if the user is
non-privileged. and the new process requires privileged



CREATE

mode. It also is ignored if the user does not have read/write
access to the program file of the new process.
Default: Off.

Bit (12:1) -NOPRIV bit. If on, the program is loaded in non-privileged
mode. If this bit is off, the program is loaded in the mode
specified when the program file was prepared.
Default: Off.

Bits (10:2) -LIBSEARCH bits. These bits denote the order in which
libraries are to be searched for the program:

00 - System Library.
01 - Account Public Library, followed by System Library.
10 - Group Library, followed by Account Public Library,

followed by System Library.
Default: 00.

Bit (9:1) - NOCB bit. If on, file system control blocks are established
in an extra data segment. If off, control blocks may be
established in the Process Control Block Extension (PCBX)
area.
Default: Off.

NOTE

This bit should be set on if you are using a large stack.

Bits (7 :2) - Reserved for MPE. Should be set to zero.

Bits (5:2) - STACKDUMP bits. These bits control the enabling/
disabling of the mechanism by which the stack is dumped
in the event of an abort:

00 - Enables only if enabled at father level.
01 - Enables unconditionally.
10 - Same as 00.
11- Disables unconditionally for new process.
Default: 00.

Bit (4:1) - Reserved for MPE. Should be set to zero.

NOTE

The following bits (0:4) are used only when the bit pair (5:2)
is 01. Otherwise, these bits are ignored.

Bit (3:1) - DL to QI bit. If on, the portion of the stack from DL to
QI is dumped. If off, this portion of the stack is not
dumped.
Default: Off.
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stacksize

dlsize

maxdata

priorityclass

rank
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Bit (2:1) - QI to S bit. If on, the portion of the stack from QI to S is
dumped. If off, this portion of the stack is not dumped.
Default: Off.

Bit (1:1) -Q-63 to S bit. If on,the portion of the stack from Q-63 to
S is dumped. If off, this portion of the stack is not
dumped.
Default: Off.

Bit (0:1) - ASCII DUMP bit. If on, the dump is interpreted in ASCII,
in addition to the octal dump. If off, ASCII interpreting is
not given.
Default: Off.

Default: Default values as noted are taken.

integer by value (optional)
An integer (Z - Q) denoting the number of words assigned to the local
stack area bounded by the initial Q and Z registers.
Default: The same as that specified in the program file.

integer by value (optional)
An integer (DB - DL) denoting the number of words in the
user-managed stack area bounded by the DL and DB registers.
Default: The same as that specified in the program file.

integer by value (optional)
The maximum size allowed for the process' stack (Z - DL) area in
words. When specified, this value overrides the one established at
program-preparation time.
Default: If not specified, and not specified in program file either, MPE
assumes stack will remain same size.

logical by value (optional)
A string of two ASCII characters describing the priority class in which
the new process is scheduled. This may be all, as discussed under
Rescheduling Processes (see Section VII, page 7-13) for users with
Process-Handling Capability, or CS, DS, and ES for users without the
Process-Handling Capability.
Default: The same as the priority of the calling process.

integer by value (optional)
This parameter is used only for compatibility with previous versions of
the MPE Operating system. It is ignored for all users.

NOTE

For the stacksize, dlsize, and maxdata parameters, a value of
-1 indicates that the MPE Segmenter is to assign default
values. Specifying -1 is equivalent to omitting the parameter.
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CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted. The new process is created.

Request granted. The maxdata and/or dlsize parameters given were
illegal, but other values were used, as follows:

1. If the maxdata specified exceeds that maximum Z - DL allowed by
the configuration, the configuration maximum value is assigned.

2. If (dlsize + 100) modulo 128 is not zero, then dlsize is rounded
upward so that (dlsize + 100) modulo 128 = O.

Request denied because the progname or entryname specified does not
exist.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Process-Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION
Page 7-3.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 61 Converts a string of characters from EBCDIC to
ASCII, ASCII to EBCDIC, EBCDIK to JIS (katakana),

or JIS to EBCDIK.

The CTRANSLATE intrinsic is used for character code translating, whether between the standard
computer character codes or with a user defined code. It permits you to obtain character code con
versions within programs of your own design. In the code parameter of CTRANSLATE, the follow
ing values specify the translation table to be used:

PARAMETERS

code

instring

outstring

stringlength

table

2-24

integer by value (required)
An integer identifying a specific translation to be used as follows:

0= The user supplied table specified in the parameter, table.

1 = EBCDIC to ASCII.

2 = ASCII to EBCDIC.

3 = Reserved for future use.

4 = Reserved for future use.

5 = EBCDIK to JIS (katakana data).

6 =JIS to EBCDIK.

byte array (required)
The string of characters to be translated.

byte array (optional)
A byte array to which is returned the translated character string. If
outstring is not specified, all translation will occur within instring.
The parameters instring and outstring may specify the same array.

integer by value (required)
A positive integer specifying the length (in bytes) of instring.

byte array (required when code =0)
A byte array to be used as the translation table. The contents of table,
and the order of these contents, define the translation process. The
length of table may be as large as 256 bytes, but it needs to be only as
large as the largest numeric value of any source byte in instring. The
table is constructed such that each byte in the table corresponds to a
byte value in the source string to be translated; for example, the fifth
byte in the table gives the code to be substituted for source bytes
whose value is 4.
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CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-13

CTRAN5LATE

Request granted. Translation performed successfully.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because an error occurred.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 75

-
Converts a two-word binary number (double word)
to a numeric ASCII string.

A 32-bit double-word binary number can be converted to a different base and represented as a
numeric character ASCII string by issuing the DASCH intrinsic call.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the number of characters in the resulting string.

PARAMETERS

dword

base

string

2-26

double by value (required)
A double-word value indicating the number to be converted to ASCII
code.

integer by value (required)
An integer indicating octal or decimal conversion.
8 = octal
10· = decimal (left justified)
If any other number is entered in this parameter, the intrinsic causes
the user process to abort.

byte array (required)
The byte array into which the converted value is placed. This array
must be long enough to contain the result. No result, however, exceeds
11 characters.

For octal conversion (base = 8), 11 characters, including leading zeros,
are always returned in string, showing the octal representation of
dword. The length (numchar) returned by DASCH is the number of
significant (right justified) characters in string, excluding leading zeros.
If dword = 0, the length returned by DASCH is 1.

For decimal conversions (base = 10), dword is considered as a 32-bit,
2's complement integer ranging from -2,147,483,648 to
+2,147,483,647. Leading zeros are removed and the numeric DASCII
result is left justified in string. If the value of dword is negative, the
first byte of the string returned contains a minus sign. If dword = 0,
only one zero character is returned to string. String can contain up to
11 characters, including the sign. If dword = 0, the length retumedby
DASCH is 1.



CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-13.

DASCII
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Returns date and time information.

PARAMETERS

datebuf byte array (required)
A 27 character byte array to which the date and time information is
returned.

byte string F r i, May 2 5, 1 9 7 9, .1 1 2 : O· 6 P M
byte index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425262728

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~\ I I 'I I I I I

\1

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

None
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Converts a number from an ASCII string to a double-word binary value. INTRINSIC NUMBER 74

-
The DBINARY intrinsic performs double-integer ASCII to binary conversion.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the converted double-word binary value to dval.

PARAMETERS

string

length

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-13.

byte array (required)
Contains the octal or signed decimal number (in ASCII characters) to
be converted. If the character string in this array begins with a percent
sign (%), it is treated as an octal representation. If the string begins with
a plus sign, minus sign, or number, it is treated as a decimal
representation.

integer by value (required)
An integer representing the length (number of bytes) in the string
containing the ASCII-coded value. If the value of length is 0, the
intrinsic returns 0 to the calling process. If the value of length is less
than 0, the intrinsic causes the user process to abort.

Successful conversion. A double-word binary value is returned to the
program.

A word overflow, possibly resulting from too many characters (string
number too large), occurred in the word returned.

An illegal character was encountered in string. For example, the digits 8
or 9 specified in an octal value.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 99

DEBUG;

PARAMETERS

None.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

MPE DEBUG/Stack Dump Reference Manual.

2-30
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Expands or contracts the area between DL and DB
in multiples of 128 words.

DLSIZE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 135

This intrinsic causes the area between DL and DB to be expanded or contracted within the stack
segment. All current information within the area is saved on expansion. If contracting, data in the
area which is to be contracted is lost. A request for contraction less than the initial DL size of the
area causes the initial DL size to be granted and an error condition (CCL) to be returned. If the size
requested causes the stack to exceed the maximum size permitted by the stack area (Z - DL), only
this maximum is granted.

All addressing within the DL to DB area is DB relative negative indexing. Therefore, SPL is the only
language, at present, which can access this area for you. If you wish to access this area in SPL,
please note that the original data is not moved relative to DB on expansion or contraction of the
area. For example, if a variable is located at DB -10 before an expansion, it will be at DB - 10 after
the expansion.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the size actually granted. This value is a negative quantity except on error
condition eCL when it is possible to have a positive value returned.

PARAMETERS

size

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A negative integer. A size of 0 is permitted and resets the DL to DB
area to the original value assigned when the process was created (initial
DL). The size granted will be an absolute value which is rounded up so
that the distance between the beginning of the segment to DB is a
multiple of 128 words.

Request granted. The value returned is at least as large as the value
requested.

Requested size exceeded maximum limit allowed. The maximum limit
allowable is granted and its size is returned.

1. An illegal size parameter was specified. The size parameter was a
positive integer or the negative size requested was smaller than the
original DL to DB area. The original area size assigned when the
stack segment was created is granted and this size is returned as a
negative value.
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TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-22.
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2. The data segment is a FROZEN stack segment which cannot be
changed until the system UNFREEZES it. The area remains
unchanged. The value returned is a positive integer size of the area
and denotes this special error conditions.



Copies data from data segment to stack.

-

DMOVIN

INTRINSIC NUMBER 132

A process can copy data from an extra data segment into the stack by issuing the DMOVIN intrinsic
call. A bounds check is performed by the intrinsic on both the extra data segment and the stack to
insure that the data is taken from within the data segment boundaries and moved to an area within
the stack boundaries. For example, in the diagram shown below, if you wish to move 4 words from
locations 422 through 425 of the data segment whose index is 21 to DB + 40 through DB + 43 of
your stack, the intrinsic call would be

-
The index is 21 (from GETDSEG, see page 2-111); displacement (disp) within the data segment is
422; the number of words to move into the stack is 4; and the DB relative location to begin
transferring the data is the address of ARA(10). If ARA(10) is at DB + 40, the end result will be the
4 words moved to DB + 40 through DB + 43 within the stack, as shown below.

DL

DB
ARA(O)
ARA(1)

ARA(10)DB+40
41
42
43

Q

S

Z

STACK

042503
045501
047113
040522

DATA SEGMENT
(GETDSEG INDEX =21)

o

422 .....--_--:0~42=5:..:0~3___t

423 .....--_---.;.0_45.;;...5;...0_1__-1

424 .....--_--.,;;0__47.;;...1.;;...1_3___t

425 040522
~------_t

12000 ~-----_....
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PARAMETERS

index

disp

number

location

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

logical by value (required)
A word containing the logical index of the extra data segment, obtained
from a GETDSEG intrinsic call.

integer by value (required)
The displacement of the first word in the string to be transferred, from
the first word in the data segment. This must be an integer value greater
than or equal to zero.

integer by value (required)
The size of the data string to be transferred, in words. This must be an
integer value greater than or equal to zero.

logical array (required)
The array (buffer) in the stack where the data string is to be moved.

Request granted.

Request denied because of bounds-check failure.

Request denied because of illegal index or number parameter.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Data-Segment Management Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 8-15.
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Copies data from stack to extra data segment.

DMOVOUT

INTRINSIC NUMBER 133

The DMOVOUT intrinsic copies data from the stack to an extra data segment. A bounds check is
initiated to insure that the data is taken from an area within the stack boundaries and moved to an
area with the extra data segment boundaries.

In .the example shown below, if you wish to move 4 words from DB + 20 within your stack to the
data segment whose index is 2 (from a GETDSEG call, see page 2-111), starting at location 201
within the segment, the intrinsic call could be

The index is 2; the displacement (disp) within the data segment is 201; the number of words to be
moved to the data segment is 4; and the location of the data within the stack is the address of
ARA(10). If ARA(iO) is at DB + 20, the end result is that the 4 words within the stack will be
moved to words 201 through 204 of the data segment, as shown below.

DL

DB
ARA(O)
ARA(1)

ARA (10) 08+20
21
22
23

Q

S

Z

STACK

054517
052522
047101
046505

DATA SEGMENT
(GETDSEG INDEX = 2)

o...----------,

201 .-- 0_5_45_1_7
1

202 .-- 0_5_25_2_2__--1

203 047101
1----------1

204 .-- 0_4_65_0_5
1

4096
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PARAMETERS

index

disp

number

location

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

logical by value (required)
A word containing the logical index of the extra data segment, obtained
through a GETDSEG call.

integer by value (required)
The displacement, in the extra data segment, of the first word of the
receiving buffer from the first word in the data segment. This value
must bean integer greater than or equal to zero.

integer by value (required)
The.size of the data string to be transferred, in words. This must be an
integer value greater than or equal to zero.

logical array (required)
The array (buffer) in the stack containing the data to be moved.

Request granted.

Request denied because of bounds-check failure.

Request denied because of illegal index or number parameter.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Data-Segment Management Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 8-15.
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Changes length of a USL file.

EXPANDlJSLF

INTRINSIC NUMBER 84

You can increase or decrease the length of a USL file by calling the EXPANDUSLF intrinsic.

When this intrinsic is executed, a new USL file is created whose length is records longer or shorter
than the USL file specified by uslfnum. The old USL file is copied to the new file with the same file
name, and the old USL file then is deleted.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the new file number. If an error occurs, the error number is returned instead
of the new file number. The condition code therefore must be tested immediately on return from
this intrinsic. If an error number were to be used as a file number, unpredictable results would
occur.

PARAMETERS

IIs/lnum

records

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file.

integer by value (required)
A signed integer specifying the number of records by which the length
of the USL file is to be changed. If records is positive, the new USL file
is longer than the old USL. If records is negative, the new USL file is
shorter than the old USL.

Request granted. The new file number is returned.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied. One of the following error numbers is returned.

Error Number

o

1

Meaning

The file specified by uslfnum was empty,
or an unexpected end-of-file was encoun
tered when reading the old uslfnum, or an
unexpected end-of-file was encountered
when writing on the new uslfnum.

Unexpected input/output error occurred.
This can occur on the old uslfnum or the
new uslfnum to which the intrinsic is
copying the information.
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Error Number

7

8

9

10

11

TEXT DISCUSSION

MPE Segmenter Reference Manual.

2-38

Meaning

The intrinsic was unable to open the new
USL file.

The intrinsic was unable to close (purge)
the old USL file.

The intrinsic was unable to close (save) the
new USL file.

The intrinsic was unable to close
$NEWPASS.

The intrinsic was unable to open
$OLDPASS.



Requests PIN of father process.

-

FATHER

INTRINSIC NUMBER 109

A process can determine the Process Identification Number (PIN) of its father by issuing the
FATHER intrinsic call.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the PIN of the process' father.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted. The father is a user process.

Request granted. The father is a job or session main process.

Request granted. The father is a system process.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-14.
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Drives the HP 7260A Optical Mark Reader (OMR)

-
The FCARD intrinsic allows you to control the operation of the '7260A OMR programmatically.
This is achieved through passing a parameter (recode), corresponding to the function of FCARD
desired, from your program to FCARD. FCARD returns to the program parameter values which
indicate the success or the cause of failure of execution, the status of the 7260A, the file number
of the 7260Ajterminal file for which the function has been performed and the number of columns
read at the completion of a read request.

PARAMETERS

recode

2·40

integer (required)
A positive integer represented as an input or output parameter. As an
input parameter, recode requests one of the following twelve options
(functions):

o= Open the reader and the terminal as a file and return to the
program the filenum through SPLj3000 conventions.

1 = Read a single card whether in ASCII or in column image format.
See Section V for descriptions of ASCII and column image read
ing formats.

2 = Select the previously read card by routing the card into the select
output hopper (providing option 002 of the 7260A is installed).

3 = Retransmit data from the previously read card. This transmission
may be performed in ASCII or column image reading formats,
depending on latest issued FCARD call specifying recode equal to
11 or 12.

4 = Temporarily suspend the program awaiting an operator action
(depress the 7260A "READY" switch). This particular call to
FCARD will maintain control and will not be completed until the
operator presses the 7260A "READY" switch.

10 = Cause the 7260A motor to come to a stop and de-activate MUTE
for the associated terminal, if muted. When MUTE is activated and
the 7260A is in its "READY" state, data transmission from the
computer and from the 7260A to the terminal is disabled.

11 = Cause the output format of the subsequent read (recode=1) and
retransmit (recode=3) requests to be performed in the image read
ing format.

In image mode reading, count is returned to the program with the
number of columns which have been transmitted.



FCARD

12 = Cause the output format of the subsequent read (recode=l) and
retransmit (recode=3) requests to be performed in the ASCII read
ing format.

In ASCII mode reading, count is returned to the program with the
number of characters (columns) transmitted.

13 = Cause the 7260A optional bell to ring (providing option 004 is
installed) .

17 = Enable the "echo-on" function of the computer.

18 = Disable the "echo-on" function of the computer.

20 = Close the reader/terminal file opened with recode=O. This effec
tively completes the. program.

As an output parameter, recode indicates to the program whether a
call to FCARD has been properly executed. The indication given by
the value of recode is as described below:

o = Indicates that the request, Le., the call to FCARD, has been suc
cessfully performed. For the following conditions, when output
recode=O, the specified parameters are significant to the program:

a. If the request was to open a file (recode=O), then filenum is
significant.

b. If the request was either to read (recode=l) or to retransmit
(recode=3), then bufadr (the first byte may contain status infor
mation identical to that contained in the parameter status),
count, filenum and status are significant.

c. If the request was to select the previously read card (recode=2),
then status is significant.

d. If the request was to perform a temporary suspension of the
program (recode=4), then status is significant.

e. For all other requests (recode=10,11,12,17 ,18 and 20), none of
the other parameters are significant.

1 = Indicates that recode specified in the request was not one of the
following legal values: 0,1,2,3,4,10,11,12,13,17,18 or 20.

2 = Indicates that FCARD was unable to open the 7260A/terminal
pair as a file. This error is not recoverable, thus the program
should indicate an error and terminate itself.

4 = Indicates that FCARD has encountered a file read or write error
while accessing the 7260A. This error is not recoverable, thus the
program should indicate an error and terminate itself.

5 = Indicates that FCARD was unable to close the 7260A/terminal
file. This error is not recoverable, thus the program should indi
cate an error and proceed to a normal termination.
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filenum

bufadr

count

status

6 = Indicates that a logical end-of-data (:JOB, :EOJ, :EOD and
:DATA) was encountered while reading data in response to either
a read or retransmit request.

7 = Indicates that FCARD has encountered a file error on requests for
either enabling or disabling the echo function.

8 = Indicates that FCARD has detected a data dropout condition
while the 7260A was transmitting. You should request a retrans
mission of the data or status (see recode=3).

integer (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file associated with
the reader/terminal file. This file number is returned to the program
from FCARD with output recode=O. It must be provided to FCARD
on all requests.

integer array (required)
The array to which the record is to be transferred. This parameter
should be set to 120 words.

integer (required)
A positive integer which is returned to the program upon completion of
a read (recode=l) or a retransmit (recode=3) request indicating the num
ber of columns which have been transferred from the 7260A OMR.

integer (required)

An integer indicating whether the OMR has successfully performed or
responded to the read, select, retransmit, or temporary suspend request.
If status is equal to zero, then the request has been successfully
performed. If status is not equal to zero, then it contains an octal value
sl?ecifying the OMR condition. The options are:

2-42

OCTAL 22

OCTAL 07

OCTAL 11

READY status. Indicates that the OMR READY
push button has been pressed (recode=4). Would
also indicate that the OMR is ready but there is no
data to be retransmitted (recode=3).

Input hopper empty or hopper full status. Can
either be returned upon a read request (recode=l)
or upon a retransmit request, if there is no data to
retransmit (recode=3).

Pick fail status. Can either be returned upon a read
request (recode=l) or upon a retransmit request, if
there is no data to retransmit (recode=3).



OCTAL 37

OCTAL 14

OCTAL 13

FCARD

Not ready status. Can either be returned upon a
read request (recode=1) or upon a retransmit re
quest (recode=3). This status is provided by the
OMR if the operator has pushed the OMR STOP
push button or if a lamp has burned out in the
OMR read head.

Select successful status. Indicates that the OMR
has successfully selected the card upon the select
request (recode=2).

Select hopper full status. Indicates that the OMR's
select hopper was full when the select request
(recode=2) was issued.

FCARD derives the parameter status by assigning the contents of the
first byte of bufadr to status, if this byte equals one of the values of
status given above after a read (recode=1), select (recode=2) or retrans
mit (recode=3) request, or if this byte equals octal 22 after a request
for a temporary suspension of the program (recode=4).

For more details on the OMR status, refer to the HP 7260A Operating
and Service Manual (HP Part No. 07260-90001).

CONDITION CODE

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 5-28.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 10 Requests details about file input/output errors.

When a file intrinsic returns a condition code indicating a physical input/output error, additional
details may be obtained by using the FCHECK intrinsic call. This intrinsic applies to files on any
device.

FCHECK accepts zero as a legal filenum parameter value. When zero is specified, the information
returned in errorcode reflects the status of the last call to FOPEN. When an FOPEN fails, there is
obviously no file number which can be referenced in filenum. Therefore, when an FOPEN fails, a
filenum of zero can be used in the FCHECK intrinsic call to obtain the errorcode only. If the tlog,
blknum, or numrecs parameters are specified, a zero value will be returned to these parameters. If a
filenum of zero is used for a file which has been previously FOPENed, but not yet FCLOSed, the
returned errorcode will be meaningless.

PARAMETERS

ftlenum

errorcode

tlog

blknum

numrecs

2-44

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file for which error
information is to be returned.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned a 16-bit code, specifying the type of error
that occurred. If the previous operation was successful, or an EOF is
encountered, all 16 bits are set to zero.
Default: The error code is not returned.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned the transmission log value recorded when
an erroneous data transfer occurs. This word specifies the number of
words rea<t or written as the result of the input/output error.
Default: The transmission log value is not returned.

double (optional)
A double word to which is returned the relative number of the block
involved in the error.
Default: The block number is not returned.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned the number of logical records in the bad
block (blocking factor).
Default: The number of logical records is not returned.
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Meaning

The following codes are returned in errorcode by FCHECK:

Code
(Decimal)

In the 16 bits returned to the word specified by the errorcode parameter, the low-order eight bits
contain the error-type code that shows what kind of error occurred.

Fl'l~ +v.Fo V/i;jlla(

f }O - t 7

o
1

2
8

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44

45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52

End of file.
Illegal DB register setting (typically, a request in split-stack mode when
it is illegal).
Illegal capability
Illegal parameter value.
Invalid operation.
Data p8rity error.
Software time-out.
End of tape.
Unit not ready.
No write ring on tape.
Transmission error (No defective track table entry is made on foreign
discs).
Input/output time-out.
Timing error or data overrun.
Start input/output (SIO) failure.
Unit failure.
End of line (special character terminator).
Software abort of input/output operation.
Data lost.
Unit not on line.
Data set not ready.
Invalid disc address.
Invalid memory address.
Tape parity error.
Recovered tape .error.
Operation inconsistent with access type.
Operation inconsistent with record type.
Operation inconsistent with device type.
The tcount parameter value exceeded the recsize parameter, but the
multirecord access aoption was not specified when the file was opened.
The FUPDATE intrinsic was called, but the file was positioned at
record zero. (FUPDATE must reference the last record read, but no
previous record was read.)
Privileged file violation.
File space on all discs in the device class specified is insufficient to
satisfy this request.
Input/output error on a file label.
Invalid operation due to multiple file access.
Unimplemented function.
The account referenced does not exist.
The group referenced does not exist.
The referenced file does not exist in the system (permanent) file
domain.
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Code
(Decimal) Meaning

53
54
55
56
57
58

59
60
61
62
63
64
66
67
68
69
71

72
73
77
78
79
80

81
82
83
84

85

86
87
88
89
90

91

92
93
94
95
96

97

2-46

The referenced file does not exist in the job temporary file domain.
The file reference is invalid.
The referenced device is not available.
The device specification is invalid or undefined.
Virtual memory is not sufficient for the file specified.
The file was not passed (typically, a request for $OLDPASS when there
is no $OLDPASS).
Standard label violation.
Global RIN not available.
Group disc file space exceeded.
Account disc file space exceeded.
Non-sharable device (ND) capability required but not assigned.
Multiple RIN (MR) capability required but not assigned.
Plotter limit switch reached.
Paper tape error.
System internal error.
Miscellaneous (ATTACHIO) input/output error.
Process file access information area exhausted. (Try preparing with
NOCB.)
Invalid file number.
Bounds check violation.
NO-WAIT input/output operation is pending.
There is no NO-WAIT input/output for any file.
There is no NO-WAIT input/output for file specified.
Configured maximum number of spoolfile sectors would be exceeded
by this output request.
No SPOOL class defined in system.
Insufficient space in SPOOL class to honor this input/output request.
Extent size exceeds maximum allowable.
The next extent in this spoolfile resides on a device which is unavailable
to the system (Le., the device is =DOWN).
Operation inconsistent with spooling, e.g., attempt to read hardware
status.
Spool process internal error.
Offset to data is greater than 255 sectors.
Spooling error.
Power failure.
The calling process requested exclusive access to a file to which another
process has access.
The calling process requested access to a file to which another process
has exclusive access.
Lockword violation.
Security violation.
Creator conflict in use of FRENAME intrinsic (user is not the creator).
"BROKEN" terminal read.
Miscellaneous disc input/output error (device may require HP Customer
Engineer attention).
CONTROL Y processing requested but no CONTROL Y PIN exists.



Code
(Decimal)

98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
123
139
148
149
150
170

171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178-
179

180
181
182
183
184
185

MAR 1980

FCHECK

Meaning

Input/output read time has overflowed.
Magnetic tape error. Beginning of tape (BOT) found while requesting a
backspace record (BSR) or a backspace file (BSF).
Duplicate file name in the system file directory.
Duplicate file name in the job temporary file directory.
Directory input/output error.
System directory overflow.
Job temporary directory overflow.
Illegal variable block structure.
Extent size exceeds maximum allowable.
Offset to data greater than 255 sectors.
Inaccessible file due to a bad file label.
Illegal carriage-control option.
The intrinsic attempted to save a system file in the job temporary file
directory.
User lacks save files (SF) capability.
User lacks private volumes (UV) capability.
Volume set not mounted - mount problem.
Volume set not dismounted - dismount problem.
Attempted rename across volume sets.
Invalid tape label FOPEN parameters.
Attempted to write on an unexpired tape file.
Invalid header or trailer tape label.
Input/output error positioning tape for tape labels.
Attempted to write IBM standard tape label. (ANSI only type allowed.
Tape labellockword violation.
End of tape volume set.
Deleted sectors on IBM diskette.
Inactive R10 record accessed.
Missing item number or return variable.
Invalid item number.
The record is marked deleted. FPOINT positioned pointer to a
record that was marked for deletion.
Duplicate key value (KSAM error).
No such key (KSAM error).
Tcount parameter larger than record size (KSAM error).
Cannot get extra data segment (KSAM error).
Internal KSAM error.
Illegal extra data segment (KSAM error).
Too many extra data segments for this process (KSAM error).
Extra data segment too small (KSAM error).
File must be locked before issuing this intrinsic (KSAM error).
The KSAM file must be rebuilt because this version of KSAM
does not handle the file built by previous version.
Invalid key starting position (KSAM error).
File is empty (KSAM error).
Record does not cOl\tain all keys (KSAM error).
Invalid record number (KSAM FFINDN intrinsic error).
Sequence error in primary key (KSAM error).
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Code
(Decimal) Meaning

186
187
188
189
190
191

192
201
202

JAN 1980

Invalid key length - numeric display or packed decimal (KSAM error).
Invalid key specification (KSAM error).
Invalid device specification (KSAM error).
Invalid record format (KSAM error).
Invalid key blocking factor value (KSAM error).
Record does not contain search key for deletion. Specified key value points
to record which does not contain that value.
System failure occurred while KSAM file was opened.
Invalid ID sequence (CS error).
Invalid telephone number (CS error).
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Code
(Decimal) Meaning

203
204
205
212
214

216
217
221
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251

252
253

254
255

No telephone list specified (CS error).
Unable to allocate an extra data segment for DS/3000.
Unable to expand the DS/3000 extra data segment.
File number returned from lOWAIT is not a DS line number.
The requested DS line has not been opened with a USER :DSLINE
command.
Message rejected by remote computer (DS error).
Insufficient amount of user stack available (DS error).
Invalid DS message format. (Internal DS error.)
Local communication line not opened by operator (DS error).
DS line in use exclusively or by another subsystem.
Internal DS software malfunction.
Remote computer not responding (DS error).
Communications interface error. Remote computer reset the line.
Communications interface error. Receive timeout.
Communications interface error. Remote computer has disconnected.
Communications interface error. Local timeout.
Communications interface error. Connect timeout.
Communications interface error. Remote computer rejected connection.
Communications interface error. Carrier lost.
Communications interface error. The local data set for the DS line went
not ready.
Communications interface error. Hardware failure.
Communications interface error. Negative response to the dial request
by the operator.
Communications interface error. Invalid input/output configuration.
Communications interface error. Unanticipated error condition.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because filenum was invalid or a bounds violation
occurred while processing this request and errorcode is 73.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-67
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Closes a file.
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FCLOSE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 9

The FCLOSE intrinsic terminates access to a file. This intrinsic applies to files on all devices.
FCLOSE deletes the buffers and control blocks through which the user process accessed the file. It
also deallocates the device on which the file resides and it may change the disposition of the file. If
you do not issue FCLOSE calls for all files opened by your process, such calls are issued automati
cally by MPE when the process terminates. All magnetic tape files are left offline after an FCLOSE
to indicate to the console operator that they may be removed.

The FCLOSE intrinsic can be used to maintain position when creating or reading a labeled tape file
that is part of a volume set. If you close the file with a disposition code of 3, the tape does not
rewind, but remains positioned at the next file. If you close the file with a disposition code of 2, the
tape rewinds to the beginning of the file but is not unloaded. A subsequent request to open the file
does not reposition the tape if the sequence (seq) subparameter is NEXT, or default (1). A
disposition code of 1 (rewind and unload) implies the close of an entire volume set.

When the logical end-of-data is encountered during reading, the CCG condition code is returned to
the user process. On magnetic tape, the end-of-data can be denoted by a physical indicator such as a
tape mark. When a file is read that spans more than one volume of labeled magnetic tape, the user

.program is suspended until the operator has completed mounting the next tape. CCG is not returned
when end-of-tape is encountered. On disc, the end-of-data occurs when the last logical record of the
file is passed. In this case, the CCG condition code is returned and no record is read. If the file is
embedded in an input source containing MPE commands, the end-of-data is indicated when an
:EOD command is encountered, but the :EOD command itself is not returned to the user. The
end-of-data is indicated by a hardware end-of-tIle}, including :EOF:, or on $STDIN by any record
beginning with a colon, or on $STDINX by :EOD. In addition, on the standard input device for a
job, as opposed to a session, :JOB, :EOJ, or :DATA indicate end-of-data.

PARAMETERS

filenum integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file to be closed.

disposition integer by value (required)
Indicates the disposition of the file, significant only for files on disc and
magnetic tape (ignored by Foreign Disc Facility). This disposition can
be overridden by a corresponding parameter in a :FILE command
entered prior to program execution. The disposition options are defined
by two-bit fields, as follows:

,,7 (13:3) Domain Disposition

NOTE

Bit groups are denoted using the standard SPL notation.
Thus, bits (13 :3) indicates bits 13, 14, and 15.
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o - No change. The disposition code remains as it was before the file
was opened. Thus, if the file is new, it is deleted by FCLOSE; otherwise,
the file is assigned to the domain to which it belonged previously.
vV' i4't...L ~/o4! - roe \J)()<JII.J.,
...hf.... l ~J 'tt::ele ... 1'4 WO"'fc:l! u" I.t14~J ,

1 - Permanent file. If a disc file, it is saved in the system file domain. If
the file is a new or old temporary file on disc, an entry is created for it
in the 'system file directory. An error code is returned if a file of the
same name already exists in the directory. If the file is an old permanent
file on disc, this disposition value has no effect. If the file is stored on
magnetic tape, that tape is rewound and unloaded and no directory
changes are made.

2 - Tempora,ry job file (rewound).· The file is retained in the user's
temporary (job/session) file domain and can thus be requested by any
process within the job/session. The uniqueness of the file name is
checked. If a file of the same name exists already, an error code is
returned. If the file resides on unlabeled magnetic tape, the tape is
rewound and unloaded. If the file resides on labeled magnetic tape, the
tape is rewound but not unloaded.

3 =Temporary job file (not rewound). This option has the same effect
as disposition code 2, except that tape files are not rewound.

4 = Released file. The file is deleted from the system.

NOTE

Although the basic functions covering magnetic tape files are
covered above in dispositions 0 through 4, it is recommended
that you read the discussion of magnetic tape files in Section
III for special considerations not here.

Default value for this field is code 0 (no change).

I "'A, (12:1) Disc Space Disposition.

1 = Returns to the system any disc space allocated beyond the
end-of-file indicator.

0= Does not return any disc space allocated beyond the end-of-file
indicator.

The default value for this field is code 0 (no return).

When a file is opened by the FOPEN intrinsic, a file count (maintained
by the system) is incremented by one. When the file is FCLOSEd, the
file count is decremented by one. If more than one FOPEN is in effect
for a particular file, its disposition is saved but not affected by the
FCLOSE call until the file count is decremented to zero. Then the
effective (saved) disposition is the smallest non-zero disposition
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seccode

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

FCLOSE

parameter specified among all FCLOSE calls issued against the file. For
example, a file XYZ is opened three successive times by a process. The
first FCLOSE disposition is 1, the second FCLOSE disposition is %14,
and the third (and last) FCLOSE disposition is %12. The final
disposition on the file XYZ will be disposition 1 (permanent file and no
return of disc space).

Bits (0:12) are reserved for MPE and should be set to zero.

integer by value (required)
Denotes the type of security initially applied to the file, significant only
for new pennanent files (ign'ored by Foreign Disc Facility). The options
are:
o - Unrestricted access - the· file can be accessed by any user, unless
prohibited by current MPE provisions.

1 - Private file creator security - the file can be accessed only by its
creator.

The default value is O.

The file was closed successfully.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

The file was not closed, perhaps because an incorrect filenum was
specified, or because another file with the same name and disposition
exists in the system. Additionally, an illegal disposition, 5, 6, or 7, was
specified. This can be detected by FCHECK returning an error 49.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Pag~ 3-36.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 13 Performs control operations on a file or device.

The FCONTROL intrinsic performs various control operations on a file or on the device on which
the file resides.

These operations include:

• Supplying a printer or terminal carriage-control directive.

• Verifying input/output.

• Reading the hardware status word pertaining to the device on which the file resides.

• Setting a terminal's time-out interval.

• Rewinding a file.

• Writing an end-of-file indicator.

• Skipping forward or backward to a tape mark.

The FCONTROL intrinsic applies to files on disc, tape, terminal, or line printer. Note the special
conditions that exist when FCONTROL is used with files on labeled magnetic tape. Some FCON
TROL functions cannot be used with labeled tapes, and other functions may produce unexpected
results. (Refer to controlcodes 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.)

PARAMETERS

filenum

controlcode

2-52

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file for which the
control operation is to be performed.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the operation to be performed:

o - General Device Control. The param parameter is transmitted to the
appropriate device driver, and the value returned is transmitted to the
user through the param parameter.

l' - Line Control. A request to send the value specified in the param
parameter to the terminal or line printer driver as a carriage-control
directive. Use line controls provided by FWRITE when directing to a
disc or a spooled file.

2 - Complete Input/Output. This insures that requested input/output
has been physically completed. Valid only for buffered files. Posts the
block being written whether full or not.
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3 - Read Hardware Status Word. This operation will return in param
the status word from the device on which the file resides. The returned
value is the status of the device from the previous input/output opera
tion, including FOPEN of the file.

4 - Set Time-Out Interval. This code indicates that a time-out interval is
to be applied to input from the terminal. If input is requested from the
terminal but is not received in this interval, the FREAD request termi
nates prematurely with condition code CCL. The interval itself is speci
fied, in seconds, in a word on the user's stack, indicated by paramo If
this interval is zero, any previously established interval is cancelled, and
no time out occurs. Controlcode 4 is ignored if the addressed file is not
being read from the terminal. Note that this only affects the next read.

5 - Rewind File. This repositions the file at its beginning, so that the
next record read or written is the first record in the file. This code is
valid only for files on disc or magnetic tape. Note that on a labeled
magnetic tape file, the tape is positioned to the beginning of the opened
file, and not necessarily to the beginning of the volume.

6 - Write End-of-File. This operation is used to denote the end of a file
on disc or magnetic tape, and is effective only for those devices. If
applied to a disc file, the operation writes a logical end-of-data indicator
at the point where the file was last accessed. The disc file label also is
updated and written to disc. If the file is an unlabeled magnetic tape
file, a tape mark is written at the current position of the tape. This
controlcode is not allowed for labeled magnetic tape files.

7 - Space Forward to Tape Mark. This moves a magnetic tape forward
.until a tape mark is encountered. Not applicable for labeled magnetic
tapes. If used on labeled magnetic tapes, the tape is positioned to the
beginning of user trailer labels, if any.

8 - Space Backward to Tape Mark. This moves a magnetic tape back
ward until a tape mark is encountered. Not applicable for labeled tapes.
If used on labeled tapes, the tape is positioned to the beginning of user
header labels, if any.

9 - Rewind and Unload Tape. This repositions a magnetic tape file at
its beginning and places the tape offline. Not allowed for labeled tapes.

NOTE

Control codes 0 and 3 will be rejected for spooled devicefiles.
Control codes 5 through 9 (magnetic tape control) will be
rejected for spooled :DATA tapes. Control codes 6 and 9 will
be rejected for labeled magnetic tape files.

Although the basic functions covering magnetic tape files are
covered above, it is recommended that you read the discus
sion of magnetic tape files in Section III for special considera
tions not covered here.
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The following values for controlcode are used for changing terminal characteristics. See Section V.

it S' '::: -fl-If-Ci/'t.r./J ,~s~"k
e:l-h.u,Je.t ()Je( j' 1-

l{

param
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10 =Change terminal input speed.

11 = Change terminal output speed.

12 =Turn echo facility on.

13 =Turn echo facility off.

14 = Disable the system break function.

15 = Enable the system break function.

16 = Disable the subsystem break function.

17 = Enable the subsystem break function.

18 = Disable tape mode option.

19 = Enable tape mode option.

20 = Disable the terminal input timer.

21 = Enable the terminal input timer.

22 = Read the terminal input timer.

23 = Disable parity checking.

24 = Enable parity checking.

25 = Define line-termination characters for terminal input.

26 = Disable binary transfers.

27 = Enable binary transfers.

28 =Disable user block mode transfers.

29 = Enable user block mode transfers.

34 =Disable line deletion echo suppression.

35 = Enable line deletion echo suppression.

36 = Set parity.

37 = Allocate a terminal.

38 =Set terminal type.

39 = Obtain terminal type information.

40 =Obtain terminal output speed.

41 = Set unedited terminal mode.

43 = Aborts pending NO-WAIT I/O request.

logical (required)
If controlcode is 1, param denotes a word containing the value to be
transmitted to the terminal or line printer driver as a carriage control or
mode control directive. The carriage control directive is selected from
figure 2-3, following FWRITE.

The mode control determines whether any carriage control directive
transmitted through the FWRITE intrinsic takes effect before printing
(pre-space movement) or after printing (post-space movement). The
mode control directive is selected froIl'. the octal codes %400 or %401
in figure 2-3.
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If param contains a mode control directive, then a value is returned to
param that shows the mode setting of the device as it was before the
call to FCONTROL, as follows:

Value

o
1

Meaning

Post-spacing
Pre-spacing

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

If controlcode is 4, param denotes a word in the user's stack that
contains the time-out interval, in seconds, to be applied to input from
the terminal.

If controlcode is 2, 5, 6, 7: 8, or 9, param is any variable or word
identifier. This parameter is needed by FCONTROL to satisfy the
internal requirements of the intrinsic. It serves no other purpose,
however, and is not modified by the intrinsic.

See Section V for param requirements when controlcode is 10 or greater.

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because an error occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Pages 3-77 and 5-1.
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FDELETE

Deactivates a RIO record

FDELETE deactivates a specified logical record. If no record is specified (or the recnum is
negative), the nex t random access logical record becomes inactive. If the selected record has already
been deactivated a CeE condition code is returned. The conditio'n can be detected by calling the
FCHECK intrinsic. The "inactive record" error indicates that the record selected for this FDELETE
was already inactive.

PARAMETERS

filenum

recnum

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION
page 3-7.

JAN 1980

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file to be de
activated.

double by value (optional)
A positive double integer representing the relative logical record to be
modified.

Request granted. No error (although inactive record may have been
encountered).

Request denied. End of file.

Request denied. Access error.
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FERRMSG

INTRINSIC NUMBER 307 Returns message corresponding to FCHECK error number.

-
The FERRMSG intrinsic causes a message to be returned to msgbuf that corresponds to an
FCHECK error number. This makes it possible to display an error message from your program. The
message describes the error associated with the error number provided in the errorcode parameter.

PARAMETERS

errorcode

msgbuf

msglgth

integer (required)
A word identifier containing the error code for which a message is to be
returned. It should contain an error number returned by FCHECK.

logical array (required)
A logical array to which the message associated with errorcode is
returned by FERRMSG. In order to contain the message string, msgbuf
must be a maximum of 72 characters long.

integer (required)
A word identifier to which is returned the length of the msgbuf string.
The length is returned as a positive byte count.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCL

CCG

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-67.
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Request granted.

Request not granted because no error message exists for this errorcode
or because of a message system error.

Request not granted. msgbuf address may be out of bounds, msgbuf
may not be large enough, or msglgth address is out of bounds.
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FFILEINFO
Provides access to file information.

NOTE

Itemnumlitemvalue parameters must appear in pairs. Up to five
items of information can be retrieved by specifying one or more
itemnumlitemvalue pairs.

FFILEINFO provides access to file information. It is designed to be extensible so that new file
information can be defined and accessed.

PARAMETERS

filenum

itemnum

itemvalue

integer (required)
MPE file number returned by FOPEN

integer (optional)
Cardinal number of the item desired; this specifies which item value is
to be returned.
(See item #, Figure 2-ia)

byte array (optional)
Value of the item specified by the corresponding itemnum; the data
type of the item value depends on the item itself.
(See item, Figure 2-1a)

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-65, 3-67
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No error

Not used

Access or calling sequence error
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ITEM# TYPE ITEM UNITS

1 BA filename (see FGETI NFO)

2 L foptions (see FGETINFO)

3 L aoptions (see FGETI NFO)

4 I recsize (see FGETINFO) words/bytes
5 I devtype (see FGETINFO)

6 L Idnum L~ 1).£ lJ llJo (see FGETINFO)
7 L hdaddr (see FGETINFO)

8 I filecode (see FGETINFO)

9 0 recpt (see FGETINFO)

10 0 eof (see FGETINFO)
11 0 flimit (see FGETINFO) records
12 0 logcount (see FGETINFO) records
13 0 physcount (see FGETINFO) records
14 I blksize (see FGETINFO) words/bytes
15 L extsize (see FGETINFO) sectors
16 I numextents (see FGETINFO)
17 I userlabels (see FGETINFO)
18 BA creatorid (see FGETI NFO)
19 0 labaddr --- lQ-r..cR Pt ~ol('2- SS (see FGETINFO)

20 I blocking factor (see FOPEN)

21 I physical block size words
22 l data block size words
23 I offset to data in blocks words
24 I offset to Active Record Table within the block (R 10 files) words
25 I size of Active Record Table words
26 BA vol. 10 (label tape) (see Label Tapes)
27 BA vol. set 10 (label tape) (see Label Tapes)
28 I expiration date (Julian format) (see Label Tapes)
29 I file sequence number (see Label Tapes)
30 I reel number (see Label Tapes)
31 I sequence type (see Label Tapes)
32 I creation date (Jul ian format) (see Label Tapes)

33 I label type (see Label Tapes)

34 I RESERVED
35

36 L File Allocation Date (CALENDAR format)
37 0 File Allocation Time (CLOCK format)

38 L SPOOFLE Device file number (#0 or #1 (see File Code)

number)

40 0 disc or diskette device status

41 I device type

42 I device subtype

Figure 2-1a. Item Values Returned by FFILEINFO
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Requests access and status information about a file.

FGETINFO

INTRINSIC NUMBER 11

Once a file is opened on any device, the FGETINFO intrinsic can be used to request access and
status information about that file.

PARAMETERS

filenum

filename

foptions

JULY, 1979

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file about which
information is requested.

byte array (optional)
A byte array to which is returned the actual designator of the file being
referenced, in this format:
f.g.a
where
f = the local file name.
g =the group name (supplied or implicit).
a = the account name (supplied or implicit).
The byte array must be 28 bytes long. When the actual designator is
returned, unused bytes in the array are filled with blanks on the right.
A nameless file will return an empty string.
Default: The actual designator is not returned.

logical (optional)
The foptions parameter returns seven different file characteristics by
setting corresponding bit groupings in a 16-bit word. Correspondence is
from right to left. The file characteristics returned are as follows. The
bit settings are summarized in figure 2-1.

NOTE

Bit groups are denoted using the standard SPL notation. Thus
bits (14:2) indicates bits 14 and 15; bits (10:3) indicates bits
10, 11, and 12.

Bits (14:2) - Domain Foption.
The file domain that was searched by MPE to locate the file, indicated
by these bit settings:
00 - The file is a new file.
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BITS (0:3) (3:1) (4:1) (5:1) (6:1) (7:1) (8:2) (10:3) (13:1) (14:2)

FIELD (RESERVED)
RELATIVE KSAM DISALLOW MPE T~PE CARRIAGE RECORD DEFAULT ASCII/

DOMAINI/O FILE :FILE LABELS CONTROL FORMAT DESIGNATOR BINARY

MEANING 0= Non- 0= Not a new 1 = No :FILE 1 = LABELED 0= NOCCTL 00 = Fixed 000 = filename 0= Binary 00 = New file
RIO file KSAM file TAP!:

(default)

1 = RIO file 1 = New KSAM 0= :FILE 0= NON- 1 = CCTL 01 = Variable 001 = $STDLlST 1 = ASCII 01 = Old System
file or LABELED File
existing TAPE
KSAM file
opened as
an MPE
file

10= Undefined 010 = $NEWPASS 10 = Temporary
File

011 = $OLDPASS 11 = Old User
File

100 = $STDIN

101 = $STDINX

110 = $NULL

Figure 2-1. Foptions Bit Summary

NOTE: Double lines indicate octal digit boundaries.
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01 = The file is an old permanent file.
10 = The file is an old temporary file.
11 = The fl1e is an old file.

Bit (13:1) - ASCII/Binary Foption.
For ASCII this bit is 1. For binary, it is O.

Bits (10:3) - Default File Designator Foption.
The bit settings are:
000 =The actual file designator is the same as the formal file
designator.
001 =The actual file desi,gnator is $STDLIST.
010 = The actual file designator is $NEWPASS.
011 =The actual file designator is $OLDPASS.
100 =The actual file designator is $STDIN.
101 = The actual file designator is $STDINX.
110 =The actual file designator is $NULL.

Bits (8:2) - Record Format Foption.
The format· in which the records in the file are recorded, indicated by
these bit settings:
00 = Fixed-length records.
01 = Variable-length records.
10 = Undefined-length records.

Bit (7:1) - Carriage Control Foption.
0= No carriage-control character expected.
1 =Carriage-control character expected.

Bit (6:1) - MPE Tape Label Foption.
o= Non-labeled tape.
1 = Labeled tape.

Bit (5:1) - Disallow File Equation Foption.
This option ignores any corresponding :FILE command, so that the
specifications in the FOPEN call take effect (unless overridden by those
in the file label). For disallowing :FILE, this bit is set to 1; for allowing
:FILE, the bit is O.

Bits (4:1) - KSAM file Foption
o= Nat a new KSAM file (default)
1 = New KSAM file or existing file opened as an MPE file.

Bits (3:1) - Relative I/O Foption
0= Non-RIO file will be created. (default)
1 = RIO file will be created.
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aoptions
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Default: Foptions are not returned.

logical (optional)
The aoptions parameter returns up to seven different access options
represented by bit groupings in a 16-bit word, as described below. The
bit settings are summarized in figure 2-2.

Bits (12:4) - Access Type Aoptions.
The type of access allowed users of this file, as follows:
0000 = Read access only.
0001 =Write access only.
0010 =Write access only, but previous data in the file is not deleted.
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BITS (0:3) (3:1) (4:1) (5:1) (6:1) (7:1) (8:2) (10:1) (11: 1) (12:4)

MULTI-

FIELD (RESERVED)
KSAM NO WAIT

(RESERVED)
MULTI INHIBIT EXCLUSIVE DYNAMIC RECORD ACCESS

ACCESS I/O ACCESS BUFFERING ACCESS LOCKING ACCESS TYPE

MEANING 0= KSAM 1 = No-Wait 1 = Multi 1 = NOBUF 01 = Exclusive 0= No Dynamic 1 = Multi- o 000 = Read

access access Lock record only

expect-
ed

1 = Non- 0= Non o= Non-Multi 0= aUF 10 = Semi- 1 = Dynamic 0= No multi- o 001 = Write

KSAM No-Wait access exclusive Lock record only

access
expect-
ed

11 = Share o 010 = Write
(save)
only

00 = Default o 011 = Append
only

o 100 = Read/
write

o 101 = Update

o 110 = Execute

Figure 2-2. Aoptions Bit Summary

NOTE: Double lines indicate octal digit boundaries.
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0011 = Append access only.
0100 = Input/output access.
0101 = Update access.
0110 = Execute access.

Bit (11:1) - Multirecord Aoption.
For multirecord mode, this bit is set to 1; for non-multirecord mode, it
is O.

Bit (10:1) - Dynamic Locking Aoption.
The bit settings are:
1 = Allow dynamic locking/unlocking.
o=Disallow dynamic locking/unlocking.

Bits (8:2) - Exclusive Aoption.
This aoption specifies whether a user has continuous exclusive access to
this file, from the time it is opened to the time it is closed. The bit
settings are:
01 = Exclusive access. ,
10 = Semi-exclusive access.
11 =;= Share access.

Bit (7:1) - Inhibit Buffering Aoption. .
This option inhibits automatic buffering by MPE and allows input/
output to take pla~e directly between the, user's stack or extra data
segment and the applicable hardware device.
1 = Inhibit buffering.
0= Normal buffering

Bit (6:1) - Multi-Access Mode Aoption.
This field provides the accessor with a means of sharing access to the
file.
1 = Multi access.
0= Non-multi access.

Bit (5:1) - Reserved for MPE.

Bit (4:1) - No-Wait I/O Aoption.
This bit allows the accessor to initiate an I/O request and to have
control returned before the completion of the I/O.
1 = No-wait I/O in effect.
o= No-wait I/O not in effect.

Bits (3:1) - KSAM Access A option
o= KSAM access
1 = Non-KSAM access expected; KSAM key file or data file is treated as
standard MPE file. For this setting to be meaningful, file must be a
KSAM file ({options 4:1 = 1).

Bits (0:3) - Reserved for MPE.

Default: Aoptions are not returned.
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recsize

devtype

ldnum

hdaddr

filecode

recpt

2..62

integer (optional)
A word to which is. returned the logical record size associated with the
file. If the file was created as a binary type, this value is positive and
expresses the size in words. If the file was created as an ASCII type, this
value is negative and expresses the size in bytes.
Default: The logical record size is not returned.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned the type and subtype of device being used
for the file, where
bits (0:8) = device subtype, and
bits (8 :8) = device type.
If the file is not spooled, which can be determined from hdaddr (0:8),

the returned devtype is actual. The same is true if the file is spooled and
was opened via logical device number. However, if an output file is
spooled and was opened by device class name, devtype contains the
type and subtype of the first device in its class, which may be different
from the device actually used. (See the System Manager/System Super
visor Manual.) If you have opened a serial disc tape the type returned in
bits (8:8) is 31 (%37) even though the real device type is as specified in
table 3-2 Classification of Devices. Device type %07 is returned by
FGETINFO for foreign discs.
Default: The device type and subtype are not returned.

logical(optional)
A word to which is returned the logical device number associated with
the device on which the file resides.

If the file is a disc file, then the logical device number will be that of
the first extent. If the file is spooled, then ldnum will be a virtual device
number which does not correspond to the system configuration I/O
device list. If the file is located on a remote computer, the left eight bits
are the logical device number of the DS device and the right eight bits
are the logical device number on the remote computer.
Default: The logical device number is not returned.

logical (optional)
A word to which the hardware address of the device is returned, where
bits (0:8) = the Device Reference Table (DRT) number, and
bits (8:8) = the unit number.
If the device is spooled, the DRT number will be zero and the unit
number is undefined.
Default: The hardware address is not returned.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned the value recorded with the file as its file
code (for disc files only).
Default: The file code is not returned.

double (optional)
A double word to which is returned a double integer representing the
current logical record pointer setting. This is the displacement in logical
records from record number 0 in the file. It identifies the record that
would next be accessed by an FREAD or FWRITE call.
Default: The logical record pointer setting is not returned.
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eof

flimit

logcount

physcount

blksize

extsize

numextent

userlabels
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double (optional)
A double word to which is returned a double positive integer equal to
the number of logical records currently in the file. If the file does not
reside on disc, this value will be zero.
Default: The number of logical records in the file is not returned.

double (optional)
A double word to which is returned a double positive integer
representing the number of the last logical record that could ever exist
in the file, because of the physical limits of the file. If the file does not
reside on disc, this value will be zero.
Default: The file limit information is not returned.

double (optional)
A double word to which is returned a double positive integer
representing the total number of logical records passed to and from the
user during the current access of the file.
Default: The logical record count is not returned.

double (optional)
A double word to which is returned a double positive integer
representing the total number of physical input/output operations
performed within this process against the file since the last FOPEN call.
Default: The number of I/O operations is not returned.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned the block size associated with the file. If
the file was created as a binary type, this value is positive and expresses
the size in words. If the file was created as an ASCII type, this value is
negative and shows the size in bytes.
Default: The block size is not returned.

logical (optional)
A word to which is returned the disc extent size associated with the file
(in sectors).
Default: The disc extent size is not returned.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned the maximum number of disc extents
allowable for the file.
Default: The maximum allowable number of extents is not returned.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned the number of user header labels defined
for the file when it was created. If the file is not a disc file, this number
is zero. When an old file is opened for overwrite output, the value of
userlabets is not reset and old user labels are not destroyed.
Default: The number of user labels is not returned.
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creatorid

labaddr

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-65

2-64

byte array (optional)
A byte array to which is returned the eight-byte name of the user who
created the file. If the file is not a disc file, blanks are returned.
Default: The user name is not returned.

double (optional)
A double word to which is returned the sector address of the label of
the file. The high-order eight bits show the logical device number. The
remaining 24 bits show the absolute disc address. If the file is not a
disc, zero is returned.
Default: The sector address is not returned.

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because an error occurred.
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Searches the Job Control Word table for
a specified Job Control Word.

PARAMETERS

jcwname

jcwvalue

status

byte array (required)
A byte array containing the name of the Job Control Word (JeW) to
be found. May contain up to 255 alphanumeric characters, starting
with a letter and ending with a non-alphanumeric character such as a
blank.

integer (required)
A word identifier to which is returned the value of jcwname, if
jcwname is found. If jcwname is not found, jcwvalue is unchanged.

integer (required)
A word identifier to which is returned a value denoting the execution
status of the intrinsic, as follows:

o- Successful execution, jcwname found.

1 - Error, jcwname greater than 255 characters long.

2 - Error, jcwname does not start with a letter.

3 - Error, jcwname not found in JCW table.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-47
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 15

The FLOCK intrinsic dynamically locks a file.

PARAMETERS

Dynamically locks a file.

filenum

lockcond

CONDITION CODES

integer by value (required)
A word supplying the file number of the file to be locked.

logical by value (required)
A word specifying conditional or unconditional locking:

TRUE - Locking will take place unconditionally. If the file cannot be
locked immediately, the calling process suspends until the file
can be locked.
Bit 15 = 1

FALSE - Locking will take place only if the file's RIN is not currently
locked. If the RIN is locked, control returns immediately to
the calling process, with condition code CCG.
Bit 15 = O.

The condition codes possible when lockcond = TRUE are

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

Not returned when lockcond =TRUE.

Request denied because this file was not opened with the dynamic
locking aoption specified in the FOPEN intrinsic, or the request was to
lock more than one file and the calling process does not possess the
Multiple RIN Capability.

The condition codes possible if lockcond = FALSE are

CCE

CCG

CCL

2-66

Request granted.

Request denied because the file was locked by another process.

Request denied because this file was not opened with the dynamic
locking aoption specified in the FOPEN intrinsic, or the request was to
lock more than one file and the calling process does not possess the
Multiple RIN Capability.



FLOCK

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.
Standard Capability sufficient if only one file is to be locked dynamically.
If more than one file is to be locked dynamically, the Multiple RIN Capability is required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-53.
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Converts the calendar date obtained with the
CALENDAR intrinsic into a format as follows:

FRI, AUG 5, 1977

PARAMETERS

date

string

logical by value (required)
A logical value obtained from the CALENDAR intrinsic.

byte array (required)
A 17-character byte array in which the formatted calendar date is
returned.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-45
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Converts the time of day obtained with the
CLOCK intrinsic to a format, as follows:

7:39 AM

PARAMETERS

time

string

double by value (required)
A doubleword value obtained from the CLOCK intrinsic.

byte array (required)
An 8-character byte array in which the formatted time of day is
returned.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-45
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Converts calendar date and time of day
obtained with the CALENDAR and CLOCK
intrinsics to a format, as follows:

FRI, AUG 5,19797:39 AM

PARAMETERS

date

time

string

logical by value (required)
A logical value obtained from the CALENDAR intrinsic.

double by value (required)
A doubleword value obtained from the CLOCK intrinsic.

byte array (required)
A 27-character byte array in which the formatted date and time are
returned.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-45
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Opens a file.

FOPEN

INTRINSIC NUMBER 1

The FOPEN intrinsic makes it possible to access a file. In the FOPEN intrinsic call, a particular file
may be referenced by its formal file designator, described in Section III. When the FOPEN intrinsic
is executed, it returns to the user's process a file number by which the system uniquely identifies
the file. This file number, rather than the file designator, then is used by subsequent intrinsics in
referencing the file.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns an integer file number used to identify the opened file in other intrinsic calls.

PARAMETERS

formaldesignator

foptions

JULY, 1979

byte array (optional)
Contains a string of ASCII characters interpreted as a formal file
designator, as defined in Section III. This string must begin with a
letter, contain alphanumeric characters, slashes, or periods, and
terminate with any non-alphanumeric character except a slash or a
period. If the string names a system-defined file, it can begin with a
dollar sign ($); if it names a user-predefined file, it can begin with an
asterisk (*). New KSAM files unlike standard files must be opened with
a unique name.
Default: A temporary nameless file that can be read from or written to,
bu t not saved, is assigned.

logical by value (optional)
The foptions parameter allows you to specify six different file
characteristics, by setting corresponding bit groupings in a 16-bit word.
The correspondence is from right to left, beginning with bit 15. These
characteristics are as follows, proceeding from the rightmost bit groups
to the leftmost bit groups in the word. The bit settings are summarized
in figure 2-1.

NOTE

Bit groups are denoted using the standard SPL notation. Thus
bits (14:2) indicates bits 14 and 15; bits (10:3) indicates bits
10, 11, and 12.
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Bits (14:2) - Domain Foption.

The file domain to be searched by MPE to locate the file, indicated by
these bit settings:
00 =The file is a new file, created at this point. No search is necessary.
01 = The file is an old permanent file, and the system file domain
should be searched.
10 =The file is an old temporary file, and the job file domain should be
searched.
11 =The file is an old file that is to be located by first searching the job
file domain and then, if the file is not found, by searching the system
file domain.

/f Bit (13:1) - ASCII/Binary Foption.
The code (ASCII or binary) in which a new file is to be recorded when
it is written to a device that supports both codes. In the case of disc
files, this also affects padding that can occur when a direct-write
intrinsic call (FWRITEDIR) is issued to a record that lies beyond the
current logical end-of-file indicator. In ASCII files, any dummy records
between the previous end-of-file and the newly-written record are
padded with blanks. In binary files, such records are padded with
binary zeros. All files except magtape and series disc fues are treated as
ASCII files~ Foreign disc files are binary records.
For ASCII files, this bit is l.
For binary files, this bit is O.

Bits (10:3) - Default File Designator Foption.
The actual file designator is equated with the formal file designator
specified in FOPEN, if
1. No explicit or implicit :FILE command equating the formal file

designator to a different actual file designator occurs in the job or
session; or

2. The Disallow File Equation Foption (bit 5) is specified. (Note that
a leading * in a formal designator can effectively override the dis
allow file equation (option.)

The bit settings are
000 = The actual file designator is the same as the formal file designator.
001 =The actual file designator is $STDLIST.
010 =The actual file designator is $NEWPASS.
011 = The actual file designator is $OLDPASS.
100 =The actual file designator is $STDIN.
101 =The actual file designator is $STDINX.
110 =The actual file designator is $NULL.

Bits (8:2) - Record Format Foption.
The format in which the records in the· file are recorded, indicated by
these bit settings:
00 = Fixed-length records. The file is composed of logical records of

uniform length. Foreign discs always have fixed-length records.
01 = Variable-length records. The file contains logical records of varying

length. This format is restricted to records that are written in
sequential order. The size of each record is recorded internally.
Specifically, undefined-length records are supported by all devices;
fixed- and variable-length records are supported by disc and
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magnetic tape devices only. To state this another way: disc and
magnetic tape devices support all record formats, whereas all other
devices support only undefined-length records. The actual physical
record size used is determined by multiplying the recsize (specified
or default) plus one by the block{actor, and adding one word for
the end-of-block indicator. This option is not allowed when
NOBUF is specified. In such a case, the record format used is
undefined-length records, discussed below.

10 =Undefined-length records. The file contains records of varying
length that were not written using the variable-length {option (01).
All files not on dis~ or magnetic tape are treated as containing
undefined-length records by default.

Bit (7 :1) - Carriage Control Foption.
If selected, this specifies that you will supply a carriage control
directive in the calling sequence of each FWRITE call that writes
records onto the file.
0= No carriage control directive expected.
1 = Carriage control directive expected.
Carriage control is defined only for character oriented, Le., ASCII, files.
This option and.binary are mutually exclusive and attempts to open
new files with both binary and this option results in an access violation.

This- option is a physical attIjbute of the file and its state cannot be
modified when opening an old disc file.

A carriage control character passed through the control parameter of
FWRITE is recognized and acted upon only for files for which carriage
control is specified in FOPEN. Embedded control is treated strictly as
data on files for which no carriage control is specified, and does not
invoke .. spacing for such files. You may specify spacing action on files
for which carriage control has been specified, either by embedding the
control in the record, indicated with a control parameter of one in the
call to FWRITE, or by sending the control code directly via the control
parameter of FWRITE.

A carriage control character sent to a file on which the control cannot
be executed directly, for example, line spacing to a disc or tape file, will
result in having the control character embedded as the first byte of the
record. Thus, the first byte of each record in a disc file having a carriage
control character contains control information. Control sent to other
types of files results in transmission of the control to the driver.

The control codes %400 through %403 are remapped to %100 through
%103 so that they fit into one byte and thus can be embedded. Records
written to the line printer with one of the above controls should not
contain information other than control information.

A record written with one of the above controls and no data (count =
0, or imbedded control and count = 1) will not cause physical I/O of
any sort.

For the purpose of computing record size, carriage control information
is considered by the file system to be part of the data record. As such,
specifying the carriage control. option adds one byte to the record size
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at the time the file is created. For example, a specification of
REC=-132,1,F,ASCII;CCTL results in a recsize of 133 characters.

You always may read up to and including the recsize as returned by
FGETINFO. On writes of files for which carriage control is specified,
however, the data transferred is limited to recsize -1 unless a control
of one is passed indicating the data record is prefixed with embedded
control.

Bit (6:1) - Labeled Tape Foption.
1 = Labeled tapes.
0= No labeled tapes.

Bit (5 :1) - Disallow File Equation Foption.
This option ignores any corresponding :FILE command, so that the
specifications in the FOPEN call take effeot (unless preempted by those
in the file label, for disc files). Note that a leading * in a formal desig
nator can effectively override the disallow file equation foption.
o= Allow :FILE.
1 = Disallow :FILE.

Bits (4:1) - KSAM File Foption
This option allows you to specify a KSAM file.
0= Not a new KSAM file.
1 = New KSAM file or existing KSAM file opened as an MPE file.

Bits (3:1) - Relative I/O Foption
This option opens a RIO file if a new file is created. When a RIO file is
created, the record format will be set to "fixed length", ignoring any
other format specified. If a RIO file is opened without NOBUF access,
the MULTIREC and the NOWAIT specifications are ignored.

Specification of both the KSAM and RIO options result in an access
violation communicated by a CCL being returned. Specifying RIO in a
:FILE command will override the KSAM option in the FOPEN call.

The RIO specifications are ignored on serial access devices.
0= A non-RIO file will be created if the file is new (default).
1 = A R10 file will be created if the file is new.

Bits (0: 3) - Reserved for MPE. Should be set to zero.

logical by value (optional)
The aoptions parameter permits you to specify up to seven different
access options established by bit groupings in a 16-bit word. These
access options are described below. The bit settings are summarized in
figure 2-2.
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Bits (12:4) - Access Type Aoptions.
The type of access allowed for this access of this file:
0000 = Read access only. The FWRITE, FUPDATE, and FWRITEDIR

intrinsic calls cannot reference this file.
0001 = Write access only. Any data written in the file prior to the cur

rent FOPEN request is deleted. The FREAD, FREADSEEK,
FUPDATE, and FREADDIR intrinsic calls cannot reference
this file.

0010 = Write access only, but previous data in the file is not deleted.
The FREAD, FREADSEEK, FUPDATE, and FREADDIR
intrinsic calls cannot reference this file.

0011 = Append access only. The FREAD, FREADDIR, FREADSEEK,
FUPDATE, FSPACE, FPOINT, and FWRITEDIR intrinsic calls
cannot reference this file. This option is not valid for files con
taining variable-length records.

0100 = Input/output access. Any file intrinsic except FUPDATE can be
issued for this file.

0101 = Update access. All file intrinsics, including FUPDATE, can be
issued for this file.

0110 = Execute access. Allows user with Privileged Mode Capability
input/output access to any loaded file.
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Bit (11:1) - Multirecord Aoption.
Signifies that individual read or write requests are not confined to
record boundaries. Thus, if the number of words or bytes to be
transferred (specified in the tcount parameter of the read or write
request) exceeds the size of the physical record (i.e., block) referenced,
the remaining words or bytes are taken from subsequent successive
records until the number specified by tcount have been transferred.
This option is available only if the inhibit buffering aoption, described
below, is selected also.
o= Non-multirecord mode.
1 = Multirecord mode.

Bit (10:1) - Dynamic Locking Aoption.
Indicates that you want to use the FLOCK and FUNLOCK intrinsics to
dynamically permit or restrict concurrent access to the file by other
processes at certain times. The user process can continue this temporary
locking/unlocking until it closes the file. Dynamic locking/unlocking is
made possible through a Resource Identification Number (RIN)
assigned to the file and temporarily acquired by the FOPEN intrinsic.
The calling process and other processes must use the RIN in
cooperation to guarantee the integrity of the file, as discussed in
Section III. Non-cooperating processes are allowed concurrent access
at all times, unless other provisions prohibit this. You must have
LOCK access at account, group and file levels for FOPEN to grant the
dynamic locking aoption. (LOCK Access is available if LOCK,
APPEND. or WRITE access is set for you at these levels. )
o=Disallow dynamic locking/unlocking.
1 = Allow dynamic locking/unlocking. A file may be multiple accessed
only if all FOPEN requests for the file specify dynamic locking, or if
none of them do. An FOPEN request that disagrees with the current
access, if any, will fail.

Bits (8:2) - Exclusive Aoption.
This aoption specifies whether you have continuous exclusive access to
this file, ,from the time it is opened to the time it is closed. This option
often is used when performing some critical operation, such as updating
the file.
01 = Exclusive access. After this file is opened, prohibits another

FOPEN request, whether issued by this or another process, until
this process issued the FCLOSE request or terminates. If any
process already is accessing this file when this FOPEN call is
issued, a CCL error code is returned to the calling process. If
another FOPEN call is issued for this file while the exclusive
aoption is in effect, an error code is returned to that calling
process. The exclusive access aoption can be requested only by
users allowed the file locking access mode by the security
provisions for the file.

10 = Semi-exclusive access. After the file is opened, prohibits con
current output access to this file through another FOPEN request,
whether issued by this or another process, until this process issues
the FCLOSE request or terminates. A subsequent request for the
input/output or update aoption access type will obtain read only
access. Other types of read access, however, are allowed. If any
process already has output access to the file when this FOPEN call
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is issued, a CCL error code is returned to the calling process. If
another FOPEN call that violates the read-only restriction is issued
while the semi-exclusive aoption is in effect, that call fails and an
error code is returned to the calling process. The semi-exclusive
access can be requested only by users allowed the file-locking
access mode by the security provisions for the file.

11 = Share access. After the file is opened, permits concurrent access to
this file by any process, in any access mode, subject to other basic
MPE security provisions in effect.

00 = Default value. Regardless which access is selected, FGETINFO will
report 00.

Lf Bit (7 :1) - Inhibit Buffering Aoption.
When selected, this aoption inhibits automatic buffering by MPE and
allows input/output to take place directly between the user's data area
and the applicable hardware device.
o= Allow normal buffering.
1 = Inhibit buffering (NOBUF).
NOBUF access is oriented to the transfer of physical blocks rather than
logical records.

With NOBUF access, you have responsibility for blocking and de
blocking of records in the file (see Section III). To be consistent with
files built using buffered I/O, records should begin on word boundaries,
and when the information content of the record is less than the defined
record length, the record should be padded with blanks by you if the
file is ASCII or with zeros if the file is binary.

'The recsize and block size for files manipulated under NOBUF access
follow the same rules as those files that are created using buffering. The
default blockfactor for a file created under NOBUF is one.

When a NOBUF file is opened without multirecord access, the amount
of data transferred per read or write is limited to a maximum of one
block.
The end-of-file, next record pointer, and record transfer count are
maintained in terms of logical records for all files. The number of
logical records affected by each transfer is determined from the size of
the transfer.

Transfers always begin on a block boundary. Those transfers which do
not transfer whole blocks leave the next record pointer set to the first
record in the next block. The end-of-file pointer always points at the
last record in the file.

For files opened with NOBUF access, the FREADDIR, FWRlTEDIR,
and FPOINT intrinsics treat the recnum parameter as a block number.

Non-RIO access to a RIO file can be indicated by specifying the
NOBUF option. In this case the physical blocksize (item #21) from
FFILEINFO should be used to determine the maximum transfer length.
(The FGETINFO "blksize" parameter may also be used.)
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Bit (6:1) - Multi-Access Mode Aoption.
When selected, this aoption provides the accessor with a means of shar
ing access to the file, including file system buffers. Thus, the accessor
can "sequentially" access records within the file in conjunction with
other such accessors in the same job. This option is not allowed if the
file is accessed exclusively, if NOBUF is selected, or if the multirecord
option is requested.

Bit (5:1) - Reserved for MPE. Should be set to zero.

Bit (4:1) - No-Wait I/O Aoption.
The selection of this aoption allows you to initiate an I/O request and
to have control returned before the completion of the I/O. The IOWAIT
intrinsic must be called after each I/O request to confirm the comple
tion of the I/O. Also, multirecord access is not available. This option is
not available if the fil~ is located on a remote computer.

NOTE

You must be running in Privileged Mode to select No-Wait
I/O and NOBUF.

Bits (3: 1) - KSAM Access Aoption
The selection of this aoption allows you to access a KSAM file.
o= KSAM access expected.
1 = Non-KSAM access expected; KSAM key file or data file is treated as
standard MPE file. For this setting to be meaningful, file must be a
KSAM file (foptions 4:1 = 1).
Bits (0:3) - Reserved for MPE. Should be set to zero.

Default: All bits are set to zero.

integer by value (optional)
An integer indicating the size of the logical records in the file. If a
positive number, this represents words; bytes are represented by a nega
tive number. If the file is a newly-created file, this value is recorded
permanently in the file label. If the records in the file are of variable
length, this value indicates the maximum logical record length allowed.

Binary files are word oriented. A record size specifying an odd byte
count for a binary file is rounded up by FOPEN to the next highest
even number.

ASCII files may be created with logical records which are an odd num
ber of bytes in length. Within each block, however, records begin on
word boundaries.

For either ASCII or binary files with fixed or undefined length records,
the record size is rounded up to the nearest word boundary. For exam
ple, a recsize specified as -106 for an ASCII file is 106 characters (53
words) in length. A recsize of -113 for a binary file is 114 characters
(57 words) in length. The rounded sizes should be used in computations
for blockfactor or block size.
When a fdreign disc is opened, recsize is forced to 128 words. (Note:
IBM diskettes are forced to 64 words.)
Default: The default value is the configured physical record width of
the associated device.
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byte array (optional)
Contains a string of ASCII characters terminating with any non-alpha
numeric character except a slash or period, designating the device on
which the file is to reside. This parameter may be specified in one of
the following forms:
devclass
ldn

*
*vcname
**volname
The devclass form represents a device class name of up to eight alpha
numeric characters beginning with a letter, as for example, DISC or
TAPE. If devclass is specified, the file is allocated to any available de
vice in that class. If you are opening a file which is to reside on a private
volume, you must specify device class DISC; the file then is allocated to
any of the home volume set's volumes that fall within that device class.

The logical device number (ldn) consists of a three-byte numeric string
specifying a particular device. If you are opening a file which is to re
side on a private volume, you must specify a disc drive on which one of
the volumes in the home volume set resides.

If you open a foreign disc file, device must be either a foreign disc class
name or the ldn of a disc in a foreign disc class. When opening a foreign
disc by logical device, the disc should be mounted on the drive, prior to
the FOPEN. Othel"V\fise it may be assumed to be a serial disc by the
system. '

The forms *, *vcname, and **volname are used only if you are opening
a file which is to reside on a private volume.

If * is specified, the file is allocated to any of the volumes of the home
volume set.

If *vcname (volume class name) is specified, vcname must be a member
of the home volume set. The file then is allocated to any of the volumes
within the volume class.

If **volname (volume name) is specified, volname must be a member of
the home volume set. The file then is allocated to that volume.

Any of the forms may be used to reference files on a remote computer
by preceding the device or volume specification with DSDEVICE#.

Default: DISC.

byte array (optional)
Contains a forms message that can be used for such purposes as telling
the console operator what type of paper to use in the line printer. This
message must be displayed to the operator and verified before this file
can be printed on a line printer. The message itself is a string of ASCII
characters terminated by a period. The maximum number of characters
allowed in the array is 49, including the terminating period. Arrays with
more than 49 characters are truncated by MPE.
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This array also is used for tape label information if bit 6 of the foptions
parameter is set. The 49-eharacter limit does not apply in this case. The
tape label information is formatted as follows:

.[volumeid] [, type] [,expdate] [,seq];

where
r VI ..", 4ttJL..

0" \-ewer r""
uolumeid - Consists of six alpftftfttliIlelie characters that identify the
volume. In a multi-volume set, only the first volumeid can be specified.
Non-printing characters can be put into the forms message byte array as
part of the volumeid.

type - Three alphabetic characters that identify label type information.
Options are:

ANS - ANSI standard labels. (Default)
IBM - IBM standard labels.

expdate - Month/day/year of the expiration date of the file or the date
after which the information contained in the file is no longer useful.
The file can be overwritten after this date. Default is 00/00/00, mean
ing that the file can be overwritten immediately. In a volume set, file
expiration dates must always be equal to or earlier than the date on the
previous file.

seg - Up to four numeric characters that denote the position of the file
in relation to other files on the tape. Default is "NEXT." A zero will
cause a search of all volumes until file is found. If seq='ADDF," then
the tape will be positioned to add a new file on the end of the volume
or last volume in a multi-volume set. If seq= NEXT, then the tape will
be positioned to the next file on the tape. If this is the first FOPEN,
then NEXT will cause the tape to be positioned to the first file on the
tape. If the previous FCLOSE specified REWIND backspace to last file.
The position will remain as it was on the previous file. (You cannot
append a file on a labeled tape.)

integer by value (optional)
An integer specifying the number of user-label records to be written for
this file.
Default: The default number of user-label records is zero.

integer by value (optional)
An integer containing the size of the buffer to be established for the file,
specified as a number equal to the number of logical records per block.
For fixed-length records, block1actor is the actual number of records in
a block. For variable-length records, blockfactor is interpreted as a
multiplier used to compute the block size (maximum recsize x block
factor). For undefined-length records, blockfactor is always one logical
record per block. The blockfactor value specified by you may be over
ridden by MPE. The valid range for blockfactor is from 1 through 255.
Specification of a negative or. zero value results in the default block-
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factor setting. Values greater than 255 are defaulted to blockfactor
modulo 256. Blockfactor establishes the physical record size on disc
and magnetic tape files.

The blockfactor for foreign disc files is > = l.
Default: Calculated by dividing the specified recsize into the configured
.blocksize. This value is rounded downward to an integer that is never
less than 1.

integer by value (optional)
A 16-bit word whose bits specify the following:

Bits (11 :5) - Number of Buffers.
Specifies the number of buffers to be allocated to the file. This param
eter is not used for files representing interactive terminals, because a
system-managed buffering method is always used in such cases. If
omitted, set to zero, or set to a negative number, the default value of 2
is set by MPE.

Bits (4:7) - Number ofCopies.
For spooled output devices, specifies the number of copies of the entire
file to be produced by the spooling facility. This can be specified for a
file already FOPENed (for example, $STDLIST), in which case the high
est value supplied before the last FCLOSE will take effect. The copies
do not appear contiguously if the console operator intervenes or if a
file of higher outputpriority becomes READY before the last copy is
complete. This parameter is ignored for non-spooled output devices.
The default value is 1.

/

Bits (0:4) - Output Priority.
Specifies the outputpriority to be attached to this file. This priority is
used to determine the order in which files are produced when several
are waiting for the same device. This parameter must be a number be
tween 1 (lowest priority) and 13 (highest priority), inclusive. If this
value is less than the current output fence set by the console operator,
file printing/punching is deferred until the operator raises the output
priority of the file or lowers the output fence. This parameter can be
specified for a file already FOPENed (for example, $STDLIST), in
which case the highest value supplied before the last FCLOSE takes
effect. This parameter is ignored for non-spooled devices. The default
value is 8.
Default: The default values of all bit groupings are taken.
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double by value (optional)

A double-word integer (as defined in SPL) specifying the maximum file
capacity in terms of blocks for files containing variable-length and
undefined-length records, and logical records for files containing
fixed-length records. A zero or negative value results in the default
filesize setting. The maximum capacity allowed is over two million
(221) sectors. The number of sectors in a file is found by the formula
shown under FILE CHARACTERISTICS in Section III.

The filesize for foreign disc files is set to the maximum physical size of
the disc as determined by its subtype.

Because of spare tracks, remapped tracks, etc., the logical size will
usually be smaller than the physical size.
Default: 1023 logical records.
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integer by value (optional)
An integer specifying the maximum number of extents (integral
number of contiguously-located disc sectors) that can be dynamically
allocated to the file as logical records are written to it. The size of each
extent is determined by the filesize parameter value divided by the
numextents parameter value. However, the size of each extent is always
calculated in terms of physical records. Therefore, when the file is type
F (fixed) filesize is the number of logical records; thus it must be
divided by the blockfactor to determine the number of physical records
(blocks). If specified numextents must be an integer from 1 to 32. A
zero or negative value results in the default setting.
Default: 8 extents.

NOTE

Extents are allocated on any disc in the device class specified
in the device parameter when the file was created. If it is
necessary to insure that all extents of a file are on a particular
disc, a single disc device class or a logical device number must
be used in the device parameter.

integer by value (optional)
An integer specifying the number of extents to be allocated to the file
when it is opened. This must be an integer from 1 to 32. If an attempt
to allocate the requested disc space fails, the FOPEN intrinsic returns
an error condition code to the calling program.
Default: 1 extent.

integer by value (optional)
An integer recorded in the file label and made available for general use
to anyone accessing the file through the FGETINFO intrinsic. For this
parameter, any user can specify a positive integer ranging from 0 to
1023. This parameter is used for new files only when it is positive and
the process is running in user mode. If your process is running in
privileged mode, you can specify a negative integer for filecode when
initially opening a file. Then, any future accesses of the. "privileged" file
must be requested in privileged mode. A process running in user mode
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cannot open a file that has a negative filecode. Also, if the process
supplies a non-zero parameter the filecode must match the one
originally specified for the file. Certain integers have particular
HP-defined meanings, as follows:

MAR 1980

Mnemonic

USL
BASD
BASP
BASFP
RL
PROG
SL
VFORM
VFAST
XLSAV
XLBIN
XLDSP
EDITQ
EDTCQ
EDTCT
RJEPN
QPROC

KSAMK
LOG

Integer

1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1031
1035
1036
1040
1041
1042
1050
1051
1052
1060
1070
1071
1072
1080
1090

Meaning

USL file.
BASIC data file.
BASIC program file.
BASIC fast program file. _
RL file.
Program file.
SL file.
VIEW formsfile.
VIEW fast fonns file.
Cross Loader ASCII file (SAVE).
Cross Loader relocated binary file.
Cross Loader ASCII file (DISPLAY).
Edit KEEPQ fue (non-COBOL).
Edit KEEPQ file (COBOL).
Edit TEXT file (COBOL).
RJE punch file.
QUERY procedure file.
QUERY work file.
QUERY work file.
KSAM key file.
User Logging logfile.
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Integer

1051
1052
1060
1069
1070

1071}
1072
1080
1090
Default:

CONDITION CODES

Meaning

An EDIT KEEPQ file (COBOL).
An EDIT TEXT file (COBOL).
An RJE punch file.
Reserved.
A QUERY procedure file.

QUERY work files.

KSAM Key file.
User Logging

o.

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-25

2-82

Request granted. The file is open.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied. This may be because another process already has
exclusive or semi-exclusive access for this file, or an initial allocation of
disc space cannot be made due to lack of disc space. The file number
value returned by FOPEN if the file is not opened successfully is zero.
The FCHECK intrinsic should be called for more details.
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Sets the logical record pointer for a disc file.

-

FPOINT

INTRINSIC NUMBER 6

The FPOINT intrinsic sets the logical\ record pointer for a disc file, containing fixed-length or,
undefined records, to any logical record in the file. When the next FREAD or FWRITE request is
issued for the file, this record will be the one read or written.

PARAMETERS

filenum

recnum

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file on which the
pointer is to be set.

double by value (required)
A positive double integer representing the relative logical record (or
block number of NOBUF files) at which the logical record pointer is to
be positioned. The number of the first logical record is zero.

Request granted.

Request denied. The logical record pointer position is unchanged.
Positioning was requested at a point beyond the file limit or recnum
was <0.

Request denied. The logical record pointer position is unchanged
because of one of the following:
Invalid filenum parameter.
Input/output is pending on a no-wait I/O request.
The file is spooled or is not on disc.
The file does not contain fixed-length or undefined-length records.
Not allowed with append access.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-89
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FREAD

INTRINSIC NUMBER 2 Reads a logical record from a file on any
device to the user's stack.

The FREAD intrinsic reads a logical record, or a portion of such a record, from a file on any device
to the user's stack. The record read is determined by the current position of the record pointer.

When the logical end-of-data is encountered during reading, the CCG condition code is returned to
the user process. On magnetic tape, the end-of-data can be denoted by a physical indicator such as
a tape mark. When a file is read that spans more than one volume of labeled magnetic tape, the
user program is suspended until the operator has completed mounting the next tape. CCG is not
returned when end-of-tape is encountered. On disc, the end-of-data occurs when the last logical
record of the file is passed. In this case, the CCG condition code is returned and no record is read.
If the file is embedded in an input source containing MPE commands,'the end-of-data is indicated
when an :EOD command is encountered, but the :EOD command itself is not returned to the user.
The end-of-data is indicated by a hardware end-of-file, including :EOF:, or on $STDIN by any
record beginning with a colon, or on $STDINX by :EOD. In addition, on the standard input device
for a job, as opposed to a session, :JOB, :EOJ, or :DATA indicate end-of-data.

When an old file containing carriage-control characters, supplied through the control parameter of
the FWRITE intrinsic, is read, and the carriage-control {option parameter of the FOPEN intrinsic,
or the CCTL parameter of the :FILE command is specified, the carriage-control byte is read as
follows:

DATA READ
,

CARRIAGEJJCONTROL . _

BYTE

(If file has carriage control specified.)

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

The FREAD intrinsic returns a positive integer value showing the length of the information trans
ferred. If the tcount parameter in the FREAD call was positive, the positive value retulned repre
sents a word count; if the tcount parameter was negative, the positive value returned represents a
byte count. FREAD always returns zero if no-wait I/O is specified. In this case, the actual record
length is returned in the tcount parameter of the IOWAIT intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

2-84

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file to be read.

logical array (required)
An array to which the record is to be transferred. This array should be
large enough to hold all of the information to be transferred.



tcount

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

FREAD

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the number of words or bytes to be transferred.
If this value is positive, it signifies the length in words; if it is negative,
it signifies the length in bytes; if it is zero, no transfer occurs. If tcount
is less than the size of the record, only the first tcount words or bytes
are read from the record.

If tcount is larger than the size of the logical record, and the multi
record aoption was not specified in FOPEN, transfer is limited to the
length of the logical record. If the multirecord aoption was specified
in FOPEN, transfer continues until either tcount is satisfied or the end
of-data is encountered, and each transfer will begin at the start of the
next physical record (Le., block). Any data remaining in the last physi
cal record read will be inaccessible.

The information was read.

The logical end-of-data was encountered during reading. When reading a
labeled magnetic tape file that spans more than one volume, CCG is not
returned when end-of-tape (EOT) is encountered. Instead, CCG is re
turned at actual end-of-file, with a transmission log of 0 if an attempt is
made to read past end-of-file.

The information was not read because an error occurred, ,a terminal
read was terminated by a special character or timeout interval as speci
fied in the FCONTROL intrinsic, or a tape error was recovered and the
FSETMODE option was enabled.

NOTE

The condition codes should be checked both in normal I/O
and in no-wait I/O.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-44
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FR'EADDI'R

INTRINSIC NUMBER 7 Reads a specific logical record from a disc file to the user's data stack.

The FREADDIR intrinsic reads a specific logical record, or a portion of such a record, from a disc
file to the user's data stack. This intrinsic differs from the FREAD intrinsic in that the FREAD
intrinsic reads only the record pointed to by the logical record pointer. The FREADDIR intrinsic
may be issued only for disc files composed of fixed-length or· undefined-length records. If RIO
access is used, FREADDiR will input the specified logical record. If the record is inactive, the
contents of the inactive record will be transmitted and a CCE will be returned. (FCHECK returns a
non-zero error number to distinguish active and inactive records. If a RIO file is accessed using the
non-RIO method, (NOBUF) FREADDIR will input the specified block. In this case there is no
indication whether the block contains some inactive records.

After the FREADDIR intrinsic is executed, the logical record pointer is set to the beginning of the
next logical record, or first logical record of the next block for NOBUF files.

It is possible to skip portions of records inadvertently if the multirecord aoption of FOPEN is set
and the tcount parameter specified is greater than one logical record. For example, if you read all of
record 11 and half of record 12 in a file, the logical record pointer is set to the beginning of record
13 after the FREADDIR intrinsic executes. Thus the second half of record 12 may be skipped.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

tcount

recnum

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file to be read.

logical array (required)
An array to which the record is to be transferred. This array should be
large enough to hold all of the information to be transferred.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the number of words or bytes to be transferred. If
this value is positive, it signifies words; if negative, it signifies bytes; and
if it is zero, no transfer ~_ccurs. If tcount is less than the size of the
record, only the first tcount words or bytes are read from the record.

If tcount is larger than the size of the logical record and the mu ltirecord
aoption was not specified in FOPEN, the transfer is limited to the
length of the logical record. If the multirecord aoption was specified in
FOPEN, the remaining words or bytes specified in tcount are read from
succeeding records.

double by value (required)
A double-word integer indicating the relative number, in the file, of the
logical record to be read. The first record is indicated by OD (double
word zero in SPL notation).
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CCL

FREAD-DI-R

The information was not read because an error occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 8-48
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FREADLABEL

INTRINSIC NUMBER 19 Reads a user file label.

The FREADLABEL intrinsic reads a user-defined label from a disc file or magnetic tape file. A mag
netic tape file must be labeled with an ANSI-standard or IBM-standard label. Before reading occurs,
the user's read access capability is verified. Note that MPE automatically skips over any unread user
labels when the first FREAD intrinsic call is issued for a file; therefore, the FREADLABEL intrinsic
should be called immediately after the FOPEN intrinsic has opened the file. If the file is on labeled
magnetic tape, the user-defined label must be 40 words in length to conform to the length of the
ANSI or IBM-standard label. Refer to Appendix D for the format of magnetic tape labels.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

tcount

labelid

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file whose label is to
be read.

logical array (required)
An array in the stack to which the label is to be transferred. This array
should be large enough to hold the number of words specified by
tcount.

integer by value (optional)
An integer specifying the number of words to be transferred from the
label. Tcount is limited to 128 words.
Default: 128 words.

integer by value (optional)
An integer specifying the label number.
Default: Zero is assigned.

The label was read.

The intrinsic referenced a label beyond the last label written on the file.

The label was not read because an error occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-60
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Moves a record from a disc file to a buffer in anticipation
of a FREADDIR intrinsic call.

-

FREADSEEK

INTRINSIC NUMBER 12

Direct access of disc files can be enhanced by issuing the FREADSEEK intrinsic call. This call is
used when the need for a certain record is known before its transfer to the user's stack, by a
FREADDIR call, is actually required. The FREADSEEK intrinsic directs MPE to move the record
from disc into a buffer in anticipation of the FREADDIR call, which subsequently moves the
record directly to the stack. .

NOTE

The FREADSEEK intrinsic call can be issued only for files
for which input/output buffering and fixed or undefined
length records are in effect.

PARAMETERS

filenum

recnum

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word supplying the file number of the'file to be read.

double by value (required)
A double-word integer in SPL notation indicating the relative number
of the logical record to be read. The first record is indicated by OD.

Request granted.

A logical end-of-file indication was encountered.

Request denied because an error occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-50
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FREEDSEG

INTRINSIC NUMBER 131

-
Releases an extra data segment.

A process can release an extra data segment assigned to it by using the FREEDSEG intrinsic. If this
is a private data segment, or if it is a sharable segment not currently assigned to any other process in
the job/session, the segment is deleted from the entire job/session. Otherwise, it is deleted from the
calling process but continues to exist in the job/session.

PARAMETERS

index

id

CONDITION CODES

eCE

eCG

eCL

logical by value (required)
A word containing the logical index assigned to the data segment,
obtained from the GETDSEG intrinsic call.

logical by value (required)
The identity, if any, assigned to the segment. If none is .assigned, zero
should be entered.

Request granted. The data segment is deleted from the job/session.

Request granted. The data segment is deleted from the calling process
but continues to exist in the job/session because it is being shared by
another process.

Request denied. Either the index is invalid or index and id do not
specify the same extra data segment.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Data-Segment Management Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 8-15.
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Frees all local RIN's from allocation to a job.

-

FREELOCRIN

INTRINSIC NUMBER 31

The FREELOCRIN intrinsic frees all local Resource Identification Numbers (RIN's) currently
reserved for your job.

If the GETLOCRIN intrinsic has been called by a process, the FREELOCRIN intrinsic must be
called before GETLOCRIN can be called successfully a second time.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 6-9.

Request granted.

Request denied because no RIN's are currently reserved for the job.

Request denied because at least one RIN is currently locked by a
process.
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FRELATE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 18 Determines whether a file pair is interactive, duplicative,
or both interactive and duplicative.

A device file is interactive if it requires human intervention for all input operations. This quality is
necessary to establish the person/ machine qialog required to support a session. A device file is
duplicative if all input operations are echoed to a corresponding display without intervention by the
operating system software.

You can determine whether a pair of files is interactive, duplicative, or both interactive and
duplicative through the FRELATE intrinsic call. The interactive/duplicative attributes of a file pair
do not change between the time they are opened and the time they are closed.

The FRELATE intrinsic applies to files on all devices.

NOTE

A condition code of CCG is returned when either infilenum
or listfilenum corresponds to $NULL. $NULL is considered
to be a logical file which contains no data. No data can be
read from this file and all data written to it are discarded.
The infilenum and listfilenum functions, therefore, are
illogical for the $NULL file.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

FRELATE returns a word to the calling process showing whether the two files referenced are
interactive and/or duplicative. The word returned contains two significant bits, bit 15 and bit 1.

If bit 15 = 1, infilenum and listfilenum form an interactive pair.
If bit 15 = 0, infilenum and listfilenum do not form an interactive pair.
If bit °= 1, infilenum and listfilenum form a duplicative pair.
If bit °= 0, infilenum and listfilenum do not form a duplicative pair.

PARAMETERS

infilenum

listfilenum

CONDITION CODES

CCE
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integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the input file.

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the list file.

Request granted.



CCG

CCL

FRELATE

Request denied because infilenum and/or listfilenum corresponds to
$NULL. Interactive or duplicative functions do not apply.

Request denied because an error occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-90
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 17

-
Renames a disc file.

The FRENAME intrinsic changes the actual designator (including lockword, if any) of an open disc
file. The home volume set of newfile reference must be the same as that of the file being renamed.
(Volume sets cannot be spanned when renaming files.)

The file to be renamed must be either:

1. A new file, or
2. An existing file, opened for fully-exclusive access, for which you have write access (speci

fied by the security provisions of the file). If the file is a permanent file, you must be the
creator.

PARAMETERS
filenum

newfilereference

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file to be renamed.

byte array (required)
Contains an ASCII string specifying the new name of the file. The
maximum number of characters allowed in the string is 36. The format
of newfilereference is

filename/lockword.group.account

where

filename the new file name for the file. (Required in
newfilereference. )

2-94

lockword = a lockword for the new file name. (Optional parameter of
newfilereference.) If you wish to keep, or add a lockword
to the file, you must enter the lock word parameter in the
ASCII string. If this part of newfilereference is not
specified, the new file named will not have a lockword
associated with it.

group the group name where the file is to reside. (Optional
parameter of newfilereference.) If no group is specified,
the file will reside in the group to which it was assigned
before the FRENAME intrinsic call.

account the account name where the file is to reside. (Optional
parameter of newfilereference. ) The account to which the
file is currently assigned must be used. If other than the
current account name is specified, the CCL error condition
is returned and the file retains its old name.



CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-41

FRENAME

The ASCII string contained in newfilereference must begin with a
letter; can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters for each of the
filename, lockword, group, and account fields; and must end with any
non-alphanumeric character, including a blank, other than a slash (J) or
a period (since period and slash are used as field delimiters within the
string).

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because an error occurred.
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FSETMODE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 14

-
Activates or deactivates file access modes.

The FSETMODE intrinsic activates or deactivates the following access mode options: automatic
error recovery, critical output verification, and terminal control by the user.

The access mode established by the FSETMODE. intrinsic remains in effect until another
FSETMODE call is issued or until the file is closed. The FSETMODE intrinsic applies to files on all
devices.

PARAMETERS

filenum

modeflags
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integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file to which the call
applies.

logical by value (required)

A 16-bit value that denotes the access mode options in effect, as
described below.

Bit (14:1) - Critical Output Verification
1 = All physical (block) output to the file is to be verified as

physically complete before control returns from a write intrinsic
to the user's program. The user waits while the system is posting
a full block to the file. Note that this bit is effective only in
buffered mode.

o Output is not verified.

Bit (13:1) - Terminal Control by the User
1 = Inhibit normal terminal control by the system. Thus, MPE will not

issue an automatic carriage return and line feed at the completion
of each terminal input line.

o MPE will automatically issue the carriage return and line feed for
the terminal. This parameter is ignored if the device is not a
terminal.

Carriage return, line feed is not issued in the case where FREAD (file,
buf, len or read) is satisfied (len characters are typed in). If carriage
return is hit, however, a carriage return is echoed but no line feed is
sent.

Bit (12: 1) - Tape Error Recovery
1 Report recovered tape error by FREAD or FWRITE with CCL

condition code and error number.
o Report recovered tape error with CCE condition code.

The remaining 13 bits are reserved for MPE and must always be set to
zero.
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CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because an error occurred.

FSETMODE

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-89
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 5

-
Spaces forward or backward on a file.

You can. space forward or backward on a fixed-length or undefined-length file by using the FSPACE
intrinsic. This results in resetting the logical record pointer. The FSPACE intrinsic applies to files on
disc and magnetic tape devices only. On magnetic tape devices, however, FSPACE spaces physical
rather than logical records.

The FSPACE intrinsic cannot be used with variable-length record files or with spooled files on disc.
An attempt to use this intrinsic on such files results in a CCL error condition code and the logical

. record pointer is left at its current position.

See Section III for special considerations on magnetic tape files.

PARAMETERS

filenum

displacement

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file on which spacing
is to be done.

integer by value (required)
A signed integer indicating the number of logical records for buffered
disc files, or blocks for NOBUF files and all tape files, to be spaced
over, relative to the current position of the logical record pointer. A
positive value signifies forward spacing, a negative value signifies
backward spacing. The maximum positive value is 32767, the maximum
negative value is -32768. If RIO access is used, the displacement
includes all records regardless of activity state (Le., active, deleted).

Request granted.

A logical end-of-file indicator was encountered during spacing. For disc
files, the logical record pointer is not changed. For magnetic tape files,
the logical record pointer points to the logical end-of-file. The magnetic
tape, however, is positioned to one record past the file mark on the
tape. For labeled tape the logical record pointer is at the file mark.

Request denied because an error occurred; for example file resides on a
device that prohibits spacing.
Not allowed with append access.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-87
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Dynamically unlocks a file.

-

FUNLOCK

INTRINSIC NUMBER 16

The FUNLOCK intrinsic dynamically unlocks a file (Resource Identification Number) that has been
locked with the FLOCK intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

filenum

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word supplying the file number of the file to be unlocked.

Request granted

Request denied because the file had not been locked by the calling
process.

Request denied because the file was not opened with the dynamic
locking aoption of the FOPEN intrinsic, or the filenum parameter is
invalid.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-53
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 4 Updates (writes) a logical record in a disc file.

The FUPDATE intrinsic updates a logical record in a disc file. This intrinsic affects the logical
record (or block for NOBUF files) last referenced by any intrinsic call for the file named.
FUPDATE moves the specified information from the user's stack into this record. The file
containing this record must have been opened with the update aoption specified in the FOPEN call,
and must not have variable-length records. If RIO access is used, the modified record is set to the
active state.

Note that FUPDATE is functionally equivalent (but faster) to FSPACE(FILENUM, -1); followed
by an FWRITE to FILENUM.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

tcount

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file to be updated.

logical array (required)
Contains the record to be written in the updating.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the number of words or bytes to be written from
the record. If this value is positive, it signifies words; if it is negative, it
signifies bytes; if it is zero, no transfer occurs. If tcount is less than the
recsize parameter associated with the record, only the first tcount bytes
or words are written. For buffered file, tcount is limited to the block
size. FUPDATE cannot update more than one block in multirecord
mode.

Request granted.

An end-of-file condition was encountered during updating.

Request denied because of an error, such as the file not residing on disc,
or tcount exceeding the size of the block when multirecord mode is not
in effect.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-55
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Writes a logical record from the user's stack to a file on any device.

FWRITE

.INTRINSIC NUMBER 3

The FWRITE intrinsic writes a logical or physical record, or a portion of such a record, from the
user's stack to a file on any device.

When information is written to a fixed-length record, and the NOBUF aoption was not specified in
FOPEN, any unused portion of the record will be padded with binary zeros for a binary file or
ASCII blanks for an ASCII file.

When the FWRITE intrinsic is executed, the logical record pointer is set to the record immediately
following the record just written, or the first logical record in the next block for NOBUF files. If
RIO access is used, the modified record is set to the active state.

When an FWRITE call writes a record beyond the current logical end-of-file indicator, this indicator
is advanced to a farther location; however, this is only noted in the file label when the file is
actually closed or when an extent is allocated. If the physical bounds of the file are reached, the
CCG condition code is returned.

If a magnetic tape is unlabeled (as specified in the FOPEN intrinsic or :FILE command) and a user
program attempts to write over or beyond the physical EOT marker, the FWRITE intrinsic returns
an error condition code (CCL). The actual data has been written to the tape, and a call to FCHECK
reveals a file error indicating END OF TAPE. All writes to the tape after the EOT tape marker has
been crossed transfer the data successfully but return a CeL condition code until the tape crosses
the EOT marker again in the reverse direction (rewind or backspace).

If a magnetic tape is labeled (as specified in the FOPEN intrinsic or :FILE command), a CCL condi
tion code is not returned when the tape passes the EOT marker. Attempts to write to the tape after
the EOT marker is encountered cause end of volume (EOV) markers to be written. A IIl;essage then
is printed on the operator's console requesting another volume (reel of tape) to be mounted.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

tcount
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integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the file to be written on.

logical array (required)
Contains the record to be written.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the number of words or bytes to be written to the
record. If this value is positive, it signifies words; if it is negative, it
signifies bytes; if it is zero, no transfer occurs. If tcount is less than the
recsize parameter associated with the record, only the first tcount
words or bytes are written.

If tcount is larger than the logical record size and the NOBUT aoption
is not specified in FOPEN, the FWRITE request is refused and condi
tion code CCL is returned. If NOBUF is specified, tcount may not
exceed the physical record size unless the multirecord option is specified.
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FWRITE

control

2-102

If the multirecord aoption is specified in FOPEN, the excess words or
bytes are written to succeeding physical records. For files for which
carriage control is specified, the actual data transferred is limited to
recsize minus one byte.

logical by value (required)

A logical value representing a carriage control code, effective if the file is
transferred to a line printer or terminal (including a spooled file whose
ultimate destination is a line printer or a terminal). This parameter is
effective only for files opened with carriage control specified.

The options are:

o - Print the full record transferred, using single spacing. This results
in a maximum of 132 characters per printed line.

1 - Use the first character of the data written to satisfy space control,
and suppress this character on the printed output. This results in a
maximum of 132 characters of data per printed line. Permissible control
characters are shown in figure 2-3.

Any octal code from figure 2-3 can be used to determine space control
and print the full record transferred. This results in a maximum of 132
characters per printed line.

If the control parameter is not 0 or 1, and tcount is 0, only the space
control is executed - no data are transferred.

The effect of the FWRITE control parameter in combination with the
FOPEN carriage control {option (or overriding :FILE command CCTL/
NOCCTL parameter) upon the data written is summarized in figure 2-4.

You determine whether the carriage control directive takes effect before
printing (pre-space movement) or after printing (post-space movement),
through the FCONTROL intrinsic.

Sometimes it is necessary to set the pre-space/post space control and
the auto/no auto page eject control with the FWRITE instead of
FCONTROL. You may use control codes %100 through %103 and
%400 through %403 for this. If you specify one of the above controls
with + count = 0, no physical I/O will occur.

All of the carriage control codes listed in figure 2-3 may be used as the
value of the param parameter in FCONTROL (when controlcode=1),
regardless of whether the file is opened with CCTL or NOCCTL. When
the file is opened with CCTL, these carriage control codes may be used
in either of the following ways via .FWRITE:

a. As the value of the control parameter.

b. When control= 1, as the first byte of the target array.

The default carriage control code is post spacing with automatic page
eject. This applies to all HP-supported subsystems except FORTRAN
which is prespacing with automatic page eject.
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CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

The physical bounds of the file prevented further writing; all disc
extents are filled.

Request denied because an error occurred, such as tcount e~ceeding the
size of the record in non-multirecord mode; or the FSETMODE option
is enabled to signify recovered tape errors; or the end-of-tape marker
was sensed. If the file is being written to a multi-volume magnetic tape
set, CCL is not returned when the end-of-tape marker is sensed. Instead,
end-of-volume labels are written, and a request is issued to mount the
next volume.

OCTAL CODE

0/040

%53

%55

%60

%61

%2nn (nn is any
octal number
from 0 through
77)

%300 - %307

%300 - %313

%300 - %317

%300

%301

%302

%303

%304

%305

%306

%307

ASCII SYMBO L

"+"

"-"

"0"

"1"

CARRIAGE ACTION

Single space (with or without automatic page eject).

No space, return (next printing at column 1). Not valid on 2607 (results
in single space without automatic page eject).

Triple space (without automatic page eject).

Double space (without automatic page eject).

Page eject (form feed). Selects VFC Channel 1.

Space nn lines (no automatic page eject). %200 not valid for 2607
(results in single space without automatic page eject).

Select VFC Channel 1-8 (2607)

Select VFC Channel 1-12 (2613, 2617, 2618,2619)

Select VFC Channel 1-16 (2608)

NOTE

Channel assignments shown below are the HP standard
defaults.

Skip to top of form (page eject).

Skip to bottom of form.

Single spacing with automatic page eject.

Skip to next odd line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next third line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next 1/2 page.

Skip to next 1/4 page..

Skip to next 1/6 page.

JULY, 1979

Figure 2-3. Carriage-Control Directives (Sheet 1 of 2)
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OCTAL CODE ASCII SYMBOL

%310

%311

%312

%313

%314

%315

%316

%317

%320

%2 - %37
%41 - %52
%54
%56- %57
%62- %77
%104 - %177

%310-%317 (2607)

%314-%317 (2613/17/18/19)

%321 - %377

%400 or %100

%401 or %101

%402 or %102

%403 or %103

%1001

%2001

CARRIAGE ACTION

Skip to bottom of form.

User option (2613/17/18/19), skip to one Iine before bottom of form
(2608)

User option (2613/17/18/19), skip to one line before top of form
(2608)

User option (2613/17/18/19), skip to top of form (2608)

Skip to next seventh line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next sixth line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next fifth line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next fourth line with automatic page eject.

No space, no return (next printing physically follows this).

Same as %40

Sets post-space movement option; this first prints, then spaces. If
previous option was pre-space movement, the driver outputs a line with
a skip to VFC channel 3 to clear the buffer.

Sets pre-space movement option; this first spaces, then prints.

Sets single-space option, with automatic page eject (60 lines per page).

Sets single-space option, without automatic page eject (66 lines per
page).

Enables CONTIGUOUS WR ITE (Privileged Mode Capability only).

Disables CONTIGUOUS WRITE (Privileged Mode Capability only).

NOTE

Page ejects code %61, is suppressed if the current request
has a transfer count of 0 and the previous request ended
with a page eject.
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Figure 2-3. Carriage-Control Directives (Sheet 2 of 2)
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FWRITE

FOPEN FWRITE Control Parameter

OR
:FILE =0 =1 = Greater than 1

Carriage Byte Byte
Control 1 recsize recsize 1 recsize,- 133 -, f -

132 -, I· 133 -IFoption

G I I I § ISpecified record =132 record = 132 record =132trol
or
~ " -

CCTL
Data output contains Data output contains Data output contains
132 characters; the 132 characters; the 132 characters; the
prefix byte is added carriage control prefix character added
and contains 0 character in the first is a carriage-control

byte is not printed if character specified by
output is to a list the FWRITE control
device. parameter.

Carriage
Control ,- 132 .,

I •
132 " ,- 132 • I

Foption

I I I I I Inot record = 132 record = 132 record = 132
specified

. " ...
" ...

".. .. ..
or

Data output contains Data output contains Data output contains
NOCCTL

132 characters. 132 characters 132 characters.

EFFECT ON DATA OUTPUT

Figure 2-4. Carriage-Control Summary

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-47
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I-WHIII:DIR

INTRINSIC NUMBER 8 Writes a specific logical record from the user's stack to a disc file.

-The FWRITEDIR intrinsic writes a specific logical record or logical record (if NOBUF is specified),
or a portion of such a record, from the user's stack to a disc file. This intrinsic differs from the
FWRITE intrinsic in that the FWRITE intrinsic writes only the record pointed to by the logical
record pointer. The FWRITEDIR intrinsic may be used only for disc files composed of fixed or
undefined-length records.

When information is written to a fixed-length record and NOBUF was not specified in the FOPEN
call that opened the file, any unused portion of the record will be padded with binary zeros for a
binary file, or ASCII blanks for an ASCII file.

When the FWRITEDIR intrinsic is executed, the logical record pointer is set to the record
immediately following the record just written, or the first logical record of the next block for
NOBUF files.

If RIO access is used, the modified record is set to the active state.

When an FWRITEDIR call writes a record beyond the current logical end-of-file indicator, the
indicator is advanced to a farther location. This can result in the creation of dummy records to pad
the records between the previous end-of-file and the newly-written record. These dummy records
are filled with binary· zeros for a binary file, or with ASCII blanks for an ASCII file when the ~ew
record is in the same extent.

When the physical bounds of the file prevent further writing, because all allowable extents are filled,
the end-of-file condition (CCG) is returned to the user's program.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

tcount
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integer by value (required)
A word identifier specifying the file number of the file to be written
on.

logical array ( required)
Contains the record to be written. This array should be large enough to
hold all of the information to be transferred.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the number of words or bytes to be written to the
record. If this value is positive, it signifies words; if it is negative, it
signifies bytes; if it is zero, no transfer occurs. If tcount is less than the
recslze parameter associated with the record, and NOBUF was specified,
only the first tcount words or bytes are written.

If tcount is larger than the size of the logical record and the NOBUF
aoption was not specified in FOPEN, the transfer is limited to the
length of the logical record. If NOBUF was specified and if tcount is
larger than the size of the physical record, the transfer is limited to the
length of the physical record if the multirecord aoption was specified.
If the multirecord aoption was specified in FOPEN, the remaining
words or bytes are written to succeeding records.
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recnum

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

FWRITEDIR

double by value (required)
A double integer indicating the relative number of the logical record, or
block number for NOBUF files, to be written. The first record is
indicated by ODe

Request granted.

The physical end-of-file was encountered.

Request denied because an error occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-50
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FWRITELABEL

INTRINSIC NUMBER 20 Writes a user file label.

The FWRITELABEL intrinsic writes a user-defined label onto a disc file or labeled magnetic tape
file that is labeled with an ANSI-standard or IBM-standard label. This intrinsic overwrites old user
labels. If the file is on labeled magnetic tape, the user-defined label must be 40 words in length to
conform to the length of the ANSI of IBM-standard label. Refer to Appendix D for the format of
magnetic tape labels.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

tcount

labelid

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier specifying the file number of the file to which the
label is to be written.

logical array (required)
Contains the label to be written. If the file is a labeled magnetic tape
file, this label must be 40 words in length.

integer by value (optional)
An integer specifying the number of words to be transferred from the
array.
Default: 128 words.

integer by value (optional)
An integer specifying the number of the label to be written. The first
label is o.
Default: Zero is assigned.

Request granted.

Request denied because the calling process attempted to write a label
beyond the limit specified in FOPEN when the file was opened.

Request denied because an error occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-60
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l1I:NMI:~~AUI:

Accesses message system.

The GENMESSAGE intrinsic accesses the MPE message system. A message number is passed by
GENMESSAGE to the message system. The message system fetches the message from a message
catalog (opened by the calling program), inserts parameters supplied by GENMESSAGE into the
message, then routes the message to a file or returns the message to the calling program. (If msg
dest is specified, the message is routed to a file. If buff is specified, the message is returned. If both
msgdest and buff are specified, the message is both routed to a file and returned.)

NOTE

The catalog file must be opened with foptions old, permanent,
ASCII (foptions 5), and aoptions nobuf and multi-record
access (aoptions %420).

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

The length of the message is returned to msglen.

PARAMETERS

filenum

setnum

msgnum

buff

buffsize

parmask
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integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the message catalog.

integer by value (required)
A positive integer no greater than 62 specifying the message set number
within the catalog.

integer by value (required)
A positive integer, specifying the message number within the message
set.

byte array (optional)
A byte array to which the assembled message is returned.
Default: Message is not returned to calling program.

integer by value (optional)
When buff is specified, buffsize is the size, in bytes, of the buffer. When
buff is not specified, buffsize is the length, in bytes, of the records
written to the destination file.
Default: 72 by tes.

logical by value (optional)
A 16-bit logical mask indicating parameter types for parml, parm2,
parm3, parm4,' and parm5. The bit settings are as follows:
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GENMESSAGE

Bit (0:1) =1. Ignore rest of word and parameters parm1 through parm5.

=0. Rest of word, in 3-bit groupings, will specify parameter
types for parml, parm2, parm3, parm4, and parm5, as
follows:

Bits (1 :3)=parml type.

0- parameter is a string, terminated by an ASCII null (0).

1 - parameter is integer.

2 - parameter is double by reference.

3 - ignore the parameter.

Bits (4:3) = parm2 type (types same as for parml).

Bits (7 :3) = parm3 type (types same as for parml).

Bits (10:3)= parm4 type (types same as for parml).

Bits (13:3)=parm5 type (types same as for parml).

Default: Parameters parml through parm5 will be ignored.

parml

parm2

parm3

parm4

parm5

msgdest
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logical by value (optional)
Parameter to be inserted into message. If parmask specifies a type of 0
(string), parml must pass the byte address (Le., @stringarray) of the
byte array containing the string. Ifparmask specifies type 2 (double by
reference), parml must pass the word address (Le., @doublename) of
the doubleword identifier containing the value.

logical by value (optional)
Parameter to be inserted into message. Description is the same as for
parml.

logical by value (optional)
Parameter to be inserted into message. Description is the same as for
parml.

logical by value (optional)
Parameter to be inserted into message. Description is the same as for
parml.

logical by value (optional)
Parameter to be inserted into message. Description is the same as for
parml.

integer by value (optional)
Integer value specifying the destination of the assembled message, as
follows:

0= $STDLIST.

>2 = File number of destination file.

Default: $STDLIST if buff is not specified, no file if buff is specified.
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errnum

GENMESSAGE

integer (optional)
Integer identifier to which an error number is returned. Values returned
are as follows:

o= Successful execution.

1 = FREADLABEL failed on catalog file.

2 = FREAD failed on catalog file.

3 = Specified setnum not found in catalog.

4 = Specified msgnum not found in catalog.

6 = Assembled message overflowed buffer (if msgdest was specified,
however, message routed correctly).

7 = write failed to destination file.

11 = filenum parameter not specified.

12 = setnum parameter not specified.

13 = msgnum parameter not specified.

14 =setnum <= O.

15 = setnum > 62.

16 =msgnum <= O.

17 =buffsize <= O.

18 = msgdest < O.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCL

CCG

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-50
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Successful execution.

Intrinsic did not execute because of file system error.

Intrinsic did not execute. May have missing required parameter, invalid
parameter, or invalid file number of catalog or destination file.



GET
Receives the next request from the remote master program.

See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.
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Creates an extra data segment.

GETDSEG

INTRINSIC NUMBER 150

The GETDSEG intrinsic creates or acquires an extra data segment. The number of extra data
segments that can be requested, and the maximum size allowed these segments, are limited by
parameters specified when the system is configured. When an extra data segment is created, the
GETDSEG intrinsic returns a logical index number to the calling process. This index number is
assigned by MPE and allows this process to reference the segment in later intrinsic calls. The
GETDSEG intrinsic also is used to assign the segment the identity that either allows other processes
in the job or session to share the segment, or that declares it private to the calling process. If the
segment is sharable, other processes can obtain its logical index (through GETDSEG) and use this
index to reference the segment. Thus, the logical index is a local name that identifies the segment
throughout any process that obtained the index with the GETDSEG call. The logical index need not
be the same value in all processes sharing the data segment. The identity, on the other hand, is a
job-wide or session-wide name that permits any process to determine the logical index of the
segment. If the intrinsic is called in user mode, then the data segment is initially filled with zeros.

PARAMETERS

index

length

id

logical (required)
A word to which the logical index of the data segment, assigned by
MPE, is returned.

integer (required)
The maximum size of the data segment requested, if the segment is not
yet created, or the word to which the maximum size of the segment is
returned, if the segment already exists.

logical by value (required)
A word containing the identity that declares the data segment sharable
between other processes in the job/session, or private to the calling

. process. For a sharable segment, id is specified as a non-zero value. If a
data segment with the same id exists already, it is made available to the
calling process. Otherwise, a new data segment, sharable within the
job/session, is created with this id. For a private data segment, an id of
zero must be specified.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

JULY, 1979

Request granted. A new segment was created.

Request granted. An extra data segment with this identity exists
already.
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CCL Request denied. An illegal length was specified (index is set to %2000),
or the process requested more than the maximum allowable number of
data segments (index is set to %2001), sufficient storage was not
available for the data segment (index is set to %2002) or a stack
expansion necessary to satisfy the request could not be done because
the stack was frozen (index set to %2003). Note that a stack expansion
is usually not necessary to get an extra data segment.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Data Segment Management Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 8-6.
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Fetches content of system job control word (JCW).

GETJCW

INTRINSIC NUMBER 73

The GETJCW intrinsic returns the complete job control word (JCW) to the calling process.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the job control word. This word is structured for a desired purpose by the
calling program through the SETJCW intrinsic or PUTJCW intrinsic.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-46
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 30 Acquires local RIN's. The number acquired = rincount.

Just as global Resource Identification Numbers (RIN's) must be acquired by users before they can
be used in jobs/sessions, local RIN's must be acquired by a job/session before they can be used
within the job/session. This is done by using the GETLOCRIN intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

rincount

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 6-8.
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logical by value (required)
The number of local RIN's to be acquired by the job/session. The
maximum number of RIN's available is defined when the system is
configured.

Request granted.

Request denied. RIN's already are allocated to this job. Additional
RIN's cannot be allocated until these RIN's are released.

Request denied. Not enough RIN's are available to satisfy this call.
None are allocated to this job.



Determines source of activation call.

GETORIGIN

INTRINSIC NUMBER 105

Mter a suspended process is reactivated, it can determine whether the source of the activation
request was its father process, one of its son processes, or whether the reactivation was by an
interrupt or the timer.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns one of the following codes:

1 = Activated by father.
2 = Activated by a son.
o= Activated from some other source.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Process Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-14.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 120 Reschedules a process.

When a process is created, it is scheduled on the basis of a priority class assigned by its father. After
this point, the priority class of the created process can be changed at any time by using the
GETPRIORITY intrinsic.

NOTE

A process can change its own priority or that of its son but it
cannot reschedule its father.

The GETPRIORITY intrinsic will abort the calling process if the requested priorityclass exceeds the
maximum allowable priorityclass of the rescheduled process or specifies an invalid priority class.

PARAMETERS

pin

priorityclass

rank

2-118

integer by value(required)
An integer specifying the process whose priority is to be changed. If
this is a son process, the integer is the process Process Identification
Number (PIN). If this is the calling process, the integer is zero.

logical by value(required)
A 16-bit word that contains two ASCII characters describing the
priority class in which the process is rescheduled. This may be "AS,"
"BS," "CS," "DS," or "ES." For users with optional capabilities (other
than Process Handling), this class may be any priority permitted by
those optional capabilities. The priorityclass parameter may then be
specified by xA, where x is an 8-bit priority number and A is the ASCII
character "A." For example, a request for a priorityclass of 31 in the
master queue would be requested as %017501.

NOTE

Scheduling a process into the "AS" or "BS" priority class
(assuming the process's maximum priority allows such a specifi
cation) can result in the rescheduled process deadlocking the
system or locking out system and user processes from execu
tion.

integer by value(optional)
This parameter is used only for compatibility with previous versions of
the MPE Operating System. It is ignored for all users.



GETPRIORITY

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

Request denied because the process specified is not alive.

Request denied because an illegal PIN was specified.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.
Process Handling Capability required.

TeXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-13.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 200 Dynamically enters privileged mode.

The GETPRIVMODE intrinsic switches a temporarily-privileged program from the non-privileged
mode to the privileged mode. This intrinsic turns the privileged mode bit in the status register on,
but leaves the privileged mode bit in the Code Segment Table (CST) entry for the executing
segment unchanged. The status register, rather than the CST, determines a mode change when
running in privileged mode. Thus, if additional segments are to be run as part of the program, they
will be run in privileged mode unless an intrinsic is called specifically to return to the non-privileged
mode.

The calling process is aborted if the program file does not possess the Privileged Mode Capability,
and the CST indicates non-privileged mode.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted. The program was in non-privileged mode when the
intrinsic call was issued.

Request granted. The program was already in privileged mode when the
intrinsic call was issued.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Privileged Mode Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 9-3.

IMPORTANT NOTE

The normal checks and limitations that apply to the standard
users in MPE are bypassed in privileged mode. It is possible
for a privileged mode program to destroy file integrity, includ
ing the MPE operating system software itself. Hewlett-Packard
will investigate and attempt to resolve problems resulting
from the use of privileged mode code. This service, which is
not provided under the standard Service Contract, is available
on a time and· materials billing basis. However, Hewlett
Packard will not support, correct, or attend to any modifica
tion of the MPE operating system software.
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Requests PIN of a son process.

-

GETPROCID

INTRINSIC NUMBER 112

A process can determine the Process Identification Number (PIN) assigned to any of its sons by
using the GETPROCID intrinsic.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the PIN of the specified son process.

PARAMETERS

numson

CONDITION CODES

integer by value (required)
A number from 1 to n which specifies the chronological son's PIN
desired. The value n cannot exceed the number of sons in existence.
For example, a father process has three sons and it is desired to know
the PIN of the second son. The value of numson then would be 2.

If n exceeds the number of sons currently attached to this calling
process, a zero is returned. If n is less than 1, the PIN of the first son
(or zero if no sons exist) is returned.

The condition code remains unchanged.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Process Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-15.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 110

-
Requests status information about a father or son process.

Information about a father or son process can be obtained with the GETPROCINFO intrinsic.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns a double-word message denoting the following information about a father or
son process:

Word 1:
Bits (8:8) - The process' priority number in the master queue.
Bits (0:8) - Reserved for MPE. These bits are set to zero by the system.

Word 2:
Bit (15: 1) - Activity state.

1 = The process is active.
o=The process is suspended.

Bit (13:2) - Suspension condition. Set only if bit 15 = O.
If bit 14 = 1, the source of the expected activation is the father.
If bit 13 =1, the source of the expected activation is a son.

Bits (9:4) - Reserved for MPE. These bits are set to zero by the system.
Bits (7: 2) - Origin of the last ACTIVATE intrinsic call.

00 =The process was activated by MPE.
01 =The process was activated by the father.
10 =The process was activated by a son.

Bits (4:3) - Queue Characteristics.
001 = DS or ES priority class.
010 =CS priority class.
100 =Linearly scheduled (AS or BS or Master queue).

Bits (0:4) - Reserved for MPE. These bits are set to zero by the system.

PARAMETERS

pin

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL
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integer by value (required)
The process to which the returned message pertains. If this is a request
for a father process, pin must be zero. If it is a request for a son
process, pin is the PIN of that process.

Request granted.

Reque~t denied because the process is being terminated.

Request denied because an illegal PIN was specified.



SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.
Process Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-15.

GETPROCINFO
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 201

-
Dynamically returns to non-privileged mode.

The GETUSERMODE intrinsic changes a temporarily-privileged program from the privileged to the
non-privileged mode.

This intrinsic changes the privileged mode bit in the status register to off, and is the complement of
the GETPRIVMODE intrinsic.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCO

CCL

Request granted. The process was in privileged mode when the intrinsic
call was issued.

Request granted. The program was in non-privileged mode when the
intrinsic call was issued.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Privileged Mode Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 9-5.
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Initializes buffer for a USL file to the empty state.

INII U~Lr-

INTRINSIC NUMBER 82

The INITUSLF intrinsic initializes the first record (record 0) of a USL file to the empty state.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns an error number if an error occurs. If no error occurs, no value is returned.

PARAMETERS

us/fnurn

recO

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the USL file.

integer array (required)
A 128-word buffer, corresponding to the first record of the USL file
(record 0), to be initialized to the empty state. This buffer should be
set to all zeros. The intrinsic will set certain values in record 0 before
returning to the calling program. See the MPE Segmenter Reference
Manual for record 0 format.

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied. One of the error numbers listed below is returned.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Error Number

o

1

Meaning

An unexpected end-of-file was encountered
when writing to uslfnum.

Unexpected input/output error occurred.

See the MPE Segmenter Reference Manual
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IODONTWAIT

INTRINSIC NUMBER 22 Initiates completion operations for an I/O request.

The 10DONTWAIT intrinsic behaves the same as IOWAIT (see page 2-128) with one exception:

If IOWAIT is called and no I/O has completed, then the calling process is suspended until some
I/O completes; if IODONTWAIT is called and no I/O has completed, then control is returned to
the calling process (CCE is returned and the result of IODONTWAIT is zero.)

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns· an integer representing the file number for which the completion occurred. If
no completion occurred, zero is returned.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

tcount

2-126

integer by value (required)
A word identifier specifying the file number for which there is a pend
ing I/O request. If zero is specified, the IODONTWAIT intrinsic will
check for any I/O completion.

logical array (optional)
A word pointer specifying the DB-relative address of the user's input
buffer. This buffer must be large enough to contain the input record. Note
that this parameter is required if the original 110 request was a read and
the file was opened with buffering specified.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned a positive integer representing the length of
the received or transmitted record. If the original request specified a byte
count, the integer represents bytes; if the request specified words, the
integer represents words. Note that this parameter is pertinent only if
the original request was a read. The FREAD intrinsic always returns
zero as its functional return if no-wait 110 is specified. In.thiscase, the
actual record length is returned in the tcount parameter of
IODONTWAlT.
Default: The length of the record is not returned.



cstation

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

IODONTWAIT

logical (optional)
Used for distributed systems to return the number of the calling station
which completed.

Request granted. If the functional return is non-zero then I/O com
pletion occurred with no errors. If the return is zero then no I/O has
completed.

An end-of-file condition was encountered.

Request denied. Normal I/O completion did not occur because there
were no I/O requests pending, a parameter error occurred, or an ab
normal I/O completion occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

You must be running in Privileged Mode to specify FOPEN aoptions No-Wait I/O.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-60
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 22 Initiates completion operations for an I/O request.

If a file has been opened with the no-wait I/O mode aoption of the FOPEN intrinsic (aoptions bit
(4: 1) = 1), all read and write requests must be followed by the 10WAIT intrinsic call. This intrinsic
initiates completion operations for the associated I/O request, including data transfer into the user's
buffer area if necessary.

The lOWAIT intrinsic call must precede any subsequent I/O request against the file. Within this
restriction, the 10WAIT intrinsic call can be delayed as long as desired to allow effective I/O and
processing overlap.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns an integer representing the file number for which the completion occurred. If
no completion occurred, zero is returned.

PARAMETERS

filenum

target

tcount

cstation

2-128

integer by value (optional)
A word identifier specifying the file number for which there is a
pending I/O request. If zero is specified, the 10WAIT intrinsic will wait
for the first I/O completion.

logical array (optional)
A word pointer specifying the DB-relative address of the user's input
buffer. This buffer must be large enough to contain the input record. Note
that this parameter is required if the original I/O request was a read and
the file was opened with buffering specified.

integer (optional)
A word to which is returned a positive integer representing the length of
the received or transmitted record. If the original request specified a byte
count, the integer represents bytes; if the request specified words, the.
integer represents words. Note that his parameter is pertinent only if the
original request was a read. The FREAD intrinsic always returns zero as
its functional return if no-wait I/O is specified. In this case, the actual
record length is returned in the tcount parameter of IOWAIT.
Default: The length of the record is not returned.

logical (optional)
Used for distributed systems to return the number of the calling station
which completed.
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CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted. I/O completion occurred with no errors.

An end-of-file condition was encountered.

Request denied. Normal I/O completion did not occur because there
were no I/O requests pending, a parameter error occurred, or an
abnormal I/O completion occurred.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

You must be running in Privileged Mode to specify FOPEN aoptions No-Wait I/O.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-58
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KILL

INTRINSIC NUMBER 102

A process can delete one of its sons by using the KILL intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

Deletes a process.

pin

CONDITION CODES

eCE

eeG

eCL

integer by value (required)
A word containing the Process Identification Number (PIN) of the
process to be deleted. The value of pin must be an integer ranging from
1 to 255.

Request granted.

Request granted. The specified process was terminating.

Request denied because an illegal PIN was specified.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Process Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-8.
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Dynamically loads a library procedure.

LOADPROC

INTRINSIC NUMBER 80

The LOADPROC intrinsic dynamically loads a library procedure, together with external procedures
referenced by it.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns an identity number required for use in unloading the procedure. If an error
occurs, an error code number is returned instead of the identity number.

PARAMETERS

procname

lib

piabel

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-2.

byte array (required)
Contains the name of the procedure to be loaded. The name must be
terminated by a blank.

integer by value (required)
An integer value of 0, 1, or 2, to request library searching for the
procedure, as follows:
o Search the system library only.
1 = Search libraries in this order:

Account public library.
System library.

2 Search libraries in this order:
Group library.
Account public library.
System library.

integer (required)
The word to which the procedure's label (P-Iabel) is returned. This is
the external P-Iabel so that the SPL construct ASSEMBLE (PCAL 0)
may be used.

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied. The value returned to the calling process is a loader
error code. See Section X for a description of error codes.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 34 Locks a global RIN.

Any global Resource Identification Number (RIN) assigned to a group of users can be locked, by
one job at a time, by using the LOCKGLORIN intrinsic. When this is done, any other jobs that
attempt to lock this RIN are suspended.

To use the LOCKGLORIN intrinsic, you must know both the RIN number and the RIN password.
Users with only Standard MPE Capability cannot lock more than one global RIN simultaneously.
An attempt by such a user to lock more than one RIN simultaneously aborts the process.

PARAMETERS

rinnum

lockcond

rinpassword

CONDITION CODES

integer by value (required)
A word identifier specifying the RIN number of the resource to be
locked. This is the RIN number furnished in the :GETRIN command.
See the MPE Commands Reference MJ,nual for a description of the
:GETRIN command.

logical (required)
A word identifier specifying conditional or unconditional RIN locking,
as follows:
TRUE = Locking will take place unconditionally. If the RIN is not

available, the calling process suspends until it becomes
available. The TRUE condition is passed as a word in which
bit 15 is 1. All other bits are ignored.

FALSE = Locking takes place only if the RIN is immediately available.
If the RIN is not immediately available, control returns to
the calling process immediately with the condition code
CCG. The FALSE condition is passed as a word in which bit
15 is O. All other bits are ignored.

byte array (required)
Contains the RIN password assigned through the :GETRIN command.
This array must be a minimum of 10 bytes in length and must be
terminated by a non-alphanumeric ASCII character (a blank is
recommended).

The condition codes possible if lockcond =TRUE are

CCE

CCG
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Request granted. If the calling process had already locked the RIN,
FALSE is returned to the word lockcond. If the RIN was free, TRUE
is returned to lockcond.

Not returned.



CCL

LOCKGLORIN

Request denied because of invalid RIN. Rinnum is not a global RIN or
the value is out of bounds for the RIN table.

The condition codes possible if lockcond = FALSE are

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted. If the calling process had already locked the RIN,
FALSE is returned to the word lockcond. If the RIN was free, TRUE is
returned to lockcond.

Request denied because the RIN was locked by another job.

Request denied because of invalid RIN. Rinnum is not a global RIN or
the value is out of bounds for the RIN table.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Multiple RIN Capability is required if you are going to lock more than one global RIN at a time
Within a process.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 6-3.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 32

-
Locks a local RIN.

Any local Resource Identification Number (RIN) assigned to a job can be locked, by one process at
a time, by using the LOCKLOCRIN intrinsic. When this is done, other processes within the job that
attempt to lock that RIN are suspended until the locked RIN is released.

PARAMETERS

rinnum

lockcond

CONDITION CODES

integer by value (required)

An identifier specifying one of the previously-allocated local RIN's,
designated by an integer from 1 to the value specified in the rincount
parameter of the GETLOCRIN intrinsic.

logical (required)
A word identifier specifying conditional or unconditional locking, as
follows:
TRUE = Locking takes place unconditionally. If the RIN is not

available, the calling process suspends until the RIN becomes
available. The TRUE condition is passed as a word in which
bit 15 is L All other bits are ignored.

FALSE = Locking takes place only if the RIN is immediately available.
If it is not, control returns to the calling process immediately
with the condition code CCG. The FALSE condition is
passed as a word in which bit 15 is O. All other bits are
ignored.

The condition codes possible if lockcond =TRUE are

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted. If the calling process had already locked the RIN,
TRUE is returned to the word lockcond. If the RIN was free, FALSE is
returned to lockcond.

Not returned.

Request denied because the RIN was invalid. Possibly'due to: rinnum
too large, no local RIN allocated, or rinnum specified a number less
than or equal to zero.

The condition codes possible if lockcond = FALSE are

CCE
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Request granted. If the calling process had already locked the RIN,
TRUE is returned to the word lockcond. If the RIN was free, FALSE is
returned to lockcond.



CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 6-8.
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LOCKLOCRIN

Request denied because the RIN was locked by another process.

Request denied because the RIN was invalid. Possibly due to: rinnum
too large, no local RIN allocated, or rinnum specified a number less
than or equal to zero.
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Determines PIN of process that has locked a local RIN.

LOCRINOWNER
INTRINSIC NUMBER 36

After local RIN's have been acquired by a process, they can be locked and unlocked by other
processes in the process structure. LOCRINOWNER determines the PIN (Process Identification
Number) of the process that has a particular RIN locked.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

If the particular RIN is locked by the father process of the process which called LOCRINOWNER, a
o is returned. Otherwise, the PIN of the son or brother process which has the local RIN locked is
returned.

PARAMETERS

rinnum integer by value (required)
The number of the local RIN (from 1 to the value specified in the
rincount parameter of the GETLOCRIN intrinsic) for which the PIN of
the locking process is to be determined.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 6-9

MAR 1980

Request granted.

Request denied. The local RIN specified by rinnum is not currently
locked by any process.

Request denied. The rinnum parameter was invalid (was < = 0, greater
than the RIN table size, or was greater than the number of local RIN's
currently allocated to this process structure).
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MAIL

INTRINSIC NUMBER 106

-
Tests mailbox status.

A process can determine the status of the mailbox used by its father or son with the MAIL intrinsic.
If the mailbox contains mail that is awaiting collection by this process, the length of this message
(in words) is returned to the calling process in the count parameter. This enables the calling process
to initialize its stack in preparation for receipt of the message.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the status of the mailbox, as follows:

Status Returned

o

1

2

3

4

PARAMETERS

pin

count

CONDITION CODES

CCE
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Meaning

The mailbox is empty.

The mailbox contains previous outgoing mail from
this calling process that has not yet been collected by
the destination process.

The mailbox contains incoming mail awaiting collec
tion by this calling process. The length of the mail is
returned in count.

An enor occurred because an invalid pin was speci
fied or a bounds check failed.

The mailbox is temporarily inaccessible because other
intrinsics are using it in the preparation or analysis of
mail.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the mailbox tested. If this integer specifies the
mailbox of a son process, it must be the Process Identification Number
(PIN) of that son. Zero specifies the mailbox of a father process.

integer (required)
A word to which an integer denoting the length, in words, of any
incoming mail in the mailbox is to be returned.

Request granted. The mailbox status was tested.



CCG

ceL

MAIL

Request denied because an illegal pin parameter was specified. The
value of 3 is returned to the calling process.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Process Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-10.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 71 Parses (delineates and defines parameters)
user-supplied command image.

Within your program, you can extract and format for execution the parameters of a command (that
is not an MPE command) by using the MYCOMMAND intrinsic. This intrinsic also allows you, at
your option, to request the searching of a byte array, serving as a command dictionary, for a
specified command.

The MYCOMMAND intrinsic aborts the calling process if the number of characters in comimage
exceeds 255 characters and no delimiter is present.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

If the dict parameter is specified in the intrinsic call, the command entry number is returned.

PARAMETERS

comimage

delimiters

maxparms

numparms
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byte array (required)
Contains either:
• A command name (expected if the diet parameter is specified),

followed by parameters, followed by a carriage-return character.
The command name is delimited by the first non-alphanumeric
character, and cannot be preceded by any leading blanks. The
parameters are formatted and referenced in parms array. Also,
eomimage is converted to upper case and the byte array specified
by diet is searched for a name matching the command.

• Only command parameters (expected if the diet parameter is not
specified), followed by a carriage-return character. These
parameters will be formatted.

In the byte array named for the eomimage parameter, the first
character of the parameter list may be a leading blank.

byte array (optional)
A byte array containing a string of up to 32 legal delimiters, each of
which is an ASCII special character. The last character must be a
carriage return. Each delimiter is identified later by its position in
this string.

Default: If this parameter is omitted, the delimiter array "comma,
equal, semicolon, carriage return" is used.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the maximum number of parameters expected in
comimage.

integer (required)
A word to which is returned the actual number of parameters found in
comimage.
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parms

diet

defn

CONDITION CODES

CCE

MYCOMMAND

double array (required)
A double array of maxparms double words that, on return, delineates
the parameters. When the intrinsic is executed, the first numparms
double words are returned to the user's process in this array, with the
first double word corresponding to the first parameter, the second
double word corresponding to the next parameter, and so forth. The
param~ter·fields of eomimage are delimited by the delimiters specified
in delimiters. In formatting, the byte pointer in the first word of parms
points to the parameter in eomimage. The string in eomimage is
upshifted. The second word of parms contains the delimiter number
and parameter information. Each double word in the array named by
parms contains the following information:

Word 1 - Contains the byte pointer to the first character of the
parameter.

Word 2 - Contains bits that describe the parameter:
Bits (11:5) =The delimiter number in delimiters, starting at zero.
Bit (10:1) = If on, indicates that the parameter contains special

characters other than those in delimiters.
Bit (9:1) = If on, indicates that the parameter contains numeric

characters.
Bit (8:1) = If on, indicates that the parameter contains alphabetic

characters.
Bits (0:8) = The length of the parameter, in bytes. This value is zero if

the parameter is omitted.

byte array (optional)
A byte array that will be searched for the command name in eomimage.
The format must be identical to that of the diet parameter in the
SEARCH intrinsic. Actually, the command, delimited by a blank, is
extracted from eomimage, and the SEARCH intrinsic is called with the
command name used as the target parameter in SEARCH. If the
command name is found in diet, its entry number is returned to the
llser's program. If the command is not found, or if the diet parameter is
not specified, z~ro is returned. If diet is specified but the command
name is not found in diet, the parameters specified in eomimage are not
formatted.
Default: 0 is returned.

byte pointer (optional)
A word to which is returned the relative address of the definition
portion of the command entry in diet.
Default: The corresponding information is not returned.

The parameters were formatted, without exception. If diet was
specified, the command entry number was returned to the user's
program.
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MYCOMMAND

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-4.
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More parameters were found in eomimage than were allowed by
maxparms. Only the first maxparms of these parameters were
formatted in parms and returned to the user.

The diet parameter was specified, but the command name was not
located in the array diet. The parameters in eomimage were not
formatted.



Provides access to the logging facility.

The OPENLOG intrinsic provides access to the user logging facility.

PARAMETERS

OPENLOG
INTRINSIC NUMBER 210

index

logid

pass

mode

status

double (required)
A double word returned to you which identifies logging access. The
index is used to check the validity of subsequent calls to WRITELOG
and CLOSELOG.

logical array (required)
An array of up to eight characters which supplies your logging
identification. The array contains alphanumeric characters. Arrays of
less than eight characters must end in a space.

logical array (required)
An array in which you assign a password assoc~ted with the logging
identifier by the GETLOG command.

integer (required)
An integer which you use to indicate whether or not your process
should be suspended if your request for service cannot be completed
immediately. Enter a zero if you want to wait for service; enter a one if
you do not want to wait.

integer (required)
An integer which indicates logging system errors to you. (See table
10-12, User Logging Error Messages.)

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-91.
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Suspends the calling process for a specified number of seconds.

-
PARAMETERS

PAUSE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 45

interval

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-19.

real (required)
A positive real value specifying the amount of time, in seconds, that the
process will pause. The maximum time allowed is approximately
2,147,484 seconds.

Request granted.

Request denied because of insufficient system table (Timer Request
List) space.

Request denied because a negative value was specified for in terval or
the value is too large.
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PCHECK

Returns an integer code specifying the
completion status of the most recently
executed DS/3000 program-to-program in
trinsic.

See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.
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PCLOSE

Terminates program-to-program communica
tion with a remote slave program.

See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.
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PCONTROL

Exchanges tag fields with a remote slave
program.

See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.
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Initiates program-to-program communication
with a remote slave program.

..~

See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.

POPEN
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PREAD

Requests a remote slave program to send a
block of data.

See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.
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Prints character string on job/session listing device.

-

PRINT

INTRINSIC NUMBER 65

You can write a string of ASCII characters from an array to the job/session listing device by using
the PRINT intrinsic. This intrinsic is similar to issuing an FWRITE intrinsic call against the file
$STDLIST. The PRINT intrinsic is limited in its usefulness, however, in that the full capability of
the file system is not available to a user of this intrinsic. For example, :FILE commands are not
allowed and certain file intrinsics cannot be used because the filenum parameter, obtained from the
FOPEN intrinsic, is not available to normal users of the PRINT intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

message

length

logical array (required)
Contains the character string to be output.

NOTE

SPL programmers can avoid annoying warning messages in
the compiled output by equivalencing a byte array to a
logical array for the message parameter.

integer by value (required) .
An integer denoting the length of the character string to be transmitted.
If length is positive, it specifies the length in words; if length is negative,
it specifies the length in bytes. Note that if length exceeds the
configured record length of the device, successive records will be
written only on terminals.

control integer by value (required)
An integer representing a carriage-control code as shown in figure 2-3.r ~-lo5

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-16.

MAR 1980

Request granted.

End-of-data was encountered.

Request denied because of input/output error. Further error analysis
through the FCHECK intrinsic is not possible.
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PRINTFILEINFO

INTRINSIC NUMBER 21 Prints a file information display on the job/session list device.

From SPL (only), a secondary entry point is provided that allows the PRINTFILEINFO intrinsic to
be called in the following format:

The PRINTFILEINFO intrinsic causes MPE to print a file information display on the standard list
device in one of two formats (See Section X).

PARAMETERS

fnum

CONDITION CODES

integer by value (required)
A word containing the file number.

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-44
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Prints a character string ( t the Operator's Console.

PRINTOP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 66

The PRINTOP intrinsic transmits a string of ASCII characters from an array in your program to the
Operator's Console.

PARAMETERS

message

length

control

CONDITION CODES

eCE

eCG

eCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-18.

logical array (required)
The array from which the character string is output. The character
string contained in message is limited to 56 characters.

integer by value (required)
An integer denoting the length of the output string to be transmitted. If
length is positive, it specifies the length in words; if length is negative, it
specifies the length in bytes.

integer by value (required)
The value ~ or %32~.

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because of a physical input/output error. Further error
analysis through the FCHECK intrinsic is not possible.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 67 Prints a character string on the Operator's Console and solicits a reply.

The PRINTOPREPLY intrinsic transmits a string of ASCII characters from an array in your
program to the Operator's Console and solicits a reply.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns a positive integer indicating the length of the reply from the console operator.
This length represents a word count if expectedl is positive or a byte count if expectedl is negative.

If expectedl is zero, then the PRINTOPREPLY intrinsic behaves like PRINTOP and does not solicit
a reply. In this case, the value returned by PRINTOPREPLY is zero.

If an error occurs, the value returned is zero.

The parameter length may be zero, in which case only the standard message prefix is written on the
Operator's Console. If both length and expectedl are zero, then a CCL condition code is returned.

PARAMETERS

message

length

control

reply

expectedl

2-150

logical array (required)
The array from which the characters are output to the Operator's
Console. The character string is limited to 50 characters.

integer by value (required)
An integer denoting the length of the output string to be transmitted. If
length is positive, it specifies the length in words; if length is negative, it
specifies the length in bytes. This parameter should never specify a
message length of more than 50 bytes.

integer by value (required)
This parameter must be specified but is not used by MPE.

logical array (required)
The array into which the input characters are read from the Operator's
Console.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the maximum length of the message to be read
into the array reply. If expectedl is positive, it signifies a word count; if
it is negative, it signifies a byte count. This parameter should never
specify a reply length of more than 31 bytes.

JULY, 1979



CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-18.

PRINTOPREPLY

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because a physical input/output error occurred. Further
error analysis through the FCHECK intrinsic is not possible.
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 42

-
Returns a process' accumulated central processor time.

The PROCTIME intrinsic is used to obtain the amount of CPU time, in milliseconds, that a process
has accumulated. This is the basis on which CPU time is charged. (See the :REPORT command in
the MPE Commands Reference Manual.)

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns a double integer value which shows the number of milliseconds that the
process has been running.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-44.
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Copies, to a disc file, input from paper tapes
which do not contain X-OFF control
characters.

PTAPE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 191

When using terminals with attached tape readers (such as the ASR-33), you can read data
programmatically from paper tapes not containing the X-OFF control character, or from tapes
being read through terminals not recognizing this character, by using the PTAPE intrinsic. PTAPE
deletes the characters as the tape is read through a terminal which does not recognize these
characters.

Tape input terminates when a CONTROL Y (YC) character is encountered, returning control to you
at the terminal.

Prior to calling this intrinsic, you must be sure to position the end-of-file pointer in the disc file
(filenum2) to the proper position in the file. If you are reading more than one tape, you should
specify, in the FOPEN intrinsic call that opens the disc file, the append-only aoption and a
variable-length record format, before the first PTAPE call. In addition, you should set the
end-of-file pointer to zero, if necessary, before issuing the first PTAPE intrinsic call.

Lines will be folded at 256-character intervals until a carriage-control character indicates the end of
a line or until the input is terminated by the yc character.

PARAMETERS

filenuml

filenum2

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier specifying the file number of the user's terminal. This
is the value returned by FOPEN when the terminal file was opened.

integer by value (required)
A word identifier specifying the file number of the disc file to which
the data is to be written.

Request granted.

Request denied because an error occurred while writing to the specified
disc file.

Request denied because the input file specified is not a terminal or does
not belong to the calling process, or because insufficient resources, such
as disc space or main memory, are available to satisfy the request.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION
Page 5-27.
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Puts value of a particular job control word (JCW) in JCW table.

The PUTJCW intrinsic puts the value of a job control word (JCW) in the JCW table. If an entry of
the same name already exists in the table, only its value is entered. If no entry exists for this name,
an entry is created and its value is entered.

PARAMETERS

jcwname

jcwvalue

status

byte array (required)
A byte array containing the name of the JCW. May contain up to 255
characters, beginning with a letter and ending with a non-alphanumeric
character such as a blank. "@" causes all executing JCW's to be set to
jcwvalue.

logical (required)
A word identifier containing the value of the JCW.

integer (required)
A word identifier used by the system to return a value denoting the.
execution status of the intrinsic, as follows:

o- Successful execution. Value entered in JCW.

1 - Error, jcwname greater than 255 characters long.

2 - Error, jcwname does not start with a letter.

3 - Error,JCW table overflow. No JCW with this name exists in table
and unable to create new entry.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-47
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Sends a block of data to the remote slave
program.

PWRITE

See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.
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QUIT

INTRINSIC NUMBER 76

-
Aborts a process.

From within any process in a user program structure, you can abort the process by using the QUIT
intrinsic. The QUIT intrinsic also transmits a Type 2 abort message (see Section X) to the calling
process' output device, and sets the job/session in an error state. In batch jobs not containing the
:CONTINUE command (see the MPE Commands Reference Manual), this results in job termination
when the entire program finishes.

PARAMETERS

num

CONDITION CODES

integer by value (required)
Any arbitrary number. When the QUIT intrinsic is executed, num is
transmitted as part of the resulting abort message, as follows:

ABORT: PROG.GROUP.ACCT. %SEG. %LOC
PROGRAM ERROR: PROCESS QUIT. PARAM= num

The condition code remains unchanged.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.
Affects the system job control word.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-20
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Aborts a process.

-

QUITPROG

INTRINSIC NUMBER 61

You may abort the entire user-process structure by using the QUITPROG intrinsic. This intrinsic
destroys all sons of the job/session main process. The job/session main process is set in the error
state. In batch jobs not containing the :CONTINUE command (see the MPE Commands Reference
Manual), this terminates the job.

An abort message (see Section X) is transmitted to the job/session list device.

PARAMETERS

num

CONDITION CODES

integer by value (required)
Any arbitrary number. When the QUITPROG intrinsic is executed, num
is output as part of the abort message, as follows:

ABORT: PROG.GROUP.ACCT. %SEG. %LOC
PROGRAM ERROR: PROCESS QUIT. PARAM=num

The condition code remains unchanged.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.
Affects the system job control word.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-22
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INTRINSIC NUMBER 64 Reads an ASCII string from an input device.

The READ intrinsic reads a string of ASCII characters from a job/session input device into an array
in your program. This intrinsic is similar to issuing an FREAD intrinsic call against the file $STDIN.
The READ intrinsic is limited in its usefulness, however, in that the full capability of the file system
is not available to a user of this intrinsic. For example, :FILE commands are not allowed and
certain file intrinsics cannot be used because the filenum parameter, obtained from the FOPEN
intrinsic, is not available to normal users of the READ intrinsic.

Basic line editing such as cancellation of lines and backspacing are performed automatically by the
input/out~ut driver. If the input device is a terminal and it is in full-duplex mode and the echo
facility is on, or if the terminal is in half-duplex mode, the characters read are printed.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns a positive value representing the length of theASCII string which was read. If
expectedl is positive, this length specifies words; if expectedl is negative, length specifies bytes.

PARAMETERS

message

expectedl

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-16.
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logical array (required)
The array into which the ASCII characters are read.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the maximum length of the array message. If
expectedl is positive, this specifies the length in words; if expectedl is
negative, this specifies the length in bytes. When the record is read, the
first expectedl characters are input. If expectedl equals or exceeds the
size of the physical record, the entire record is transmitted.

Request granted.

A record with a colon in the first column, signalling the end of data, or
a hardware end-of-file was encountered.

Request denied because a physical input/output error occurred. Further
error analysis through the FCHECK intrinsic is not possible.



Reads an ASCII string from an input device.
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READX

INTRINSIC NUMBER 64

The READX intrinsic reads a string of ASCII characters from a job/session input device into an
array into your program. This intrinsic is similar to issuing an FREAD intrinsic call against the file
$STDINX. The READX intrinsic is limited in its usefulness, however, in that the full capability of
the file system is not available to a user of this intrinsic. For example, :FILE commands are not
allowed and certain file intrinsics cannot be used because the filenum parameter, obtained from the
FOPEN intrinsic, is not available to normal users of the READX intrinsic.

Basic line editing such as cancellation of lines and backspacing are performed automatically by the
input/output driver. If the input device is a terminal and it is in full-duplex mode and the echo
facility is on, or if the terminal is in half-duplex mode, the characters read are printed.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns a positive value representing the length of the ASCII string which was read. If
expectedl is positive, this length specifies words; if expectedl is negative, length specifies bytes.

PARAMETERS

message

expectedl

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-16.

logical array (required)
The array into which the ASCII characters are read.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the maximum length of the array message. If
expectedl is positive, this specifies the length in words; if expectedl is
negative, this specifies the length in bytes. When the record is read, the
first expedtedl characters are input. If expectedl equals or exceeds the
size of the physical record, the entire record is transmitted.

Request granted.

An :EOD, :EOF:, or in a job, :EOJ, :JOB, or :DATA command was
encountered.

Request denied because a physical input/output error occurred. Further
error analysis through the FCHECK intrinsic is not possible.
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RECEIVEMAIL

INTRINSIC NUMBER 108

-
Receives mail from another process.

A process collects mail transmitted to it by its father or a son by using the RECEIVEMAIL
intrinsic. If the mailbox for the receiving process is empty, the action taken depends on the waitflag
parameter specified in the RECEIVEMAIL intrinsic call. If the mailbox currently is being used by
other intrinsics, the RECEIVEMAIL waits until the mailbox is free before accessing it.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns one of the following mailbox status codes:

Status Returned

o

1

2

3

4

PARAMETERS

pin

location

waitflag
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Meaning

The mailbox was empty and the waitflag parameter
was FALSE.

No message was collected because the mailbox
contained outgoing mail from the receiving process.

The message was collected successfully.

An error occurred because an invalid pin was speci
fied or a bounds check failed.

The request was denied because waitflag specified
that the receiving process wait for mail if the mailbox
is empty, but the other process sharing the mailbox is
already suspended, waiting for mail. If both processes
were suspended, neither could activate the other, and
they may be deadlocked.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the process sending the mail. If a son process is
specified, the integer is the Process Identification Number (PIN) of that
process. If a father process is specified, the integer is zero.

logical array (required)
The array (buffer) in the stack where the message is to be written.

logical by value (required)
A word specifying the action to be taken if the mailbox is empty:
TRUE = Wait until incoming mail is ready for collection. (Bit 15 =1)
FALSE = Return immediately to the calling process. (Bit 15 = 0)



RECEIVEMAIL

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted. The mail was collected (the value 2 is returned to
RECEIVEMAIL) or the mail was not collected because the mailbox
contained outgoing mail from the receiving process. The value 1 is
returned to RECEIVEMAIL.

Request denied because of an illegal pin parameter. The value 3 is
returned to RECEIVEMAIL.

Request denied because the bounds check revealed that the location
parameter did not define a legal stack address (the value 3 is returned to
RECEIVEMAIL) or because both sending and receiving processes would
be awaiting incoming mail (deadlock). The value 4 is returned to
RECEIVEMAIL.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Process Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-12.
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REJECT

Rejects a request received by the preceding
GET intrinsic call and returns an optional tag
field back to a remote master program..

-
See the DS/3000 Reference Manual (32190-90001) for a discussion of this intrinsic.
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Resets terminal to accept CONTROL-Y signal.

RESETCONTROL

INTRINSIC NUMBER 55

To reset the terminal so that a CONTROL-Y signal can be accepted, the RESETCONTROL intrinsic
is used. To take effect, this intrinsic must be called after the trap procedure is entered.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-40.

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because the trap procedure was not invoked.
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RESETDUMP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 79

PARAMETERS

None

CONDITION CODES

Disables the abort stack analysis facility.

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Request granted.

Abort stack analysis facility was disabled prior to the RESETDUMP call
and remains disabled.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

MPE DEBUG/Stack Dump Reference Manual.
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Searches an array for a specified entry or name.

-

SEARCH

INTRINSIC NUMBER 70

The SEARCH intrinsic searches a specially-formatted array, consisting of sequential entries, for a
specified name. A simple linear search is performed, with the specified name compared against each
entry of the specially-formatted array. Because the search is linear, the most frequently used name
byte arrays should appear at the beginning of the array to insure efficient searching.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This instrinsic searches diet for a word matching target, and returns the corresponding entry number
to the user's program. If the name specified in target is not found, a zero is returned.

PARAMETERS

target

length

diet

defn

CONDITION CODeS

byte array (required)
Contains the name for which the search is to be performed.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the length, in bytes, of the byte array target.

byte array (required)
The specially-formatted array which is to be searched for target.

byte pointer (optional)
A word to which is returned the address of the definition portion of the
entry sought in the array.
Default: If defn is omitted, the address is not returned.

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-3.
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SENDMAIL

INTRINSIC NUMBER 107

-
Sends mail to another process.

A process sends mail to its father or sons by using the SENDMAIL intrinsic. If the mailbox for the
receiving process contains a message sent previously by the calling process but not collected by the
receiving process, the action taken depends on the waitflag parameter specified in the SENDMAIL
intrinsic call. If the mailbox currently is being used by other intrinsics, the SENDMAIL intrinsic
waits until the mailbox is free and then sends the mail.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns one of the following status codes:

Status Returned

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

PARAMETERS

pin
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Meaning

The mail was transmitted successfully. The mailbox
contained no previous mail.

The mail was transmitted successfully. The mailbox
contained mail sent previously that was overwritten
by the new mail, or contained previous incoming!
outgoing mail that was cleared.

The mail was not transmitted successfully because the
mailbox contained incoming mail to be collected by
the sending process (regardless of the waitflag
setting).

An error occurred because an illegal pin parameter
was specified, or a bounds check failed.

An illegal wait request would have produced a
deadlock.

The request was denied because count exceeded the
maximum mailbox size allowed by the system.

The request was denied because storage resources for
the mail data segment were not available.

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the process to receive the mail. If a son process is
specified, the integer is the Process Identification Number (PIN) of that
process. If a father process is specified, the integer is zero.



count

location

waitflag

SENDMAIL

integer by value (required)
An integer specifying the length of the message, in words, transmitted
from the sending process' stack. If zero is specified, SENDMAIL
empties the mailbox of any incoming or outgoing mail.

logical array (required)
The array (buffer) in the stack containing the message.

logical by value (required)
A word specifying (in bit 15) the action to be taken if the mailbox
contains mail sent previously:
TRUE = Wait until the receiving process collects the previous mail

before sending current mail. (Bit 15 = 1).
FALSE = Cancel (overwrite) any mail sent previously with the current

mail. (Bit 15 = 0).

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted. The mail was sent (the value 0 or 1 is returned to
SENDMAIL) or the mail was not sent because the mailbox contained
incoming mail to be collected by the sending process. The value 2 is
returned to SENDMAIL.

Request denied because of an illegal count parameter (the value 5 is
returned to SENDMAIL), or an illegal pin parameter was specified (the
value 3 is returned to SENDMAIL), or storage for the mail data
segment was not available (the value 6 is returned to SENDMAIL).

Request denied because the bounds check revealed that the coun t or
location parameters did not define a legal stack area (the value 3 is
returned to SENDMAIL), or both processes are waiting to send mail
(the value 4 is returned to SENDMAIL).

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Process Handling Capability. required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-11.
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5ETDUMP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 78 Enables the stack analysis facility.

PARAMETERS

flags logical by value (required)
A logical word whose bits specify the following:

Bit 15 = If on, specifies a DL to Q initial dump.

Bit 14 = If on, specifies a Q initial to S dump.

Bit 13 = If on, specifies a Q-63 to S dump. This bit is ignored if bit 14
is on.

Bit 12 = If on, causes an ASCII dump of the octal content along with
the octal values.

A 0 value for flags results in a display of registers and stack marker
trace only.

CONDITION CODES

CCE Request granted.

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Abort stack analysis facility already enabled before SETDUMP call. The
facility is now set up according to new specifications from this call.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

MPE DEBUG/Stack Dump Reference Manual.
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Sets bits in the system job control word (JCW)

SETJCW

INTRINSIC NUMBER 72

You can establish the bit contents of the system job control word (JCW) with the SETJCW intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

word

CONDITION CODES

logical by value (required)
A 16-bit word whose contents are established by the user for inter
process communication. The form is:

o 1 15

~----I

Bit zero is reserved for MPE and should be set to O. If you set this bit to
1, the system will output the following message when the user program
terminates, either normally or due to an error:

PROGRAM TERMINATED IN ERROR STATE (CIERR 976)

A batch job is terminated unless the :CONTINUE command is used.
(See the MPE Commands Reference Manual). Bits 1 through 15 may be
used for any purpose (see the description on page 4-46).

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-46
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STACKDUMP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 77 Dumps selected parts of stack to a file.

I
or (from SPL only)

I
PARAMETERS
filename

idnumber

flags

selec

2-170

byte array (optional)
Contains the file name of the file where the information is to be dump
ed. When filename contains the formal designator of the file, the file
will be opened and closed by the STACKDUMP intrinsic. If the secon
dary entry point (STACKDUMP') is used to enter this intrinsic, MPE
assumes that filename(O) contains the file number of a file which has
been successfully opened prior to the call to STACKDUMP. In this case,
the file is not closed before returning to the calling program. When a
file number is passed via the STACKDUMP' secondary entry point, the
record length must be between 32 and 256 words and write access must
be allowed for the file.

Default: Dump is sent to $STDLIST.

integer (optional)
An integer which is displayed in the header of the dump to identify the
printout.
Default: Identifying integer not displayed.

logical (optional)
A logical value used to specify the following options:

Bit 15 = Suppress ASCII dump.

Bit 14 = Suppress trace back of stack markers.

Default: If bits 14 and 15=00, a corresponding ASCII dump is pro
vided for all values dumped in octal, and a trace back of stack
markers is displayed.

double array (optional)
Specifies which stack areas are to be dumped. The format of the array
is shown in the MPE DEBUG/Stack Dump Reference Manual. The array
has no predetermined length; the first double word containing the values
0/-1 indicates the end of the array. An entry for which the count is 0 is
interpreted as a "skip" (i.e., go to next double word element in list).

Default: If missing, or if the first double word contains 0/-1 (indicat-
ing end of array), no dump occurs (except for the header),
unless flags bit 14=0, in which case the trace back of stack
markers is displayed.
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STACKO"UMP

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Request granted.

Request denied. Bounds violation occurred and the dump was not
completed. Record size was not between 32 and 256 words.

Request denied. File system error occurred during opening, writing to,
or closing the file. The file error number is returned in idnumber.

MPE DEBUG/Stack Dump Reference Manual.
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SUSPEND

INTRINSIC NUMBER 103 Suspends a process.

A process can suspend itself with the SUSPEND intrinsic. When this intrinsic is executed, the
process relinquishes its access to the central processor unit until reactivated by an ACTIVATE
intrinsic call. When a process suspends itself, it must specify the anticipated source of this
ACTIVATE call (its father or a son process). When the process is reactivated, it begins execution
with the instruction immediately following the SUSPEND call.

PARAMETERS

susp

rin

logical by value (required)
A word whose 14th and 15th bits specify the anticipated source of the
call that later will reactivate the process. For processes run by users
with only the Process Handling Capability, at least one of these bits
must be set to 1.
If bit 15 = 1, the process expects to be activated by its father.
If bit 14 = 1, the process expects to be activated by one of its sons.
If both of these bits = 1, the suspended process can be activated by
either father or sons.

integer by value (optional)
An integer specifying a Resource Identification Number (RIN). If rin is
specified, it represents a local RIN that is locked by the process but
that will be released when this process is suspended. This facility can be
used to synchronize processes within the same job.
Default: If omitted, no RIN is unlocked when the process suspends.

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCL

Request granted.

Request denied because the susp parameter is not valid, the specified
RIN is not owned by this process, or the specified RIN was not locked.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.
Process Handling Capability required.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 7-8.
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Switches DB register pointer.

SWITCHDB

INTRINSIC NUMBER 139

The SWITCHDB intrinsic changes the DB register so that it points to the base of an extra data
segment instead of the base of the stack.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the logical index of the data segment indicated by the previous DB register
setting, thus allowing you to restore this setting later. If the previous DB setting indicated the stack,
zero is returned.

PARAMETERS

index

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

logical by value (required)
Specifies the logical index of the data segment to which the DB register
is to be switched, as obtained through the GETDSEG intrinsic call.
MPE checks the value specified for index to insure that the process has
acquired access to this segment previously. For an extra data segment,
index must be a positive, non-zero integer. To switch back to the stack
segment, index must be zero.

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because an illegal data segment was specified.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Must be running in Privileged Mode.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 9-5.
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TERMINATE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 60 Terminates a process.

A process and all of its descendants, including any extra data segments belonging to them, can be
deleted by using the TERMINATE intrinsic.

All files still open by the process are closed and assigned the same disposition they had when
opened.

CONDITION CODES

The process that calls this intrinsic is terminated and no return is made.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-20
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Returns system timer.

-

TIMER

INTRINSIC NUMBER 40

A 31-bit logical quantity representing the current system timer and overflow count can be returned
to your program with the TIMER intrinsic.

The resolution of the system timer is one millisecond. Thus, readings taken within a one-millisecond
period may be identical.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns a 31-bit logical quantity representing the actual millisecond count since the
midnight preceding the last system cold load.

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Split stack calls permitted.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-42.
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UNLOADPROC

INTRINSIC NUMBER 81

-
Dynamically unloads a library procedure.

The UNLOADPROC intrinsic dynamically unloads a procedure and its referenced external
procedures.

PARAMETERS

procid

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-3.
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integer by value (required)

A word containing the procedure's identity number, which was
obtained from the LOADPROC intrinsic call.

Request granted.

Not returned by this intrinsic.

Request denied because of invalid procid.



Unlocks a global RIN.

-

UNLOCKGLORIN

INTRINSIC NUMBER 35

The UNLOCKGLORIN intrinsic unlocks a global Resource Identification Number (RIN) that has
been locked with the LOCKGLORIN intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

rinnum

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

eCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 6-3.

MAR 1980

integer by value (required)
A word supplying the number of any RIN locked by the calling process.
If rinnum does not specify a RIN locked by the calling process, no
action is taken.

Request granted.

Request denied because this RIN was not locked for this process.

Request denied because the specified RIN was not allocated.
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UNLOCKLOCRIN

INTRINSIC NUMBER 33 Unlocks a local RIN.

The UNLOCKLOCRIN intrinsic unlocks a local Resource Identification Number (RIN) that has
been locked by the LOCKLOCRIN intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

rinnum

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 6-8.

integer by value (required)
A word supplying the locked RIN, designated by an integer from 1 to
the value specified in the rincount parameter of the GETLOCRIN
intrinsic call.

Request granted.

Request denied because the RIN specified is not locked by the calling
process.

Request denied because the specified RIN is not allocated to this
process.



Returns user attributes.

WHO

INTRINSIC NUMBER 69

The WHO intrinsic supplies the access mode and attributes of the user running the program.

PARAMETERS

Bit (8:1)
Bit (7:1)
Bit (6:1)

mode

capability

File access
attributes

JULY, 1979

logical (optional)
A word to which the current user's access mode is returned. In this
word, the bits will have the following meanings:

Bit (15:1)
1 = The job/session input file and job/session list file form an

interactive pair. A dialog can be established between a program,
displaying information on the list device, and a person responding
through the input device.

o = The job/session input file and job/session list file are not
interactive.

Bit (14:1)
1 = The job/session input file and job/session list file form a

duplicative pair. Images on the input device are duplicated
automatically on the list device.

o The job/session input file and job/session list file are not
duplicative.

Bits (12:2)
01 =The user is accessing the system through a session.
10 = The user is accessing the system through a job.

Bits (0:12) - Reserved for MPE. The WHO intrinsic sets these bits to
zero.
Default: The user's access mode is not returned.

double (optional)
A double word to which the user's file access, user, and capability class
attributes are returned. In the first word, possession of the following
file access and user attributes is indicated by the corresponding bit
being on (equal to 1).

IBit (15:1) Ability to save files (declare them permanent) (SF).
Bit (14:1) Ability to acquire non-sharable devices (ND).
Bit (13: 1) Communications System. (CS)
Bits (9:4) Reserved for MPE. The WHO intrinsic sets these bits to

zero.
User Logging (LG)

= Volume set usage (UV).
Volume set creation (CV).
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WHO

User
Attributes

lattr

usern

groupn

acctn

homen

termn

2-180

Bit (5:1) = System supervisor (OP).
Bit (4:1) = Diagnostician (DI).
Bit (3:1) = Group librarian (GL).
Bit (2:1) = Account librarian (AL).
Bit (1 :1) = Account manager (AM).
Bit (0:1) = System manager (SM).

In the second word, possession of the user's capability-class attributes is
indicated by the corresponding bit being on (equal to 1).
Bit (15:1) = Process handling (PH).
Bit (14:1) = Extra data segments (DS).
Bit (13:1) = Reserved for MPE. The WHO intrinsic sets this bit to zero.
Bit (12:1) = Exclusive simultaneous use of more than one system re-

source (Multiple RIN's) (MR).
Bits (10:2)= Reserved for MPE. The WHO intrinsic sets these bits to

zero.
Bit (9:1) = Privileged mode operation (PM).
Bit (8:1) = Interactive (session) access (IA).
Bit (7 :1) = Batch (job) access (BA).
Bits (0:7) = Reserved for MPE. The WHO intrinsic sets these bits to

zero.
Default: The user's file access, user, and capability-class attributes are

not returned.

double (optional)
A double word to which is returned the local attributes of the user, as
defined by a user with the Account Manager attribute.
Default: The user's local attributes are not returned.

byte array (optional)
An 8-byte array to which the user's name is returned.
Default: The user's name is not returned.

byte array (optional)
An 8-byte array to which the name of the user's log-on group is
returned.
Default: The user's log-on group is not returned.

byte array (optional)
An 8-byte array to which the name of the user's log-on account is
returned.
Default: The user's log-on account is not returned.

byte array (optional)
An 8-byte array to which the name of the user's home group is returned.
If a home group was not assigned, this array is filled with blanks.
Default: This information is not returned.

logical (optional)
A word to which the logical device number of the job/session input
device is returned.
Default: The logical device number is not returned.



CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-10.

WHO
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Writes a record to a logging file.

WRITELOG
INTRINSIC NUMBER 211

The WRITELOG intrinsic journalizes data base and subsystem file additions and modifications to
logging tape or disc files.

PARAMETERS

index

data

len

mode

status

double (required)
The parameter returned from OPENLOG that identifies your access to
the logging file.

logical array (required)
The array in which the information to be logged is passed. The maxi
mum length of the data is 32K words. A log record contains 128 words
of which 119 are available to you. If you specify a length greater than
119 words a continuation record is automatically posted for you. The
most efficient use of the log file is a multiple of 119 words.

integer (required)

The length of the data in data. A positive number indicates words,
and a negative number indicates bytes. If the length is greater than 119
words, the information in data is divided into two or more physical log
records.

integer (required)
An integer which you use to indicate whether or not your process
should be suspended if your request for service cannot be completed
immediately. Enter a zero if you want to wait for service, enter a one if
you do not want to wait.

integer (required)
An integer which indicates logging system errors to you. (See table
10-12, User Logging Error Messages.)

CONDITION CODES

The condition code remains unchanged.

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 3-91.
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XARITRAP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 50 Enables the user-written software arithmetic trap.

IV IV I I
XARITRAP(mask,plabel,oldmask,oldplabel);

The XARITRAP intrinsic enables you to replace the trap handler in MPE with your own trap
handler routine.

PARAMETERS

mask

plabel

oldmask

2-182

integer by value (required)
A word mask that selects which hardware traps will invoke the software
trap, and which will not. Only the 14 rightmost bits of the word form
ing the mask are used. The setting of the other bits is not significant,
but it is recommended that they be set to zero. Thus, octal values up
to %37777 are allowed for this parameter.

If a bit is on (= 1), the corresponding hardware trap activates the soft
ware trap. If a bit is off (= 0), the corresponding hardware trap does not
activate the software trap. If all bits are set to zero, the software trap
is disabled.

Bit Hardware Error Trap

15 Floating point divide by zero.
14 Integer divide by zero.
13 Floating point underflow.
12 Floating point overflow.
11 Integer overflow.
10 Extended precision overflow.

9 Extended precision underflow.
8 Extended precision divide by zero.
7 Decimal overflow.
6 Invalid ASCII digit.
5 Invalid decimal digit.
4 Invalid source word count.
3 Invalid decimal operand length.
2 Decimal divide by zero.

integer by value (required)
The external-type label of the user's trap procedure. If the value of this
entry is 0, the software trap is disabled. The external-type label of the
procedure, which resides in the segment transfer table of the proce
dure's code segment, is passed as a parameter (in SPL) by placing a @

before the procedure name.

integer (required)
A word in which the value of the previous mask is returned to the user's
program.
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(User Program)
(Group SL)
(Public SL)
(System SL, non-MPE segments)
(System SL, MPE segments)

oldplabel

CONDITION CODES

eCE

eCG

eCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-32.

XARITRAP

integer (required)
A word in which the previous plabel is returned to the user's program.
If no plabel existed previously, zero is returned.

Request granted. Software trap enabled.

Request granted. Software trap disabled.

Request denied because of an invalid piabel.

NOTE

The validity ora trap procedure; specified by the external
type label of the user's trap procedure (plabel), depends on
the code domain of the caller's code and executing mode
(privileged or non-privileged), and on the code domain of the
plabel and the mode (privileged or non-privileged). The code
domains are:

PROG
GSL
PSL
SSL
MPESSL

If, when a trap procedure is being enabled, the code of the
caller is
1. Non-privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL, plabel must be

non-privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL.
2. Privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL, piabel may be

privileged or non-privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL.
3. Privileged or non-privileged in SSL, piabel may be in any

non-MPESSL segment.
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XCONTRAP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 54

-
Enables or disables theCONTROL-Y trap.

When a session is initiated, the CONTROL-Y trap is disabled. The XCONTRAP intrinsic enables this
trap. This intrinsic takes effect on the file $STDINX, and also on $STDIN (when $STDIN is defined
as a terminal).

PARAMETERS

piabel

oldplabel

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CeL

integer by value (required)
The external-type label of the user's .trap procedure. If the value of this
entry is 0, the software trap is disabled.

A word in which the previous plabel is returned to the user's program.
If no piabel existed previously, zero is returned.

Request granted. Trap enabled.

Request 'granted. Trap disabled.

Request denied because of illegal plabel, or because $STDIN is not
defined as a terminal.

NOTE

The validity of a trap procedure, specified by the external
type label of the user's trap procedure (pIa bel), depends on
the code domain of the caller's code and executing mode
(privileged or non-privileged), and on the code domain of the
plabel and the mode (privileged or non-privileged). The code
domains are:

PROG
GSL
PSL
SSL
MPESSL

(User program)
(Group SL)
(Public SL)
(System SL, non-MPE segments)
(System SL, MPE segments)

TEXT DISCUSSION
Page 4-41.
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If, when a trap procedure is being enabled, the code of the
caller is
1. Non-privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL, plabel must be

non-privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL.
2. Privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL, plabel may be

privileged or non-privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL.
3. Privileged or non-privileged in SSL, plabel may be in any

non-MPESSL segment.



Enables or disables the software library trap.

-

XLIBTRAP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 52

When a program begins execution, the software library trap is disabled automatically. You can
enable (or subsequently disable) this trap with the XLIBTRAP intrinsic call.

PARAMETERS

plabel

oldplabel

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-35.

integer by value (required)
The external-type label of the user's trap procedure. If the value of this
entry is 0, the trap is disabled.

integer (required)
A word in which the previous plabel is returned to the user's program.
If no plabel existed previously, zero is returned.

Request granted. Trap enabled.

Request granted. Trap disabled.

Request denied because of an illegal piabel.
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XSYSTRAP

INTRINSIC NUMBER 53

-
Enables or disables the system trap.

When a program begins execution, the system trap is disabled automatically. When enabled by the
XSYSTRAP intrinsic, and subsequently activated by an error, the trap transfers control to a trap
procedure.

You can enable (or subsequently disable) the system trap by using the XSYSTRAP intrinsic.

PARAMETERS

plabel

oldplabel

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-36.
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integer by value (required)
The external-type label of the user's trap procedure. If the value of this
entry is 0, the software trap is disabled.

integer (required)
A word in which the previous plabel is returned to the user's program.
If no piabel existed previously, zero is returned.

Request granted. Trap enabled.

Request granted. Trap disabled.

Request denied because of an illegal plabel.



Changes size of Z to DB area.

-

ZSIZE

INTRINSIC NUMBER 136

The ZSIZE intrinsic alters the size of the current Z to DB area by adjusting the register offset of the
Z address from the DB address (Z to DB).

The ZSIZE intrinsic moves the Z address forward (expansion) or backward (contraction). If the Z
to DB area size requested exceeds the maximum size permitted for the Z to DL (stack) area, only
the maximum size allowed is granted.

All changes to the Z to DB area are made in increments or decrements of 128 words, and hence the
size actually granted may differ from the size requested.

FUNCTIONAL RETURN

This intrinsic returns the size actually granted.

PARAMETERS

size

CONDITION CODES

CCE

CCG

CCL

TEXT DISCUSSION

Page 4-27.

integer by value (required)
An integer value greater than or equal to zero that specifies the desired
register offset (in words) for Z to DB.

Request granted.

The requested size exceeded the maximum limits of the Z to DL (stack)
area. The maximum li~it is granted, and this value is returned to the
calling process as the value of ZSIZE.

An illegal size parameter, less than (S - DB) + 64 words, was specified.
This minimum value is assigned by default.
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ACCESSING AND ALTERING FILESI~

By using MPE file system intrinsics, you can perform the following operations on files:

• Open files with FOPEN. See page 3-25.
• Request access and status information about a file with FGETINFO. See page 3-65.
• Request file error information with FCHECK. See page 3-67.
• Read records (or a portion of a record) from a file with FREAD (see page 3-44) and

FREADDIR (see page 3-48).
• Write a record (or a portion of a record) to a file with FWRITE (see page 3-47) and

FWRITEDIR (see page 3-50).
• Move a specific record from a file into a buffer preparatory to reading the record to the

stack with FREADSEEK. See page 3-50.
• Initiate completion operations for an I/O operation with the IOWAIT intrinsic. See page

3-58).
• Write a file label on a magnetic tape file. See page 3-86.
• Read a user-defined label from a disc file with FREADLABEL. See page 3-65.
• Write a user-defined label onto a disc file with FWRITELABEL. See page 3-61.
• Update a record on a disc file with FUPDATE. See page 3-55.
• Space forward or backward on a disc or tape file with FSPACE. See page 3-78.
• Reset the logical record pointer to any logical record in a fixed-length record disc file

with FPOINT. See page 3-89.
• Perform control operations on a file (or the device on which the file resides) with FCON-

TROL. See page 3-88.
• Activate and deactivate access mode options with FSETMODE. See page 3-89.
• Rename an open disc file with FRENAME. See page 3-41.
• Determine if an input file and a list file are interactive or duplicative with FRELATE. See

page 3-90.
• Lock a file so that no two processes can share the file with FLOCK intrinsic (see page

3-53) or unlock the file with FUNLOCK. (See page 3-55).
• Close a file with FCLOSE. See page 3-36.

FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The File Management System provides a uniform method of directing input and output ·of
information. It handles various input/output applications, such as the transfer of information to and
from user processes, compilers, and data management subsystems.

MPE treats each set of input or output information as a set of records arranged into a file. When a
file is created, MPE allocates (or requests the operator to allocate) a device for its storage. Input
read from a hardware device such as a card reader is accepted directly from that device. Similarly,
output from an executing process is transmitted directly to the required device (such as a line
printer).

You reference a file by the file. name assigned to the file when it is created. When you reference an
existing file, MPE determines the device or disc address where the file is stored and accesses the file
for you. Throughout its existence, the file remains device independent.
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The MPE File Management System allocates devices for the storage of files on the basis of
specifications from you. For example, you can request a device by generic type name, or "device
class", as configured by the System Manager (such as any magnetic tape unit or line printer), or by
the logical device number that refers to a specific device. Logical device ,"numbers are related to all
devices when MPE is configured.

FILE CHARACTERISTICS

A file can contain MPE commands, programs, or data, or any combination of these elements,
written in ASCII or binary code.

Within a file, information is organized as a set of logical records, which are fields of data input,
processed, and output as a unit. A logical record is the smallest data grouping directly addressable
by you. Its length is specified by you when you create or define the file. A physical record is one or
more logical records, and is the basic unit that can be transferred between main memory and the
device on which the file resides. Physical records can be longer or the same size as the logical records
in the file. In files on disc or magnetic tape, physical records are organized as blocks that always
contain an integral number of logical records. On unit-record devices, the size of the physical rec
ords in a file is determined by the device. For example, each physical record read from a card reader
consists of one punched card; each physical record written to a line printer consists of one line of
print. On unit-record devices in multi-record mode, logical records are not blocked. For example, on
punched cards, each logical record is assumed to begin at the first column of the card. Thus, to read
a single 100-character logical record, the multi-record aoption must be specified in the FOPEN call
to open the file. Then the record would be read as 80 characters from one card (physical record)
and 20 characters from the next card. The next logical record is assumed to begin in the first col
umn of the third card encountered. Similarly, when a file is transmitted to a printer, each logical
record appears as one line of print (physical record), left-justified. If the logical record is longer than
the print line, and the multirecord aoption is specified, the remaining information is continued on
the next line, also left-justified.

On disc, files can be organized to permit either sequential or direct access. Direct-access files contain
logical records of fixed or undefined length. Sequential-access files contain logical records of fixed
or varying length.

MPE manages each file on disc as a set of extents. Each extent is an integral number of
contiguously-located disc sectors. All extents (except possibly the last) are of equal size. When a file
is opened, the first extent (containing at least one sector for file label information) is allocated
immediately. Other extents, up to a.maximum of 32, are allocated as needed. Alternatively, you can
request immediate allocation of more than one extent when the file is opened. The size of each
extent is determined as noted in the discussion of the :FILE command parameter numextents in the
MPE Commands Reference Manual.

Each extent of a disc file must be totally contained within a given disc device. In addition, the
extents that comprise a disc file are restricted to disc devices that are members of the device class
specified when the file was created. Normally, each extent is arbitrarily assigned to any device with
this class. Alternatively, each extent may be restricted to a specific disc device. The method of
extent allocation is determined by the device class specification of the FOPEN intrinsic when the
file is created.
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RECORD FORMATS

A file can contain records written in one of three formats: fixed-length, variable-length, and
undefined length. These formats are described below. (In all cases, recsize is in words.)

For fixed-length records, physical records are blocks containing one or more logical records. The
block size is determined by multiplying the block factor by the logical record size. (The block
factor and logical record size are specified in the blockfactor and recsize parameters of the FOPEN
intrinsic.) On anyone file, fixed-length records are all the same size. A 128-word physical record
(block) containing three 80-byte, fixed-length logical records is illustrated below:

Physical Record
(blockfactor x recsize)

LOGICAL LOGICAL LOGICAL
RECORD 0 RECORD 1 RECORD 2

~~~

RECSIZE= -80 RECSIZE= -80 RECSIZE= -80--------..........------,..,~-.-

MAR 1980

120 WORDS

v

DISC SECTOR

8 WORDS UNUSED
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If you use a record of 129 words with a blockfactor of 1, you will waste 127 words of disc space, as
follows:

~--y;-------J Q'---:-y;------J
128 WORDS 1 WORD 127 WORDS UNUSED

For optimum use of disc space, therefore, block size should be computed such that (recsize x
blockfactor) modulo 128 = O.

For variable-length records (as for fixed-length records), physical records are blocks containing one
or more logical records - but, on anyone file, the record size may vary from record to record. The
block size is determined by multiplying the blockfactor by the recsize parameter specified in
FOPEN plus one, and adding one word (reserved for file-system use).

Actual Blocksize = (blockfactor x (recsize + 1))+1
(in words)

In a block containing variable-length records, each logical record is preceded by a one-word
byte-count showing the length of that record in bytes. The last record in the block is followed by a
word containing "-1", acting as the block terminator; the next logical record encountered will be
the first record in the next block. The block format is:

Physical Record
[(blockfactor x (recsize + 1) + 1]

...

BYTE LOGICAL BYTE LOGICAL BYTE LOGICAL
-1COUNT RECORD 0 COUNT RECORD 1 COUNT RECORD 2

Unless block size is computed such that

(actual block size) modulo 128 = 0,

some disc space will be wasted.

For example, if recsize = 128 words and blockfactor = 1, 126 words of disc space will be wasted as
follows:

-1

Q I ~'---__
COUNT 127WORDS 1 WORD 126 WORDS UNUSED

For und!!fined-length records, physical records and logical records are synonymous - that is,
Physical record A is the same as logical record A. For records of this type, the recsize parameter
specified by the user denotes the size of the longest record to be transferred. The format of
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undefined records written to disc, with respect to the disc sectors occupied, can be illustrated by
three cases in which the user-specified recsize is 256.

Case 1.; You write a record 256 words long. The full record completely fills two disc sectors.

RECSIZE = 256

....
SECTOR A SECTOR B

A ,.,

F~---REfRD----..§
WORDS WRITTEN = 256

Case 2: You write a record 129 words long. The record written occupies all of sector A and
the first word of sector B; the last word written is propagated throughout the
remainder of sector B. (The rule is: if (reclength) modulo 128 is not zero, then the
last word written is propagated through the current sector.)

RECSIZE = 256
" .....

v

SECTOR B
A

SECTOR A
A

[4;~----RECORD----1+1~.~

CONTENT OF WORD 129
PROPAGATED THROUGH

SECTOR B

WORDS WRITTEN = 129

Case 3: You write a record 127 words long. The record written occupies 127 words of
Sector A; the last word of the record is propagated throughout the remainder (word
128) of Sector A. Sector B contains uninitialized data. (The rule is: any sector not
written into will remain uninitialized to 0 (binary files) or blanks (ASCII files).)

RECSI ZE = 256

" .....
SECTOR A SECTOR B

r..-----""~----...... ,. -"'A ..........

E RECORD --.~ T
T'''"---..v,,----'''

CONTENT OF WORD 127 UNINITIALIZED

PROPAGATED THROUGHOUT
SECTOR A
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RELATIVE I/O BLOCK FORMAT

Item~

#23

Item~

#24

Logical Record ef>

•
•
•
•

Logical Record F-l

Active Record Table

Item
#22

+Item
• #25

Item
#21

FFILEINFO Item Numbers (see Figure 2-1A)

Item 21 - Physical Block Size
22 - Data Block Size
23 - Offset to Data in Blocks
24 - Offset to Active Record Table within the block
25 - Size of Active Record Table

Active Record Table

record ef> (block-relative)

record 15

def>

d A-I

I I

I I I I I I
I

I I I I I I I I I I wor

••
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I wor

o 1 234 567 8 9 0 i 234 5

A =active-record table size in words =ri~

F = blocking factor (number of records per block)

R = index of desired record, modulo F

W = index of word for desired record = R/16

P = index of bit for desired record = R mod 16

bit = 0: inactive record

= 1: active record
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FILE DEVICE RELATIONSHIPS

Devices required by files are allocated automatically by MPE. You can specify these devices by type
(such as any card reader or line printer), or by a logical device number related to a particular device
(such as a specific line printer). (A unique logical device number is assigned to each device when the
system is configured.) Regardless of what device a particular file resides on, when a user program
asks to read that file, it references the file by its formal file designator. MPE then determines the
device on which the file resides, or its disc address if applicable, and accesses it for you. When the
user program writes information to a particular file to be output on a device such as a line printer,
again the program refers to the file by its formal file designator. MPE then automatically allocates
the required device to that file. Throughout its existence, every file remains device-independent;
that is, it is always referenced by the same formal file de~ignator regardless of where it currently
resides. The user program always deals with logical records.

NON-SHARABLE DEVICE ACCESS

The specification of a device by type when a file is opened implies a request for the initial allocation
of a· previously unopened device. The file system, during FOPEN, issues an allocation request to the
console operator. After the operator answers, FOPEN continues execution. (The device speci
fication is ignored when $STDIN[X] and $STDLIST are opened.) A job may reallocate an opened
device by specifying the device's logical device number when the file is opened.

Multiple processes can asynchronously interleave accesses to reallocated devices. Since the file
system does "anticipatory reads" on buffered input devices, multiple processes should specify
Multi-Access (better) or Inhibit Buffering (NOBUF) if records must be transmitted in the same
order as requested.

FILE DOMAINS

The set of all permanent disc files in MPE is known as the system file domain. Within this domain,
files are assigned to accounts and organized into groups under those accounts. You log on using an
account and group which provides the basis for your local file references. You may be required to
supply passwords for the account and group to log on, but thereafter (if the defaultMPE file
security provisions are in effect) you can:

• Have unlimited access to any file within your log-on or home group. If, however, the file
is protected by a lockword, you must know this lockword.

• Read, and execute programs residing in, any file in the public group of your account, and
in the public group of the system account.

Potentially, if the MPE file security provisions at the account, group, and file levels were all
suspended, and you knew all account and group names and file lockwords, you could access any
permanent file in the system once you logged on. Note that once you log on, you do not need to
know the passwords for other accounts and groups to access files assigned to them - you only need
to know their account and group names. But, if any of these files are protected by a file lockword,
you must know this lockword.

For every job or session running in the system, MPE recognizes another file domain, called the job
or session file domain. This domain contains all temporary files opened and closed within the job or
session without being saved (Le., declared permanent). Files in these domains are deleted when the
job or session terminates (if they are job/session temporary files), or when the creating program
ends (if they are regular temporary files).
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FILE LABEL

MPE reads and writes file labels for files on disc during allocation of the devices on which the files
reside. The format and content of file labels is presented in Appendix B.

FILE ACCESSING

You access files through commands and intrinsic calls. Commands, described in the MPE Commands
Reference Manual, are issued external to the user program and perform administrative functions,
such as creating, deleting, or renaming a file. Files are opened (through the FOPEN intrinsic);
operated on through various intrinsics that read information from them, write information to them,
update them, or otherwise manipulate them; and, finally, they are closed (through the FCLOSE
intrinsic) .

Within a program, a file is accessed by its formal file designator. The formal file designator is the
name by which the program recognizes the file. (In SPL, this is the name associated with it by the
FOPEN intrinsic.) At the time a file is FOPENed, this formal file designator is always associated or
equated with an actual file designator. The actual file designator is the name of the actual file to be
used and the physical device upon which it resides, as recognized throughout the system by MPE.
Thus, the actual file designator is an execute-time redefinition of the file specified in the program
by the formal file designator. If you do not specify an actual file designator for a formal file
designator, MPE uses the formal file designator for the actual file designator.

MPE recognizes actual file designators for four types of files:

• System-Defined Files
• User Pre-Defined (Back-Referenced) Files
• New Files
• Old Files

You can specify any of these designators programmatically.

NOTE

For discussions of MPE commands referenced below, such as
:JOB, :DATA, :EOJ, :EOD, :FILE, and :BUILD, see the
MPE Commands Reference Manual.

RELATIVE I/O

In addition to the conventional direct and serial access, MPE offers Relative I/O access. RIO is
intended for use primarily by COBOL II programs; however you can access these files by programs
written in any language.

RIO is a direct access method that permits individual file records to be deactivated. These inactive
records retain their space and position within the file, i.e., their relative position.

RIO files may be accessed in two ways; RIO access and non-RIO access. RIO access ignores the
inactive records when the file is read serially using the FREAD intrinsic; however they can be read
by direct access using FREADDIR. They· may be overwritten both serially and directly using
FWRITE, FWRITEDIR or FUPDATE. With RIO access the internal structure of RIO blocks is
transparent.
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Non-RIO access is provided to facilitate the replication of RIO files. This method requires
knowledge of the internal structure of the file and is intended primarily for system use. Non-RIO
access is enabled by specifying NOBUF I/O when the file is opened.

Most of the existing l\1PE file intrinsics access RIO' files in the same manner as they would access
other MPE files. There are exceptions, however. Some of these are:

FREAD inputs an active record, not necessarily the next physical record.

FREADDIR inputs the specified record regardless of its activity state; a warning will result if the
record is inactive

FDELETE deactivates the next record, not the last-accessed record as defined by COBOL II.

the actual size of a block will be slightly larger than the size specified when the file was built. The
value returned by FGETINFO for blksize will depend on how the RIO file is being accessed.

the amount of space available for user labels also may be slightly larger; this depends on the size
of an extent which itself depends on the block size.

SYSTEM-DEFINED FILES

System-defined file designators indicate those files that MPE uniquely identifies as standard
input/output devices for a job/session. They are referenced as follows:

Actual File Designator

$STDIN

JAN 1980

Device/File Referenced

A file name indicating the standard job or session input device (that
from which the job or session is initiated). For a job, this is typically a
card reader. For a session, this is typically a terminal. Input data images
in the $STDIN file should not contain a colon in column 1, since this
indicates the end-of-data. (When data is to be delimited, this should be
done through the :EOD command, which performs no other function.)
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Actual File Designator

$STDINX

$STDLIST

$NULL

Device/File Referenced

Equivalent to $STDIN, except that MPE command images (those with a
colon in column 1) encountered in a data file, are read without
indicating the end of data. (However, the commands :JOB, :DATA,
:EOJ, and :EOD are exceptions that always indicate the end-of-data but
are otherwise ignored in this context; they are never read as data.)

A file name indicating the standard job or session listing device
(customarily a printer for a batch job and a terminal for a session).

The name of a non-existent "ghost" file that is always treated as an
empty file. When referenced as an input file by a program, that program
receives an end-of-data indication upon each access. When referenced as
an output file, the associated write request is accepted by MPE but no
physical output is actually performed. Thus, $NULL can be used to
discard unneeded output from a running program.

USER PRE-DEFINED (BACK-REFERENCED) FILES

A user pre-defined file is any file that was previously defined or re-defined in a :FILE command. In
other words, it is a back-reference to that :FILE command. It is referenced by the following file
designator format:

*forr.naldesignator

forr.naldesignator

NEW FILES

The name used in the forr.naldesignator parameter of the :FILE
command.

New files are files that have not yet been created, and are being created/opened for the first time by
the current program. New files can have the following actual file designators:

Actual File Designator

$NEWPASS

filereference

3-8

File Referenced

A temporary disc file that can be automatically passed to any
succeeding MPE command within the same job/session, which refer
ences it by the file name $OLDPASS. Only one such file with this
designation can exist in the job/session at anyone time. (When
$NEWPASS is closed, its name is automatically changed to $OLDPASS,
and any previous file named $OLDPASS in the job/session is deleted.)

Unless you specify otherwise, this is a temporary file, residing on disc,
that is destroyed on termination of the creating program. If closed as a
job/session temporary file, as shown later in this section, it is purged at
the end of the job/session. If closed as a permanent file, it is saved until
purged by you. Typically, this format consists of a file name containing
up to eight alphanumeric characters, beginning with a letter, as
discussed below. In addition, other elements (such as a group name,
account name or lockword) can be specified.



OLD FILES

Old files are existing named files presently in the system. They may be named by the following
designators:

Actual File Designator

$OLDPASS

filere ference

INPUT/OUTPUT SETS

File Referenced

The name of the temporary file last closed as $NEWPASS.

Any other old file to which you have access. (The filereference format
is discussed below.) It may be a job/session temporary file created in
this or a previous program in the current job/session, a permanent file
saved by any program, or a permanent file built (with the :BUILD
command) in any job/session.

All file designators described previously can be classified as those used for input files (Input Set)
and those used for output files (Output Set). These sets are defined as follows:

Input Set

$STDIN

$STDINX

$OLDPASS

$NULL

*forn1aIdesignator

filereference

Output Set

$STDLIST

$OLDPASS

$NEWPASS

$NULL

*forn1aldesignator

filereference

The job/session input device.

The job/session input device with commands allowed.

The last $NEWPASS file closed.

A constantly-empty file that will return an end-of-file indication
whenever it is read.

A back-reference to a previously-defined file.

A file name, and perhaps account and group names and a lockword.

The job/session listing device.

The last file passed.

A new temporary file to be passed.

A constantly-empty file that returns a successful indication whenever
information is written to it.

A back-reference to a previously-defined file.

A file name, and perhaps account and group names and a lockword.
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ACCESSING FILES ALREADY IN USE

When a user process attempts to access a file already being accessed by another process, the action
taken by MPE depends on the current use of the file, as shown in figure 3-1.

Within a user program, the accessing and modification of files is requested through intrinsiC calls.
Each file referenced is first opened with the FOPEN intrinsic call. Then other operations, such as
reading, writing, updating, and spacing forward or backward, can be performed on the file with
other intrinsic calls. Finally, the file is closed with the FCLOSE intrinsic call, issued by the user
process or (if not included in the user program) by MPE when the user process terminates.

If you are programming in SPL, you declare the intrinsics and write the intrinsic calls as you do
other statements within your program. If you are programming in another language, however, such
as FORTRAN, any intrinsics required are called automatically by MPE (intrinsics may be called
directly from other languages and the methods are described in the manuals covering the languages).

In the FOPEN intrinsic call, you reference. a particular file by its formal file designator. When the
FOPEN intrinsic is executed, it returns to your program a file number by which the system
uniquely identifies the file. The file number, rather than the file designator, is used by subsequent
intrinsics in referencing the file. In an SPL program, you obtain this number through the normal
conventions of the language. One such convention employs an SPL assignment statement to store
the file number into a location specified by an identifier (name) which then can be used as an
intrinsic call parameter to reference the file. The format of the assignment statement is discussed in
the SPL Reference manual. Each intrinsic is declared and called as described in Section II.

The condition codes returned to your program by the file system intrinsics have the following
general meanings. The specific meanings, of course, depend on the particular intrinsic and are
described in Section II.

Condition Code

CCE

CCG

CCL

Meaning

The function requested by the intrinsic call was completed
successfully.

MPE encountered the end of the file while servicing the request.

MPE could not service the request because an error occurred.
Corrective action may be taken in some cases. (By issuing an
FCHECK intrinsic call, you can have a more detailed error
description transmitted to your process.) If, however, the error
resulted from invalid parameters supplied by you in the intrinsic call,
the error is fatal and the process is aborted, or a software error trap,
if previously enabled by you, is activated (See the XSYSTRAP
intrinsic).

When a file is accessed by a process running a program written in a language other than SPL, the file
is generally (but not always) referenced by a file name. All intrinsic calls needed for opening,
accessing, and closing the file are generated automatically by the user process, and the file name is
equated with the file number used by the intrinsics to reference the file.
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REQUESTED ACCESS GRANTED, UNLESS NOTED

CURRENT FOPENed FOPENed FOPENed
PROGRAM

REQUESTED K FOR INPUT FOR OUTPUT FOR INPUT/OUTPUT
FILE

BEING BEING
ACCESS SHR EAR SHR EAR SHR EAR LOADED

:STOREd :RESTOREd

Requested Requested Requested Requested Requested Requested
SHR Access Access Access Access Access Access

FOPEN for
Granted Granted Granted Granted Granted Granted Requested Requested

Input
Access Access Error 91

Requested Requested Granted Granted
EAR Access Access Error 90 Error 90 Error 90 Error 90

Granted ,Granted

Requested Requested Requested
SHR Access Error 91 Access Error 91 Access Error 91

FOPEN for
Granted Granted Granted

Output
Error 91 Error 91 Error 91

Requested
EAR Access Error 91 Error 90 Error 90 Error 90 Error 90

Granted

Requested
Input

Requested
Input

Requested
Input

SHR Access Access Access
Granted

Granted
Granted

Granted
Granted

Granted
FOPEN for Input Input
Input/Output Granted Granted

Error 91
Requested

EAR Access
Input

Error 90 Error 90 Error 90 Error 90
Granted

Granted

Requested Requested
Only if Error

:RUN,CREATE Access Error Message Error Message Access
Loaded Message

Granted Granted

Requested Requested
Error Error

:STORE Access Error Message Error Message Access
Message Message

Granted Granted

:RESTORE Error Message Error Message Error Message
Error Error Error
Message Message Message

~

~
I-L

NOTES: 1. SHR = Share; EAR = Exclusive, allow reading.
2. Fully exclusive accesses cause any succeeding access

(except :STORE) to fail.
3. Append access treated like output; Update treated like input/output.

4. Error 90 = Calling process requested exclusive access to a file to which another process
has access.

5. Error 91 = Calling process requested access to a file to which another process has
exclusive access.

Figure 3-1. Actions Resulting from Multiple Access of Files



When a new file is opened but not yet closed, it is always part of the job/session domain. At this
time, the designator (SPL programs) or the file name (programs in other languages) assigned by you
need not be unique. But when the file is saved, or closed without being deleted, MPE determines
whether another file with the same designator name exists. If a name conflict occurs, a CCL
condition code is returned to the user process, and the specific error is made available through the
FCHECK intrinsic. When a program aborts, old files are returned to the domain in which they were
found when opened; new files are deleted.

NOTE

All intrinsics discussed in this section, with the exception of
FOPEN, FGETINFO, and FRENAME, can be called (in
privileged mode) with the DB register pointing to a data
segment other than the calling process' stack (split stack). All
parameters referenced in any calls to these intrinsics are
always accessed using the current DB-register setting.

Before a user process can read, write on, or otherwise manipulate a file, the process must initiate
access to that file by opening it with the FOPEN intrinsic call (see page 3-25). This call applies to
files on all devices. When the FOPEN intrinsic is executed, it returns to the ·user process the file
number used to identify the file in subsequent intrinsic calls.

If the file is opened successfully (and the CCE condition code results), the file number returned is a
positive integer ranging from 1 to 255. (Theoretically, one process may open a maximum of 255
files.) If the file cannot be opened, resulting in the CCL condition code, the file number returned is
zero.

If a process issues more than one FOPEN call for the same file before it is closed, this results in
multiple, logically-separate accesses of that file, and MPE returns a unique file number for each such
access. Also, MPE maintains a separate logical record pointer (indicating the next sequential record
to be accessed) for each such access.

In opening a file, FOPEN establishes a communication link between the file and your program by

• Determining the computer system on which the file resides.

• Allocating to your program the device on which the file resides. If the file resides on
magnetic tape, FOPEN determines whether it is present in the system. (If it is not,
FOPEN requests the system operator to supply the tape. Cataloging of tapes, however, is
not done.) Generally, disc files can be shared concurrently among jobs and sessions. But
magnetic tape and unit-record devices are allocated exclusively to the requesting job or
session. For example, different processes within the same job may open and have con
current access to files on the same magnetic tape or unit-record device; but this device
cannot be accessed tiy another, job until all accessing processes in this job have issued
corresponding close requests (FCLOSE calls).

• Verifying your right to access the file under the security provisions existing at the ac
count, group, and file levels.

• Determining that the file has not been allocated exclusively to· another process (by the
exclusive option in an FOPEN call issued by that process).
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• Processing file labels (for files on disc). For new files on disc, FOPEN specifies the
number of labels to be written.

• Allocating to the file the number of extents initially requested (for new disc files).

• Constructing the control blocks required by MPE for this particular access of the file. The
information in these blocks is derived by merging specifications from four sources, listed
below in descending order of precedence:

1. The file label, obtainable only if the file is an old file on disc. This information
overrides that from any other source. (Label formats are presented in Appendix B).

2. The parameter list of a previous :FILE command referencing the same formal file
designator named in this FOPEN call, if such a command was issued in this job or
session. This information overrides that from the two sources listed next.

3. The parameter list of this FOPEN intrinsic call.

4. System default values provided by MPE (when values are not obtainable from the
above three sources).

When information in one of these four sources conflicts with that in another, pre-empting
takes place according to the order of precedence shown above. To determine the
specifications actually taking effect, the user can call the FGETINFO intrinsic, described
later in this section. Notice that certain sources do not always apply or convey all types
of information. (For instance, no file label exists when a new file is opened and so all
information must come from the last three sources above.)

FILES ON NON-SHARABLE DEVICES

When a process opens a disc file, you specify whether the file is an old or new file; an old file is an
existing, labeled file, and a new file implies that the file is to be created. When a process accesses a
file that resides on a non-sharable device, the device's attributes may override your old/new
specification. Specifically, devices used for input only (such as card readers) automatically imply
old files; devices used for output only (such as line printers) automatically imply new files; serial
input/output devices (such as teletype terminals and magnetic tape units) follow your old/new
specifications.

When a job attempts to open an old file on a non-sharable device, MPE searches for the file in the
Virtual Device Directory (VDD). If the file is not found, a message is transmitted to the console
operator, asking him to locate the file by taking one of the following steps:

1. Indicate that the file resides on a device that is not in auto-recognition. mode. No :DATA
command is required - the operator simply allocates the device.

2. Make the file available on an auto-recognizing device, and allocate that device.

3. Indicate that the file does not exist on any device; the user's FOPEN request will be
rejected.
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When ajob opens a new file on a non-sharable device (other than magnetic tape), the operator is not
required to intervene. In these cases, the fIrst available device is used. (A non-sharable device is con
sidered directly available if it is not being used, or if it is being used by the requesting job and is
requested by its logical device number.)

The specification of a device class when FOPEN is issued implies a reques~ for the initial allocation
of a previously unopened device. (The device parameter is ignored when $STDIN(X) and $STDLIST
are opened.) A job may reallocate an opened device by specifying the device's logical device number
when the file is opened. The FGETINFO intrinsic should be used to determine the logical device
number assigned to an opened file.

When a job opens a new file on a magnetic tape unit, operator intervention is always required; the
operator must make the tape available.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SHARED FILES

When a file is being shared among two or more processes and is being written to by one or more of
them, care must be taken to ensure that the processes are appropriately interlocked. For example, if
Process A is trying to read a particular record of the file, and at that time Process B should execute
and try to write that record, the results are not predictable. Process A may see the old record, the
new record, or hash consisting of parts of both. If buffering is being done, please bear in mind that
an output request (FWRITE) will not cause physical I/O to occur until a block is filled, which
typically will contain several records. A process trying to read such a file could, for example, read
past the last record of the file which has been written on the disc because the end-of-file pointer is
not kept in the file but is kept in core where it can be updated quickly as writes occur. This inter
locking is provided by the intrinsics FLOCK and FUNLOCK, which use a Resource Identification
Number (RIN) as a flag to interlock multiple accessors.

In the simple case of a file shared between a writer process and a reader process, where the writer is
merely adding records to the file, the writer calls FLOCK prior to writing each record and FUNLOCK
after writing. The reader calls FLOCK prior to reading record, and FUNLOCK after reading. If the
writing process should execute while the reader is in the middle of a read, the writer will be impeded
on its FLOCK call until the reader signifies that it is done by calling FUNLOCK. Similarly, if the
reader should execute while the writer is performing a write, the reader will be impeded on its
FLOCK call until the writer calls FUNLOCK. FUNLOCK ensures that all buffers are posted on the
disc so that reading processes can see all the data.

More complicated cases arise when a file has two or more writing processes, or when the write con
sists of writing more than one record at a time. If, for example, it should be necessary to write pairs
of records, with read prohibited until both records of the pair are written, the writing process can
call FLOCK before writing the first record of the pair, and FUNLOCK after writing the second.
This procedure also can be used if the records are to be written in different files; one of the files is
used as a "sentinel" file and the processes FLOCK and FUNLOCK this file as required.

PRIVATE VOLUMES SUBSYSTEM

Users with the Volume Set Usage (UV) capability can maintain files on private disc volumes. These
private volumes consist of removable disc packs, which, when mounted on a disc drive, can be
accessed by MPE through the MPE Private Volumes Subsystem.

Individual removable volumes can be combined to form logical units in the form of volume sets or
volume classes.
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See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for a further discussion of the Private Volumes Sub
system.

Whether disc files created by you will be assigned to a private disc volume set or the system volume
set depends on how the file group for your account was established by the System Manager. The
System Manager can establish your file group so that disc files created by you will be stored on a
private home volume set or on the system volume set. In either case, you do not need to be con
cerned with, or even aware of, where disc files created and opened by you will be stored.

If your file group has been structured to use the Private Volumes Subsystem, then when you create
a new disc file with the :BUILD command (see the MPE Commands Reference Manual) or the
FOPEN intrinsic, MPE checks to determine if your home volume set is mounted. If your home
volume set is not mounted, MPE asks the Console Operator to mount it. The only indication to you
of this action is that your program will suspend, if your home volume set is not mounted, until it
is mounted by the Console Operator. Similarly, when you close and save a disc file with the
FCLOSE intrinsic, it is automatically stored on your home volume set or the system volume set,
depending on how your file group was established, again with no action necessary from you.

HOW TO USE FILES

The remainder of this section explains what you can accomplish with files using the file system
intrinsics. An attempt is made to show practical applications for the intrinsics, instead of merely
reiterating the purpose of each intrinsic (which was discussed in Section II).

INTERNAL OPERATIONS FOR FILE ACCESSING

Before a file can be used, it must be opened with the FOPEN intrinsic. If you are programming in
SPL, you must call the FOPEN intrinsic from your program. The compilers for other languages,
such as FORTRAN and COBOL, call the FOPEN intrinsic and open the file for you. In any case,
however, whether called explicitly by your SPL program or called for you in a FORTRAN or
COBOL program, the FOPEN intrinsic is used to open all files in a program. Several items which
should be considered before using FOPEN are discussed in the following paragraphs.

For example, consider what occurs when a user coding a program in SPL performs a call to the
FOPEN intrinsic to open a" new disc file. A new disc file is a file that has not existed previously in
the system. One of the fundamental things that occurs at FOPEN time is that an access in terface is
created for the file. This access interface may be an extra data segment that is created and which
contains information about the file. In addition, a buffer space is allocated in this file segment to
contain the number of records per block that the user has specified in the FOPEN call. The buffer
space is large enough to receive a block of information from the disc.

The file segment is pointed to by an entry in the user's stack. This entry is called an available file
table (AFT) and is part of the process control block extension (PCBX) in the user's stack. Upon the
successful completion of an FOPEN call, an integer value is returned to the calling program. This
integer value is an entry into the AFT, and the appropriate AFT entry in turn then points to the file
segment that belongs to this particular file.

Figure 3-2 shows the stack and the AFT entry pointing to the file segment. The file segment
contains buffers, in this case, enough room for three logical records. In the example shown in figure
3-2, each record is 80 bytes and the records are grouped into a block of three. Thus, there is enough
room in the file segment to hold three logical records.
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The next thing that occurs is that file space is allocated to the file. On the system disc there is a
table of free space that is monitored by MPE. The file system refers to the file space table and
deallocates a number of sectors for this file (the number of sectors deallocated depends on the
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RECORD NO.1
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Figure 3-2. File Access Interface for New Disc Files
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parameters specified in the FOPEN call). The file system then deallocates the free space and writes a
file label in the first sector of the free space.

A partial list of items contained in a disc file label is shown below. Once their values are established,
they cannot be changed by subsequent FOPEN operations.

File name
Sector address
Maximum number of logical records
Logical record size
Block size
Foptions (Exception: disallow file equations bit)
Number of extents
Extent size
File code

The linkage, then, goes from the user's stack, via the available file table, to the file segment; from
the file segment there is a pointer to the label on the disc itself. In the simplified example of figure
3-2, the file label is shown on the system disc, however, it could be on any disc in the system.

Since this is a new file, there is no information in the file. Therefore the access mechanism is the
only information the system has for this file.

Depending on the FOPEN parameters specified, it is possible to write on this file. The example
shows SO-byte records, three records per block, and one buffer. If an FWRITE intrinsic were called
to write a single SO-byte record, that record would be moved from the user's stack to position
number 1 in the file segment. As soon as that physical move from the stack to the file segment is
complete, the FWRITE also is complete as far as the program is concerned. However, no actual
write to the disc takes place. An FWRITE call to write record number 2 would consist of a move
from the stack to the file segment and record number 2 would occupy position number 2 in the file
segment. Subsequently, record number 3 would occupy position 3 in the file segment. Immediately
upon the file segment being full, that is, when the third record has been written to the file segment,
the entire block of information is then transferred to the disc. Thus, when the file system is used in
a buffered manner with disc files, records actually are moved from the stack to the file segment,
then, when the last record in a block has been moved into the file segment, a physical write to the
disc occurs in a block fashion. That is, a whole block of information (in this case containing three
records) is transferred to the system disc.

It is at FCLOSE time that you decide whether you want the file to remain in the system as a
permanent file or a job/session temporary file, or whether you want the file to be deleted from the
system.

At FCLOSE time, the access interface is dismantled and therefore if information about the file is to
be saved in the system, the FCLOSE intrinsic is used to close the file with a permanent disposition.
The name of the file, which is available to the system in the file label, is posted in the system
directory under your log-on account and group. MPE finds that area of the directory and posts an
entry in the system directory for that file name. If the name is FILE1, then FILE1 resides on the
disc at a certain sector address. Referring to figure 3-2, you can see that in the system directory
there will be an entry that consists of the file name and some sector address, for example, 123. The
sector address 123 then points to the label.
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As soon as the entry is made in the system directory, consisting of the name of the file and a
pointer to the file label, then the FCLOSE operation continues and the file access interface is
dismantled. The file segment is deleted from the system and the entry in your stack in the available
file table (AFT) is purged. If the FCLOSE specifies the save permanent disposition, the name of the
file will be placed in the system directory with a pointer to the file label.

As soon as the FCLOSE operation is complete, then, the disc file becomes a permanent file in the
system, or, to use different terminology, it becomes an old disc file. If a file with the name of
FILE1 already exists in your log-on account and group, it is not noticed until FCLOSE is issued,
and, at that time, results in an error.

Figure 3-3 shows that now there is an entry in the system directory with a file name of FILE1 and a
sector address of 123. To open this file, as an existing, or old file, the FOPEN parameters would
have to be changed to specify an old file. Then the same type of operation that occurred before
would occur again with one exception: since an existing file is being opened, it is not necessary to
deallocate free space, what is necessary is for the system to establish a mechanism for the user stack
area. In other words, the system makes an entry in the available file table, and creates another file
segment, pointing to the existing file on the disc.

Figure 3-4 shows what occurs if an FOPEN call is issued for an old file named FILEl. In this case,
FOPEN specifies an old file and must supply the name of this file; then MPE searches the system
directory under the appropriate account and group for this file. Once the file is found, MPE then
establishes the access mechanism, consisting of a file segment as before, and a pointer from the file
segment to the file label on the disc.

The other type of old file is the job or session temporary file. One of the differences between a job
temporary file and a permanent file is where the actual entry is placed when the file is closed. Each
job or session has a table called the job temporary file directory. In the case of a file that is saved
with temporary disposition, the name of the file and a pointer to the file label are stored in this job
temporary file directory. (Note that the job temporary file directory is unique to each job or
session.) Another difference between a job temporary file and a permanent file is that when a
job/session terminates, all job/session temporary files are deleted from the system, and file space
that was held by such files is returned to the system.

File characteristics are obtained from different sources, depending on whether the file is a new disc
file, an old disc file, or a file on a device other than disc.

For a new disc file, the characteristics are established as shown below:

FOPEN:
(create a new disc file)

The characteristics are obtained from:

FOPEN intrinsic parameters
and defaults

overridden by:

I :FILE command parameters
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Figure 3-3. File Name and Sector Address Storage

A disc file and a file label are created according to the characteristics specified above. (This
label remains with the file during its entire existence on the system.)

For an old disc file, the characteristics are established as follows:

FOPEN:
(open existing disc file)
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Figure 3-4. File Access Interface for Old Disc Files

The characteristics are obtained from:

FOPEN intrinsic parameters
and defaults

overridden by:

:FILE command parameters

overridden by

I Disc file label

The existing file can be either an old temporary file or an old permanent file.



When a file is opened on a device other than disc, the file characteristics are established as follows:

FOPEN
(open a device file)

The characteristics are obtained from:

FOPEN intrinsic parameters
and defaults

overridden by:

I :FILE command parameters

overridden by:

Device-dependent restraints
imposed by the file system.

Note that if you have the ND (non-sharable device) capability, the file system allows you to open a
physical I/O device in the same manner as you would open a disc file. (Discs are the only· devices
which are considered by MPE to be simultaneously sharable among several users.) When a
non-sharable device has been FOPENed, it is referred to as a devicefile. The physical characteristics
of each different device available to the file system can differ substantially and these differences
affect the characteristics which are permitted for corresponding device files. For this reason, the file
system imposes a number of device-dependent restrictions on device files. Card reader files, for
example, are required to have read-only access with a block factor of one. A summary of these
restrictions is presented in table 3-1.

It also should be noted that some non-sharable devices can be spooled by MPE. This means that
data input from and output to such devices is stored temporarily on the disc in transit from the
physical devices to and from the user program. Because data can be temporarily buffered in a disc
file, the program assumes that all physical device files which it requires are constantly available to it.
Input data typically is read and stored before a program requires it, and output data is delayed until
the program's file operations are complete (at FCLOSE time). Other than these external variations,
the differences between a spooled and a non-spooled device file are insignificant to the program.

When a non-sharable device file is opened, the device has to be allocated by the system so that the
calling process can access the file. MPE classifies devices as OLD or NEW, OLD only, or NEW only,
depending on the device type. Table 3-2 shows the manner in which devices are classified. Included
in table 3-2 is the device name, its octal device number, and whether it is considered to be
OLD/NEW, OLD only, or NEW only.

The flowchart shown in figure 3-5 illustrates how MPE allocates a non-sharable device when an
FOPEN request is received.

First, MPE considers the device type requested by the FOPEN call. If the device type is input only,
this is considered to be an OLD file. Because MPE considers the file to be an OLD file, it searches
for a pre-defined input file. For example, a file identified with a :DATA command. If no such file is
found, MPE sends a message to the Console Operator asking for the logical device number of the
input device.
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Table 3-1. Device-Dependent Restrictions

INPUT ONLY DEVICES (SERIAL)

Card Reader/Paper Tape Reader

No carriage control

Undefined-length records

If card reader, ASCII only (can only read ASCII cards without using FCONTROL)

Blockfactor = 1

Domain = 1 (OLD permanent)

If not ASCII, then NOBUF

If access type = 1, 2, 3, then access violation results

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES (PARALLEL)

Terminals

ASCII

NOBUF

Undefined-length records

Blockfactor = 1

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES (SERIAL)

Magnetic Tape Drive

Serial Disc Drive

No restriction

OUTPUT ONLY (SERIAL)

Line Printer/Card Punch/Paper Tape Punch/Plotter

If Paper Tape Punch, ASCII only

Undefined-Iength records

Blockfactor = 1

Domain = NEW

Access Type = 1, write only (if read only specified, access violation results)

UNDEFINED (COMMON CHECKING)

If carriage control specified and not ASCII, access violation results



Table 3-2. Classification of Devices

DEVICE TYPE
DEVICE NAME NUMBER (OCTAL) CLASSI FICATION

Moving-Head Disc 00 NEW or OLD

Fixed-Head Disc 01 NEW or OLD

Card Reader 10 OLD only

Paper Tape Reader 11 OLD only

Terminal 20 NEW or OLD

Printing Reader Punch 24 NEW or OLD

Hardwired Serial Interface 23 NEW or OlL

Synchronous Single-line Controller 26 NEW or OLD

Magnetic Tape Drive 30 NEW or OLD

Line Printer 40 NEW only

Card Punch 41 NEW only

Paper Tape Punch 42 NEW only

Plotter 43,44,45 NEW only

If FOPEN specified a device type that is considered by MPE to be output only, MPE considers this
to be a NEW file. Normally, NEW files do not require special attention. If the device is available, it
will be allocated to the user. Printer forms message, plotter, or magnetic tape requests are the
exceptions, however, and require operator intervention.

If a device was specified that is an input/output type of device, MPE next considers the user access
requested in the FOPEN call. If read only was requested, the file is considered to be an OLD file. If
write only, MPE considers the file to be a NEW file.

If the FOPEN call requested a user access of input/output, or any other mode (except read only or
write only), MPE next looks at the type of file domain specified in the call (NEW or OLD) and
opens the file accordingly. The system device directories contain entries for each device that
contains a file. Non-spooled devices can have only one file (for example, a card deck in the read
hopper of a card reader), but spooled devices can have several file entries (for example, card decks
which have been read in by the device and are stored as spoolfiles on disc to await access). Such
device files are identified by :DATA commands. Information from a :DATA command image is
used to build the device directory entry and identifies the file by file name, user name, and account
name. The data file may be accessed by a user program when its request matches the :DATA
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information and the file is in the READY state. In the case of an unspooled card reader, this means
that only the :DATA card has been read in, and the rest of the deck awaits processing. In the case
of a spooled card reader, however, this means that the :DATA card and the entire deck have been
read and await processing in the form of a disc spoolfile.

If the entry in the device directory indicates that the device is OPENED, a user process has already
FOPENed the device file successfully (device or spoolfile). In this case, access to the same
non-sharable device is granted only if the requesting process is the same process which has the file
open. In other words, the original owner of the device issued another call to FOPEN to open the
same file. These subsequent calls to FOPEN will not require operator intervention - the first device
allocation request is the only one issued to the operator. This technique might be used by a program
which does a great deal of magnetic tape processing but wants to avoid multiple tape allocation
messages.

A condition code error is returned to the calling process if:

1. Device type· specified an input only device and requested access was write only.
2. Device type specified an output only device and the requested access was read only.

A message to the operator will be printed if:

1. The device is a card reader and a pre-defined file (read in with a :DATA card) cannot be
located to match the file requested.

2. The device is a magnetic tape device.
3. The device is a plotter.
4. The device is a line printer and uses the forms message option.

OPENING FILES

OPENING A NEW DISC FILE

Figure 3-6 contains an SPL program which opens two files: a card reader file and a new disc file.

The second FOPEN call in figure 3-6.

OUT: =FOPEN(OUTPUT,%4,%101,128);

opens the new disc file. The parameters specified are

{ormaldesigna tor

{options

DATAONE, which is contained in the byte array OUTPUT.

%4, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

4

Bits

Binary

Octal
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PAGE nOOl HEWLETT-PACKARD 32l00A.05.l SPL/3000 TUE. OCT 7. 1975. 10130 AM

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FWRITE,FCLOSE.PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUITJ

« END OF DECLARATIONS »

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«MAKE PERMANENT»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE COPYING»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«CARD READER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«READ A CARD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«COpy CARD TO DISC»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CHECK FOR EOF»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE-~00213

NO. WARNINGS-OOO
ELAPSED TIME-0100144

INI=FOPENjINPUT,~5,,40,DEV)J

IF < THEN
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFO(IN)J
QUIT (1) J

ENDJ

FWRITE(OUT,BUFFER,LGTH,O)J
IF <> THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFO(OUT)J
QUIT(4)J

END'

GO COPY'LOOPJ

END'OF'FILEI
FCLOSE(OUT,~11,O)'

IF < THEN
BEGIN

PRINT'FILEtINFO(OUT)J
QUIT(5)J

ENDJ

COPY'LOOPI
LGTHI-FREAD(IN.BUFFER,40)J
IF < THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILEtINFO(IN).
QUIT(3)J

ENDJ
IF > THEN GO ENDtOF'FILEJ

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY INPUT(016)1-"INFILE ".
BYTE ARRAY DEV(014)1-"CARD "J
BYTE ARRAY OUTPUT(017)1="DATAO~E "J
ARRAY BUFFER(0.127)J
INTEGER IN.OUT.LGTHJ

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00004 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00005 1
00012000 00005 1
00013000 00005 1
00014000 00012 1
00015000 00013 1
00016000 00013 2
00017000 00015 2
00018000 00017 2
00019000 00017 1
00020000 00017 1
00021000 00030 1
00022000 00031 1
00023000 00031 2
00024000 00033 2
00025000 00035 2
00026000 00035 1
00027000 00035 1
00028000 00035 1
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00044 1
00031000 00044 2
00032000 00046 2
00033000 00050 2
00034000 00050 1
00035000 00051 1
00036000 00051 1
00037000 00056 1
00038000 00057 1
00039000 00057 2
00040000 00061 2
00041000 00063 2
00042000 00063 1
00043000 00063 1
00044000 00066 1
00045000 00066 1
00046000 00066 1
00047000 00072 1
00048000 00073 1
00049000 00073 2
00050000 00075 2
00051000 00077 2
00052000 00077 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=~007J

NO. F.RRORS=OOOJ
PROCESSOR TIME-OIOOIOJJ

Figure 3-6. Opening a New Disc File
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The above bit pattern specifies the following file options:

Domain: New file, no search of system or job temporary file directory
is necessary. Bits (14:2) = 00.

ASCII/Binary: ASCII. Bit (13:1) = L

aoptions %101, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 1

The above bit pattern specifies the following access options:

Access Type: Write access only. Bits (12: 4) = 0001.
Exclusive: Exclusive access. Bits (8:2) = 01.

Bits

Binary

Octal

All other parameters are omitted from the FOPEN intrinsic call.

Once the file is opened, the file number (used by other file system intrinsics when referencing this
file) is returned to the variable OUT.

The condition code is checked with the

IF <THEN

statement. If the condition code is eCL, signifying that the FOPEN request was denied, the next
four statements, starting with the BEGIN statement, are executed.

The statement

PRINT'FILE'INFO(OUT);

calls the PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic, which prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the
standard list device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FOPEN. The
parameter (OUT) specifies the file number returned through the FOPEN intrinsic. If the file was not
opened successfully, OUT = 0, where 0 specifies that the FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY will
reflect the status of the file referenced in the last call to FOPEN. See Section X for a discussion of
the FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY

The QUIT intrinsic call

QUIT(2);

aborts the process. The parameter (2) is an arbitrary user-supplied number. When a QUIT intrinsic is
executed, this number is printed as part of the resulting abort message, allowing you to determine,
in the case of multiple QUIT intrinsic calls in a program, which specific QUIT call was executed.
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NOTE

The QUIT intrinsic causes MPE to close all files with no
change. Thus, new files are deleted, old files are saved and
assigned to the same domain to which they belonged
previously.

OPENING AN OLD DISC FILE

Figure 3-7 contains an SPL program that opens three files: an old disc file, $STDIN, and
$STDLIST.

The statement

DFILE1:=FOPEN(DATA1,%5,%345,128):

opens the old disc file. The parameters specified are

{ornnaldesignator

{options

DATAONE, which is contained in the byte array DATAL

%5, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

5

Bits

Binary

Octal

aoptions

The above bit pattern specifies the following file options:

Domain: Old permanent file, the system file directory should be
searched. Bits (14:2) = 01.
ASCII/Binary: ASCII. Bit (13:1) = 1.

%345, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

3 4 5

Bits

Binary

Octal
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The above bit pattern specifies the following access options:

Access Type: Update access. (This file is updated later in the program
with the FUPDATE intrinsic.) Bits (12:4) = 0101.
Multirecord: Non-multirecord mode. Bit (11:1) = O.
Dynamic Locking: Dynamic locking allowed. Bit (10:1) = 1.
Exclusive: Share access. Bits (8:2) = 11.



PAGE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 TJE, OCT 7. 1975, 10132 AM

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FUPDATE,FLOCK,FUNLOCK,FCLOSE.
PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT,FWRITE,FREAO'

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

«ALLOW OTHER ACCE55»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«ALLOW OTHE~ ACCESS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYEE NAME»
«CHECK FOR F-RROR»

«EMPLOYEE RECORD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«LOCK FILE/SUSPEND»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE UPDATE»

«EMPLOYFF NUMBER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«SSTOIN»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«SSTOLIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«DISP-NO CHANGF»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«GET EMPLOYEE RECD»
«CHECK FOR FRROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=I00204
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0IOOI17

INI=FOPENC,I244).
IF < THEN FILERRORCIN,2)'

LGTH:=FREAOCDFILEl,BUFFER,12B)'
IF < THFN FILERRORCDFILE1,SI'
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE.

GO UPDATE'LOOP;

LJSTI=FOPEN(.'614.~1)'

IF < THEN FILERRORCLIST.3).

FCLOSECOFILE1.0,O);
IF < THEN FILERRORCDFILEl.111;

FWRITF.CLIST,BUFFER.-20,I320)'
IF <> THEN FILERRORCLIST,~).

FUNLOCKCDFILE1)'
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILE1,9);

DUMMYI=FREADCIN,AUFFERC30I,S).
IF < THEN FILERRORCIN,7)'
IF > THEN GO END'OF'fIlE.

FUPDATECOFILE1,AUFFER,12B);
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILEl.811

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFILENO,QUIT~O)'

VALUE QUITNO.
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNO'
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCFILENO)'
QUIT CQUITNO).

END.

END'OF'FILE:
FLJNLOCKCDFILEl);
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILEl,10);

UPDATE'LOOP:
F"LOCKCDFILE1.1).
IF < THEN FILFRRORCDFILEl,~)'

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY DATAl CO:7) I="DATAONE It.
ARRAY AUFFERC~1127)'

INTEGER DFILEl.LGTH.DUMMY,IN,LIST.

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
OOOOqOOO 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00000 1
00012000 00000 1
00013000 00000 1
00014000 00000 2
00015000 00002 2
00016000 00004 2
00017000 00000 1
00018000 00000 1
00019000 00000 1
00020000 00000 1
00021000 00011 1
00022000 00015 1
00023000 00015 1
00024000 00024 1
00025000 00030 1
00026000 00030 1
00027000 00040 1
00028000 00044 1
00029000 00044 1
00030noo 00044 1
00031000 00047 1
00032000 00053 1
00033000 00053 1
00034000 00061 1
00035000 00065 1
00036000 00070 1
00037000 00070 1
00038000 00075 1
00039000 00101 1
00040~00 00101 1
00041noo 00110 1
00042non 00114 1
00043000 00115 1
00044000 00115 1
00045000 00121 1
00046000 00125 1
00047000 00125 1
00048noo 00127 1
00049000 00133 1
00050noo 00133 1
00051000 00140 1
00052000 00140 1
00053000 00140 1
00054000 00142 1
00055000 00146 1
00056000 00146 1
00057000 00151 1
00058000 00155 1 END.

PRIMARY OR STORAGf.~007'

NO. FRROJ~S.OOO'

PROC~SSOR TIMF.=0:00103.

Figure 3-7. Opening an Old Disc File
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All other parameters are omitted in the FOPEN intrinsic call.

Once the file is opened, the file number (used by other file system intrinsics when referencing this
file) is returned to the variable DFILE1.

The condition code is checked with the statement

IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE1,1);

If the condition code is CCL, the error-check procedure FILERROR (see statements 10 through 16
in the program) is called and two parameters, DFILE1 and 1, are passed to it for FILENO and
QUITNO (see statement number 10). DFILE1 contains the file number (assigned to it when the
FOPEN intrinsic opened the file) to be passed by FILENO, and 1 represents an arbitrary
user-supplied number to be passed by QUITNO.

The FILERROR procedure passes the file number (through FILENO) to the PRINT'FILE'INFO
intrinsic. If the file was not opened successfully, FILENO = 0, where 0 specifies the status of the
file referenced in the last call to FOPEN. The PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic prints ~ FILE
INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard output device, enabling you to determine the error
number returned by FOPEN. See Section X for a discussion of the FILE INFORMATION
DISPLAY.

The QUIT intrinsic call (statement 15)

QUIT(QUITNO);

aborts the program's process. The value of QUITNO is 1 and this number is printed as part of the
resulting abort message, allowing you to determine, in the case of multiple QUIT intrinsic calls in a
program, which specific QUIT call was executed. The system Job Control Word. "JCW," is set to
FATAL1 in this example.

FOREIGN DISC FACILITY

The Foreign Disc Facility (FDF) allows you to use the file system to access and alter disc packs and
flexible diskettes· that do not have standard HP 3000 file system disc label formats. When mounted,
a disc volume with an unrecognizable disc label is assumed to be a foreign disc.

When using the FOPEN intrinsic to open a foreign disc file, the recsize is forced to 128 words (IBM
diskettes are forced to 64 words). The file syste~ will treat disc sectors as file records, thereby
allowing you to manipulate the foreign file as though it was an MPE created file.

In addition to FOPEN, several other intrinsics have been modified to accommodate foreign discs.
They are: FCLOSE, FREAD, FWRITE, FWRITEDIR, FREADDIR, FGETINFO, FFILEINFO, and
FCHECK.
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OPENING A FILE ON A DEVICE OTHER THAN DISC

Figure 3-8 contains an SPL program that opens a card reader file and a disc file, reads the contents
of a card deck and writes the records read from the card deck into the disc file and, finally, closes
the disc file as a permanent file.

NOTE

If a card deck is read in by the spooler before the program
which references the deck executes, the system finds an entry
for the card reader file in the device directory and allocation
is automatic. If the card deck is not read before the program
executes, however, the system will print a message on the
system console requesting the Console Operator to reply with
the logical device number of the device on which the file
resides.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FWRITE,FCLOSE,PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT'

« END OF DECLARATIONS »

«MAKE PERMANENT»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE COPYING»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«READ A CARD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«COpy CARD TO DISC»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«NEW DISC FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CHECK FOR EOF»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

SfCONOARY DB STORAGE=100213
NO. WARNINGS-OOO
ELAPSED TIME-0100144

GO COPY'LOOP,

OUT1=FOPENCOUTPUT,~4,'101,128)'

IF < THEN
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCOUT),
QUIT(2)'

END'

FWRITECOUT,BUFFER,LGTH,O),
IF <> THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFOCOUT) ,
QUIT(4)'

END'

END'OF'FILEI
FCLOSECOUT,~11,0)'

IF < THEN
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCOUT),
QUIT(5)'

END'

COPY'LOOPI
LGTH1=FREADClN,BUFFER,40) ,
IF < THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFOCIN)'
QUIT(3)'

END'
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE,

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY INPUTCOI6)1·"INFILE ",
BYTE ARRAY DEVCOI4)1-"CARD "'
BYTE ARRAY OUTPUTCOI7)1-"DATAO~E "'
ARRAY BUFFERCOI127)'
INTEGER IN,OUT,LGTH'

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00004 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00005 1
00012000 00005 1
00013000 00005 1
00014000 00012 1
00015000 00013 1
00016000 00013 2
00017000 00015 2
00018000 00017 2
00019000 00017 1
00020000 00017 1
00021000 00030 1
00022000 00031 1
00023000 00031 2
00024000 00033 2
00025000 00035 2
00026000 00035 1
00027000 00035 1
00028000 00035 1
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00044 1
00031000 00044 2
00032000 00046 2
00033000 00050 2
00034000 00050 1
00035000 00051 1
00036000 00051 1
00037000 00056 1
00038000 00057 1
00039000 00057 2
00040000 00061 2
00041000 00063 2
00042000 00063 1
00043000 00063 1
00044000 00066 1
00045000 00066 1
00046000 00066 1
00047000 00072 1
00048000 00073 1
00049000 00073 2
00050000 00075 2
00051000 00077 2
00052000 00077 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=~007'

NO. FR~ORS.OOO'

PROCFSSOR TIME=0100103'

Figure 3-8. Opening a File on a Device Other Than Disc
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The NOT READY message was printed because the read
hopper of the card reader was emptied by the spooler when
the INFILE deck was read.

In figure 3-8, the statement

IN:=FOPEN(INPUT,%5,,40,DEV);

calls the FOPEN intrinsic to open the card reader file. The parameters specified are

{ormaldesigna tor

{options

aoptions

recsize

INFILE, which is contained in the byte array INPUT.

%5, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

5

The above bit pattern specifies the following file options:

Domain: Old permanent file, system file domain. Bits (14:2) = 01.
ASCII/Binary: ASCII. Bit (13:1) = 1.

Omitted. All bits are set to zero, access defaults to READ only.

40 words.

Bits

Binary

Octal

device CARD. The byte array DEV, containing the string "CARD", is
specified for the device parameter.

All other parameters are omitted in the FOPEN intrinsic call.

Once the file is opened, the file number (used by other file system intrinsics when referencing this
file) is returned to the variable IN.

The next statement in the program

IF <THEN

checks the condition code. If the condition code is CCL, signifying that the FOPEN request was
denied, the next four statements, starting with the BEGIN statement, are executed.

The statement

PRINT'FILE'INFO(IN);

calls the PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic, which. prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the
standard list device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FOPEN. The
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parameter (IN) specifies the file number returned through the FOPEN intrinsic. If the file was not
opened successfully, IN = 0, where 0 specifies that the FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY will reflect
the status of the file referenced in the last call to FOPEN. See Section X for a discussion of the
FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY.

The QUIT intrinsic call

QUIT(l);

aborts the process. The parameter (1) is an arbitrary user-specified number. When a QUIT intrinsic
is executed, this number is printed as part of the resulting abort message, allowing you to
determine, in the case of multiple QUIT intrinsic calls in a program, which specific QUIT call was
executed.

ISSUING FREAD AND FWRITE INTRINSIC CALLS FOR $STDIN AND $STDLIST

If the standard input device ($STDIN) and standard list device ($STDLIST) are opened with the
FOPEN intrinsic, then FREAD and FWRITE intrinsic calls can be used with these devices. For
example, the FREAD intrinsic can be used to transfer information entered from a terminal to a
buffer in the stack; and the FWRITE intrinsic can be used to transfer information from a buffer in
the stack directly to the standard list device.

OPENING $STDIN. Figure 3-9 contains a program that opens $STDIN so that FREAD intrinsic
calls can be issued directly against the standard input device (a terminal in this case; the program
was run interactively).

The standard input device is opened with the FOPEN intrinsic call

IN:=FOPEN(,%244);

The parameters specified in the above intrinsic call are as follows:

formaldesignator

foptions

Omitted.
Default: A temporary, nameless file that can be read, but not saved, is
assigned.

%244, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

2 4 4

Bits

Binary

Octal

The above bit pattern specifies the following file options:

Domain: New file, no search of system or job temporary file directory
is necessary. Bits (14:2) = 00.
ASCII/Binary: ASCII. Bit (13:1) = 1.
Default Designator: $STDIN. Bits (10:3) = 100.
Record Format: Undefined length. Bits (8:2) = 10.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FUPDATE,FLOCK,FUNLOCK,FCLOSE,
PRINT·FILE·INFO,QUIT.FWRITE,FREAO'

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

«LOCK FILE/SUSPEND»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD DISC FILE»
«CHECK FOR FRROR»

«CONTINUE UPDATE»

«GF-T EMPLOYEE RECD»
«CHECK FOR FRROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«ALLOW OTHE~ ACCESS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYEE NAME»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«ALLOW OTHER ACCE55»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYFF NUMBER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYEE RECORD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«DISP-NO CHANGf»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

LGTHI=FREAOCOFILEl,BUFFER,128)'
IF < THEN FILERRORCDFILEl,S)1
IF > THEN GO ENO'OF'FILE.

DFILE1:=FOPEN(DATA1,~5.~345,128)'

IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE1,l)'

FWRITECLIST.BUFFER,-20"320) •
IF <> THEN FILERRORCLIST,6)'

GO UPDATE'LOOP.

DUMMYI=FREAOCIN,AUFFER(30).S).
IF < THEN FILERRORCIN,7)'
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE.

FUPDATECDFILEl.AUFFER,128) I
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILEl,8)'

FCLOSECOFILl1,O,O)'
IF < THEN FILERRORCO~ILEl.ll)1

SEtO~DARY DB STORAGE=~00204
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0IOOI17

FUNLOCKCDFILEl)1
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILE1,9)'

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFILENO,QUIT~O)I

VALUE QUITNO,
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNOI
BEGIN

PRINT·FILE·INFOCFILENO).
QUIT CQUITNO).

END.

UPDATE'LOOP:
FLOCK COF I LE I,}) •
IF < THEN FILFRRORCDFILE1,~)'

END'OF'FILE:
FUNLOCKCOFILE1).
IF <> THEN FILERRORCOFILEl,10)'

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY DATAl CO:7) ':"DATAONE' "I
ARRAY RUFFERCOI121).
INTEGER DFILE1,LGTH,DUMMY,IN,LIST.

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 001)05 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00000 1
00012000 00000 1
00013000 00000 1
00014000 00000 2

.. 000151)00 00002 2
000161)00 00004 2
000111)00 00000 1
00018000 00000 1
00019000 00000 1
000201)00 00000 1
00021000 00011 1
00022000 00015 1
00023000 00015 1
00024000 00024 1
00025000 00030 1
00026000 00030 1
00021000 00040 1
00028000 00044 1
00029000 00044 1
00030noo 00044 1
00031000 00041 1
00032000 00053 1
00033000 00053 1
00034000 00061 1
00035000 00065 1
00036000 00070 1
00031000 00070 1
00038000 00075 1
00039000 00101 1
00040noo 00101 1
00041noo 00110 1
00042000 00114 1
00043noo 00115 1
00044000 00115 1
00045000 00121 1
0004600n n0125 1
00047000 00125 1
00048000 00127 1
00049000 00133 1
00050000 00133 1
00051000 00140 1
00052000 00140 1
00053000 00140 1
00054000 00142 1
00055000 00146 1
0005600n 00146 1
00051000 00151 1
00058000 00155 1 END.

PRIMARY DR STORAGE-I001.
NO. FRRORS-OOO.
PROCF.SSOR TIMF=0:00103.

Figure 3-9. Opening $STDIN and $STDLIST
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aoptions Omitted. All bits are set to zero, access defaults to READ only.

All other parameters are omitted in the FOPEN intrinsic call.

Once the file is opened, the file number (used by other file system intrinsics when referencing this
file) is returned to the variable IN.

The next statement in the program

IF < THEN FILERROR(IN,2);

checks the condition code. If the condition code is CeL, signifying that the FOPEN request was
denied, the error-check procedure FILERROR is called.

The FILERROR procedure (see statements 10 through 16 in the program) calls the
PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic, which prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard list
device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FOPEN.

The QUIT intrinsic call (statement number 15) aborts the process.

OPENING $STDLIST. In figure 3-9, the statement

LIST:=FOPEN (,%614,%1);

opens the standard list device so that the FWRITE intrinsic can be used to transfer information
directly to the device.

The parameters specified in the above intrinsic call are

{ormaldesignator

{options

Omitted.
Default: A temporary, nameless file that can be written on, but not
saved, is assigned.

%614, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

6 1 4

Bits

Binary

Octal

The above bit pattern specifies the following file options:

Domain: New file, no search of system or job temporary file directory
is necessary. Bits (14:2) = 00.
ASCII/Binary: ASCII. Bit (13:1) = 1.
Default Designator: $STDLIST. Bits (10: 3) = 001.
Record Format: Undefined length. Bits (8:2) = 10.
Carriage Control: Carriage control character expected. Bit (7:1) = 1.
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aoptions %1, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1

The foregoing bit pattern specifies the following access options:

Access Type: Write access only. Bits (12:4) = 0001.

Bits

Binary

Octal

All other parameters are omitted in the FOPEN intrinsic call.

Once the file is opened, the file number (used by other file system intrinsics when referencing this
file) is returned to the variable LIST.

The next statement in the program

IF < THEN FILERROR(LIST,3);

checks the condition code. If the condition code is CCL, signifying that the FOPEN request was
denied, the error-check procedure FILERROR is called.

The FILERROR procedure (see statements 10 through 16 in the program) calls the
PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic, which prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard list
device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FOPEN.

The QUIT intrinsic call (statement number 15) aborts the process.

CLOSING FILES

To terminate access to a file, you use the FCLOSE intrinsic. The FCLOSE intrinsic applies to files
on all devices, and de-allocates the device on which the file resides. If a file was FOPENed
concurrently several times by the same user, the device is not de-allocated until the last "nested"
FCLOSE intrinsic is executed.

The FCLOSE intrinsic may be used to change the disposition of a file. For example, a file opened as
a new file can be closed and saved as an old file with permanent or temporary disposition.

When the FOPEN intrinsic opens a file specified as new in the {options parameter (bits 14 and
15 =00), no search of the job temporary or system file domains is conducted to ensure that a file of
the same name does not exist already. If such a file is closed and saved with the FCLOSE intrinsic,
however, a search is conducted. The job temporary file domain is searched if the file is to be saved
as a temporary job/session file and the system file domain is searched if the file is to be saved as a
permanent file. If a file of the same name is found in either directory, an error code is returned to
the calling process. Thus, it is possible to open a new file with the same file name as an existing file,
but an error will result if an FCLOSE intrinsic attempts to save such a file in the same domain with
a file of the same name.
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Similarly, when the FOPEN intrinsic opens a file specified as old temporary in the {options
parameter (bits 14 and 15 =10), only the job temporary file domain (not the system file domain) is
searched. If such a file is closed and saved as a permanent file with the FCLOSE intrinsic, the
system file domain is searched. If a file of the same name is found, an error code is returned to the
calling process.

If an FCLOSE intrinsic call is not issued in a program in which files have been opened, MPE closes
all files automatically when the program's process terminates. In this case, all opened files are closed
with the same disposition they had before being opened. New files are deleted, old files are saved
and assigned to the domain to which they belonged previously - either permanent or temporary.

CLOSING A NEW FILE AS A TEMPORARY FILE

Figure 3-10 contains an FCLOSE intrinsic call that closes a new file as a temporary job file.

The FCLOSE intrinsic call

FCLOSE(DFILE2,2,0);

closes the file specified by DFILE2. The parameters specified in the above intrinsic call are

{ilenum

disposition

Contained in the identifier DFILE2. The file number was assigned to
DFILE2 when FOPEN opened the file.

2, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

2

Bits

Binary

Octal

seccode

The above bit pattern specifies the following:

Domain Disposition: Temporary job file (rewound).
The file is retained in the user's temporary
(job/session) file domain and can thus be re
opened by any process within the job/session.
The uniqueness of the file name is checked; if
a file of this name already exists in the job
temporary file domain, an error code is
returned. If the file resides on magnetic tape,
the tape is rewound but not unloaded. Bits
(13:3) = 010.

Disc Space Disposition: Unused disc space not returned to the system.
Bit (12:1) = O.

0, unrestricted access.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN.FWRITELABEL.FGEfINFO,FREAD,FWRITEDIR,FCLOSE.
PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUITI

«DELETE OLD FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE OPERATION»

«LAST REDC NO»
«INVERT REC ORDER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«LOCATE EOF»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD FILE RECORD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«FILE 10»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«NEW FILE-OATATWO»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD FILE-DATAONE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

"I
"I
FILE"'

GO INVERT'LOOPI

FCLOSECDFILE1, •• 0) I
IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE1.8JI

SECONDARY DB STORAGE-'00221
NO. WARNINGS-OOO
ELAPSED TIME-0100159

FGETINFO(OFILE1 •••••••••• REC).
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE1.4JI

OFILE21-FOPEN(DATA2,14.14.12S ••• 1).
IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE2.21.

FWRITELABEL(DFILE2.LABL.9.0).
IF <> THEN FILERRORCOFILE2.3)I

RECI-REC-I0.
FWRITEDIR(OFILE2.BUFFER.128.REC),
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILE2.6).

DFILEII-FOPEN(DATA1.15,II00).
IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE1.1)I

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFILENO,QUITNO).
VALUE QUITNO.
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNOI
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCFILENO)I
QUITCQUITNO).

END'

INVERT'LOOPI
DUMMYI-FREADCOFILE1,BUFFER,128)I
IF < THEN FILERRORCDFILE1.511
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILEI

END'OF'FILEI

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY OATA1(017)1-"DATAONE
BYTE ARRAY DATA2(017)1-"DATATWO
ARRAY LABL(OIS)I-"EMPLOYEE DATA
ARRAY BUFFER(01127)I
INTEGER DFILE1,DFILE2.DUMMYI
DOUBLE RECI

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00011 1
00007000 00011 1
00008000 00011 1
00009000 00011 1
00010000 00011 1
00011000 00011 1
00012000 00011 1
00013000 00011 1
00014000 00000 1
00015000 00000 1
00016000 00000 1
00017000 00000 2
00018000 00002 2
00019000 00004 2
00020000 00000 1
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 0~010 1
00025000 00014 1
00026000 00014 1
00027000 00027 1
00028000 00033 1
00029000 00033 1
00030000 00041 1
00031000 00045 1
00032000 00045 1
00033000 00053 1
00034000 00051 1
00035000 00057 1
00036000 00057 1
00037000 00065 1
00038000 00011 1
00039000 00012 1
00040000 00012 1
00041000 00076 1
00042000 00103 1
00043000 00101 1
00044000 00101 1
00045000 00116 1
00046000 00116 1
00047000 00116 1
00048000 00122 1
00049000 00126 1
00050000 00126 1
00051000 00132 1
00052000 00136 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE-IOlI1
NO. fRRORS.OOOI
PROCF.SSOR TIME-OIOOIO.I

Figure 3-10. Closing a New File as a Temporary File
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A condition code of eCL is returned if the file is not closed successfully. The statement

IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE2,7);

checks the condition code and, if thE condition code is eeL, the error-check procedure FILERROR
(see statements 13 through 19 in the program) is called.

The FILERROR procedure calls the PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic, which prints a FILE
INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard list device, enabling you to determine the error number
returned to FCLOSE.

The QUIT intrinsic call

QUIT(QUITNO);

aborts the process.

NOTE

The QUIT intrinsic causes MPE to close all files with no
change. Thus, new files are deleted, old files are saved and
assigned to the same domain to which they belonged
previously.

CLOSING A NEW FILE AS A PERMANENT FILE

Figure 3-11 contains an FCLOSE intrinsic call that closes a new file as a permanent file.

The FCLOSE intrinsic call

FCLOSE(OUT,%ll,O);

closes the disc file specified by OUT. The parameters specified are

filenum

disposition

Contained in the identifier OUT. The file number was assigned to OUT
when the FOPEN intrinsic opened the file.

%11, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

1 1

Bits

Binary

Octal

The above bit pattern specifies the following:

Domain Disposition: Permanent file. The file is saved in the system
domain. If the file is a new or old temporary
file on disc, an entry is created for it in the
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FWRITE,FCLOSE,PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUITI

«CONTINUE COPYING»

«CARD READER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«READ A CARD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«COpy CARD TO DISC»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CHECK FOR EOF»

«NEW DISC FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

SECONDARY 08 STORAGE=100213
NO. WARNINGS-OOO
ELAPSED TIME-0100144

INI-FOPENeINPUT,15.,40,DEV)I
IF < THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFOeIN)I
QUIT e1) I

ENOl

OUTI=FOPENeOUTPUT,14,II01,128) ,
IF < THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFOeOUT),
QUIT(2)'

END'

FWRITECOUT,BUFFER,LGTH,O),
IF <> THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFOeOUT),
QUIT(4)'

ENOl

GO COPY'LOOP,

« END OF DECLARATIONS »

COPY'LOOPI
LGTHI=FREADeIN,BUFFER,40),
IF < THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFOCIN)'
QUIT(3)'

END'
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE'

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY INPUTCOI6H."INFILE .. ,
BYTE ARRAY DEVeOI4)la"CARD ",
BYTE ARRAY OUTPUTeOI1)1=IIDATAOPIIE ",
ARRAY BUFFEReOI127)'
INTEGER IN,OUT,LGTH'

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00004 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00005 1
00012000 00005 1
00013000 00005 1
00014000 00012 1
00015000 00013 1
00016000 00013 2
00017000 00015 2
00018000 00011 2
00019000 00011 1
00020000 00017 1
00021000 00030 1
00022000 00031 1
00023000 00031 2
00024000 00033 2
00025000 00035 2
00026000 00035 1
00027000 00035 1
00028000 00035 1
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00044 1
00031000 00044 2
00032000 00046 2
00033000 00050 2
00034000 00050 1
00035000 00051 1
00036000 00051 1
00037000 00056 1
00038000 00057 1
00039000 00057 2
00040000 00061 2
00041000 00063 2
00042000 00063 1
00043000 00063 1
00044000 00066 1
00045000 00066 1 END'OF'FILEI .

~~~I~~~~ ~~~II I
00052000 00011 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=10071
NO. F.R~ORS.OOOI

PROCESSOR TIME=01001031

Figure 3-11. Closing a New File as a Permanent File
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seccode

system file directory. (An error code is
returned if a file of the same name exists
already in the system directory.) If it is an
old permanent file on disc, this disposition
value has no effect. If the file is stored on
magnetic tape that tape is rewound and un
loaded. Bits (13:3) = 001.

Disc Space Disposition: Unused disc space returned to the system.
Bits (12:1) = 1.

0, unrestricted access.

A condition code of CCL is returned if the file is not closed successfully. The statement

IF < THEN

checks the condition code and, if it is CCL, the next four statements, starting with the BEGIN
statement, are executed.

The statement

PRINT'FILE'INFO(OUT);

calls the PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic, which prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the
standard list device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FCLOSE.

The QUIT intrinsic call

QUIT(5);

aborts the process.

RENAMING A FILE
You can change the name of an exclusively-opened disc file with the FRENAME intrinsic call. This
intrinsic effectively changes the actual designator (including lockword, if any) of the file. The file
must be either:

1. A new file, or

2. An existing file to which you have write access. If the file is a permanent file, you must
be the creator.

When the FCLOSE intrinsic is called in figure 3-12, a check is made to determine if a file of the
same name exists and, if one does exist, the FRENAME intrinsic is used to rename the file being
closed.

The statement

FCLOSE(DFILE2,1,0);

attempts to close the file specified by DFILE2 as a permanent file. The file specified by the file
number contained in DFILE2 is "DATATWO", which was opened as an old temporary file. If the
file is closed successfully, a CCE condition code is returned and program control is transferred to
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREADlABEL.FREADDIR.FWRITE.FCLOSE.FRENAME.
FREADSEEK,CAUSEBREAK,FCHECK.PRINT'FILE'INFO.QUITJ

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY DATA2COI7)1="DATATWO "'
BYTE ARRAY LISTFILECOI8)1="LISTFILE '"
BYTE ARRAY ALTNAMECO.7)1="ALTDATA '"
ARRAY BUFFERCOI127)'
ARRAY MESSAGEC0I18H-"DUPLICATE: FILE NAME - FIX DURING BREAK'"
INTEGER DFILE2.lIST.ERRORI
DOUBLE REClaODI

GO LISTtLOOPI

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

«ALTERNATE RECORDS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EVERY OTHER RECD»
«FILL SYSTEM BUFFER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD TEMP FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE LISTING»

«EVERY OTHER RECD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«FILE ID»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«OISPLAY 10»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«SSTDlIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

FWRITFCLIST.BUFFER.35.0)I
IF <> THEN FILERRORCLIST,7),

DFILE21=FOPEN(DATA2.~6.~4.128)'

IF < THEN FILERROR(OFILE2,I)I

FREADlA8EL(DFILE2,BUFFER,128.0)I
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILE2,3),
FWRITE(LIST,BUFFER,9.0)'
IF <> THEN FILERRORCLIST,4)I

RECI=REC·ZOI
FREADSEEK(DFILE?,REC)I
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2,~)I

LISTI=FOPEN(LISTFIlE.~14,'1)I

IF < THEN FILERRORCLIST.2) I

PROCEDURE FILERROR(FILENO.QUIT~O)'

VALUE QUITNO'
INTEGER FILENO.QUITNOI
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCQUITNO) I
QUIT(QUITNO)I

ENOl

LIST'LOOPI
FREADDIRCOFILE2,BUFFER.128,REC)I
IF < THEN FILERRORCDFILE2.S)I
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILEI

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00006 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00023 1
00009000 00023 1
00010000 00023 1
00011000 00023 1
00012000 00023 1
00013000 00023 1
00014~00 00023 1
00015000 00000 1
00016000 00000 1
00017000 00000 1
00018000 00000 2
00019000 00002 2
00020000 00004 2
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00000 1
00025000 00011 1
00026000 00015 1
00027000 00015 1
00028000 00025 1
00029000 00031 1
00030000 00031 1
00031000 00037 1
00032000 00043 1
00033000 00050 1
00034000 00054 1
00035000 00054 1
00036000 00054 1
00037000 00061 1
00038000 00065 1
00039000 00066 1
00040000 00066 1
00041000 00072 1
00042000 00075 1
00043000 00101 1
00044000 00101 1
00045000 00106 1
00046000 00112 1
00047000 00112 1
00048000 00117 1
00049000 00117 1 END-OF'fILE'
00050000 00117 1
00051000 00123 1
00052000 00124 1
00053000 00131 1
00054000 00134 1
00055000 00134 2
00056000 00137 2
00057000 00137 2
00058000 00143 2
00059000 00144 2
00060000 00146 2
00061000 00153 2
00062000 00154 2
00063000 00155 2 ENDI
00064000 00155 1 DONEIEND,

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=~0121 SECONDARY DB STORAGE.~00240

NO. FRRORS=OOOI NO. WARNINGS=OOO
PROCFSSOR TIME=0'00104, ELAPSED TIME-0100158

Figure 3-12. FRENAME Intrinsic Example
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statement label DONE, terminating program execution. If CCE is not returned, the FCHECK
intrinsic is called to determine the error number. The statement

IF ERROR=100 THEN

checks whether the error number is 100 (duplicate file name in the system file directory). Note that
even though the file DATATWO was opened successfully from the job temporary file directory, it is
possible that some other user already has a permanent file named DATATWO in the system file
directory, hence an error to this effect will be returned when the program attempts to close a job
temporary file as a permanent file.

The statement

FRENAME(DFILE2,ALTNAME);

attempts to rename the file to the actual designator (ALTDATA) contained in the byte array
ALTNAME. The second FCLOSE call then attempts to close the file under this new name.

If the second FCLOSE call fails, the PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic causes a FILE INFORMATION
DISPLAY to be printed on the standard list device. In addition, the statement

FWRITE(LIST,MESSAGE,19,0);

prints the message

DUPLICATE FILE NAME - FIX DURING BREAK

and the CAUSEBREAK intrinsic call causes a session break.

MPE prompts with a colon on the terminal and now you can enter MPE commands.

NOTE

The :RENAME command can be used to rename a file.
However, this command cannot be used to rename a file that
is currently open in a program. For example, if a file of the
alternate name (ALTDATA) also exists in the system file
directory, the :RENAME command must be used to rename
this file instead of the file opened by the program. Thus, a
:RENAME command of the form

:RENAME ALTDATA,ALTAAAA,TEMP

(attempting to rename the opened temporary file
ALTDATA) will result in the error message

EXCLUSIVE VIOLATION: FILE ACCESSED EXCLUSIVELY (FSERR 91)

The :RENAME command must be used to rename the old,
unopened file in the system directory, as follows:

:RENAME ALTDATA,ALTAAAA
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See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for a further discussion of the :RENAME command.

Once :RESUME is typed to resume program execution, the statement

GO CLOSE;

transfers program control back to the label CLOSE and the FCLOSE sequence is tried again.

WRITING A FILE SYSTEM ERROR-CHECK PROCEDURE
As you noticed in some of the examples, the statements

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFO(filenum) ;
QUIT(num);

END;

were repeated after each intrinsic call. Instead of repeating this code throughout a program with
multiple intrinsic calls, however, it is more efficient (because less code is generated) to write an
error-check procedure and merely call this procedure w:here necessary in, a program.

Figure 3-13 contains a program which includes an error-check procedure, and a single statement
calls this procedure if an error occurs. The program opens a card reader and a disc file, reads the
card file, writes these records into the disc file, then closes the disc file.

The error check procedure (statements 10 through 17 in figure 3-13) contains two parameters:
FILENO (integer) and QUITNO (integer by value). FILENO is an identifier through which is passed
the file number. This file number is used by PRINT'FILE'INFO to print a FILE INFORMATION
DISPLAY for that file.

The QUIT intrinsic aborts the program's process and prints the QUITNO as part of the abort
message, enabling you to determine the· point at which the process was aborted.

READING A FILE IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER
To read records, or portions of records, from a file in sequential order, you use the FREAD
intrinsic.

When the FREAD intrinsic executes, a logical record pointer advances to the next record. Then, the
next time the FREAD intrinsic is called, the next record is read. Even if a portion of a record is
read, a subsequent FREAD ignores the unread portion of the last record (because the logical record
pointer has advanced) and begins reading the next record.

NOTE

The logical record pointer is a number kept by MPE to
indicate the next sequential record to be accessed in a file.

If RIO access is used, FREAD will input the next active record, automatically ignoring de-activated
records. The fact that inactive records may have been ignored is transparent to the caller.

If a RIO file is accessed using the non-RIO method, FREAD wil input from the next block.

The program shown in figure 3-14 reads a card file. The FREAD statement

LGTH:=FREAD(IN,BUFFER,40);
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FWRITE,FCLOSE,PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUITI

« END OF DECLARATIONS »

«NEW DISC FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CARD READER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«MAKE PERMANENT»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE COPYING»

«READ A CARD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«COpy CARD TO DISC»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=I00213
NO. WARNINGS-OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0.00r31

IN.=FOPENCINPUT,I5,,40,DEV) I
IF < THEN FILERRORCIN,l)I

OUTr=FOPENCOUTPUT,I4,II01,128'I
IF < THEN FILERRORCOUT,2)'

GO COPY'LOOPI

FWRITECOUT.BUFFER,LGTH.O)I
IF <> THEN FILERRORCOUT,4) I

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY INPUTCO:6)'="INFILE "I
BYTE ARRAY DEVCO:4)'="CARD "I
BYTE ARRAY OUTPUTCO:7) r="DATAO"E "I
ARRAY BUFFERCorI27)I
INTEGER IN,OUT.LGTHI

COPY'LOOP:
LGTHr=FREAOCIN,BUFFER,40).
IF < THEN FILERRORCIN.3) I
IF > THEN GO ENO'OF'FILEI

END'OF'FILEr
FCLOSECOUT.ll1,O)I
IF < THEN FILERRORCOUT,5)'

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00004 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00005 1
00012000 00000 1
00013000 00000 1
00014000 00000 1
00015000 00000 2
00016000 00002 2
00011000 00004 2
00018000 00000 1
00019000 00000 1
00020000 00000 1
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00012 1
00023000 00016 1
00024000 00016 1
00025000 00027 1
00026000 00033 1
00021000 00033 1
00028000 00033 1
00029000 00041 1
00030000 00045 1
00031000 00046 1
00032000 00046 1
00033000 00053 1
00034000 00057 1
00035000 00057 1
00036000 00062 1
00037000 00062 1
00038000 00062 1
00039000 00066 1
00040000 00072 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE='0071
NO. ERRORS=OOOI
PROCFSSOR TIME=Oroor031

Figure 3-13. Error-Check Procedure Example
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAO,FWRITE,FCLOSE,PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT'

COPY'LOOPI

« END OF DECLARATIONS »

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«CONTINUE COPYING»

«MAKE PERMANENT»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«CARD READER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«PRINT ERROR»
«ABORT»

«NEW DISC FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

SECONDARY 08 STORAGE.'00213
NO. WARNINGS-OOO
ELAPSED TIME-0100144

OUTI.FOPENCOUTPUT,I4,~101,128)1

IF < THEN
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCOUT)I
QUIT(2)I

ENOl

INI-FOPENCINPUT,'5,,40,DEV),
IF < THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFOCIN)I
QUIT CUI

ENOl,

GO COPY'LOOPI

END'OF'FILEI
FCLOSE(OUT.ll1,0)'
IF < THEN

BEGIN
PRINT'FILE'INFOCOUT)I
QUIT(5)'

ENOl

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY INPUT(016)1-"INFILE "'
BYTE ARRAY DEV(014)llII ft CARD "'
BYTE ARRAY OUTPUTCOI7)1="DATAO~E "'
ARRAY BUFFER(01127)1
INTEGER IN,OUT,LGTH'

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00004 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00005 1
00012000 00005 1
00013000 00005 1
00014000 00012 1
00015000 00013 1
00016000 00013 2
00017000 00015 2
00018000 00017 2
00019000 00017 1
00020000 00017 1
00021000 00030 1
00022000 00031 1
00023000 00031 2
00024000 00033 2
00025000 00035 2
00026000 00035 1
00027000 00035 1
00028000 00035 1
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00044 1
00031000 00044 2
00032000 00046 2
00033000 00050 2
00034000 00050 1
00035000 00051 1
00036000 00051 1
00037000 00056 1
00038000 00057 1
00039000 00057 2
00040000 00061 2
00041000 00063 2
00042000 00063 1
00043000 00063 1
00044000 00066 1
00045000 00066 1
00046000 00066 1
00047000 00072 1
00048000 00073 1
00049000 00073 2
00050000 00075 2
00051000 00077 2
00052000 00077 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE='007'
NO. FRRORS=OOO'
PROCESSOR TIME.0100I031

Figure 3-14. FREAD and FWRITE Intrinsics Example
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reads a record from the card reader file designated by the variable IN (the file number was assigned
to IN when the FOPEN intrinsic opened the file) and transfers this record to the array BUFFER in
the stack. The statement reads up to 40 words from the record, then returns a positive value to
LOTH which indicates the actual length of the information transferred.

If an error occurs during execution of the FREAD intrinsic, a condition code of CCL is returned.
The statement

IF <THEN

checks the condition code and, if the condition code is CCL, the next four statements are executed.
The PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic call causes a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY to be printed on
the output device so that you can determine the error number returned by FREAD, and the QUIT
intrinsic aborts the process.

When the end-of-file is encountered on the card file, a condition code of CCO is returned. The
statement

IF> THEN 00 END'OF'FILE;

checks for this condition code and, when it occurs, transfers program control to the label
END'OF'FILE. If the end-of-file condition is not encountered, the FWRITE statement is executed
and the ~"

GO COPY'LOOP;

statement transfers program control back to the beginning of the copy loop. The FREAD intrinsic
is called again and the next record is read.

The FREAD intrinsic operates in the usual manner to read foreign discs. However, IBM diskettes
number sectors starting with one rather than zero, and the diskette driver adds one to all sector
addresses for IBM diskettes. Therefore, you specify record number zero to read sector number one
on an IBM diskette.

WRITING RECORDS INTO A FILE IN A SEQUENTIAL ORDER

To write records, or portions of records, from your buffer to a file in sequential order, you use the
FWRITE intrinsic.

When the FWRITE intrinsic executes, the logical record pointer advances to the next record. Then,
the next time· the FWRITE intrinsic is called, information is written into the next record position.
When information is written to a file composed of fixed-length records (and buffering is not
specified in the FOPEN call), the file system pads all short records with binary zeros for a binary
file, or ASCII blanks for an ASCII file to bring the records up to the fixed length required. If nobuff
was specified in FOPEN, automatic buffering is not provided by MPE.

The FWRITE statement in figure 3-14.

FWRITE(OUT,BUFFER,LOTH,O);

writes a record from the array BUFFER into the disc file designated by the variable OUT. (The file
number was assigned to OUT when FOPEN opened the file.) The length of the record is specified
by LOTH. (LOTH was assigned its value when FREAD read the record and transferred it to
BUFFER, so in this case the same number of words being read from the card reader are being
written to the disc.)
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The control parameter is specified as 0 to indicate that no carriage control code is included in the
record. (Carriage control, of course, is not necessary for a disc file but the parameter is· included
because all FWRITE parameters are required.)

A condition code of CCE signifies that the FWRITE request was granted. The statement

IF <>THEN

checks for a "not equal" condition code and, if CCG or CCL is returned, the next four statements
are executed. The PRINT'FILE'INFO intrinsic causes a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY to be
printed on the output device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FWRITE.
The QUIT intrinsic aborts the process.

If CCE is returned, the next four statements are not executed, the GO COPY'LOOP statement is
executed, and the FREAD and FWRITE intrinsic calls are repeated until FREAD detects the end of
the card file.

If CCE is returned, the next four statements are not executed, the GO COPY'LOOP statement is
executed, and the FREAD and FWRITE intrinsic calls are repeated until FREAD detects the end of
the card file.

The FWRITE intrinsic operates in the usual manner to write to foreign discs. However, IBM
diskettes number sectors starting with one rather than zero, and the diskette driver adds one to all
sector addresses for IBM diskettes. Therefore, you specify record number zero to write to sector
number one on an IBM diskette.

READING A FILE IN DIRECT-ACCESS MODE

As you recall from the discussion of the FREAD intrinsic, a record read with that intrinsic is
determined by the position of the logical record pointer. Each successive FREAD then reads the
next record in sequence because the logical record pointer advances one record each time FREAD is
executed. It is possible, however, to access specific records in a disc file with the FREADDIR
intrinsic. The record number to be read is specified as one of the parameters in the FREADDIR
intrinsic call. Note that the FREADDIR intrinsic call may be issued only for a disc file composed of
fixed-length or undefined-length records.

The FREADDIR intrinsic operates in the usual manner to read foreign discs. However, IBM
diskettes number sectors starting with one rather than zero, and the diskette driver adds one to all
sector addresses for IBM diskettes. Therefore, you specify record number zero to read sector
number one on an IBM diskette.
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Figure 3-15 contains a program that reads every other record in a disc file using the FREADDIR
intrinsic. The FREADDIR intrinsic call

FREADDIR(DFILE2,BUFFER,128,REC);

reads a record from the file designated by'DFILE2 (the file number was assigned to DFILE2 when
the FOPEN intrinsic opened the ~ile) and transfers this record to the array BUFFER in the stack.
Up to 128 words are read fronl the record. The parameter REC specifies which record is read. The
double integer value OD (double integers are indicated by the suffix D in SPL) was assigned to REC
(see statement number 9 in the program), and so the first time the LIST'LOOP is executed, the first
record in the file (logical record number 0) is read. REC is incremented by 2D each time the loop is
executed, therefore, physical record number 3 (logical record number 2) is read the second time the
loop is executed, then 5, 7, etc. The logical record pointer is advanced by one each time the
FREADDIR intrinsic is executed. Since the record number to be read is specified by REC, however,
the FREADDIR intrinsic does not necessarily read records in sequential order, as does the FREAD
intrinsic.

If the information is not read successfully by a FREADDIR intrinsic call, a CCL condition code is
returned. The statement

IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE2,3);
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAOLABEL,FREADOIR,FWRITE,FCLOSE,FRENAME,
FREADSEEK,CAUSERREAK,FCHECK,PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUITI

REC:=REC+2DI «EVERY OTHER RECD»
~m::):\::\\:::::::)::::))tJ~tAb.SttiJj:::fQ£:i:bE:iO::R:tltlj::H:::::l::::Hm:H::::::@@:::?:i~ft:it;ij$~~Tf,M~(dt:P'RJ>
::::::::::::::;::::::::t;::::::;::::::::Ut::::::::~:::::::::tH.ij:N::::::F:Uti:ti:i6ij::O)Ei:Uiti~:ij::n;:::::~:<CHEditFOr;lE#'djR:~>:

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY OATA2C0I7)I="DATATWO "I
BYTE ARRAY LISTFILECOI8):="LISTFILE It,
BYTE ARRAY ALTNAMECOI7)I=IlALTDATA '"
ARRAY BUFFERCO:127)1
ARRAY MESSAGEI0I18):="DUPLICATE FILE NAME - FIX DURING BREAK"I
INTEGER DFILE2,LIST,ERRORI
DOUBLE REC:=OOI

«ALTERNATE RECORDS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CHANGE FILE NAME»

«MAKE PERMANENT»
«LISTING nONE»
«FCLOSE ERROR»
«DUPLICATE FILE NAME»

«OLD TEMP FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE LISTING»

«FILE 10»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«OISPLAY YO»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«$STOLYST»
«CHECK FOR fRROR»

«TRY AGAIN»
«GOOD FCLOSE»
«PRINT ERROR»
«SEEK HELP»
«SESSION BREAK»
«LOOP BACK»

FWRITFILIST,BUFFER,35,0)1
IF <> THEN FILERRORCLIST,7)1

GO LIST'LOOPI

LISTI=FOPENCLISTFILE,~14,~1)1
IF < THEN FILERRORCLIST,2)1

DFILE21=FOPENCDATA2,~6,~4,128)1

IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2,1)1

FREAOLARELCDFILf2,BUFFER,128,0)I
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILE?,3)'
FWRITfCLIST,BUFFER,9,O)1
IF <> THEN FILERRORCLIST,4)1

«END OF OECLARATlONS»

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFILENO,QUIT~O)I

VALUE QUITNOI
INTEGER FILENO.QUITNOI
BEGIN

PRINT'FILEtINFOCQUITNO)1
QUIT IQUITNO) I

ENOl

END'OFtFILE:
FCLOSECOFILE2,1,0)1
IF = THEN GO DONEI
FCHECKCDFILE2,ERROR)I
IF ERROR=lOO THEN

BEGIN
FRENAMECDFILE2,ALTNAME) I

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00006 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00023 1
00009000 00023 1
00010000 00023 1
00011000 00023 1
00012000 00023 1
00013000 00023 1
00014~00 00023 1
00015000 00000 1
00016000 00000 1
00017000 00000 1
00018000 00000 2
00019000 00002 2
00020000 00004 2
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00000 1
00025000 00011 1
00026000 00015 1
00027000 00015 1
00028~00 00025 1
00029000 00031 1
00030000 00031 1
00031000 00037 1
00032000 00043 1
00033000 00050 1
00034000 00054 1
00035000 00054 1
00036000 00054 1
00037000 00061 1
00038000 00065 1
00039000 00066 1
00040000 00066 1
00041000 00072 1
00042000 00075 1
00043000 00101 1
00044000 00101 1
00045000 00106 1
00046000 00112 1
00047000 00112 1
00048000 00117 1
00049000 00117 1
00050noo 00117 1
00051000 00123 1
00052000 00124 1
00053000 00131 1
00054000 00134 1
00055000 00134 2
00056000 00137 2 CLOSE:
00057000 00137 2 FCLOSECDFILE2,1,0)1
00058000 00143 2 IF - THEN GO DONEI
00059000 00144 2 PRINT'FILEtINFOCDFILE2)1
00060000 00146 2 FWRITECLIST,MESSAGE.19,O)1
00061000 00153 2 CAUSEBREAKI
00062000 00154 2 GO CLOSEI
00063000 00155 2 ENOl
00064000 00155 1 DONE lEND.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=~0121 SECONDARY DB STORAGE-~00240

NO. ~RRORS.OOOI NO, WARNINGS=OOO
PROCFSSOR TIME-01001041 ELAPSED TIME=0100158

Figure 3-15. FREADDIR and FREADSEEK Intrinsics Example
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checks the condition code and, if it is CCL, calls the error-check procedure FILERROR. The
FILERROR procedure prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard list device,
enabling you to determine the error number returned by FREADDIR, then aborts the program's
process.

A condition code of CCG signifies an end-of-file condition and the statement

IF >THEN GO END'OF'FILE;

transfers program control to the label END'OF'FILE when the end-of-file condition is encountered.

OPTIMIZING DIRECT-ACCESS FILE READING

If you know in advance that a certain record is to be read from a file with the FREADDIR intrinsic,
you can speed up the I/O process by issuing a FREADSEEK intrinsic call.

The FREADSEEK intrinsic moves the record from the file to a system buffer. Then, when the
FREADDIR intrinsic call is issued, the record is transferred from this system buffer to the buffer in
the stack specified by FREADDIR. The I/O process is enhanced when FREADSEEK is used,
because the system buffer already contains the record to be read before the FREADDIR call is
issued.

The LIST'LOOP in figure 3-15 performs the following functions:

1. Issues a FREADDIR intrinsic call to transfer a record (specified by REC) from a file
(specified by DFILE2) to an array (BUFFER) in the stack.

2. Increments REC by 2D.

3. Issues a FREADSEEK intrinsic call to read the record specified by the new value of REC
and to transfer this record to a system buffer.

4. Lists the record in the stack array (BUFFER) on the standard list device.

5. Repeats the loop.

The next time LIST'LOOP is executed, the FREADDIR intrinsic reads the record from the file
system buffer to the stack array (BUFFER), eliminating the need for file access and thus reducing
the execution time of the loop.

WRITING RECORDS INTO A FILE IN DIRECT-ACCESS MODE

To write information into a specific record in a disc file, you use the FWRITEDIR intrinsic.

Unlike the FWRITE intrinsic, which writes records into a file depending on the position of the
logical record pointer, the FWRITEDIR intrinsic can write into any record of a file by specifying
the logical record nq.mber as a parameter.

The FWRITEDIR intrinsic call may be issued only for disc files. of fIXed-length or undefined-length
records.

The FWRITEDIR intrinsic operates in the usual manner to write to foreign discs. However, IBM
diskettes number sectors starting with one rather than zero, and the driver adds one to all sector
addresses for the IBM diskettes. Therefore, you specify record number zero to write to sector
number one on an IBM diskette.
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Figure 3-16 contains a program that reads records from one file and writes these records, in inverse
order, into a second file using the FWRITEDIR intrinsic.

The FGETINFO intrinsic (see page 3-63) is used to locate the end-of-file in the file to be read. This
information is returned to the variable REC.

The FREAD statement

DUMMY:=FREAD(DFILE1,BUFFER,128);

reads up to 128 words from the first record of the file DATAONE (specified by the file number
assigned to DFILE1 by the FOPEN intrinsic when the file was opened) and transfers this
information to the array BUFFER.

The statement

REC:=REC-1D;

decrements REC by the double integer value 1D to arrive at the logical record number of the last
record in the file. (REC contains a current value of last physical record (last logical record + lD) as
a result of the FGETINFO intrinsic call.)

The FWRITEDIR statement

FWRITEDIR(DFILE2,BUFFER,128,REC);

writes the record contained in the array BUFFER to the file specified by DFILE2. The parameters
specified in the FWRITEDIR intrinsic call are

filenum

target

tcount

recnum

Contained in DFILE2, which was assigned the file number of the file
DATATWO when the FOPEN intrinsic opened the file.

BUFFER, the array that contains the record to be written.

128 words

REC, which contains the logical record number of the last record in the
file.

If the FWRITEDIR request is successful, a CCE conqition code is returned. The statement

IF <> THEN FILERROR(DFILE2,6);

checks for a "not equal" condition code and, if such a condition code is returned, the error-check
procedure FILERROR is called.

The FILERROR procedure prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard list device,
enabling you to determine the error number returned by FWRITEDIR, then aborts the program's
process.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN.FWRITELABEL.FGEfINFO.FREAO.FWRITEDIR.FCLOSE.
PRINT·FILE·INFO.QUITI

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

«CONTINUE OPERATION»

«LOCATE EOF»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«DELETE OLD FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD FILE-DATAONE»
«CHE~K FOR ERROR»

«NEW FILE-DATATWO»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«FILE 10»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD FILE RECORD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«SAVE NEW AS TEMP»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

SECONDARY 08 STORAGE.~00221

NO. WARNINGS-OOO
ELAPSED TIME-0&00.59

OFILEII-FOPENCDATA1,15.~100)1

IF < THEN F~LERRORCOFILE1.l)'

GO INVERT'LOOP,

FGETINFOCDFILE1, ••••• , •• ,REC).
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE1,411

FCLOSECDFILE1.4,0)I
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE1.81.

DFILE2'-FOPEN(DATA2.14.~4,128 ••• 1)'
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2.2J'

FWRITELABELCOFILE2.LABL.9.0),
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILE2.3),

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFILENO.QUIT~O)'

VALUE QUITNO'
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNOI
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCFILENO),
QUITCQUITNO)'

END'

INVERT'LOOPI
DUMMYI=FREADCDFILE1.BUFFER.128)I
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE1.51I
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE,

END'OF'FILE'
FCLOSECDFILE2.2,0)I
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2.7) ,

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY DATAl COI1) I."OATAONE' "I
BYTE ARRAY DATA2COI1)1."OATATWO "I
ARRAY LABLCOI8)1."EMPLOYEE DATA FILE"I
ARRAY 8UFFERCOI121)1
INTEGER DFILE1.DFILE2.DUMMYI
DOUBLE RECI

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00~05 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00011 1
00007000 00011 1
00008000 00011 1
00009000 00011 1
00010000 00011 1
00011000 00011 1
00012000 00011 1
00013000 00011 1
00014000 00000 1
00015000 oonoO 1
00016000 00000 1
00017000 00000 2
00018000 00002 2
00019000 00004 2
00020000 00000 1
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00010 1
00025000 00014 1
00026000 00014 1
00027000 00027 1
00028000 00033 1
00029000 00033 1
00030noo 00041 1
00031000 00045 1
00032000 00045 1
00033000 00053 1
00034000 00057 1
00035000 00057 1
00036000 00057 1
00037000 00065 1
00038000 00071 1
00039000 00072 1
00040000 00072 1
00041000 00016 1
00042000 00103 1
00043000 00107 1
00044000 00101 1
00045000 00116 1
00046000 00116 1
00047000 00116 1
00048000 00122 1
00049000 00126 1
00050000 00126 1
00051000 00132 1
00052000 00136 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE.~011'

NO. [RRORS-OOO'
PROCF.SSOR TIME=01001041

Figure 3-16. FWRITEDIR Intrinsic Example
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If a condition code of CCE is returned, the

IF <> THEN FILERROR(DFILE2,6);

statement is not executed and the

GO INVERT'LOOP;

statement transfers program control to the statement label INVERT'LOOP, causing the invert loop
to be repeated.

The second time the loop is executed, the FREAD intrinsic reads the second record from
DATAONE and the FWRITE intrinsic writes this record into the next-to-Iast record in DATATWO
(REC has been decremented again by 1D). The loop repeats until the last record is read from
DATAONE.

LOCKING AND UNLOCKING FILES

Occasionally, for example, when a file is opened so that records can be changed, it is advantageous
to dynamically lock the file to ensure that another user does not attempt to change the same record
at the same time. This is accomplished with the FLOCK intrinsic; a locked file is unlocked with the
FUNLOCK intrinsic.

When an FOPEN intrinsic specifying the dynamic locking aoption is issued .against a disc file, a
Resource Identification Number (RIN) is established for that file. A user's process then can call
intrinsics that dynamically lock and unlock the file by alternately acquiring and releasing exclusive
use of this RIN. When a file resides on a unit-record device, locking the file (RIN) is equivalent to
locking the device itself.

Because the RIN's used in dynamic file locking are global RIN's, the user employing the file-locking
intrinsics must follow the rules governing global RIN's (see Section VI). Specific capability-class rules
governing file locking are:

1. Standard Capabilities. A user's running process (program) can lock only one file at a time.

2. Process-Handling Optional Capability. Within the job process structure, only one file can
be locked at anyone time.

3. Multiple RIN Optional Capability. No restrictions are imposed.

If several processes of the same job are allowed access to a file in an exclusive mode, local (as
opposed to global) RIN's are available without limitation.

Figure 3-17 contains a program that updates the file DATAONE. The FLOCK intrinsic call

FLOCK(DFILE1,1);

locks the file. The parameters specified in the intrinsic call are

filenum Contained in DFILE1, which was assigned the file number of
DATAONE when the FOPEN intrinsic opened the file.
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INTRINSIC' FOPEN,FREAD,FUPDATE,FLOCK,FUNLOCK,FCLOSE,
PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT.FWRITE,FREADJ

END'OF'FILE:

UPDATE'LOOP:

«'STDIN»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE UPDATE»

«OLD DISC FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYEE NUMBER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYEE NAME»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«GET EMPLOYEE RECD»
«CHECK FOR FRROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«$STDLIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYEE RECORD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«DISP-NO CHANGE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=~00204

NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0:OO:17

INI=FOPENC.~244)'

IF < THEN FILERRORIIN,2)J

LGTH:=FREADCDFILE1.8UFFER.128)J
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE1,S)'
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILEJ

LISTr=FOPENC.%614,'1)J
IF < THEN FILERRORCLIST,3)J

DFILEl:=FOPENIDATA1,~5,~345,12A)J

IF < THEN FILERRORCDFILE1.1)J

FWRITECLIST,BUFFER,-20,~320)J

IF <> THEN fILERRORCLIST,6)J

DUMMYr=FREAOCIN.BUFFER(30),S).
IF < THEN FILERRORCIN,7)'
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILEJ

GO UPDATE'LOOPJ

FUPDATECOFILE1,AUFFER,128)'
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILEl,8)'

FCLOSECOFILl1,O,O)J
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE1,11)'

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFILENO,QUIT~O)'

VALUE QUITNO.
INTEGER FJLENO,QUITNO'
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCFILENO)'
QUITCQUITNO).

END.

SCONTROL ySLINIT
BEGIN .

BYTE ARRAY DATAl CO:7) :="DATAONE, "I
ARRAY RUFFERCO:127)J
INTEGER DFILEl,LGTH,DUMMY,IN,LISTJ

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004~00 00005 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00000 1
00012000 00000 1
00013000 00000 1
00014000 00000 2
00015000 00002 2
00016000 00004 2
00017000 00000 1
00018000 00000 1
00019000 00000 1
00020000 00000 1
00021000 00011 1
00022000 00015 1
00023000 00015 1
00024000 00024 1
00025000 00030 1
00026000 00030 1
00027000 00040 1
00028000 00044 1
00029000 00044 1
00030noo 00044 1
00031000 00047 1
00032000 00053 1
~0033000 00053 1
00034000 00061 1
00035000 .00065 1
00036000 00070 1
00037000 00070 1
00038000 00075 1
00039000 00101 1
00040000 00101 1
00041noO 00110 1
00042000 00114 1
00043000 00115 1
00044000 00115 1
00045000 00121 1
00046000 00125 1
00047000 00125 1
00048000 00127 1
00049000 00133 1
00050noo 00133 1
00051000 00140 1
00052000 00140 1
00053000 00140 1
00054000 00142 1
00055000 00146 1
00056000 00146 1
00057000 00151 1
00058000 00155 1 END.

PRIMARY DR STORAGf.~007J

NO. FRRORSIIOOO.
PROC~SSOR TIME=0:00:03J

Figure 3-17. FLOCK and FUNLOCK Intrinsics Example
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lockcond 1, which specifies that the file is to be locked unconditionally. This
means that if the file cannot be locked immediately, the calling process
is suspended until the file can be locked.

A condition code of CCL is returned if the FLOCK request was not granted. The statement

IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE1,4);

checks for a condition code of CCL and, if it is returned, the error-check procedure FILERROR is
called. The FILERROR procedure prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard
output device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FLOCK, then aborts the
program's process.

The statements below perform the following:

LGTHa=FREAD(DFILE1.BUFFER,12B).
IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE1,SI.
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE'

FWRITE(LIST,BUFFER.-20~~320)'

IF <> THEN fILERROR(LIST.~)'

DUMMYa z FREAO(IN,AUFFER(30) ,5)'
IF < THEN FILERROR(IN,71.
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE.

FUPDATE(OFILE1.RUFFER.128) ;
IF <> THEN FILERROR(DFILE1,8)'

«GET EMPLOYEE RECD»
«CHECK FOR FRROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«EMPLOYEE NAME»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYFE NUMBER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYEE RECORD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

1. Read a record from the file DATAONE.

2. Print 20 bytes of this record (employee name) on the standard list device (a terminal in
this case; the program was run interactively).

3. Read an employee number from the terminal into the array BUFFER starting at word 30.

4. Update the record by writing the information contained in BUFFER, including the
employee number, into file DATAONE.

The statement

FUNLOCK(DFILE1);

unlocks the file DATAONE (the file number of which is specified by DFILE1), thus allowing other
users to access the file. Note that this statement follows each update in UPDATE'LOOP and is
repeated in END'OF'FILE to insure that the file is unlocked in case an end-of-file condition causes
a branch out of UPDATE'LOOP before the file is unlocked.

UPDATING A FILE

To update a logical record of a disc file, you use the FUPDATE intrinsic.
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The FUPDATE intrinsic affects the last logical record (or block for NOBUF files) accessed by any
intrinsic call for the file named, and writes information from a buffer in the stack into this record.
Note that the record number need not be supplied in the FUPDATE intrinsic call; FUPDATE
automatically updates the last record referenced in any intrinsic call.

The file containing the record to be updated must have been opened with the update aoption
specified in the FOPEN call and must not contain variable-length records.

FUPDATE operates in the usual manner to update a foreign disc file.

Figure 3-18 contains a program that opens an old disc file and updates records in the file. The
update information (employee number) is entered from a terminal (the program was run
interactively) into a buffer in the stack, then the contents of the buffer are used to update the
record.

The statement

LGTH:=FREAD(DFILE1,BUFFER,128);

reads an employee record from the file specified by DFILE1 into the array BUFFER in the stack.

The statement

FWRITE(LIST,BUFFER,-20,%320);

then displays this record on the terminal ($STDLIST has been opened with the FOPEN intrinsic
and the resulting file number was assigned to LIST).

The statement

DUMMY:=FREAD(IN,BUFFER(30),5);

reads an employee number, entered on the terminal ($STDIN has been opened with the FOPEN
intrinsic and the resulting file number was assigned to IN), into the array BUFFER starting at word 30.

The statement

FUPDATE(DFILE1,BUFFER,128);

then calls the FUPDATE intrinsic to update the last record accessed in the file specified by
DFILEl. The contents of BUFFER (including the employee number entered from the terminal) are
written into this record. Up to 128 words are written.

If the FUPDATE request was granted, a CCE condition code results. The statement

IF < > THEN FILERROR(DFILE1,9);

checks for a "not equal" condition coc)e and, if such is the case, calls the error-check procedure
FILERROR. The procedure FILERROR prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the terminal,
enabling you to determine the error number returned by FUPDATE, then aborts the program's
calling process.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,fREAD,FUPDATE.FLOCK.FUNLOCK,FCLOSE,
PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT,FWRITE,fREAOI

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

«LOCK FILE/SUSPEND»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«ALLOW OTHER ACCE~5»

«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«!iSTOIN»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD DISC FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CONTINUE UPDATE»

«SSTDLIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«DISP-NO CHANGE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«ALLOW OTHE~ ACCESS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYFF NlIMBER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EMPLOYEE NAME»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«GET EMPLOYEE RECD»
«CHECK FOR FRROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

OFILE1:=FOPENCDATAl,'S.%345,12A).
IF < THEN FILERRORCDflLEl.l).

IN:=FOPENC,%244).
IF < THEN FILERRORIIN,2)'

OUMMYI=FREAD(IN,AUFFERC30) ,51'
IF < THEN fILERRORIIN,7).
IF > THEN GO ENO'OF'FIlE.

LJSTI=FOPEN(,%614,~1)'

IF < THEN fILERRORCLIST.3).

LGTH:=FREAOCDFILEl,BUfFER,128)'
IF < THFN FILERRORCOFILE1.511
IF > THEN GO END'OFffILE.

GO UPDATE'LOOPI

FUNLOCKCDFILEl)'
IF <> THEN FILERROR(DFILE1.91.

fCLOSE(OFILll,O,O)'
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILEl,lll'

SECONDARY DB STORAGE='00204
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0IOOI17

fWRITFCLIST,8UFFER,-20.~320)J

IF <> THEN FILERRORCLIST,6)'

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFILENO.QUIT~O)I

VALUE QUITNO.
INTEGER FILENO.QUITNO.
BEGIN

PRINT·FILE·INFOCFILENO).
QUIT CQUITNO).

END.

UPDATE' LOOP:
FLOCKIOFILEl,l)'
If < THEN FILFRRORCOFILE1,41'

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY DATAl (0:7) ,=t1DATAONE "I
ARRAY RUFFERCOI127).
INTEGER DfILEl,LGTH,DUMMY,IN.LIST'

END'OF'FILE:
fUNLOCK(DFILEl).
IF <> THEN FILERRORCDFILE1.10).

00001000 00000 D
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00000 1
00012000 00000 1
00013000 00000 1
00014000 00000 2
00015000 00002 2
00016000 00004 2
00017000 00000 1
00018000 00000 1
00019000 00000 1
00020000 00000 1
00021000 00011 1
00022000 00015 1
00023000 00015 1
00024000 00024 1
00025000 00030 1
00026000 00030 1
00027000 00040 1
00028000 00044 1
00029000 00044 1
00030noo 00044 1
00031000 00047 1
00032000 00053 1
00033000 00053 1
00034000 00061 1
00035000 00065 1
00036000 00070 1
00037000 00070 1
00038000 00075 1
00039000 00101 1
00040"00 00101 1
00041noO 00110 1
0004200n 00114 1
00043000 00115 1
00044000 00115 1
00045000 00121 1
00046000 00125 1
00041000 00125 1
00048000 00127 1
00049000 00133 1
00050000 00133 1
00051000 00140 1
00052000 00140 1
00053000 00140 1
00054000 00142 1
00055000 00146 1
00056000 00146 1
00057000 00151 1
00058000 00155 1 END.

PRIMARY DR STORAGf=~007'

NO. FRRORS:rOOO'
PROCF.SSOR TIMF=0:00103.

Figure 3-18. FUPDATE Intrinsic Example
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USING THE IOWAIT INTRINSIC

Figure 3-19 shows a program that opens several terminals for input.

The statement

OUT:=FOPEN(OUTPUT,4,1"DEV);

opens the line printer for output and the WHILE statement begins a loop to open the terminals.

In order to open a file with both the NOBUF and NO-WAIT aoptions specified, the program must
be running in privileged mode, and this program is switched to privileged mode with the statement

GETPRIVMODE;

The statement

FILE:=FOPEN(TNAM,%405,%4404,36,DEV(3»;

opens a terminal. The parameters specified are

{orr.naldesignator

{options

Df\TAIN, which is contained in the byte array TNAM.

%405, for which the bit pattern is

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 O· 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

4 0 5

Bits

Binary

Octal

aoptions

The above bit pattern specifies the following file options:

Domain: Old permanent file, system file domain. Bits (14:2) = 01.
ASCII/Binary:·ASCII. Bit (13:1) = 1.
File Designator: Actual file designator = formal file designator. Bits

(10:3) = 000.
Record Format: Fixed-length records. Bits (8:2) = 00.
Carriage Control: Carriage-control character expected. Bit (7:1) =1.

%4404, for which the bit pattern is as follows:
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FWRITE,FCLOSE,GETPRIVMODE,GETUSERMODE,
IOWAIT,QUIT,

«CONTINUE»

«WAIT FOR 1ST DONE»
«EOF ON TERM READ»

«SET BUFFER INDEX»
«lNCR BUFFER INDEX»
«SEARCH FOR FILE NO»
«FILE NOT FOUND»
«COpy INPUT TO LP»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«OUTPUT ? PROMPT»
«COMPLETE REQUEST»
«INPUT DATA-NOWAIT»

",DONEI=O,

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

END,

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY OUTPUT(OI6).="OUTPUT ",
BYTE ARRAY TNAMCOI6)1="DATAIN ",
BYTE ARRAY DEVCOI7)1="LP TERM ",
INTEGER OUT,FILE,LGTH,II=-1,PROMPTI="1
EQUATE MAXTRM=3,
ARRAY BUFRCO:36*MAXTRM),
INTEGER ARRAY OPENCOIMAXTRM),
DEFINE CCL = IF < THEN QUIT',

CCG = IF > THEN QUIT',
CCNE= IF <> THEN QUIT.,

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00005 1
00012000 00005 1
00013000 00005 1
00014000 00005 1
00015000 00005 1
00016000 00005 1
00017000 00005 1
00018000 00005 1
00019000 00005 1
00020000 00015 1
00021000 00023 1
00022000 00023 2
00023000 00027 2
00024000 00042 2
00025000 00045 2
00026000 00051 2
00027000 00054 2
00028000 00064 2
00029000 00075 2
00030000 00111 2
00031000 00116 1 WAITI
00032000 00116 1 FILE:=IOWAITCO"LGTH), CCLCB),
00033000 00130 1 IF > THEN
00034000 00131 1 BEGIN
00035000 00131 2 FCLOSECFILE,O,O), CCL(9), «TERMINAL FILE»
00036000 00137 2 IFCDONEI=DONE+l»=MAXTRM THEN GO EXIT, «ALL TERMS CLOSED?»
00037000 00143 2 END
00038000 00143 1 ELSE
00039000 00145 1 BEGIN
00040000 00145 2 1:=-1,
00041000 00147 2 DO 11=1+1
00042000 00147 2 UNTIL OPENCI)=FILE OR l=MAXTRM,
00043000 00157 2 IF I=MAXTRM THEN QUIT(10)J
00044000 00164 2 FWRITECOUT,BUFR(I*36),-LGTH,0),
00045000 00174 2 CCNECll),
00046000 00177 2 FWRITECFILE,PROMPT,1,'320), CCNE(12),
00047000 00207 2 IOWAITCFILE), CCNE(13),
00048000 00220 2 FREADCFILE,BUFRCI*36),-72), CCNE(14),
00049000 00234 2 END'
00050000 00234 1 GO TO WAIT,
00051000 00235 1 EXITIEND. .

PRIMARY DB STORAGE='013, SECONDARY DB STORAGE=,00175
NO. ERRORS=OOO, NO. WARNINGS=OOO
PROCESSOR TIME=OI00r02, ELAPSED TIME-OIOOloe

Figure 3-19. Using the IOWAIT Intrinsic
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The above bit pattern specifies the following access options:

Access Type: Input/output. Bits (12:4) = 0100.
Multirecord: Non-multirecord. Bit (11 :1) = O.
Dynamic Locking: Disallowed. Bit (10:1) = O.
Exclusive: Exclusive access. Default when I/O access is specified and

bits (8:2) = 00.
Inhibit Buffering: Selected (NOBUF). Bit (7 :1) = l.
No-Wait I/O. Selected. Bit (4:1) = 1.

recsize

device

36 words.

T (terminal), specified in element (3) of byte array DEV.

Once the file is opened, the program is switched back to the non-privileged mode with the statement

GETUSERMODE;

The first file number is saved in FILEBASE, a prompt is displayed on the terminal, and the 10WAIT
intrinsic is called to wait until the request is completed. Input from the terminal is read and stored
in BUFR at the location determined by the file number. (Input from the first terminal opened starts
at BUFR location 0, the next input starts at location 36, and so forth.)

The statements

FILE: =IOWAIT(O "LGTH);
IF > THEN

wait for an end-of-file indication (the user enters an :EOF: command) from the first terminal on
which the input is complete. If the end-of-file indication is received, this terminal is closed.

The input from the terminal is printed on the line printer and another prompt is displayed. Again,
the 10WAIT intrinsic is called to wait until the request is completed. When DONE = MAXTRM (all
terminals closed), control is passed to EXIT and the program terminates.

Note that the 10DONTWAIT intrinsic (not shown in figure 3-21) behaves the same as 10WAIT with
one exception: If 10WAIT is called and no I/O has completed, the calling process is suspended until
some I/O completes; if 10DONTWAIT is called and no I/O has completed, control is returned to the
calling process. Thus, the program shown in figure 3-21 would not have suspended if the 10DONT
WAIT intrinsic had been called, and control would have returned to the program.

WRITING AND READING USER FILE LABELS

MPE allows you to write and read user-defined labels with the FWRITELABEL and FREADLABEL
intrinsics. Such labels are very useful, for example, labels can be used on files that are updated fre- \
quently in order to determine the time of the last update. User-defined labels can be read from and
written to either disc files or labeled magnetic tape files. The tape files must be previously labeled
with an ANSI-standard or IBM-standard label. (See Page 3-73 for a discussion of labeled magnetic
tape files.)
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WRITING A USER FILE LABEL ON A DISC FILE

When a disc file is created, MPE automatically supplies a file label in the first sector of the first
extent occupied by that file. User-supplied labels are located in the sectors immediately following
the MPE file label. The number of records allowed for user-supplied labels for any file must be
specified in the userlabels parameter of the FOPEN intrinsic call that creates the file.

In figure 3-20 the FOPEN intrinsic call

DFILE2:=FOPEN(DATA2,%4,%4,128",1);

opens a new file and specifies 1 for the userlabels parameter (last parameter before parenthesis in
this example),meaning that one 128-word record will be set aside for user labels. Any attempt to
write a label beyond this 128-word limit will result in a CCG condition code and the intrinsic
request will be denied. Note that any subsequent FWRITELABEL intrinsic calls will write over an
existing label.

The statement

FWRITELABEL(DFILE2,LABL,9,0);

calls the intrinsic FWRITELABEL to write a user-supplied label. The parameters specified in the
intrinsic call are

filenum

target

tcount

labelid

Supplied by DFILE2, which was assigned the file number when the
FOPEN intrinsic opened the file.

The array LABL, containing the string "EMPLOYEE DATA FILE",
which will be written as the user file label.

9 words, specifying the length of the string to be transferred from the
array LABL.

0, specifying the number of the label. (0 = first label, 1 = second label,
etc.).

If the label is written successfully, a CCE condition code results. The statement

IF <> THEN FILERROR(DFILE2,3);

checks for a "not equal" condition code and, if such is the case, calls the error-check procedure
FILERROR. The FILERROR procedure prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard
list device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FWRITELABEL, then aborts
the program's process.
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READING A USER FILE LABEL ON A DISC FILE

To read a user file label, you use the FREADLABEL intrinsic. Before reading occurs, MPE checks
to ensure that you have read-access capability for the file on which the file label is to be read. The
file therefore must be opened with one of the following access type aoptions:

Read access only. Bits (12:4) = 0000.
Input/output access. Bit (12:4) = 0100.
Update access. Bits (12:4) = 0101.

In figure 3-21, the FOPEN intrinsic call

DFILE2:=FOPEN(DATA2,%6,%4,128);

contains the aoptions parameter %4, which specifies input/output access.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FWRITELABEL,FGEfINFO,FREAO,FWRITEOIR,FCLOSE,
PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT'

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

«OLD FILE-DATAONE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«NEW FILE-OATATWO»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«LOCATE EOF»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«LAST REDC NO»
«INVERT REC ORDER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD FILE RECORD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«CONTINUE OPERATION»

«SAVE NEW AS TEMP»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«DELETE OLD FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=I00221
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME-0100159

OFILEll=FOPEN(DATAl,15,~100)'

IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILEl,l)'

DFILE2IaFOPENCDATA2,14,14,128",1),
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2,21'

FGETINFOCDFILEl"""""REC)'
IF < THEN FILERROR(OFILEl,4"

RECI=REC-ID'
FWRITEDIRCDFILE2,BUFFER,128,REC),
IF <> THEN FILERROR(DFILE2,6).

GO INVERT'LOOP,

FCLOSECDFILEl,4,0)'
IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE1,8)'

PROCEDURE FILERROR(FILENO,QUITNO).
VALUE QUITNO.
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNO'
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFO(FILENO) ,
QUITCQUITNO)'

END'

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY DATAl (017) I."DATAONE· ",
BYTE ARRAY DATA2COI7)1."DATATWO ",
ARRAY LABLCOI8)1="EMPLOYEE DATA FILE'"
ARRAY BUFFERCOI127),
INTEGER OFILE1,DFILE2,OUMMY'
DOUBLE REC'

INVERTtLOOPI
DUMMYI=FREAOCDFILE1,BUFFER,128).
IF < THEN FILERRORCDFILEl,5"
IF > THEN GO ENO'OF'FILE'

END'OF'FILEI
FCLOSECDFILE2,2,0) •
IF < THEN FILERROR(OFILE2,7)'

00001000 00000 °
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00011 1
00007000 00011 1
00008000 00011 1
00009000 00011 1
00010000 0~011 1
00011000 00011 1
00012000 00011 1
00013000 00011 1
00014000 00000 1
00015000 00000 1
00016000 00000 1
00017000 00000 2
00018000 00002 2
00019000 00004 2
00020000 00000 1
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00010 1
00025000 00014 1
00026000 00014 1
00027000 00027 1
00028000 00033 1

00031000 00045 1
00032000 00045 1
00033000 00053 1
00034000 00057 1
00035000 00057 1
00036000 00057 1
00037000 00065 1
00038000 00071 1
00039000 00072 1
00040000 00072 1
00041000 00076 1
00042000 00103 1
00043000 00107 1
00044000 00107 1
00045000 00116 1
00046000 00116 1
00047000 00116 1
00048000 00122 1
00049000 00126 1
00050000 00126 1
00051000 00132 1
00052000 00136 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE-~Oll'

NO. F.RRORS-OOO,
PROCF-SSOR TIME-0.00104,

Figure 3-20. FWRITELABEL Intrinsic Example (Dis~ File)
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IF <> THEN FILERRORCLIST,4)1 «CHECK FOR ERROR»

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREADLABEL.FREAODIR,FWRITE.FCLOSE.FRENAME.
FREADSEEK.CAUSEBREAK,FCHECK,PRINT·FILE·INFO.QUITI

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY OATA2CO.7) ••"DATATWO "I
BYTE ARRAY LISTFILEcOr8)'="LISTFILE "I
BYTE ARRAY ALTNAMECO'7)'="ALTOATA "I
ARRAY BUFFERCO.127)I
ARRAY MESSAGEC0I18) .-"DUPLICATE FILE NAME • FIX DURING 8REAK"I
INTEGER DFILE2.LIST.ERRORI
DOUBLE RECI-OOI

GO LIST'LOOPI

«OLD TEMP FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EVERY OTHER RECD»
«FILL SYSTEM BUFFER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«ALTERNATE RECORDS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EVERY OTHER RECD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«SSTDLIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«TRY AGAIN»
«GOOD FCLOSE»
«PRINT ERROR»
«SEEK HELP»
«SESSION BREAK»
«LOOP BACK»

«~AKE PERMANENT»
«LISTING I)ONE»
«FCLOSE ERROR»
«DUPLICATE FILE NAME»

«CHANGE FILE NAME»

«CONTINUE LISTING»

LISTI=FOPENCLISTFILE.~14.'1)1

IF < THEN FILERRORcLIST,2)'

FWRITF.CLIST,BUFFER,35,O)'
IF <> THEN FILERROR(LIST.7)I

DFILE2'=FOPENCDATA2.~6,~4.128)'

IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2.1)I

RECI=REC+201
FREADSEEKCDFILE?REC)f
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2.6) I

«END OF OECLARATIONS»

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFI~ENO,QUIT~O)I

VALUE QUITNOI
INTEGER FILENO.QUITNOI
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCQUITNO)I
QUITCQUITNO)I

ENOl

END·OF·FILE.
FCLOSEcnFILE2.1.0)f
IF = THEN GO DONE'
FCHECKCOFILE2.ERROR),
IF ERROR=100 THEN

BEGIN
FRENAMECDFILE2.ALTNAME)f

LIST'LOOPI
FREADOIRCDFILE2,BUFFER,128.REC)I
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2,S)I
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE.

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00006 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00023 1
00009000 00023 1
00010noo 00023 1
00011000 00023 1
00012000 00023 1
00013000 00023 1
00014~00 00023 1
00015000 oooo~ 1
00016000 00000 1
00017000 00000 1
00018000 00000 2
00019000 00002 2
00020000 00004 2
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00000 1
00025000 00011 1
00026000 00015 1
00027000 00015 1
00028000 00025 1
00029000 00031 1
00030000 00031 1
00031000 00037 1
00032000 00043 1
00033000 00050 1
00034000 00054 1
00035000 00054 1
00036000 00054 1
00037000 00061 1
00038000 00065 1
00039000 00066 1
00040noo 00066 1
00041000 00072 1
00042000 00075 1
00043000 00101 1
00044000 00101 1
00045000 00106 1
00046000 00112 1
00047000 00112 1
00048000 00117 1
00049000 00117 1
00050noo 00117 1
00051noo 00123 1
00052000 00124 1
00053000 00131 1
00054000 00134 1
00055000 00134 2
00056000 00137 2 CLOSEr
00057000 00137 2 FCLOSECDFILE2,l.0)I
00058000 0014~ 2 IF - THEN GO DONE'
00059000 00144 2 PRINT'FILE'INFOCDFILE2)1
00060nOO 00146 2 FWRITECLIST,MESSAGE.19,O)1
00061000 00153 2 CAUSEBREAKI
00062000 00154 2 GO CLOSE'
00063000 00155 2 ENOl
00064000 00155 1 DONErEND.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=~0121 SECONDARY DB STORAGE.~00240

NO. FRRORS=OOOI NO. WARNINGS-OOO
PROCFSSOR TIME-OrOOI041 ELAPSED TIME-orOOI58

Figure 3-21. FREADLABEL Intrinsic Example (Disc FIle)
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The statement

FREADLABEL(DFILE2,BUFFER,128,0);

reads a user file label from the file specified by DFILE2. The parameters specified in the intrinsic
call are

filenum

target

tcount

labelid

Supplied by DFILE2, which was assigned the file number when the
FOPEN intrinsic opened the file.

BUFFER, the array in the stack to which the file label is transferred.

128, specifying the maximum number of words to be transferred.

0, specifying the number of the label to be read.

If the label is read, a CCE condition code results. The statement

IF <> THEN FILERROR(DFILE2,3);

checks for a "not equal" condition code and, if such is the case, calls the error-check procedure
FILERROR. The FILERROR procedure prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard
list device, enabling you to determine the error number returned by FREADLABEL, then aborts
the program's process.

OBTAINING FILE ACCESS INFORMATION

You can request access and status information about an open file with the FGETINFO or the
FFILEINFO intrinsics. FFILEINFO is a superset of FGETINFO and is designed· to replace it.
However, programs may use either intrinsic exclusively or in conjunction with one another.

USING FGETINFO

The program shown in figure 3-22 uses the FGETINFO intrinsic call to locate the end-of-file, as
follows:

FGETINFO(DFILE1"""""REC);

All parameters of the FGETINFO intrinsic except filenum, which supplies the file number of the
file for which information is to be obtained, are optional. Note that all parameters in the above
intrinsic call except filenum and eof are omitted. The commas between DFILE1 and REC signify to
MPE that the parameters are omitted. Omissions from the end of the parameter list need not be
signified to MPE by commas; instead, the parenthesis after REC signifies that this is the last
parameter in the intrinsic call.

If the blksize parameter is specified, the value returned will depend on the access mode, RIO or
non-RIO. Blksize reflects only the size of the data area' within the block when RIO access is used. In
this case, the blocking factor can be computed in the usual way, block-size divided by record-size.

When the files are accessed using the non-RIO method, the blksize parameter will reflect the actual
size of the block, including the Active Record Table area used to implement the RIO access
method. This value can be used to determine the size of the data transfer, especially for file
replication.
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The size of a block can be computed by:

B =IF*R+A'1
128 -I A=~

(A notation in the form I XI means "ceiling (x)" - the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.
See p. 3-3). Where B = block-size (in sectors), F =blocking-factor, R =record-size (in words), and A
= size of the Active Record Table (in words).

The blocking factor can be recomputed by:

F = 116*B*12?1
16*B+1]

(A notation in the formLx-.J means "floor (x)" - the largest integer less than or equal to x).

Thus, the data-block size can be computed as F*R. Note that double-integer arithmetic is necessary
for the above calculation since B*128 < = 32767 (thus 16 * B * 128 < = 524272).

The recpt parameter will always return the ordinal of the next actual record, whether it is active or
inactive.

A double integer value equal to the number of logical records currently in the file is returned to
REC.

If the FGETINFO request is not granted, a CCL condition code is returned. The statement

IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE1,4);

checks for a condition code of CCL and, if such is the case, calls the error-check procedure
FILERROR. This procedure prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard list device,
enabling you to determine the error number returned by FGETINFO, then aborts the program's
process.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FWRITELABEL,FGE~INFO,FREAO,FWRITEDIR.FCLOSE,

PRINT'FILE·INFO.QUITI

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

«CONTINUE OPERATION»

«SAVE NEW AS TEMP»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«DELETE OLD FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«LAST REDC NO»
«INVERT REC ORDER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«FILE 10»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«OLD FILE RECORD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

«OLD FILE-DATAONE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«NEW FILE-DATATWO»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE.~00221

NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=OIOOI59

FCLOSE(DFILE1,4.0)1
IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE1.8),

RECI=REC-1D'
FWRITEDIR(DFILE2.BUFFER.12B.RECII
IF <> THEN FILERRORIDFILE2.6),

GO INVERT'LOOPI

DFILE2IaFOPEN(DATA2,I4.14.128 ••• 1),
IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILE2.2) ,

FWRITELABEL(DFILE2,LABL.9.0),
IF <> THEN FILERRORIDFILE2.3)I

DFILEll=FOPEN(DATA1.~5.~100)'

IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILEl.1)'

PROCEDURE FILERROR(FILENO.QUIT~O)I

VALUE QUITNO'
INTEGER FILENO.QUITNO'
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFO(FILENO)'
QUITIQUITNO)'

END'

INVERTtLOOPI
DUMMYI=FREAD(DFILEl.BUFFER.128)I
IF < THEN FILERROR(DFILEl.S)I
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILEI

END'OF'FILE:
FCLOSEIDFILE2.2.01'
IF < THEN FILERRORIDFILE2.7)'

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY DATAl (011) I="DATAONE, "I
BYTE ARRAY DATA2(011)1="DATATWO "I
ARRAY LABL(018)1="EMPLOYEE DATA FILE"I
ARRAY BUFFER(01127)1
INTEGER DFILE1,DFILE2,DUMMYI
DOUBLE RECI

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00011 1
00007000 00011 1
00008000 00011 1
00009000 00011 1
00010000 00011 1
00011000 00011 1
00012000 00011 1
00013000 00011 1
00014000 00000 1
00015000 00000 1
00016000 00000 1
00017000 00000 2
00018000 00002 2
00019000 00004 2
00020000 00000 1
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00010 1
00025000 00014 1
00026000 00014 1
00027000 00027 1
00028000 00033 1
00029000 00033 1
00030000 00041 1
00031000 00045 1
00032000 00045 1
00033000 00053 1
00034000 00057 1
00035000 00057 1
00036000 00057 1
00037000 00065 1
00038000 00071 1
00039000 00072 1
00040000 00072 1
00041000 00076 1
00042000 00103 1
00043000 00107 1
00044000 00107 1
00045000 00116 1
00046000 00116 1
00047000 00116 1
00048000 00122 1
00049000 00126 1
00050000 00126 1
00051000 00132 1
00052000 00136 1 END.

PRIMARy DB STORAGE=~011'

NO. FRRORS=OOOI
PROCFSSOR TIME-OIOOI04,

Figure 3-22. FGETINFO Intrinsic Example
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USING FFILEINFO

Although itemvalue is declared as a byte array, the data type of the value returned depends on the
item itself. Some languages, SPL/3000 and Cobol II for example, permit you to pass any data type
structure to a formal byte array parameter. This means you do not have to equivalence the data
structures or to move the data from a temporary buffer to the desired variable. For this reason, the
following example would retrieve the filename, {options, and record pointer. SPL automatically
converts the word addresses for (options and recptr to byte addresses.

byte array FNAME (0:27);
integer FOPTIONS;
double RECPTR;
FFILEINFO(FILENUM, 2, FOPTIONS, 9, RECPTR, 1, FNAME);

OBTAINING FILE-ERROR INFORMATION

When a file system intrinsic returns a condition code indicating that an error occurred, you can
request more details about the error in order to correct it. The FCHECK intrinsic call is used for
this purpose.
In Figure 3-23, the FCHECK intrinsic is used to determine the error number if a condition code
error is returned when the FCLOSE intrinsic is executed. The statement

FCHECK(DFILE2,ERROR);

specifies that error information is to be returned for the file number designated by DFILE2. The
error number is returned to ERROR as a 16-bit code. The statement

IF ERROR=100 THEN

checks the error number returned and, if ERROR=100, executes a file rename procedure.

USING FERRMSG

This intrinsic is called usually following a call to FCHECK. The error code returned in the call to
FCHECK can then be used as a parameter in the call to FERRMSG.

For example, suppose a CCL condition is returned by a call to FCLOSE, a call to FCHECK requests
the particular error code, then a call to FERRMSG can be used to retrieve a printable message
associated with the code.

FCLOSE(FILNUM,l,O);
IF<
THEN BEGIN

FCHECK(FILNUM,ERRNUM);
FERRMSG(ERRNUM,MESSAGE,LENGTH);
PRINT(MESSAGE,-LENGTH,O) ;

END
TERMINATE;

The message printed explains the FCHECK code. If the FCHECK code has no assigned meaning, the
following message is returned:

UNDEFINED ERROR errorcode
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MAGNETIC TAPE CONSIDERATIONS

Every standard reel of magnetic tape designed for digital computer use has two reflective markers
located on the back side of the tape (opposite the recording surface). One of these marks is located
behind the tape leader at the beginning of tape (BOT) position, and the other is located in front of
the tape trailer at the end of tape (EOT) position.

These markers are sensed by the tape drive itself and their position on the tape (left or right side)
determines whether they indicate the start or end of tape positions. (See below.)

TRAILERLEADER BOT FILE SPACE
'T-l-----

EOT

MAGNETIC
TAPE

As far· as the magnetic tape hardware and software are concerned, the BOT marker is much more
significant than the EOT marker because BOT signals the start of recorded information, but EOT
simply indicates that the remaining tape supply is running low and the program writing the tape
should bring the operation to an orderly conclusion. The difference in treatment of these two
physical tape markers is reflected by the file system intrinsics when the file being read, written, or
controlled is a magnetic tape device file. The following paragraphs discuss the characteristics of each
appropriate intrinsic.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREADLABEL,fREADDIR,FWRITE,FCLOSE,FRENAME,
FREADSEEK,CAUSEBREAK,FCHECK,PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT'

«CONTINUE LISTING»

«TRY AGAIN»
«GOOD FCLOSE»
«PRINT ERROR»
«SEEI< HELP»
«SESSION BREAK»
«LOOP BACK»

«OLD TEMP FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«ALTERNATE RECORDS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«CHANGE FILE NAME»

«EVERY OTHER RECD»
«FILL SYSTEM BUFFER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«FILE 10»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«DISPLAY 10»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«SSTDLIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«EVERY OTHER RECD»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CHECK FOR EOF»

GO LIST'LOOP,

FREAOLARELCDFILE2,BUFFER,128,O),
If <> THEN FILERRORCDFILE2,3):
FWRITE(LIST,BUFFER,9,O)'
IF <> THEN FILERROR(LIST,4)'

FWRITFILIST,BUFFER,35,OI'
IF <> THEN FILERRORILIST,7)'

LIST2=FOPENILISTFILE,~14,~I)'

IF < THEN FILERROR(LIST,Z)'

REC:=REC+2D'
FREAOSEEKCDFILE?,REC),
IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2,~I'

DFILE2:=FOPENIDATA2,~6,~4,128)'

IF < THEN FILERRORCOFILE2,1)'

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

PROCEDURE FILERROR(fILENO,QUIT~O)'

VALUE QUITNO'
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNO'
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFOCQUITNO),
QUITCQUITNO)'

END'

END'OF'FILf:
FCLOSEcnFILE2,l.0)' «MAKE PERMANENT»
IF = THEN GO DONE' «LISTING nONE»

BEGIN
FRENAME(DFILE2,ALTNAME),

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY OATA2Coa7)2 a "DATATWO It,
BYTE ARRAY LISTFILE(Oa8) :="LISTFILE ",
BYTE ARRAY ALTNAMECOI7):="ALTDATA '"
ARRAY BUFFER(02127)'
ARRAY MESSAGEC0I18) :="DUPLICATE FILf NAME - FIX DURING BREAK'"
INTEGER DfILE2,LIST,ERROR,
DOUBLE RECI=OD'

LIST'LOOP;
FREADOIR(OFILf2,8UFFER,128,REC),
IF < THEN FILERROR(DfILE2,S)'
IF > THEN GO END'OF'FILE'

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00006 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00023 1
00009000 00023 1
00010000 00023 1
00011000 000?3 1
00012000 00023 1

.00013000 00023 1
00014~00 00023 1
00015000 00000 1
00016000 00000 1
00017000 00000 1
00018000 00000 2
00019000 00002 2
00020000 00004 2
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00000 1
00025000 00011 1
00026000 00015 1
00027000 00015 1
00028000 00025 1
00029000 00031 1
00030000 00031 1
00031000 00037 1
00032000 00043 1
00033000 00050 1
00034000 00054 1
00035000 00054 1
00036000 00054 1
00037000 00061 1
00038000 00065 1
00039000 00066 1
00040000 00066 1
00041000 00072 1
00042000 00075 1
00043000 00101 1
00044000 00101 1
00045000 00106 1
00046000 00112 1
00047000 00112 1
00048000 00117 1
00049000 00117 1
00050000 00117 1
00051000 00123 1
00057000 00124 1
00053000 00131 1
00054000 00134 1
00055000 00134 2
00056000 00137 2 CLOSE:
00057000 00137 2 FCLOSE(DFILE2,I,O)'
00058000 00143 2 IF a THEN GO DONE'
00059000 00144 2 PRINT'FILf'INFOIDFILE2)'
0~060000 00146 2 FWRITEILIST,MESSAGE,19,O)'
00061000 00153 2 CAUSEBREAK'
00062000 00154 2 GO CLOSE'
00063000 00155 2 END'
00064000 00155 1 DONE:END.

PRIMARy DR STORAGE=~OI2' SECONDARY DB STORAGE=~00240

NO. ~RRORS=OOO' NO. WARNINGS=OOO
PROC~SSOR TIME=0:OOI04, ELAPSED TIME=0:00:58

Figure 3-23. FCHECK Intrinsic Example
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FWRITE

If the magnetic tape is unlabeled (as specified in the FOPEN intrinsic or :FILE command) and a
user program attempts to write over or beyond the physical EOT marker, the FWRITE intrinsic
returns an error condition code (CCL). The actual data has been written to the tape, and a call to
FCHECK reveals a file error indicating END OF TAPE. All writes to the tape after the EOT tape
marker has been crossed transfer the data successfully but return a CCL condition code until the
tape crosses the EOT marker again in the reverse direction (rewind or backspace).

If the magnetic tape is labeled (as specified in the FOPEN intrinsic or :FILE command), a CCL
condition code is not returned when the tape passes the EOT marker. Attempts to write to the tape
after the EOT marker is encountered cause end of volume (EOV) labels to be written. A message
then is printed on the operator's console requesting another volume (reel of tape) to be mounted.

FREAD

A user program can read data written over an EOT marker and beyond the marker into the tape
trailer. The intrinsic returns no error condition code (CCL or CCG) and does not initiate a file
system error code when the EOT marker is encountered.

FSPACE

A user program can space records over or beyond the EOT marker without receiving an error
condition code (CCL or CCG) or a file system error. The intrinsic does, however, return a CCG
condition code when a logical file mark is encountered. If the user program attempts to backspace
records over the BOT marker, the intrinsic returns a CCG condition code and remains positioned on
the BOT marker.

FCONTROL (WRITE EOF)

If a user program writes a logical end of file (EOF) mark on a magnetic tape over the reflective EOT
marker, or in the tape trailer after the marker, the FCONTROL intrinsic returns an error condition
code (CCL) and sets a file system error to indicate END OF TAPE. The file mark is actually written
to the tape.

FCONTROL (FORWARD SPACE TO FILE MARK)

A user program which spaces forward to logical tape file marks (EOFs) with the FCONTROL
intrinsic cannot detect passing the physical EOT marker. No special condition code is returned.

FCONTROL (BACKWARD SPACE TO FILE MARK)

The EOT reflective marker is not detected by FCONTROL during backspace file (EOF) operations.
If the intrinsic discovers a BOT marker before it finds a logical EOF, it returns a condition code of
CCE and treats the BOT as if it were a logical EOF. Subsequent backspace file operations requested
when the file is at BOT are treated as errors and return a eCL condition code and set a file system
error to indicate INVALID OPERATION.

In summary, only those intrinsics which cause the magnetic tape to write information are capable of
sensing the physical EOT marker. If a program designed to read a magnetic tape needed to detect
the EOT marker, it could be done by using the FCONTROL intrinsic to read the physical status of
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the tape drive itself. When the drive passes the EOT marker and is moving in the forward direction,
tape status bit 5 (%2000) is set and remains on until the drive detects the EOT marker during a
rewind or backspace operation. Under normal circumstances, however, it is not necessary to check
for EOT during read operations. The responsibility for detecting end of tape and concluding tape
operations in an orderly manner belongs to the program which originally created (wrote) the tape.

A program which needed to create a multi-volume (multiple reel) tape file would normally write
tape records until the status returned from FWRITE indicated an EOT condition. Writing could be
continued in a limited manner to reach a logical point at which to break the file. Then several file
marks and a trailing tape label would typically be added, the tape rewound, another reel mounted,
and the data transfer continued. The program designed to read such a multi-volume file must expect
to find and check for the EOFand label sequence written by the tape's creator. Since the logical
end of the tape may be somewhat past the physical EOT marker, the format and conventions used
to create the tape are of more importance than determining the location of the EOT.

END-OF-FILE MARKS ON MAGNETIC TAPE

An FWRITE to magnetic tape, followed by any intrinsic call which reverses tape motion (for
example, backspace a record, backspace a file, or rewind) causes the file system to write an EOF
mark before initiating the reverse motion.

For example, if a user program has just written several data records to magnetic tape, writes a file
mark,rewinds the tape, and closes the file, the tape file will be terminated by two file marks (EOF).
The first of these was requested by the user by calling FCONTROL to write an EOF, and the
second was provided by the system because the direction of tape motion had been reversed after a
write (rewind). See below.

SPACING FILE MARKS

When you space forward to a tape mark (EOF), the tape recording heads have just read the EOF
and are positioned beyond it, as follows:

B E E

0 0 0
T F T

o BEFORE .0 AFTER
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When you space backward to a tape mark (EOF), the mark is recognized as the tape travels in the
reverse direction. The tape heads then are left positioned just in front of the EOF that was read, as
follows:

B
o
T

E
o
F

AFTER .......1-------

NOTE

E
o
T

BEFORE

BOT (beginning of tape) and EOT (end of tape) correspond
to the reflective markers on the reel of magnetic tape.

When FREAD has found a logical file mark and returned a condition code of CCG, the EOF mark
has been read and the tape heads are positioned immediately following the mark (similar to space
forward to tape mark above).

USING THE FCLOSE INTRINSIC WITH MAGNETIC TAPE

The operation of the FCLOSE intrinsic as used with unlabeled magnetic tape is outlined in the
flowchart of Figure 3-24.

Not that a tape closed with the temporary no-rewind disposition will be rewound and unloaded if
certain additional conditions are not met. It is possible for a single process to FOPEN a magnetic
tape device using a device class and later FOPEN the same device again using its logical device
number. This may be done in such a manner that both magnetic tape files are open concurrently.
The second FOPEN does not require any operator intervention (for example, for device allocation).
When FOPENjFCLOSE calls are arranged in a nested fashion, tape files may be closed without
deallocating the physical device, as follows:

FOPEN

[

FOPEN

FCLOSE

[

FOPEN

FCLOSE

FCLOSE

allocate tape

tape remains
allocated

deallocate tape

Such nesting of FOPENjFCLOSE pairs is required to keep an FCLOSED tape from rewinding. A
tape closed with the temporary, no-rewind disposition will be rewound and unloaded unless the
process closing it has another file currently open on the device.

Note also that when a temporary no-wind tape is deallocated, the file system has not placed an
end-of-file mark at the end of the data file.
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o (NO CHANGE)
1 (SAVE PE RM)
2 (SAVE TEMP)
4 (DELETE)

NO

YES

NO

WRITE EOF MARK
ON TAPE.
REWIND TAPE

NO

UNLOAD TAPE 
SET OFFLINE

FCLOSE

3 (TEMP-NO REWIND)

REWIND & UNLOAD
TAPE
(DRIVE GOES
OFFLINE)

DEALLOCATE THE
MAGNETIC TAPE
DEVICE

YES
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The FCLOSE intrinsic can be used to mairit~n position when creating or reading a labeled tape file
that is part of a volume set. If you close the file with a disposition code of 0 or 3, the tape does not
rewind, but remains positioned at the next file. If you close the file with a disposition code of 2,
the tape rewinds to the beginning of the file but is not unloaded. A subsequent request to open the
file does not reposition the tape if the sequence (seq) subparameter is NEXT, or default (1). A
disposition code of 1 (rewind) implies the close of an entire volume set.

MPE TAPE LABELS

MPE provides a means whereby you can read and write labels on magnetic tape files. Labeled mag
netic tape files can be used to:

1. Identify magnetic tape volumes (reels).

2. Protect tape volumes from inadvertent destruction due to over writing.

3. Protect private information.

4. Facilitate information interchange between computer systems.

With MPE tape labels, you can read, but not write, IBM-standard tape labels and you can read and
write ANSI-standard (American Standard Magnetic Tape Labels for Information Interchange
X3.27-1969) labels.

UPDATING MAGNETIC TAPE FILES

As a physical data storage device, magnetic tape is not designed to enable the replacement of a
single record in an existing file. An attempt to perform this type of operation will cause problems in
maintaining the integrity of records on the tape. Magnetic tape files, therefore, should not be
maintained (updated) on an individual record basis but should be updated during copy operations
from one file to another.

As an example of the type of problems that can occur, consider the results of attempting to read a
tape record, modify its data, backspace the tape, and overwrite the original record, as follows:

L--~-,--_R_E_C_10_R_D_..J......:r-R_E_C_20_R_D~...L...----/fJ RECnORD •

FREAD FWRITE

~ BACKSPACE )
RECORD

FIX DATA
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If the replacement differed at all)n size from the originalrecord, the result would not simply be an
update of the record. A replacement record of greater length than the original record would
overwrite (destroy) a portion of the next record on the tape, as shown below.

IRG: INTER-RECORD GAP - THE HARDWARE
DEVICE CONTROLLER PLACES A GAP
(UNRECORDED TAPE) BETWEEN
ADJACENT DATA FIELDS.

BEFORE

AFTER

RECORD
2

NEW
RECORD 2

I
R
G

I
R
G

RECORD
3

REMAINS OF RECORD 3

On the other hand, if the length of the replacement record is less than that of the original record, a
portion of the original record will still remain on the tape as shown below.

BEFORE B __RE_C_20_R_D rn_R_E_C_30_R_D__

AFTER
I
R
G

RECORD
3

REMAINS OF OLD RECORD 2

NEW RECORD 2

In either of the two cases shown, the partial records remaining would cause magnetic tape read
errors and would create problems in subsequent processing of the tape file.

Even with replacement records of the same size as the original records, errors can still result.
Mechanical and timing variations from one magnetic tape drive to another can create substantial
differences in the actual length of tape records containing the same amount of data. Magnetic tape
standards, for example, permit the inter-record gap (IRG) to vary in length from 0.5 to 0.7 inches.
Similar variations may occur to a lesser extent in the spacing of the actual data bytes recorded. In
short, the variation of a number of hardware factors which are beyond the user's control can affect
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the physical length of the tape records written. For this reason, always update tape files during copy
operations from one tape to another.

READING AND WRITING AN UNLABELED MAGNETIC TAPE FILE

Figure 3-25 contains a program that copies an unlabeled magnetic tape file into another file on the
same reel of tape.

The FOPEN intrinsic call

MT:=FOPEN(NAME,%201,%4,66,CLASS);

opens the magnetic tape file. The parameters specified are

{ormaldesignator

{options

MAGTAPE, which is contained in the byte array·NAME

%201, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

2 0 1

Bits

Binary

Octal

aoptions

The above bit pattern specifies the following file options:

Domain: Old permanent file. Bits (14:2) = Ol.
ASCII/Binary: Binary. Bit (13:1) = O.
Default Designator: Same as formal file designator. Bits (10: 3) = 000.
Record Format: Undefined length. Bits (8:2) = 10.

%4, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

4

Bits

Binary

Octal

recsize

device

The above bit pattern specifies the following access options:

Access Type: Input/output access. Bits (12':4) = 0100.

66 words.

TAPE, contained in the byte array CLASS.

All other parameters are omitted fromthe FOPEN intrinsic call.
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PAGE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 MON, OCT 27, 1975, 10106 AM

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FCONTROL.FSPACE,FWRITE,FCLOSE,
PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT'

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

PROCEDUPE FTLERRORCFILENO,QUIT~O)'

VALUE FILENO,QUITNO'
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNOI
REGIN

PRINT·FILE·INFOCFILENO).
QUIT(QUITNO)I

ENOl

«MAG TAPE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«MAG TAPE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=~00111

MTI=FOPEN(NAME,~201,'4,66,CLASS)'

IF < THEN FILERRORCMT,l)'

FCLOSECMT,O,O)'
IF < THEN FILfRROR(MT,10) I

$CONTROL LJSLINIT
BEGIN

INTEGER MT,RECD'POSITIONI=O,LGTHI
BYTE APRAY NAME(OI7) :="MAGTAPE ...
RYTE ARRAY CLASS(OI4):="TAPE ...
ARRAY BUFFER(O:65).
LOGICAL DUMMY'

00000 0
00000 0
00000 1
00000 1
oon05 1
00004 1
00004 1
00004 1
00004 1
00004 1
00004 1
00004 1
00000 1
00000 1
00000 1
00000 2
00002 2
00004 2
00000 1
00000 1
00000 1
00000 1
00012 1
00016 1
00016 1
00016 1
00024 1
00030 1
00033 1
00033 1
000'37 1
00043 1
00046 1
00052 1
00052 1
00057 1
00063 1
00063 1
00067 1
00073 1
00077 1
00103 1
00103 1
00104 1
00104 1
00107 1
00113 1
00115 1
00115 1
00115 1
00121 1
00125 1
00125 1
00130 1
00134 1
00134 1 END.

DB STORAGE=~007'

00001000
00002000
00003000
00004000
00005000
000n6000
00001000
ooooeooo
00009000
00010000
00011000
00012000
00013000
00014000
00015000
00016000
00017000
00018000
00019000
00020000
00021000
00022000
000231)00
00024000
00025000
00026000
00021000
00028000
00028100
00029000
00030noo
0003H)00
00032000
00032100
00033000
00034noo
00035000
00036000
000:37000
0003AOOO
00039000
00040000
00041000
00042000
00043000
00044000
000451')00
00041000
0004AOOO
00049noo
00050000
00051000
00052000
00053000
00054000
00055000

PRIMARY

Figure 3-25. Unlabeled Magnetic Tape Example
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Once the file is opened, the file number (used by other file system intrinsics when referencing this
file) is returned to the variable MT.

The statement

IF < THEN FILERROR(MT,1);

checks the condition code and, if it is CCL, calls the error-check procedure FILERROR. The
FILERROR procedure prints a FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY on the standard list device,
enabling you to determine the error number returned by FOPEN, then aborts the program's
process.

The tape format before the copy operation is started is as follows:

B
RECORD i0

RECORD

T
1 2

The statement

LGTH:=FREAD(MT,BUFFER,66);

reads a record from the file designated by MT and transfers this record to BUFFER. The statement
reads up to 66 words from the record, then returns a positive value to LGTH indicating the actual
length of the information transferred.

The statement

FCONTROL(MT,7,DUMMY);

spaces forward to the EOF tape mark (the end of the file). As you recall from the paragraph
"SPACING FILE MARKS", the recording head actually is positioned slightly beyond the EOF file
mark. Now the statement

FSPACE(MT,RECD'POSITION);

spaces the tape to the point where the first record (RECD'POSITION = 0, see statement number 3
in the program) of the second file is to begin. The statement

FWRITE(MT,BUFFER,LGTH,O);

writes the record contained in the array BUFFER into this record.

The statement

FCONTROL(MT,8,DUMMY);

spaces back to the end of file 1 (the EOF mark) and the statement
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FCONTROL(MT,8,DUMMY);

then spaces back to the next tape mark (the start of file 1).

The record position is set to the next record in file 1 by incrementing RECD'POSITION with the
statement

RECD'POSITION:=RECD'POSITION+l;

and spaces ahead to that record with the statement

FSPACE(MT,RECD'POSITION);

and the copy loop is repeated. After the copy loop is repeated, the tape is as follows:

B E E E

0 RECORD RECORD RECORD
0

RECORD RECORD
0 0

T
1 2 n

F
1 2

F T

"... #'

v

FILE 1 FILE 2

Note that the reverse tape motion after a write creates an EOF mark (see end of file 2).

The copy loop is repeated until the end of file 1 is reached, at which point program control is
transferred to the statement label DONE. The tape then is rewound with the statement

FCONTROL(MT,5,DUMMY);

and closed with the same disposition (old permanent) as before.

The format of the tape at the end of the copy operation is as follows:

~ RECORD RECORD

T 1 2

RECORD ~ RECORD RECORD

n F 1 2
RECORD ~

n F

E
o
T

""- ......- ",A..... --.. -'#'
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OPENING A LABELED MAGNETIC TAPE FILE

Figure 3-26 shows a program that opens a labeled magnetic tape file and a disc file; reads the con
tents of the tape file and writes the records read to the disc file; closes the tape file; and, finally,
closes the disc file as a permanent file.

The statement

FN01:=FOPEN(FILID1,%1004"DEV,LABELID);

calls FOPEN to open the labeled magnetic tape file. The parameters specified are

formaldesignator

foptions

l'APEFILE, stored in the byte array FILIDI.

%1004, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 5

Bits

Binary

Octal

aoptions

The above bit pattern specifies the following file options:

Domain: Old, permanent file, system file domain.
Bits (14:2) = 01.
ASCII/Binary: ASCII. Bit(13:1) = 1.
File Designator: Actual file designator same as formal file designator.

Bits (10:3) =000. (Default)
Record Format: Fixed length. Bits (8 :2) = 00. (Default)
Carriage Control: No carriage control. Bit (7 :1) =O. (Default)
Labeled Tape: Labeled. Bit (6:1) = 1.

.. 5, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

5

Bits

Binary

Octal

recsize

device

The above bit pattern specifies the following access options:

Access Type: Update. Bits (12:4) = 0101.

Default.

TAPE, contained in the byte array DEV.
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« OPEN LABELED
TAPE FILE »

« CHECK FO~ ERRO~ »

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY FILID1(O:8):="TAPEFILE ",
BYTE ARRAY fILID2(O:8):=" ",
BYTE ARRAY I~A8ELID(O:79)1=".FIL001,ANS,12/31/77",",

BYTE ARRAY DEV(O:4):="TAPE ",

APPAY MSGBUfCO:3Sl:
ARRAY INBUFtO:39):
ARRAY FIL"ID2<*)=FILID2:

INTEGER FN01,FN02,LGTri,

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FCLOSE,FREAD,FWRITE,READ,PRINT,PRINT"FILE'INFO,
QUlt,CAUSEBREAK,FREADLABEL,

PROCEDURE FILEPRORCFILENO,QUITNO):
VALUE QUITNO,
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNO,
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFO(FILENO),
QUIT(QUITNO)J

ENDJ

« END OF DECLARATIONS »

MOVE MSGBUF:="NAME OF NEW DISC FILE TO BE CREATED?",
PRINT(MSGBUF,-8,O):
READ(FIL'lD2,4)J «READ NAME OF NEW DISC FILE »

FN01:=FOPEN(FILID1"1001,5,,DEV,LABELID),

If < THEN
BEGIN

MOVE MSGBUF:="CAN'T OPEN TAPE FILE"J
PRINT(MSGBUF,-20,O),
FILERRORCFN01,1);

ENDJ

FN02::FOPEN(FILID2,4,5); «OPEN NEW DISC FILE »
IF < THEN « CHECK FOR ERROR »

BEGIN
MOVE MSGBUF:="CAN'T OPEN DISC FILE",
PRINT(MSGBUF,-20,O),
FILFRRORCFN02,2);

ENDJ

FREADLABELCFN01,INBUF,40), «~EAD USER LABEL »
!r <> THEN FILERROR(FN01,3), «CHECK FOR ERROR »
PRINT(INBUF,40,O),

REAO'WRITE"LOOP:

LGTH:=FREAD(FN01,INBUF,40), «READ RECORD FROM
TAPE FILE »

Figure 3-26. Opening a Labeled Magnetic Tape File (Sheet 1 of 2)
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IF < THEN « CHECK rOR ERROR »
BEGIN

MOVE MSGBUF:z"CAN'T READ TAPE FILE",
PRINTCMSGBUr,-20,O),
FILERROR(FN01,4),

END,
IF > THEN GO CLOSE1, «CHECK rOR END-OF-FILE »

TO DISC rILE",

IF <> THEN
BEGIN

MOVE MSGBUF:="CAN'T WRITE
PRINT(MSGBUF,-24,O),
FILERROR(FN02,S':

END:

FWRITE(FN02,INBUF,LGTH,O), « WRITE RECORD TO
DISC FILE »

« CHECK FOR ERROR »

GO TO READ'WRITE'LOOPr

CLOSE1:

FCLOSE(FN01,1,O), «CLOSE, REWIND, AND UNLOAD TAPE FILE »
IF < THEN « CHECK FOR ERROR »

BEGIN
MOVE MSGBUF:="CAN'T CLOSE TAPE FILE",
PRINT(MSG8UF,-21,O),
FILERROR(FN01,6),

END:

CLOSE2:

FCLOSECFN02,1,O), « CLOSE DISC FILE AS
PERMANENT FILE »

IF < THEN « CHECK FOR ERROR »
BEGIN

MOVE MSGBUF,="CAN'T CLOSE DISC FILE",
PRINT(MSGBUF,-21,Ol,
MOVE MSGBUF:="CHECK FOR DUPLICATE NAME",
PRINT(M5GBUF~·24,O),
MOVE MSGBUF:="FIX, THEN TYPE 'RESUME'",
PRINT(MSGBUF,-23,O):
GOTO CLOSE2, « TRY AGAIN »

END,
END.

Figure 3-26. Opening a Labeled Magnetic Tape File (Sheet 2 of 2)
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tape label Contained in the byte array LABELID (formmsg parameter). LABELID
is declared with the value

.FIL001 ,ANS, 12/31/77,,;

(see statement number 5 in figure 3-26). Note that the tape label begins
with a period and ends with a semi-colon. This is necessary to distin
guish the tape label from a forms message (another use for this param
eter).

When the FOPEN intrinsic call executes, MPE sends a message to the system console, requesting the
Console Operator to mount the tape labeled FIL001 (if it is not already mounted).

The statement

FN02 :=FOPEN(FILID2,4,5);

opens a new disc file.

The program then reads records from the tape file with the statement

LGTH:=FREAD(FN01,INBUF,40);

and writes these records to the disc file with the statement

FWRITE(FN02,INBUF,LGTH,0);

When all records in the tape file have been read, both files are closed. The disc file is saved as a per
manent file.

WRITING A TAPE LABEL

The MPE :FILE command or FOPEN intrinsic is used to write ANSI-standard tape labels (MPE will
not write IBM-standard tape labels). See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for a discussion of
writing tape labels with the :FILE command.

The program shown in Figure 3-27 opens a magnetic tape file and writes a label on the file.

The statement

BYTE ARRAY LABELID(0:79):=" .FIL001,ANS,12/31/77,NEXT;";

declares a byte array of 80 bytes and initializes it to

•FIL099,ANS, 12/31/77,NEXT;

which constitutes an ANSI-standard label. Note that the tape label begins with a period and ends
with a semi-colon. This is necessary to distinguish the tape label from a forms message (which is
another use for the same FOPEN parameter). The LABELID byte array will be used in the FOPEN
intrinsic call to specify a file label as follows:

Volume Identification: FIL099
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$CONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE AR~AY FILID1(O.8).z" ft,
BYTE ARRAY FILID2(O.8),a"NEWTAPEl ",
BYTE ARRAY LABELID(Oa79),a".FIL099,ANS,12/31/77,NEXT,",
BYTE ARRAY DEVCOI4).="TAPE ",

ARRAY MSGBUF(O.35),
ARRAY INBUF(Oa39),
ARRAY FIL'IDle*)aFILID1,
ARRAY USERLABLCO:79),

INTEGER FNOI,FN02,LGTH,

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FCLOSE,PRINT'FILE'INFO,QUIT,PRINT,READ,
FWRITELABEL,FREAD,FWRITE,

PROCEDURE FILERRORCFILENO,QUITNO),
VALUE QUITNO,
INTEGER FILENO,QUITNO;
BEGIN

PRINT'FILE'INFO(FILENO),
QUITCQUITNO),

END,

« END OF DECLARATIONS »

« OPEN NEW LABELED
TAPE FILE »

« CHECK FOR ERROR »IF < THEN
BEGIN

MOVE MSGBUF.="CAN'T OPEN TAPE FILE",
PRINT(MSGBUF,-20,O),
FILERROR(FN02,2),

END,

MOVE MSGBUF,z"NAME OF INPUT FILE?",
PRINTCMSGBUr,-19,O),
READ(FIL'ID1,-8), «READ NAME OF INPUT FILE »

FN01:.FOPEN(FILID1,1,5), «OPEN OLD DISC FILE »
IF < THEN « CHECK FOR ERROR »

BEGIN
MOVE MSGBUF:="CAN'T OPEN DISC FILE",
PRINT(MSGBUF,-20,O),
FILERROR(FN01,1),

END,

FN02'.FOPEN(FILID2,'t004,5"DEV,LABELID)'

MOVE USERLABLI=" ",
MOVE uSERLABLa.uSERLABL(O),(40),
MOVE USERLA8La="U~Ll USER HEADER LABEL NO. I",
rWRITELABEL(FN02,USERLABL,40,O), «WRITE USER HEADER LABEL »
IF <> THEN FILERROP(FN02,3), « CHECK FOR ERROR »

Figure 3-27. Writing a Tape Label (Sheet 1 of 2)
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LGTH ••FREAD(FN01,INBUr,40)J «READ RECORD FROM DISC FI~E »
IF < THEN « CHEC~ FOP ERROR »

BEGIN
MOVE MSGBUF ••"CAN'T READ DISC FILE",
PRINT(MSGBUr,-20,O),
FILERROR(FN01,4),

ENDJ
IF ) THEN GO CLOSE, « CHECK FOR END-or-FILE »

FWRITEcrN02,INBUF,LGTH,O), «WRITE RECORD TO LABELED TAPE FILE »
IF <> THEN « CHECK FOR ERROR »

BEGIN
MOVE MSGBUF'8"CAN'T WRITE TO TAPE FILE",
PPINT(MSGBUF,-24,O)J
FILERPORCFN02,S),

END,

CLOSE'

FCLOSECFN01,O,O), «CLOSE DISC FILE »
IF < THEN « CHECK FOR ERROR »

BEGIN
MOVE MSGBUF •• "CAN'T CLOSE DISC FILE",
PRINT(MSGBUr,-21,O),
FILERROR(FN01,6),

END,

FCLOSE(FN02,1,O), «CLOSE, REWIND, AND UNLOAD TAPE FILE »
IF < THEN « CHECK FOR ERROR »

BEGIN
MOVE MSGBUF.-"CAN'T CLOSE TAPE FILE",
PRINT(MSGBUF,-21,O),
FILERROR(FN02,7),

END,
END.

Figure 3-27. Writing a Tape Label (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Label Type:

Expiration Date:

sequence: NEXT.

The statement

ANS (ANSI)

12/31/77. This is the date after which the file can be overwritten. If
you attempt to overwrite the file before this date, MPE will send a mes
sage to the Console Operator asking for confirmation that such is really
desired. This affords an extra measure of protection against inadver
tently destroying a tape by overwriting when a WRITE RING is left in
the tape by mistake.

Signifies that the file is to be positioned at the next file on the tape.

FN02:=FOPEN(FILID2,%1004,5"DEV,LABELID,1);

opens a new tape file and writes the tape label as specified by LABELID.

READING A LABELED MAGNETIC TAPE FILE

Once a labeled tape file has been opened, the FREAD intrinsic may be used in the same manner as
on an unlabeled tape file. The system defaults to the blocksize, recordsize and file format on the
tape label if these parameters are not specified. Yau can call FGETINFO or FFILEINFO to get
these values.

The program shown in Figure 3-26 reads a labeled magnetic tape file in sequential order.

The labeled tape file is opened with the statement

FN01 :=FOPEN(FILID1,%1005,5"DEV,LABELID);

The file label is contained in the byte array LABELID.

The block of statements

READ'WRITE'LOOP:

GOTO READ'WRITE'LOOP;

form a read/write loop. Records are read from the tape file in sequential order with the statement

LGTH :=FREAD(FN01,INBUF,40);

and written to a disc file with the statement

FWRITE (FN02,INBUF,LGTH,0);
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WRITING TO A LABELED MAGNETIC TAPE FILE

Writing records to a labeled tape file is slightly different than writing to an unlabeled tape file as
follows:

If the magnetic tape is unlabeled and a user program attempts to write over or beyond the
physical EOT marker, the FWRITE intrinsic returns an error condition code (CCL). The actual
data has been written to the tape, and a call to FCHECK reveals a file error indicating END OF
TAPE. All writ~s to the tape after the EOT tape marker has been crossed transfer the data
successfully but return a CCL condition code until the tape crosses the EOT marker again in
the reverse direction (rewind or backspace).

If the magnetic tape is labeled, a CCL condition code is not returned when the tape passes the
EOT marker. Attempts to write to the tape after the EOT marker is encountered cause end of
volume (EOV) labels to be written. A message then is printed on the operator's console request
ing another volume (reel of tape) to be mounted.

The program shown in Figure 3-27 opens an existing disc file and a new labeled tape file, reads
records from the disc file and writes these records to the tape file. If an attempt is made to write
records on the tape beyond the EOT marker, MPE will write EOVl and EOV2 labels on the tape
and request the Console Operator to mount another reel of tape.

The statement

FWRITE(FN02,INBUF,LGTH,O);

writes the contents of array INBUF onto the tape file signified by FN02. The LGTH parameter
specifies the number of words to be written.

WRITING A USER-DEFINED FILE LABEL ON A LABELED TAPE FILE

User-defined labels are used to further identify files and may be used in addition to the ANSI-stan
dard labels. Note that user-defined labels may not be written on unlabeled magnetic tape files.

User-defined labels are written on files with the FWRITELABEL intrinsic instead of the FOPEN
intrinsic (as is the case for writing ANSI-standard labels).

User-defined labels for labeled tape files are slightly different than user-defined labels for disc files
in that user-defined labels for tape files must be 80 bytes (40 words) in length. The tape label infor
mation need not occupy all 80 bytes, however, and you can set unused portions of the space equal
to blanks.

Figure 3-27 contains a program that opens a new tape file and writes an ANSI-standard label on this
file, then writes a user-defined header label with the FWRITELABEL intrinsic.

The statement

FN02 :=FOPEN(FILID2,%1004,5"DEV,LABELID,l);

opens a new tape file named NEWTAPEl (the name is contained in byte array FILID2), writes an
ANSI-standard label (contained in the byte array LABELID) to the file.
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The statements

MOVE USERLABL: =" " ;
MOVE USERLAB;: =USERLABL(O), (40) ,

fill the array USERLABL with 80 ASCII blanks (40 words), and the statement

MOVE USERLABL:="UHL1 USER HEADER HEADER LABEL NO.1";

moves the desired user label into the first 35 bytes of the array (replacing the blanks).

The statement

FWRITELABEL(FN02,USERLABEL,40,0);

writes all 80 characters into the file as a user-defined header label.

Note that in order to write a user-defined header label, the FWRITELABEL intrinsic must be called
before the first FWRITE to the file. (MPE will write user-defined trailer labels if FWRITELABEL is
called after the first FWRITE).

READING A USER-DEFINED FILE LABEL ON A LABELED TAPE FILE

The FREADLABEL intrinsic is used to read a user-defined label on a labeled magnetic tape file.
To read a user-defined header label, the FREADLABEL intrinsic must be called before the first
FREAD is issued for the file. Execution of the first FREAD causes MPE to skip past any unread
user-defined header labels.

If Figure 3-26, the statement

FREADLABEL(FN01,INBUF,40);

reads a user-defined header label. The parameters specified are as follows:

FN02

INBUF

40

The file number as returned by the FOPEN intrinsic.

An array to which the label is transferred.

Specifies the number of words to be read.

SPACING ON DISC OR TAPE FILES

You can space forward or backward on a disc or tape file (containing non-variable-length records)
with the FSPACE intrinsic. (This intrinsic resets the logical record pointer.)
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In figure 3-25, the statement

FSPACE(MT,RECD'POSITION);

is used to space a tape file. The parameters specified are

filenum

displacement

Supplied by MT; which was assigned the file number when the FOPEN
intrinsic opened the file.

Specified by RECD'POSITION, which signifies the number of logical
records to be spaced and the direction of displacement. (A positive
value signifies forward spacing, a negative value signifies backward
spacing.)

In the example, the value of RECD'POSITION is positive and the spacing is forward.
RECD'POSITION is incremented by 1 each time the copy loop is executed, resulting in a sequential
spacing of the file, thus enabling the program to read logical record 0, then 1, 2, and so forth.

DIRECTING FILE CONTROL OPERATIONS

You can perform various control operations on a file (or the device on which the file resides) by
issuing the FCONTROL intrinsic call. These operations include: supplying a printer or terminal
carriage-control directive, verifying input/output, reading the hardware status word pertaining to
the device on which the file resides, setting a terminal's time-out interval, rewinding the file, writing
an end-of-file indicator, and skipping forward or backward to a tape mark. (The FCONTROL
intrinsic can also be used to perform various terminal functions, such as changing the terminal speed
or enabling parity checking. These applications of FCONTROL are described in Section V.)

Figure 3-25 contains four examples of FCONTROL which manipulate a tape file.

The first statement (statement number 29)

FCONTROL(MT,7,DUMMY);

spaces forward to a tape mark (EOF).

The next two statements (statement numbers 36 and 38) are both as follows:

FCONTROL(MT,8,DUMMY);

These statements space backward to tape marks. The first statement finds, the EOF mark (the head
was positioned beyond the EOF mark) and the second statement spaces backward again to find the
beginning of the same file.

The last FCONTROL statement in the program

FCONTROL(MT,5,DUMMY);

rewinds the tape.
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Note that the parameter DUMMY has no function in the application of FCONTROL in figure 3-25
and is supplied merely because all parameters of FCONTROL are required parameters.

RESETTING THE LOGICAL RECORD POINTER

You can reset the logical record pointer for a disc file, containing only fixed-length or
undefined-length records, to any logical record in the file with the FPOINT intrinsic. When the next
FREAD or FWRITE request is issued for the file, this record will be the one read or written.

As an example, to position the logical record pointer to the 40th logical record in the file FILE1,
you would use the following intrinsic call:

FPOINT(FILE1,39D);

Remember that the first logical record in a file is record zero and that the D suffix denotes a double
integer value in SPL.

DECLARING ACCESS-MODE OPTIONS

You can activate or deactivate the following access-mode options by issuing the FSETMODE
intrinsic cal~: automatic error recovery, critical output verification, terminal control by the user,
and terminal binary data mode. The access-mode options established remain in effect until another
FSETMODE call is issued or until the file is closed. The FSETMODE intrinsic applies to files on all
devices.

The following FSETMODE intrinsic call

FSETMODE(FILE1,%22);

establishes access-mode options as outlined below. The parameters specified are

filenum

modeflags

Designated by FILE1, which was assigned the file number by FOPEN
when the file was opened. (It is a terminal in this example.)

%22, for which the bit pattern is as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

2 2

Bits

Binary

Octal

The above bit pattern specifies the following access-mode options:

Critical Output Verification:
All physical output of blocks to the file is to be verified as physically
complete before control returns from a write intrinsic to your program.
For each successful logical write operation, a condition code (CCE) is
returned immediately to your program. Bit (14:1) = 1.
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Tape Error Recovery:
A recovered tape error is reported with the CCE condition code. Bit
(12:1) = O.

Terminal Control by User:
MPE will issue carriage return/linefeed. Bit (13:1) = O.

DETERMINING INTERACTIVE AND DUPLICATIVE FILE PAIRS

An input file and a list file are said to be interactive if a real-time dialogue can be established
between a program and a person using the list file as a channel for programmatic requests, with
appropriate responses from a person using the input file. For example, an input file and a list file
opened to the same teleprinting terminal (for a session) would constitute an interactive pair. An
input file and a list file are said to be duplicative when input from the former is duplicated
automatically on the latter. For example, input from a card reader is printed on a line printer.

You can determine whether a pair of files is interactive or duplicative with the FRELATE intrinsic
call. (The interactive/duplicative attributes of a file pair do not change between the time it is
opened and the time it is closed.)

The FRELATE intrinsic applies to files on all devices.

To determine if the input file INFILE and the list file LISTFILE are interactive or duplicative, you
could issue the following FRELATE intrinsic call.

ABLE:=FRELATE(INFILE,LISTFILE);

INFILE and LISTFILE are identifiers specifying the file numbers of the two files. (The file numbers
were assigned to INFILE and LISTFILE when the FOPEN intrinsic opened the files.)

A word is returned to ABLE showing whether the files are interactive or duplicative. The word
returned contains two significant bits, 0 and 15.

If bit 15 =1, INFILE and LISTFILE form an interactive pair.
If bit 15 = 0, INFILE and LISTFILE do not form an interactive pair.
If bit 0 =1, INFILE and LISTFILE form a duplicative pair.
If bit 0 =0, INFILE and LISTFILE do not form a duplicative pair.
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USER L'OGGING
The MPE III User Logging Facility provides a flexible transaction logging capability which enables
you to journalize additions and modifications to your data bases and subsystem files. User logging
permits you to journalize on two mediums: tape and disc. When a tape file is used, journal entries
are saved on a dedicated magnetic tape file outside the domain of the system. When a disc file is
used, the journal entries are saved in a special disc file you create specifically for logging
transactions. It is also possible to organize your applications so that both mediums are used for
logging.

Logging is done programmatically by means of three intrinsics: OPENLOG, WRITELOG, and
CLOSELOG. OPENLOG provides access to the logging facility, CLOSELOG closes access to the
system, and WRITELOG writes journal entries to the logging file. This creates a copy of the
data-set's modifications. If the data-set is lost, the logging tape or disc file can be used in
conjunction with a backup copy of the file to recover the lost transactions.

HOW USER LOGGING WORKS

The User Logging Facility contains a buffer file, a logging process, a logging file for each process,
and a data segment containing a communications area and a buffer for each active log file. (See
Figure 3-28) The function of two of these segments, the logging process and the logging buffer file,
varies for disc file logging and tape file logging.

When you access the logging facility and request tape files, your entries are placed in the buffer area
of the logging data segment. Once this buffer area is full, the contents are written to the logging
buffer file on disc. If there is no space available, two things can happen according to the MODE you
specified.

If you indicated no wait in the mode parameter, the communications
area of the data segment sends an error message indicating your trans
action has not been completed, and you need to resubmit your request
(similar to NOWAITIO).

If you indicated wait in the mode parameter, your process is sus
pended until the logging process writes the contents of the buffer to the
media specified, tape or disc, and then reactivates your process (similar
to WAITIO).
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The logging process acts as an interface between the logging buffer file and the logging tape file. The
logging process writes records to the mag tape destination you have requested. This process is
independent of your process; thus the logging process can be writing records from the disc buffer to
tape at the same time you are adding additional records to the logging buffer. Once the logging
process has made space available in the logging buffer file, the logging process reactivates your
process.

When a disc file is specified, the logging process and logging buffer function differently. When the
WRITELOG intrinsic has been called, your entries are loaded into the buffer area of the logging data
segment. Your records are moved to your disc destination file when the buffer area is full. When the
destination file becomes full, you receive a warning message only if you have set the mode
parameter for no-wait. Otherwise, the WRITELOG intrinsic suspends your process and activates the
logging process. If needed, the logging process allocates additional extents to your disc destination
file up to the maximum that you specified in the :BUILD command and logging continues. The
logging process then activates your process.

You need the record formats to directly access the logging files.

Logging Record Format:
record size 128 words
user area = 119 words

LOG RECORD AT OPENLOG

o 2 3 4 6 7 11 12 24 25 127

rec# cksum code time date logid log# creator pin

USER OR SUBSYSTEM LOG RECORD OR CONTINUATION RECORD

o 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 127

rec# cksum code time date log# len user area

LOG RECORD AT CLOSELOG

o 2 3 4 6 7 11 12 24 25 127

rec# cksum code time date logid log# creator pin

CRASH MARK

o 2 3 4 6 7 127

........re-c-#- cksum code time date I
"----L.----L-..L...--...L...--- _
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START/RESTART (From Log Operator Command)

0 2 3 4 6 7 11 127

rec# cksum code

I

time Idate I logid I
I

TRAILER RECORD

0 2 3 4 6 7 11 127

rec# cksum code time Idate I logid I I
SPACE RECORD

0 2 3 4 6 7 127

I

rec# Icksum code Itime Idate I I

CODE DEFINITION:

Code = 1 Open log
2 User/Subsystem Record
3 Close log
4 Header
5 Trailer
6 Restart
7 Continuation of User of Subsystem Record
9 Crash Marker

Space Null Record

NOTE

1. The checksum algorithm uses the EXCLUSIVE OR function against a base of negative one. It
is calculated on the entire record except the checksum word.

2. 'PIN' is the index into the PCB table. To get an absolute PIN value, divide by 16.

3. The space record code is 8224 (%20040)

EFFECTIVE USE OF USER LOGGING

Effective use of the User Logging Facility includes writing the log file and designing a recovery
procedure. You must use the logging intrinsics in your program to write data to a logging file to be
used for recovery. You must. also program a recovery procedure that can read the log file and apply
it to a backup copy of your data-set to recover your data.
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The following steps are suggested as a procedure for effective use of User Logging.

1. Select your logging identifier. You can find an explanation of the identifier in the MPE
Commands manual. Make sure you use passwordsjlockwords provided in the :GETLOG
command if data security is necessary.

2. Design your application and data structures.

3. Determine what information must be logged in order to recover the data structures of your
application. Assume you will have a back-up copy of the data structure to which you can
apply the log file to recover.

Place the appropriate calls to the User Logging Intrinsics in your application to log the data
necessary for recovery. It is best to log edited and verified data by logging a full transaction at
one time or wrapping transactions with start and completion records.

4. Design and program your recovery procedure. Again, assume the recovery procedure will have
a back-up copy of your application data structure to which it will apply the log file. Your
recovery program must recognize the User Logging file record formats. (See "How User
Logging Works")

5. If you specify in the :GETLOG command that your logging identifier is associated with a disc
file, you must build that file making sure the file has the proper code [;CODE=LOG] and
enough disc space to contain one day's output. Be generous with the disc file space. Divide the
file into several extents, but allocate only the first extent. This minimizes the impact of a large
file on your system. The user logging process allocates additional extents when necessary.

6. Have the operator start the user logging process for your logging identifier (See :LOG
Command in the MPE Console Operators Manual.)

7. Run your application to log changes to your data sets to the User Logging file you specified in
the :GETLOG command.

If it becomes necessary to recover your data-sets, restore the back-up copy that you have saved and
run the recovery procedure you wrote to reapply changes you made to the data structures.
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SUGGESTED LOG FILE USES

Usage of a log file, especially if many users are accessing the same user log file, starts with your
application. Set up a log file separate from your data base log file with information which points to
your entry. This separate log file might include the following information.

1. User group and account names you are logged onto. This can be determined using the WHO
intrinsic.

2. Job/session input device number using the WHO intrinsic. This would only give a history
however, and not help directly in recovery.

3. Process Identification Number (PIN) of the process accessing the log file right now using the
GETPROCID intrinsic.

4. Date and time of opening the actual log file. This information can be accessed· by the
CALENDAR and CLOCK intrinsics. (The date and time returned by these intrinsics match the
format of this information in the data base log file.) Put in calls to these intrinsics immediately
after a successful OPENLOG intrinsic call.

5. The fully qualified file name of the data set log file being accessed including the ASCII of the
LOGID.

When you need to recover the file listing, the additional file can be read and the log file opened.
Search the log file for the LOGID and the creator that match in the OPENLOG record (type 1).
Verify using the date and time. Use the PIN to verify the creator in case there are duplicate creators.
Then pick up the LOG number. All records with this LOG number will be in your file.
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UTILITY FUNCTIONS OF __
MPE INTRINSICS I IV I

MPE intrinsics allow you to perform the following utility functions:

• Manage library procedures with LOADPROC (see page 4-2) and UNLOADPROC (see
page 4-3).

• Convert numbers from ASCII to binary code with BINARY and DBINARY. See page
4-13.

• Convert numbers from binary to ASCII code with ASCII and DASCII. See page 4-10.
• Convert a string of characters from EBCDIC to ASCII, from ASCII to EBCDIC, from

EBCDIC to JIK (Katakana), and from JIK to EBCDIC with CTRANSLATE. (See page
4-13).

• Read input from job/session list devices with READ and READX. See page 4-16.
• Write output to the job/session list device with PRINT. See page 4-18.
• Write output to the Operator's Console with PRINTOP or write output to the Operator's

Console and solicit a reply with PRINTOPREPLY. See page 4-18.
• Obtain system timer information with TIMER. See page 4-42.
• Obtain the calendar date with CALENDAR. See page 4-44.
• Obtain the time of day in terms of hour, minute, second, and tenth of second with

CLOCK. See page 4-44.
• Format the calendar date with FMTCALENDAR. See page 4-45.
• Format the time of day with FMTCLOCK. See page 4-_45.
• Format the calendar date and time of day with FMTDATE. See page 4-45.
• Obtain process run time (CPU time) with PROCTIME. See page 4-44.
• Obtain information pertaining to your access mode and attributes with WHO. See page

4-10.
• Search an array for a specified name with SEARCH. See page 4-3.
• Format the parameters of a non-MPE command with MYCOMMAND. See page 4-4.
• Execute MPE commands programmatically with COMMAND. See page 4-9.
• Enable or disable hardware arithmetic traps with ARITRAP. See page 4-30.
• Enable or disable software arithmetic traps with XARITRAP. See page 4-32.
• Enable or disable the software library trap with XLIBTRAP. See page 4-34.
• Enable or disable the software system trap with XSYSTRAP. See page 4-36.
• Disarm the CONTROL-Y trap with RESETCONTROL (see page 4-40) or arm the CON-

TROL-Y trap withXCONTRAP (see page 4-41).
• Change the size of the current DL-to-DB area with DLSIZE. See page 4-22.
• Change the size of the current Z-to-DB area with ZSIZE. See page 4-27.
• Suspend the calling process with PAUSE. See page 4-19.
• Initiate a session break programmatically with CAUSEBREAK. See page 4-19.
• Programmatically terminate a process (after successful execution) with TERMINATE.

See page 4-20.
• Programmatically abort any process within a. user process structure with QUIT. See page

4-20.
• Abort the entire process structure (program) with QUITPROG. See page 4-20.
• Manage interprocess communication through the job control words with SETJCW (see

page 4-46), GETJCW (see page 4-46), PUTJCW (see page 4-47), and FINDJCW (see
page 4-47).

• Access a message catalog in theMPE message system, and insert parameters in a message,
with the GENMESSAGE intrinsic. See page 4-50.
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DYNAMIC LOADING AND UNLOADING OF LIBRARY PROCEDURES

Normally, segments containing library procedures referenced by a program are attached to that
program when the program is allocated in virtual memory. However, you also may dynamically
attach and detach such procedures while your program is running. You might, for example, decide
to do this for a large procedure used optionally and infrequently by your program, or for a procedure
whose name is not known at load time. By loading this procedure only when it is required, and then
unloading it, you can save the tabie entry. The procedures are loaded from segmented libraries, not
from relocatable libraries (which are used only at program-preparation time).

NOTE

Preparation and maintenance of segmented libraries and
relocatable libraries is explained in the Segmenter Reference
Manual.

You need not load procedures dynamically that are declared as externals to your program, because
the loader will load them automatically. Dynamic loading and unloading is intended for procedures
that are not declared at all.

DYNAMIC LOADING

The LOADPROC intrinsic is used to load a library procedure, together with external procedures
referenced by it.

For example, to dynamically load a procedure named PROC1, you could enter the following
intrinsic call:

PNUM:=LOADPROC(PNAME,O,LAB);

The parameters specified in the above intrinsic call are

procname

lib

plabel

Contained in the byte array PNAME. The contents of PNAME are
"PROC1". Note that the last character is a blank.

0, signifying that only the system library should be searched.
If 2 were specified, library searching would proceed in this order:

Group Library
Account Public Library
System Library

Specifying 1 for the lib parameter would cause the search to be
conducted in this order:

Account Public Library
System Library

LAB, a word to which the procedure's label (P label) is returned.

When the LOADPROC intrinsic executes, the procedure identity number will be returned as an
integer to PNUM.
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DYNAMIC UNLOADING

The UNLOADPROC intrinsic is used to unload a procedure and its referenced external procedures.

For example, to unload the procedure that was dynamically loaded in the previous example, you
could use the following UNLOADPROC intrinsic call:

UNLOADPROC(PNUM);

SEARCHING ARRAYS

Occasionally, you may construct byte arrays whose contents you may later want to search for
specified entries or names. A dictionary of user-designed commands is one such example. The
searching is accomplished with the SEARCH intrinsic, which can be used with specially-formatted
arrays consisting of sequential entries, each including:

• An integer specifying the length (in bytes) of the entire entry - the length includes this
byte plus all the information in the following byte areas.

• An integer specifying the length of the "name" (in bytes) for which the search is
performed.

• A byte string forming the name for which the search is performed - in a command
dictionary, for example, this would be the command name.

• An optional byte string containing a user-supplied definition.

The entry number of the first entry in such a dictionary is one. The last entry is indicated by a zero.

As an example, consider a byte array wherein the relationship of each entry to its definition is:

Entry

5,3,"IN",
6,4,"OUT",
7,5,"SKIP",
7 ,5,"EXIT",

Definition

1,
1,
2,
0,

Note: 0 = no parameter
1 file name
2 = numeric

You can request the search of such an array for a specified name with the SEARCH intrinsic. A
simple linear search is performed, with the name, specified as a byte array, compared against the
byte array forming the name in each entry. Because the search is linear, the most frequently used
byte arrays should appear at the beginning of the array to promote efficient searching. If the name
is found, the number of the entry containing the name is returned to the calling program. If the
name is not found, a zero is returned. Optionally, you also can request the return of a pointer to the
definition information for the name.

If you want to search the byte array, named DEFF, for the byte array NAME, containing the string
" AN", the following intrinsic call could be used.

ENUM:=SEARCH(NAME,2,DEFF,DEFADDR);

The length of the string in NAME is 2 bytes. The byte address of the definition sought is to be
returned to the word DEFADDR. The entry number corresponding to the entry containing"AN"
will be returned to the word ENUM.
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FORMATTING COMMAND PARAMETERS

You can programmatically extract and format for execution the parameters of a .command defined
by you (i.e., the command is not an MPE command) with the MYCOMMAND intrinsic.
Additionally, you can have the· MYCOMMAND intrinsic search a byte array for the specified
command.

Figure 4-1 contains a program that checks if the user is running the program in a session and, if such
is the case, performs the following:

1. Prompts the user to enter a command name from the terminal.
2. Reads the command name typed in by the user.
3. Compares this command name against entries in a byte array. If no match is found, the

program displays
ILLEGAL ENTRY

and prompts the user for another command.
4. Converts the parameter, entered with the command, to binary, then uses this operand to

perform the calculation specified by the command.
5. Converts the result to ASCII, then displays the result on the terminal.

The statement

LGTH:=READ(INPUT,-72);

reads the command entered by the user (the arrays INPUT and COMMAND have been equivalenced,
see statement 6 in the program).

The two statements

IF <> THEN QUIT(1);
IF COMMAND = "END" THEN GO EXIT;

perform the following:

1. Check for a condition code error and execute the QUIT intrinsic (causing the process to
abort if a condition code error is returned).

2. Cause program control to transfer to the statement EXIT if "END" is entered by the
user.

The statement

COMMAND(LGTH): =%15;

adds a carriage-return character as the last character of the comimage parameter for the command
entered. Note that the carriage-return character is added starting at the position in the array
specified by LGTH, but does not overwrite the last position of the string entered bY,the user. The
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PAGE 0001 HEWLF.TT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 TUF., OCT 28, 1975, 4:35 PM

INTRINSIC ASCII,BINARy,HEAD,PFINT,MYCOMMAND,QUIT,wHO~

TYPE:

«PROGRA~ 10»
«LIVE USER?»

«RESET OLD ANSWER»
«CONVERT ACCUM»
«OUTPUT NEW ANSWER»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«ERROR MESSAGE»
«NO LIVE USER-QUIT»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

".,
5,3,"MUJJ"'
0:

MOVE ANSWER(8):=" ":
ASCIICACCUM,10,ANSWEPCS»:
PRINT(OUTPUT,7,O):
GO LOOP:

PRINTCHEADING,9,O):
WHOCINTERACTIVE):

PRINTCERRMSG,7,0):
If NOT INTERACTIVE THEN QUIT(2):
GO 1,OOP:

END.
SECONOARY DB STORAGE=%00113
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=O:OO:11

«ENO OF OECLA~ATIONS»

SCONTROL USLIN!T
BEGIN

ARRAY Hf:~ADINGCO:B):="INTEGF.R CAI,CULATOR":
ARRAY ERRMSGCO:6):="ILLEGAL ENTRY.":
AHRAY INPUTCO:36):
BYTE ARRAY COMMANDC*)=INPUT:
BYTF ARRAY ANSWERCO:13):="ACCUM =
ARRAY OUTPUTC*)=ANSWER:
BYTE ARRAY TABLECO:25):=

5,3,"AOO", 5,3,"5U8",
5,3,"0IV", 5,3,"SET",

INTEGER ARRAY PARMINFOCO:I):
LOGICAL INTERACTIVE:=FALSE:
INTEGER ACCUM:=O, OPERAND:=O, REG:="? "

LGTH, INDX, PARMCNT,

ERROR:

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00011 1
00005000 00007 1
00006000 00007 1
00007000 00007 1
00008000 00010 1
00009000 00010 1
00010000 00001 1
00010100 00010 1
00011000 00016 1
00012000 00016 1
00013000 00016 1
00014000 00016 1
00015000 00016 1
00016000 00016 1
00017000 00016 1
00019000 00016 1
00020000 00016 1
00021000 00016 1
00022000 00004 1
00023000 00010 1
00024000 00010 1
00025000 00016 1
00026000 00023 1
00027000 00026'
00028000 00040 1
00028100 00043'
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00050 1
00031000 00056 1
00032000 00057 1
00033000 00062 1
00034000 00065 1
00035000 00070 1
00036000 00075 1
00036100 00076 1
00037000 00076 1
00038000 00100 1
00039000 00106 2
00040000 00116 2
00041000 00122 2
00042000 00126 2
00043000 00133 2
00044000 00136 2
00045000 00143 1
00046000 00143 1
00047000 00155 1
00048000 00163 1
00049000 00170 1
00050000 00171 1
00051000 00171 1
00052000 00175 1
00053000 00201 1
00054000 00202 1 F.XIT:

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%020:
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:03:

Figure 4-1. Using the MYCOMMAND Intrinsic
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reason for this is that, in SPL convention, the first position in an array is 0, not 1. For example, if
the user entered the command ADD 5, this command would occupy array positions 0 through 4, as
follows:

o 1 234

ADD 5

The value returned to LGTH specifying the length of the string read, however, is 5 because the
READ statement read a string 5 characters long and therefore the carriage-return character is added
to position 5 of the array.

The statement

TYPE:=MYCOMMAND(COMMAND"l,PARM~NT,PARMINFO,TABLE);

calls the MYCOMMAND intrinsic to parse the command entered by the user. The parameters
specified are

comimage

delimiters

maxparms

numparms

parms

4-6

Contained in the array COMMAND, which contains the string entered
by the user. This parameter contains a user command such as ADD or
SUB, a parameter consisting of an integer, and a carriage-return
character added to the command by the statement

COMMAND(LGTH):=%15;

For example, the complete comimage parameter could be ADD 15%15,
with ADD 15 entered by the user and the %15 carriage return added
programmatically.

Omitted. The default delimiter array "comma, equal, semicolon,
carriage return" is used.

1, specifying that one parameter is expected in comimage.

Specified by PARMCNT, which contains the actual number of param
eters entered with the command.

Specified by PARMINFO, an integer array to which is returned the
byte address of the parameter entered as part of comimage.

NOTE

Although this parameter is listed as a double array .in the
specifications for the MYCOMMAND intrinsic in Section II,
it is declared as a two-word integer array in this program
because it is necessary to access each of the words indivi
dually. This is more convenient than declaring a one-word
double array and a two-word integer array, then
equivalencing the two.



diet Specified by TABLE, a byte array containing 5,3,"ADD", 5,3,"SUB",
5,3,"MUL", 5,3,"DIV", 5,3,"SET", 0;

The table specified by the diet parameter is searched until a match is found between the command
name. and an entry in the table. If a match is found, the number of the entry in the table containing
the matching name is returned to TYPE. The diet parameter specifies a specially-formatted array, or
table. Each entry in the table contains:

1. An integer specifying the total number of bytes in the entry.
2. An integer specifying the total number of characters in the command portion of the

entry.
3. The command portion of the entry.
4. An arbitrary user-defined definition of the entry.

For example, the first entry in the array TABLE is

5,3,ADD

which is broken down as follows:

5 The.total number of bytes in this entry (53ADD = 5 bytes).
3 The total number of bytes in the command portion (ADD) of the entry.

ADD The string comprising the command portion of the entry.

Note that a user-defined definition of the entry is not included in the entries in TABLE.

The byte array TABLE, then, consists of 26 bytes structured as follows:

5 3

A D

D 5

3 S

U B

5 3

M U

L 5

3 D

I V

5 3

S E

T 0
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The statement

IF < THEN GO ERROR;

checks the condition code and, if it is CCL, transfers program control to statement label ERROR.

The statement

IF PARMCNT < > 1 THEN GO ERROR;

checks that only one parameter was entered with the command (the parameter maxparms had
specified that one parameter was expected). If PARMCNT does not equal 1, control is transferred
to statement label ERROR.

The two statements

INDX:=PARMINFO-@COMMAND;
OPERAND:=BINARY(COMMAND(INDX),PARMINFO(1).(O:8»;

determine the byte address of the parameter entered with the command, then convert this parameter
to a binary value.

The first statement above

INDX:=PARMINFO-@COMMAND;

subtracts the byte address of the first element of COMMAND from the byte address of PARMINFO
to obtain the relative position of the parameter in the array COMMAND. This value is returned to
INDX. For example, the command

ADD 5

would occupy positions in the array COMMAND as follows:

o 1 234

ADD 5

Subtracting the byte address of the first (zero) element of COMMAND from the byte address
specified by PARMINFO for the first element of the parameter produces the byte address of the
parameter.

The statement

OPERAND:=BINARY(COMMAND(INDX),PARMINFO(1).(O:8»;

converts the ASCII characters starting in the INDX position of the array COMMAND to a binary
value and returns this value to OPERAND. The number of bytes (length) of the ASCII string to be
converted are specified by the first eight bits (PARMINFO(1).(O:8» of the first word contained in
PARMINFO
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The statement

CASE (TYPE-I) OF

transfers program control to one of the five statements following the BEGIN statement, depending
on the value of TYPE-I. N:>te that -I is necessary because the five statements are considered in the
SPL numbering convention by the CASE statement (ACCUM:=ACCUM+OPERAND; is considered
to be the zeroth statement following BEGIN) but the value assigned to TYPE by MYCOMMAND
contains the range 1 to 5.

An example of running the program is shown below.

:RUN UTILY

INTEGER CALCULATO~

? SET 10
ACCUM = 10
? ADD 34
ACCUM = 44
? MUL .5
ILLEGAL ENTRY
? MUL 2
ACCUM = 88
? END

END OF P~OG~Ar-1

EXECUTING MPE COMMANDS PROGRAMMATICALLY

The COMMAND intrinsic can be used to programmatically request the execution of certain MPE
commands. The command image, including parameters, is passed to the intrinsic, which searches the
system command dictionary for a command of the same name, and executes it. When command
execution is completed, or when an error is detected during this execution, control returns to the
calling process. Commands that can be executed programmatically are listed below.

:ALTSEC
:ALTVSET
:BUILD
:COMMENT
DEBUG (as an Intrinsic only)
:DSTAT
:DSLINE
:FILE
:GETRIN
:HELP
:LISTF
:LISTVS
:NEWVSET
:PTAPE

:PURGE
:PURGEVSET
:RELEASE
:REMOTE HELLO
:RENAME
:REPORT
:RESET
:RESETDUMP
:RESTORE
:SAVE
:SECURE
:SETDUMP
:SETJCW
:SETMSG

:SHOWDEV
:SHOWIN
:SHOWJCW
:SHOWJOB
:SHOWME
:SHOWOUT
:SHOWTIME
:SPEED
:STORE
:STREAM
:TELL
:TELLOP

See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for discussions of commands.
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If you want to programmatically execute the command :SHOWTIME, the following intrinsic call
could be used:

COMMAND(COMD,ECODE,EPARM);

All characters for the command except the prompting colon are contained in the byte array COMD.
Any error code is returned to ECODE. Since the :SHOWTIME command has no parameters, no
information is returned to EPARM.

When the intrinsic executes, the date and time are printed on the job/session list device.

NOTE

Conditions which result in warning messages are not returned
to the user.

DETERMINING THE USER'S ACCESS MODE AND ATTRIBUTES

A program can obtain the access mode and attributes of the user running that program from the
system tables with the WHO intrinsic.

Figure 4-2 contains a program which must determine if the user is running the program in an
interactive session. The statement

WHO(INTERACTIVE);

calls the WHO intrinsic to make this determination. If the logical identifier INTERACTIVE is
TRUE (bit 15 = 1) after the WHO intrinsic executes, and job/session input file and job/session list
file form an interactive pair, thus the user is running the program interactively.

The statement

IF INTERACTIVE THEN PRINT(REQ,1,%320);

checks whether INTERACTIVE is TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE, the PRINT portion of the statement
is executed and a prompt character (?) is displayed on the terminal to prompt the user for a
command.

CONVERTING NUMBERS FROM BINARY CODE TO ASCII STRINGS

You can convert a one-word binary number to an octal or decimal number represented as an ASCII
string with the ASCII intrinsic. The length of the resulting ASCII string can be returned as an
integer value.

The ASCII intrinsic call is illustrated in figure 4-3. The statement

ASCII(ACCUM,10,ANSWER(8»;

converts the one-word binary number contained in ACCUM to the base 10 and places the converted
value into the 8th element of the byte array ANSWER. The length of the resulting ASCII string is
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PAGE 0001 HEWLF.TT-PACKAFD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 TUE, OCT 28, 1975, 4:35 PM

INTRINSIC ASCII,BINARY,READ,PFINT,MYCOMMAND,QUIT,wHO:

PRINT(HEADING,9,0): «PROGRA~ 10»

LGTH:=READCJNPUT,-72): «GET COMMAND»
If1I <> THEN QUITC 1): «CHECK FOR ERROR»
IF CnMMAND="END" THEN GO EXIT: «DONE - EXIT»
COMMANDCLGTH):=%1S: «CARRIAGE RETURN»

5 , 3 , "M UJJ If ,

0:

TYPE:

«TAKE APART COMMAND»

«ADD CO:-1MAND»
«SUB COMr-1AND»
«MUL CO~MAND»

«OIV COMMAND»
«SF:T CO~MAND»

«SELECT OPERATION»

«CHECK FOR F.RROR»

«ERROR MESSAGE»
«NO LIVE USER-QUIT»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«RESET OLD ANSWER»
«CONVERT ACCUM»
«OUTPUT NEW ANSWER»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«NO COMMAND MATCH»
«NO PARAMETERS»
«SUBSCRIPT OF PARM»
«CONVERT PARAMETER»

".,

MOVE ANSWER(8):=" If:
ASCIICACCUM,10,ANSWEPCB»:
PRINTCOUTPUT,7,O):
GO LOPP:

PRINTCERRMSG,7,0):
IF NOT INTERACTIVE TH~N QUIT(2):
GO LOOP:

END.
SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%OOI13
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSfD TIME=O:OO:11

TYPE:=MYCOMMANDCCOMMAND"l,PARMCNT,
PARMINFO,TABLE):

IF < THENGn ERROR:
IF PARMCNT<>t THEN GO ERROR:
INDX:=PARMINFO-@COMMAND:
OPERAND:=BINARYCCOMMANOCINDX),

PARMINFO(1).CO:8»):
IF <> THEN GO ERROR:

CASE (TYPE-1.) OF
BEGIN

ACCUM:=ACCUM+OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM-OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM*OPEPAND:
ACCUM:=ACCU~/OPERAND:

ACCUM:=OPERAND:
END:

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

RESULT:

ERRUR:

SCONTROL USLINYT
BEGIN

ARRAY HI:~ADINGCO:B) :="INTEGF.R CAI,CULATOR":
ARRAY ERRMSGCO:6):="ILLEGAL ENTRY.":
ARRAY INPUT(0:36):
BYTE AFRAY COMMANDC*)=INPUT:
BYTF. ARRAY ANSWERCO:13):="ACCUM =
ARRAY OUTPUTC*)=ANSWEF:
BYTE ARRAY TABLECO:25):=

5,3,"ADD", 5,3,"SUB",
5,3,"DIV", 5,3,"SET",

INTEGER ARRAY PARMINFOCO:l):
LOGICAL INTERACTIVE:=FALSE:
INTEGER ACCUM:=O, OPERAND:=O, REG:="? ",

LGTH, INDX, PARMCNT,

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00011 1
00005000 00007 1
00006000 00007 1
00007000 00007 1
00008000 00010 1
00009000 00010 1
00010000 00001 1
00010100 00010 1
00011000 00016 1
00012000 00016 1
00013000 00016 1
00014000 00016 1
00015000 00016 1
00016000 00016 1
00017000 00016 1
00019000 00016 1
00020000 00016 1
00021000 00016 1
00022000 00004 1
00023000 00010 1
00024000 00010 1
00025000 00016 1
00026000 00023 1
00027000 00026 1
00028000 00040 1
00028100 00043'
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00050 1
00031000 00056 1
00032000 00057 1
00033000 00062 1
00034000 00065 1
00035000 00070 1
00036000 00075 1
00036100 00076 1
00037000 00076 1
00038000 ~0100 1
00039000 00106 2
00040000 00116 2
00041000 00122 2
00042000 00126 2
00043000 00133 2
00044000 00136 2
00045000 00143 1
00046000 00143 1
00047000 00155 1
00048000 00163 1
00049000 00170 1
00050000 00171 1
00051000 00171 1
00052000 00175 1
00053000 00201 1
00054000 00202 1 F.XIT:

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%020:
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=O:00:03:

Figure 4-2. Using the WHO Intrinsic
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PAGE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 TUE, OCT 28, 1975, 4:35 PM

INTRINSIC ASCII,BINARY,READ,PRINT,MYCOMMAND,QUIT,wHO:

MOVE ANSWER(8):="": «RESET OLD ANSWER»
ti::i::::i::ii:::iiIriii:til.i§miif.ii!::i:ij':tiYI.M::~:i9:i~iiiltn~i:~li:ti:ei:j):ii:]ii:i:::i:iiII:Iiiiiii::i::ii:IIiiiIiIIiIIiIi:iil.lqi~::igliliii::ii:!jl:Mljiilitiiii:ii:ii::m::iiiiiiii::ii:liii:iii:

PRINTCOUTPUT,7,O): «OUTPUT NEW ANSWER»
GO LOOP: «CONTINUE CALCULATION»

IF INTERACTIVE THEN PRINTCREQ,1,%320): «PROMPT USER»
LGTH:=REAOCINPUT,-72): «GET COMMAND»
IF <> THEN QUI1Cl); A «CHECK FOR ERROR»
IF COMMAND="END" THEN GO EXIT: «DONE - EXIT»
COMMAND(LGTH):=%15: «CARRIAGE RETURN»

TYPE:

«PROGRA~ 10»
«LIVE USER?»

«TAKE APART COMMAND»

«CHECK FOR F.RROR»

«SELECT OPERATION»

«ADD CW1MAND»
«SUB COMMAND»
«MUL CO~MAND»

«DIV COMMAND»
«SET COMM.l\ND»

«NO COMMAND MATCH»
«NO PARAMETERS»
«SUBSCRIPT OF PARM»
«CONVERT PARAMETER»

«ERROH MESSAGE»
«NO LIVE USER-QUIT»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

" :

5,3,"MUlJI',
0:

PRINTCERRMSG,7,0);
IF NOT INTERACTIVE TH~N OUIT(2):
GO I,OOP:

END.
SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00113
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSF.D TIME=O:OO:11

CASE (TYPE-t.) OF
BEGIN

ACCUM:=ACCUM+OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM-OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM*OPE~AND:

ACCUM:=ACCU~/OPERAND:

ACCUM:=OPERAND:
END:

TYPE:=MYCOMMANDCCOMMAND"l,PARMCNT,
PARMINFO,TABLE) :

IF < THEN GO ERROR:
IF PARMCNT<>1 THEN GO ERROP:
INDX:=PARMINFO-@COMMAND:
OPERAND:=BINARYCCOMMANDCINDX),

PARMINFO(1).(0:8»:
IF <> THEN GO ERROR:

PRINTCHEADING,9,0):
WHOCINTERACTIVE):

«END OF DECLA~ATIONS»

ERROR:

SCONTROL USLIN!T
BEGIN

ARRAY Ht~ADINGCO:8):="INTEGER CAI,CULATOR":
ARRAY ERRMSGCO:6):="ILLEGAL ENTRY.":
AHRAY INPUT(0:36):
BYTE ARRAY COMMANDC*)=INPUT;
BYTF ARRAY ANSWERCO:13):="ACCUM =
ARRAY OUTPUTC*)=ANSWER;
BYTE ARRAY TABLE(0:25):=

5,),"ADD", 5,3,"SUB",
5,3,"DJV", 5,3,"SET",

INTEGER ARRAY PARMINFOCO:l):
LOGICAL INTERACTIVE:=FALSE:
INTEGER ACCUM:=O, OPERAND:=O, REG:="? ",

LGTH, INDX, PAHMCNT,

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00011 1
00005000 00001 1
00006000 00001 1
00007000 00007 1
00008000 00010 1
00009000 00010 1
00010000 00001 1
00010100 00010 1

·00011000 00016 1
00012000 00016 1
00013000 00016 1
00014000 00016 1
00015000 00016 1
00016000 00016 1
00017000 00016 1
00019000 00016 1
00020000 00016 1
00021000 00016 1
00022000 00004 1
00023000 00010 1
00024000 00010 1
00025000 00016 1
00026000 00023 1
00027000 00026 t
00028000 00040 1
0002~100 00043 1
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00050 l
00031000 00056 1
60032000 00057 1
00033000 00062 1
00034000 00065 1
00035000 00010 1
00036000 00075 1
00036100 00076 1
00037000 00076 1
00038000 00100 1
00039000 00106 2
00040000 00116 2
00041000 00122 2
00042000 00126 2
00043000 00133 2
00044000 00136 2
00045000 00143 1
00046000 00143 1
00047000 00155 1
00048000 00163 1
00049000 00110 1
00050000 00171 1
00051000 00171 1
00052000 00175 1
00053000 00201 1
00054000 00202 1 F.XIT:

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%020:
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:03:

, Figure 4-3. Using the ASCII Intrinsic
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unimportant in this application and therefore no variable is provided in the intrinsic call for this
return. If the length were desired, the intrinsic call could have had the form

LGTH: =ASCII (ACCUM, 10,ANSWER(8»;

The DASCII intrinsic, which converts a double-word (32-bit) binary nUlllber to an octal or decimal
number represented as an ASCII string, is shown in Figure 4-4.

The statement

LGTH: =DASCII(CNTR,10,BMSG(20»;

converts the 32-bit binary number contained in CNTR to the base 10 and places the converted
decimal value in the 20th element of byte array BMSG. The length (number of characters) of the
converted value is returned to LGTH.

The value is converted from binary to ASCII so that it can be printed by the PRINT statement.

CONVERTING NUMBERS FROM AN ASCII NUMERIC
STRING TO A BINARY CODED VALUE

The BINARY intrinsic converts an ASCII numberic string to its equivalent binary value. The con
verted value is returned to the calling program.

The BINARY intrinsic call is illustrated in Figure 4-5. The statement

OPERAND: =BINARY (COMMAND (INDX),PARMINFO (1) . (0:8»;

converts the ASCII numeric string contained in the element specified by INDX of the array COM
MAND to its binary equivalent. The length of the ASCII string is specified by the first 8 bits of the
first word of the array PARMINFO. The resulting binary value is stored in the word OPERAND.

To convert a number from an ASCII string to a double-word (32-bit) binary value, the DBINARY
intrinsic is used. A DBINARY intrinsic call could be of the form

DVAL:=DBINARY(STRING,LENGTH);

where STRING contains the octal or decimal number to be converted and LENGTH is an integer
representing the length of the string containing the ASCII-coded value. The converted double-word
value is returned to DVAL.

TRANSLATING CHARACTERS WITH THE CTRANSLATE INTRINSIC

The CTRANSLATE intrinsic is used for character code translating, whether between the standard
computer character codes or with a user-defined code. It permits you to obtain character code con
versions within programs of your own design. In the code parameter of CTRANSLATE, the follow
ing values specify the translation table to be used:

o- The user supplied table specified in the parameter, table.

1 - EBCDIC to ASCII. (EBCDIC characters with no ASCII equivalent are translated to a byte
of zero.)

2 - ASCII to EBCDIC. (The ASCII parity bit is ignored.)

3 - Reserved for future use.

4 - Reserved for future use.
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5 - EBCDIK to JIS (Katakana data).

6 - JIS to EBCDIK.

PAGE 0001 H~WLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 8PL/3000 MON, NOV 3, 1975, 10:42 AM

" :

«DOUBLE INCREMENT»
«CONTINUOUS LOOP»

«PROGRAM 10»
«ARM CONTROL Y TRAP»
«CHECK FOR ERRoR»

CNTR:=CNTR+ID:
If CNTR<3000000D THEN GO LOOP:

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00033
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0:00:26

PRINTCHEADING,11,0):
XCONTRAP (@CONTROLY, DlJM~1Y) :
IF < THEN QUIT(1);

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

::::::::I::::::I::::::b.":i:H:~::i:i:i.:il:'!:i.:!:t:¢':~:i:;::i::ii:::ij:j:,,:i*=i1ij::I:I,:i:::i:::i:::::II:!Iii:Q:fti:i:i.:i:::::::I:IM:i:I:I:lii¥:I::::::::::::::!::~!:::::::!:!:::i:::::::
PRINTCMSG,16,0): «OUTPUT COUNTER»
RESETCONTROL: «REARM CONTROL Y TRAP»
TOS:=%31400+SDEC: «BUILD EXIT INSTRUCTION»
ASSEMBLE(Xf,Q 0); «EXECUTE EXIT»

END:

INTRINSIC PRINT,XCONTRAP,QUIT,DASCII,RESETCONTROL:

PROCEDURE CONTROLY:
BEGIN

INTEGER SDF.C=Q+1:

LOOP:

SCONTROL USLINI!
BEGIN

ARRAY HEADINGCO:I0):="CONTROL Y TRAP EXAMPLE":
ARRAY MSGCO:15):="COUNTER CURRENTLY =
BYTE ARRAY RMSGC*)=MSG:
DOUBLE CNTR:=OD:
INTEGER DUMMY,LGTH:

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00013 1
00005000 00020 1
00006000 00020 1
00007000 00020 1
00008000 00020 1
00009000 00020 1
00010000 00020 1
00011000 00020 1
00012000 00000 1
00013000 00000 2
00014000 00000 2
00015000 00000 2
00016000 00007 2
00017000 00013 2
00018000 00014 2
00019000 00016 2
00020000 00017 2
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00000 1
00025000 00004 1
00026000 00007 1
00027000 00012 1
00028000 0001~ 1
00029000 00023 1
00030000 00027 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=\007:
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:OO:02:

Figure 4-4. Using the DASCH Intrinsic

As an example of converting from EBCDIC to ASCII, suppose the byte array ESTRING contains
the EBCDIC characters "JOB 2". You want to convert this string to its ASCII equivalent and store
it in the byte array ASTRING. The following intrinsic call could be used:

CTRANSLATE(1,ESTRING,ASTRING,5);

The parameters specified in the above intrinsic call are:

code 1, which specifies the EBCDIC-to-ASCII table. A 0 for this parameter
specifies a user-defined translation table, and a 2 specifies the
ASCII-to-EBCDIC table.

instring ESTRING, a byte array containing the string to be converted.

outstring ASTRING, a byte array which will contain the ASCII characters for
"JOB 2" when the intrinsic is executed.
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PAGE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 TUE, OCT 28, 1975, 4:35 PM

INTRINSIC ASCII,BINARY,READ,pprNT,MYCOMMAND,QUIT,~HO:

TYPE:

«ERROR MESSAGE»
«NO LIVE USER-QUIT»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«ADD CO:>1MAND»
«SUB COMMAND»
«MUL CO"1MAND»
«OIV COMMAND»
«Sr.T CO~MAND»

«RESET OLD ANSWER»
«CONVERT ACCUM»
«OUTPUT NEW ANSWER»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«SELECT OPERATION»

«TAKE APART COMMAND»

«PROGRA~ ID»
«LIVE USER?»

«PROMPT USER»
«GET COMMAND»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«DONE - EXIT»
«CARRIAGE RETURN»

tI.,

5,3,"MUL",
0:

MOVE ANSWER(S):=tI ":
A5CIICACCUM,10,ANSWER(B»):
PRINT(OUTPUT,7,O):
GO LOOP:

PRINTCERRMSG,7,0):
IF NOT INTERACTIVE TH~N QUIT(2):
GO LOOP:

END.
SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00113
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0:OO:11

PRINTCHEADING,9,0):
WHO(INTERACTIVE):

CASE (TYPE-I) OF
BEGIN

ACCUM:=ACCUM+OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM-OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM*OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM/OPERAND:
ACCUM:=OPERAND:

END:

IF INTERACTIVE THEN PRINT(REQ,1,%320):
LGTH:=REAO(INPUT,-72):
IF <> THEN QUIT(1):
IF COMMAND="END" THEN GO EXIT:
COMMAND(LGTH):=%15:

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

TYPE:=MYCOMMANDCCOMMAND"l,PARMCNT,
PARMINFO,TABLE):

IF < THEN GO ERROR: «NO COMMAND M~TCH»

IF PARMCNT<>l THEN GO ERROR: «NO PARAMETERS»
INDX·-PARMINFO-@COMMAND· «SUBSCRIPT OF FARM»

::::::::::::::::::~ :::llpiki:i'tri::r:~"j'i:Alfy.::Nfd'IMt:i:N:rl':(:¥ND.'X:),:::::: :iIII:i:::::::: tIII::::::::tii:<e:tbfii:i:t.df:::i.idh':i?iJi:i:i:>.::it:::I:
:.:::..:::.:::.::.:::::..::~.:i.::.::..:::.·.:::.:.:::.::.:..:::.::..:..:i..::·.·.:::...:::..:~:..::.·.::..::....::..:..::.:: ...::....:~....::...::..::..:..:::....::\;;::.:.:::.'::..: ...::.:..:~:.;:::.:.:.:;..::...:;.:..:...:::.::.:.:.:.:;..: ....:::.::.:.:;.~:.::.:::.:.:.:..:·.:::...::.~:;..::::'.:·:.:·;..::l.::.;..::.::.:::.:::.:'.:..::.::.:'.:.:.:.:'.:~.;..:""::'::::..:'.:.::.!:::;::.:·:::::::..:·~:~.::::;.:·::..:::..I..::.:~:::.::.:.:~.:.:::;.:..:;:.::.·.1.::.:·.;..:::.::.:.:.:·.::r.;.;.::::.::·.:.~:::::.::h::::.:::::::.:·.:.::.:.::.·::::.:..:..::.::.:.::.::L::::::::.·::.:,,::'tl.:::::.::::~.;::.::.P..:~.:.·:;.::.:::;:.::.::-o.::·.::::..:::.::i..:R:h::.:.;..::::::.:.::.M:::;.~.::::..:;.:..:.::.J.::.:.::.:.::.·.::.:.:i..:

14

::.:.::.:.:.::.:.:·.:..;..::.::.'.::.:..:~..::::.:::::.::i..:o:..:::::.:::..:::..:..::::.::;:(.::.:::::.:.::~.:::.::1.::.::.:..:.::::..\.:::;.:.:l:.:·.::::i..::.:.i.:I:~.:::::·~·:·ij::~::i::M):]}I:::t:::t:~t\}:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::····:,
:t 1;,: ~z ::>;:~'" I~ :~~: ~~~ ~ ,. .:}:::I::::t::::://:::}:I:::l:::/t::::::I:::**:¢':~It1¢'J§:If::Q:~::I::$:~U~9:R?:?I::I:::::::II

ERRUR:

SCONTPOL USLINIT
BEGIN

ARRAY HEADINGCO:B):="INTEGER CAI,CULATOR":
ARRAY FRRMSG(0:6):="ILLEGAL ENTRY.":
ARRAY INPUTCO:36):
BYTE ARRAY COMMAND(*)=INPUT:
BYTE ARRAY ANSWERCO:13):="ACCUM =
ARRAY OUTPUT(*)=ANSWER:
BYTE ARRAY TABLF.CO:25):=

5,3,"ADD", 5,3,"5U8",
5,3,"DIV", 5,3,"SET",

INTEGER ARRAY PARMINFOCO:l):
LOGICAL INTERACTIVE:=FALSE:
INTEGER ACCUM:=O, OPERAND:=O, REG:="? ",

LGTH, INDX, PARMCNT,

!J(JOP:

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00011 1
00005000 00007 1
00006000 00007 1
00007000 00007 1
00008000 00010 1
00009000 00010 1
00010000 00001 1
00010100 00010 1
00011000 00016 1
00012000 00016 1
00013000 00016 1
00014000 00016 1
00015000 00016 1
00016000 00016 1
00017000 00016 1
00019000 00016 1
00020000 00016 1
00021000 00016 1
00022000 00004 1
00023000 00010 1
00024000 00010 1
00025000 00016 1
00026000 00023 1
00027000 00026 1
00028000 00040 1
00028100 00043 1
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00050 1
00031000 00056 1
00032000 00057 1
00033000 00062 1
00034000 00065 1
00035000 00070 1
00036000 00075 1
00036100 00076 1
00037000 00076 1
00038000 00100 1
00039000 00106 2
00040000 00116 2
00041000 00122 2
00042000 00126 2
00043000 00133 2
00044000 00136 2
00045000 00143 1
00046000 00143 1
00047000 00155 1
00048000 00163 1
00049000 00170 1
00050000 00171 1
00051000 00171 1
00052000 00175 1
00053000 00201 1
00054000 00202 1 F.XIT:

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%~20:

NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:03:

Figure 4-5. Using the BINARY Intrinsic
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stringlength

table

5, which specifies the length, in bytes, of the string "JOB 2".

Omitted. This parameter, if specified, consists of a byte array
containing a user-defined table to be used in the translation.

TRANSMITTING PROGRAM INPUT/OUTPUT FROM JOB/SESSION
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES

In addition to the FREAD and FWRITE intrinsics discussed in Section III, MPE provides three
other intrinsics that allow you to read information from the job/session input device (READ and
READX intrinsics) or write information to the job/session list device (PRINT intrinsic).
Additionally, two other intrinsics allow you to transmit a message to the Operalifor's Console
(PRINTOP intrinsic), or transmit a message to the Operator's Console and solicit a reply
(PRINTOREPLY intrinsic).

Please bear in mind that the READ, REApX, and PRINT intrinsics are limited in their usefulness.
The reason for this is that :FILE commands are not allowed with these intrinsics and the filenum
parameter, obtained from the FOPEN intrinsic, is not available for use with these intrinsics. Usually,
therefore, you will find it to be more convenient and better programming practice to use the
FOPEN intrinsic to open the files $STDIN and $STDLIST, and then issue FREAD's and FWRITE's
against these files.

READING INPUT FROM THE JOB/SESSION INPUT DEVICE

The job/session input device is the source of all MPE commands relating to a job or session, and is
the primary source of all ASCII information input to the job or session. Normally, the input device
is a terminal for sessions and a card reader for jobs.

You can read a string of ASCII characters from the job/session input device into an array in your
program with the READ and READX intrinsics. The READ and READX intrinsics are identical
except that the READX intrinsic reads input from $STDINX instead of $STDIN. ($STDINX is
equivalent to $STDIN except that records with a colon in column 1 indicate the end of data to
$STDIN and only the commands :EOD, :EOF, :JOB, :EOJ, and :DATA indicate the end of data for
$STDINX.)

The READ intrinsic call is illustrated in figure 4-6.

The statement

LGTH:=READ(INPUT,-7-2);

reads an entry from the terminal and transfers this string to the array INPUT. The maximum length
of the string to be read is specified as 72 bytes (-72). The actual length of the string read is returned
and stored in the word LGTH when the intrinsic executes.

The statement

IF < > THEN QUIT(1);
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INTRINSIC ASCII,BINARY,READ,PRINT,MYCOMMAND,aUIT,WHO;

1:~;:;:;:;:dIII!J:~tl.:iii:l!:ij!j)i.:p.\:iii.!;il:il\\~t':\:,!!II\I!::!:::!\!::r:;I"Jt :.::::::r::::::j:j:::;:;::;;:;:::::;j:j'::j:j:;: !\::::::::\::::::::::::::<i:f,:Ri~n~:A:M:!:I!i!B!!>:::::::::::::::::m:::t:;:))::;:\\
WHOCINTERACTIVE): «LIVE USER?»

TYPE:

«ADD COMMAND»
«SUB COMMAND»
«MUL COMMAND»
«DIV COMMAND»
«SET COMMAND»

«ERROR MESSAGE»
«NO LIVE USER-QUIT»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«TAKE APART COMMAND»

«RESET OLD ANSWER»
«CONVERT ACCUM»
«OUTPUT NEW ANSWER»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«SELECT OPERATION»

«NO COMMAND MATCH»
«NO PARAMETERS»
«SUBSCRIPT OF PARM»
«CONVERT PARAMETER»

".,
5,3,"MUlJI',
0:

MOVE ANSWER(S):=" ":
ASCIICACCUM,10,ANSWER(8»:
PRINT(OUTPUT,7,0):
GO LOOP:

PRINTCERRMSG,7,0):
IF NOT INTERACTIVE THEN OUIT(2)~

GO I,OOP:
END.

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00113
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSFD TIME=O:00:11

TYPE:=MYCOMMAND(COMMAND"l,PARMCNT,
PARMINFO,TABLE):

IF < T~EN GO ERROR:
IF PARMCNT<>l THEN GO ERROR:
INDX:=PARMINFO.@COMMAND:
OPERAND:=BINARYCCOMMANO(INDX),

PARMINFO(1).CO:8»:
tF <> THEN GO ERROR:

CASE (TYPE-i) OF
BEGIN

ACCUM:=ACCUM+OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM·OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM*OPERAND~

ACCUM:=ACCUM/OPERAND:
ACCUM:=OPERAND:

END~

.HHHU:Hql..N.'J:E;J:lACTIVE THEN PRINTCREO, 1,,32QJ: «PROMPT USER»

IF COMMAND="END" THEN GO EXIT: «DONE - EXIT»
COMMAND(LGTH):=\15: «CARRIAGE RETURN»

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

RESULT:

ERROR:

LOOP:

$CONTROL USLINYT

j::i\I.::I\;:j¥:I\H§I\itt.\ij:I:\t\:Q.U\::ij::':::;:S::~::j::,:1\@qg:ijJ.::\\\:m:i:r;ouni:i:o.:ij::\l,\::t,::::::::::\:::::::::::::::::;::::::::::\:\I::;tt::;}:;::::::::::::}}:::::::::,:,}:,:::::<:<.: .... H
ARRAY ERRMSGCO:6):="ILLEGAL ENTRY.":
ARRAY INPUTCO:36):
BYTE ARRAY COMMANDC*)=INPUT:
BYTF ARRAY ANSWER(O:13):="ACCUM =
ARRAY OUTPUTC*)=ANSWER:
BYTE ARRAY TABLF.CO:25):=

5,3,"ADD", 5,3,"5UB",
5,3,"DIV", 5,3,"SET",

INTEGER ARRAY PARMINFOCO:l):
LOGICAL INTERACTIVE:=FALSE:
INTEGER ACCUM:=O, OPERAND:=O, REO:="? ",

LGTH, INDX, PARMCNT,

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00011 1
00005000 00007 1
00006000 00007 1
00007000 00007 1
00008000 00010 1
00009000 00010 1
00010000 00001 1
00010100 00010 1
00011000 00016 1
00012000 00016 1
00013000 00016 1
00014000 00016 1
00015000 00016 1
00016000 00016 1
00017000 00016 1
00019000 00016 1
00020000 00016 1
00021000 00016 1
00022000 00004 1
00023000 00010 1
00024000 00010 1
00025000 00016 1
00026000 00023 1
00027000 00026 t
00028000 00040 1
00028100 00043 1
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00050 1
00031000 00056 1
00032000 00057 1
00033000 00062 1
00034000 00065 1
00035000 00070 1
00036000 00075 1
00036100 00076 1
00037000 00076 1
00038000 00100 1
00039000 00106 2
00040000 00116 2
00041000 00122 2
00042000 00126 2
00043000 00133 2
00044000 00136 2
00045000 00143 1
00046000 00143 1
00047000 00155 1
00048000 00163 1
00049000 00170 1
00050000 00171 1
00051000 00171 1
00052000 00175 1
00053000 00201 1
00054000 00202 1 F.XIT:

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%020~

NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:03~

Figure 4-6. Using the PRINT and READ Intrinsics
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checks for a "not equal" condition code and, if CCG or CCL is returned, the QUIT intrinsic is
executed and the process is aborted. The (1) parameter is an arbitrary user-supplied value that is
displayed as part of the abort message.

WRITING OUTPUT TO THE JOB/SESSION LIST DEVICE

Normally, the list device is a line printer for jobs and a terminal for sessions. You can write a string
of ASCII characters from an array in your program to this list device with the PRINT intrinsic.

In figure 4-6, the statement

PRINT(HEADING,9,0);

transmits the string "INTEGER CALCULATOR" fromthe array HEADING (see statement number
3 in figure 4-6). The length parameter is specified as 9, which means that the string to be
transmitted is 9 words long (a negative value would specify bytes). The control parameter is 0,
signifying that the full record is to be printed, up to 132 characters per line, using single spacing.

WRITING OUTPUT TO THE OPERATOR'S CONSOLE

The PRINTOP intrinsic can be used to transmit an ASCII string from an array in your program to
the Operator's Console. The ASCII string to be transmitted is limited to 56 characters.

The PRINTOP intrinsic could be called as follows:

PRINTOP(MESSAGE, 10, 0);

The character string to be transmitted is contained in the array MESSAGE. The parameter 10
signifies that the message is 10 words long. A negative value for this parameter would specify bytes.
If zero is specified for the length parameter, only the standard message prefix is written on the
Operator's Console; the string contained in MESSAGE would not be transmitted in this case.

WRITING OUTPUT TO THE OPERATOR'S CONSOLE AND REQUESTING A REPLY

The PRINTOPREPLY intrinsic can be used to transmit an ASCII string from an array in your
program to the Operator's Console and to request that a reply be returned. For example, a program
could ask the operator if the line printer contains a certain type of form. If the response is
affirmative, the program then could write information on these forms.

A PRINTOPREPLY intrinsic call could be as follows:

REPLGTH: =PRINTOPREPLY (MESSAGE, 18,~ ,REPLY,-3);

The following parameters were specified in the above call:

message

length

4-18

An ASCII string contained in the array MESSAGE.

18 words. A negative value would specify bytes. If zero is specified for
the length parameter, only the standard message prefix is written on the



control

reply

expectedl

Operator's Console; the string contained in MESSAGE would not be
transmitted in this case.

f/J (MPE ignores this parameter).

The operator's reply will be returned to the array REPLY.

-3, signifying that the maximum expected length of the reply is 3 bytes.
A positive value would specify words.

The actual length of the operator's reply is returned to REPLGTH. This is a positive value
representing a byte count in this case because expectedl is negative (- 3). If expectedl is positive,
then·the length returned represents words.

SUSPENDING THE CALLING PROCESS

The calling process can be suspended with the PAUSE intrinsic. A PAUSE intrinsic call could be as
follows:

PAUSE(INT);

INT is a real variable that specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that the process is suspended.
The maximum interval allowed is approximately 2,147,484 seconds.

When INT seconds have elapsed, control is returned to the calling process and execution resumes at
the statement following the PAUSE intrinsic call.

REQUESTING A PROCESS BREAK

During a session, you can initiate a break programmatically with the CAUSEBREAK intrinsic. Using
this intrinsic is the programmatic equivalent of using the BREAK key in a session, and allows you to
enter certain MPE commands to perform functions such as creating a file or transmitting an
informal message. The MPE commands permitted during a break are listed below:

:ABORT
:ALTSEC
:ALTVSET
:BUILD
:BYE
:COMMENT
:DEBUG
:DISMOUNT
:DSLINE
:DSTAT
:ELSE
:ENDIF
:FILE
:GETRIN
:HELP

:IF
:LISTF
:LISTVS
:MOUNT
:NEWVSET
:PTAPE
:PURGE
:REDO
:RELEASE
:REMOTE HELLO
:RENAME
:REPORT
:RESET
:RESETDUMP
:RESTORE

:RESUME
:SAVE
:SECURE
:SETCATALOG
:SETDUMP
:SETJCW
:SETMSG
:SHOWCATALOG
:SHOWDEV
:SHOWIN
:SHOWJCW
:SHOWJOB
:SHOWME
:SHOWOUT
:SHOWTIME

:SPEED
:STORE
:STREAM
:TELL
:TELLOP
:VSUER

See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for discussions of commands.
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The form of the CAUSEBREAK intrinsic call is

CAUSEBREAK;

Execution of the process can be resumed where the interruption occurred by entering the command

:RESUME

The CAUSEBREAK intrinsic is not valid in a job.

TERMINATING A PROCESS

You can programatically terminate a process with the TERMINATE intrinsic. The process and all of
its descendants, including any extra data segments belonging to them, are deleted.

All files still open by the process are closed and assigned the same disposition they had when
opened.

The form of the TERMINATE intrinsic call is

TERMINATE;

ABORTING A PROCESS

If called from within any process in a user-process structure, the QUIT intrinsic aborts that process.

The QUIT intrinsic sets the job/session in an error state and transmits a Type 2 abort message to the
calling process' list device. In a session, the process is aborted but the session remains active when
the entire program finishes. In a batch job, the job terminates when the entire program finishes
unless the :CONTINUE command (see theMPE Commands Reference Manual) has been included as
part of the job.

Figure 4-7 shows the QUIT intrinsic being called if a READ statement did not execute properly.
The abort message resulting from the QUIT intrinsic execution is shown below.

ABORT :SPROG.PUB.TECHPUBS.%0.%26

The statement

IF < > THEN QUIT(1);

checks for a "not equal" condition code and, if CCG or CCL is returned, the QUIT intrinsic is
called. The process is aborted and the abort message is printed. The QUIT parameter (1) is an
arbitrary number supplied by the user and can be used to identify a specific QUIT intrinsic call in .
case of multiple possible QUIT intrinsic calls. This number, 1 in this case, is printed at the end of
the abort message (P=1). The system job control word (JCW) is set to the value FATAL, with the
QUIT parameter as a modifier. In this example, JCW would be set to FATAL1, or %100001.

ABORTING A PROGRAM

You can programmatically abort the entire user-process structure (program) with the QUITPROG
intrinsic. This intrinsic destroys all processes up to, but not including, the job/session main process.
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PAGE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 TUE, OCT 28, 1975, 4:35 PM

INTRINSIC ASCII,BINARY,READ,PRINT,MYCOMMAND,aUIT,WHO:

TYPE:

«ERROR MESSAGE»
«NO LIVE USER-QUIT»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«ADD CO:.jMAND»
«SUB COMMAND:>:>
«MUL COt.1MAND»
«DIV COMMAND»
«SI';T CO~MAND»

«RESET OLD ANSWER»
«CONVERT ACCUM>:>
«OUTPUT NEW ANSWER»
«CONTINUE CALCULATION»

«SELECT OPERATION»

«TAKE APART COMMAND»

«PROGRA~ 10»
«LIVE USER?»

«NO COMMAND MATCH»
«NO PARAMETERS»
«SUBSCRIPT OF PARM»
«CONVERT PARAMETER»

".,

5 , 3 , "M UJJ II ,

0:

MOVE ANSWERCS):=" ":
A8CII(ACCUM,10,ANSWER(8»:
PRINT(OUTPUT,7,O):
GO LOOP:

PRINT(EPRMSG,7,O):
IF NOT INTERACTIVE TH~N OUIT(2):
GO I,OOP:

END.
SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%OOI13
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=O:OO:11

TYPE:=MYCOMMANDCCOMMAND"l,PARMCNT,
PARMINFO,TABLE):

IF < THEN GO ERROR:
IF PARMCNT<>l THEN GO ERROR:
INDX:=PARMINFO-@COMMAND:
OPERAND:=BINARY(COMMANO(INDX),

PARMINFO(1).(O:8):
IF <> THEN GO ERROR:

PRINTCHEADING,9,0):
WHOCINTERACTIVE):

CASE (TYPE-1.) OF
BEGIN

ACCUM:=ACCUM+OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM-OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCUM*OPERAND:
ACCUM:=ACCU~/OPERAND:

ACCUM:=OPERAND:
END:

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

ERROR:

$CONTROL USLIN!T
BEGIN

ARRAY HEADING(O:B):="INTEGER CAI,CULATOR":
ARRAY ERRMSG(0:6):="ILLEGAL ENTRY.":
ARRAY INPUT(0:36):
BYTE ARRAY COMMANDC*)=INPUT:
BYTE ARRAY ANSWER(0:13):="ACCUM =
ARRAY OUTPUTC*)=ANSWER:
BYTE ARRAY TABLE(O:25):=

5,3,"ADD", 5,3,"8UB",
5,3,"DIV", 5,3,"SET",

INTEGER ARRAY PARMINFO(O:l):
LOGICAL INTERACTIVE:=FALSE:
INTEGER ACCUM:=O, OPERAND:=O, REG:="? ",

LGTH, INDX, PARMCNT,

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00011 1
00005000 00007 1
00006000 00007 1
00007000 00007 1
00008000 00010 1
00009000 00010 1
00010000 00001 1
00010100 00010 1
00011000 00016 1
00012000 00016 1
00013000 00016 1
00014000 00016 1
00015000 00016 1
00016000 00016 1
00017000 00016 1
00019000 00016 1
00020000 00016 1
00021000 00016 1
00022000 00004 1
00023000 00010 1

m~m~ mg i~5?!_.ii«~f~iit;JQ~_
00028000 00040 1 COMMAND(LGTH):=%15: «CARRIAGE RETURN»
00028100 00043 1
00029000 00043 1
00030000 00050 1
00031000 00056 1
00032000 00057 1
00033000 00062 1
00034000 00065 1
00035000 00070 1
00036000 00075 1
00036100 00076 1
00037000 00076 1
00038000 00100 1
00039000 00106 2
00040000 00116 2
00041000 00122 2
00042000 00126 2
00043000 00133 2
00044000 00136 2
00045000 00143 1
00046000 00143 1
00047000 00155 1
00048000 00163 1
00049000 00170 1
00050000 00171 1
00051000 00171 1
00052000 00175 1
00053000 00201 1
00054000 00202 1 EXIT:

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%020:
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:03:

Figure 4-7. Using the QUIT Intrinsic
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In batch jobs not containing the :CONTINUE command (see the MPE Commands Reference
Manual), this terminates the job.

The form of the QUITPROG intrinsic call could be as follows:

QUITPROG(1);

The parameter (1) can be any user-specified number. When the QUITPROG intrinsic executes, this
number is printed as part of the abort message. In addition, QUITPROG sets the system job control
word (JCW) to the value FATAL, with the QUITPROG parameter as a modifier. Thus, in this
example, JCW would be set to FATAL1, or %100001.

CHANGING STACK SIZES

When you prepare or execute a process, you specify (or allow MPE to assign by default) the size of
the stack (Z to DB) area and the user-managed (DL to DB) area within the stack segment. Once the
process begins execution, you can programmatically change the size of these areas, to meet new
requirements as they arise, by altering the register offsets Z to DB or DL to DB. For example, you
typically expand the size of these areas when you find, during process execution, that the sizes
specified initially were not sufficient for your data requirements. Conversely, you might contract
the size of either of these areas should your process no longer require large amounts of space for
data. (This is a good practice - it improves overall system performance.) These changes are
requested with the DLSIZE intrinsic for the DL to DB area and the ZSIZE intrinsic for the Z to DB
area.

If you plan to expand or contract the Z to DB or DL to DB areas programmatically, you must
specify, at the time the stack is created, the anticipated maximum size of the stack segment. This
value is used by MPE in allocating disc storage. The maximum stack size value is specified at
preparation or run time with the segsize parameter of the :PREP, :PREPRUN, or :RUN command,
or if you are a user with the Process-Handling Capability, after the program is running with the
maxdata parameter of the CREATE intrinsic.

NOTE

When the stack segment belonging to a process running in
privileged mode is frozen in main memory (during an
input/output operation, for example), either implicitly (when
a user's process interfaces directly with the input/output
system), or explicitly (by a direct call to system intrinsics),
the intrinsics to change the register offsets DL to DB or Z to
DB cannot be executed. When these intrinsics are called
under such circumstances, a special FROZEN STACK error
code is returned to the calling process, which then may
attempt recovery. In general, this error implies that you
should wait until the stack is unfrozen before re-issuing the
intrinsic call.

CHANGING THE DL TO DB AREA SIZE

You can expand or contract the area between DL and DB within the stack segment with the
DLSIZE intrinsic. All current information within the DL to DB area is saved on expansion. On
contraction, data within the area to be contracted is lost. See figure 4-8.
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DL ----..,...------.

(NEW
AREA)

z

A CALL TO DLSIZE TO EXPAND THE
DL TO DB AREA CAUSES THE DL
REGISTER TO BE MOVED FARTHER
AWAY FROM DB. THE NEW AREA
CREATED BY THE EXPANSION IS
ADDED TO THE EXISTING DL AREA.
INFORMATION WHICH WAS CONTAINED
IN THE OLD DL AREA IS NEITHER
MOVED RELATIVE TO DB NOR ALTERED
IN ANYWAY.

A CALL TO DLSIZE TO CONTRACT THE
DB TO DL AREA CAUSES THE DL
REGISTER TO BE MOVED CLOSER TO
DB. THE DATA CONTAINED BETWEEN
THE OLD POSITION OF DL AND THE NEW
CONTRACTED POSITION OF DL IS LOST
TO THE USER.

z

Q

S

Z

DL --I~.,.,.,.~'"""l~"""----------} ~~;:

- - DL --"P7J),WW~~

Q

S

DB

Figure 4-8. Expanding and Contracting the DL to DB Area
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A request for contraction less than the initial DL size of the area causes the initial DL size to be
granted and an error condition code (CCL) to be returned. If the size requested causes the stack to
exceed the maximum size permitted by the stack area, Z to DL, only this maximum will be granted.

Some possible applications for the DL area are:

• Dynamically allocated I/O buffers when using the FCOPY subsystem.

• Compiler symbol tables when programming in SPL.

• Global storage area for library routines in Segmented Libraries. These routines typically
have no global area storage which will retain values assigned to them between calls to the
procedure. These routines also typically have no common storage where data can be
shared by several procedures. If you define your conventions carefully, these library
routines can use the DL area of the process which calls them for this kind of storage. Care
must be taken, however, because the first 10 words of the DL area are reserved for
subsystem use, and some system routines make use of the DL area for their own storage.
As long as your environment is completely known and well defined, your main program
or your library routines can get DL space and manage it as they choose..

Figure 4-9 contains an SPL program that expands and contracts the DL to DB area.

NOTE

All addressing within the DL to DB area is DB-relative
negative indexing and SPL is the only language, at present,
which can access this area for you.

The program in figme 4-9 reads data from $STDIN and stores it in the DL area at progressively
lower (DB - n) addresses. Additional DL space is allocated when the next buffer would lie outside
the current DL area. When a null record (0 length) is read, the program outputs the data on a
last-in-first-out basis. After all the records are output, the DL space is collapsed to its initial
allocation and the operation begins again. The loop is terminated by entering :EOD in place ofa
data line.

NOTE

The program was PREPed with a MAXDATA 2000
parameter.

The statement

TOTALDL:=DLSIZE(O);

sets the DL to DB area to the original value assigned when the process was created (initial DL).

Observe the following illustration of the DL to DB area.
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00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00000 1
00007000 00000 1
00008000 00000 1
00009000 00000 1
00010000 00000 1
00011000 00000 1
00012000 00000 1 «END OF DECLARATIONS»
00013000 00000 1
00014000 00000 1 IN:=FOPEN(,%44):
00015000 00007 1 IF < THEN QUIT(1):
00016000 00012 1
00017000 00012 1
00018000 00022 1
00018100 00025 1
00018200 00025 1
00018300 00030 1
00019000 00033 1
00020000 00033 1
00021000 00034 1
00022000 00036 1
00023000 00036 2
00024000 00043 2
00025000 00046 2
00027000 00046 1
00028000 00050 1
00029000 00055 1
00030000 00062 1
00031000 00065 1
00032000 00073 1
00033000 00016 1
00034000 00077 1
00035000 00102 1
o00 3600a 00102 2 I..,}·I:·\:I:II(tmI:It:I::II}I(?i']~:~
000 37000 00 105 2 ::",:::,:"::':':'{':,:{,::::::::::':::::::::::::':I

00038000 00113 2
00039000 00113 1
00040000 00116 1
00041000 00117 1
00042000 00117 1
00043000 00124 t
00044000 00127 1 GO RESTART:
00050000 00132 1
00051000 00135 1
00053000 00137 1

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%006:
NO. ERRORS=OOOJ
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:03J

«SSOTIN»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«SSTDLIST»

«OUTPUT DATA»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«ALL BUFFERS OUTPUT:RESTART»
«ADDRESS PREVIOUS BUFFER»
«CONTINUE OUTPUT PHASE»

Figure 4-9. Using the DLSIZE Intrinsic
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36 WORDS RESERVED FOR BUFFER

WORDS RESERVED FOR SYBSYSTEMS OF MPE

o IGINAL DL LIMITR

~

10

DB-46

DL

DB

Statement number 8 in the program

LOGICAL POINTER BUFFER:=-46;

sets a pointer to DB - 46, which is the DB-relative address of the first word in BUFFER.

The statement

PUSH(DL);

pushes the DL register contents onto the top of the stack and the statement

IF TOS > @BUFFER THEN

checks if the address of the first word of BUFFER is outside the DL to DB area. In other words,
TOS contains the DL address from the DL register. If this value is greater than (less negative) than
the address of the first word in BUFFER, then BUFFER is outside the DL to DB area. See below.

DB -154

DL

(DB - 128)

DB-82

DB-46

DB-10

DB

fo----- -
36 WORDS

BUFFER

(36 WORDS)

BUFFER
(36 WORDS)

BUFFER
(36 WORDS)

STARTING ADDRESS OF NEXT BUFFER
IF ANOTHER RECORD READ FROM $STDIN
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If the DL address is DB - 128, then when only one buffer is filled, the address of the next buffer is
well within the DL to DB area. When three buffers have been filled, however, the starting address of
the next buffer (DB - 154) would be outside the DL to DB area (DB - 0 to DB - 128). The TOS
(DB - 128) is greater than the address of the first word in the next buffer (DB - 154).

If the next buffer would lie outside the DL to DB area, the next four statements in the program

BEGIN

TOTALDL:=DLSIZE(TOTALDL-128);

IF < > THEN QUIT(4);

END;

add 128 more words to the DL to DB area.

The statements

BUFFER:=" ";

MOVE BUFFER(l):=BUFFER, (35);

fill BUFFER with blanks preparatory to reading the input from $STDIN. A prompt is displayed and
the user enters the next record. The length of the record is assigned to LGTH.

If LGTH = 0, signalling a carriage return (no data entered), the program addresses the previous
buffer and transfers control to LINEOUT.·The contents of the buffers are written on $STDLIST on
a last-in-first-out basis. \Vhen the original address is reached (DB - 46), control is returned to
RESTART and the procedure is repeated.

The statement

TOTALDL:=DLSIZE(O);

contracts the DL to DB area back to its original size, destroying the contents of all buffers. An
:EOD entry terminates program execution.

Figure 4-10 shows the results when the program is run.

CHANGING THE Z TO DB AREA SIZE

You can alter the size of the current Z to DB area by adjusting the register offset of the Z address
from the DB address with the ZSIZE intrinsic.

The ZSIZE intrinsic moves the Z address forward (expansion) or backward (contraction) as shown
below.
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DL r--------_

DB...------......

Q

S

DL ,......------,

DB ...-------1

Q

S

NEWZ

BACKWARD

ZL-----I

CONTRACTION

Z~---

FORWARD

t
EXPANSION

NEWZ +

If the Z to DB area size requested exceeds the maximum size permitted for the Z to DL (stack)
area, only the maximum size allowed is granted.

All changes to the Z to DB area are made in increments or decrements of 128 words, thus the size
actually granted may differ from the size requested. For example, if the present Z to DB area size is
128 words, a request for a size of 129 words would result in a size of 256 words being granted.

A ZSIZE intrinsic call could be

ACTSIZE:=ZSIZE(250);

If the maximum size for the Z to DL area permitted, an actual size granted for the Z to DB area of
256 words would be returned to ACTSIZE.

ENABLING AND DISABLING TRAPS

Normally, whenever a major error occurs during the execution of a hardware instruction, a
procedure from the System Library, or an intrinsic called by a user, the user program is aborted and
an error message is output. You can, however, avoid immediate abort by enabling any of three
software traps provided by MPE:

The arithmetic trap, for hardware instruction errors.
The library trap, for errors detected during execution of a system library procedure.
The system trap, for errors detected during execution of a system intrinsic.

When an error occurs, the corresponding trap, if enabled, suppresses output of the normal error
message, transfers control to a trap procedure defined by you, and passes one or more parameters
describing the error to this procedure. This procedure may attempt to analyze or recover from the
error, or may execute some other programming path. Upon exiting from the trap procedure, control
returns to the instruction following the one that activated the trap. In the case of the library trap,
however, you can specify that the process be aborted when control exits from the trap procedure.
Trap intrinsics can be invoked from within trap procedures.
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NOTE

The validity of a trap procedure, specified by the external
type label of the user trap procedure (pIabel), depends on the
code domain of the caller's code and executing mode
(privileged or non-privileged), and on the code domain of the
plabel and the mode (privileged or non-privileged). The code
domains are:

PROG
GSL
PSL
SSL
MPESSL

(User Program)
(Group SL)
(Public SL)
(System SL, non-MPE Segments)
(System SL, MPE Segments)

If, at the time of enabling a trap procedure, the code of the caller is

1. Non-privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL: plabel must be non-privileged in PROG, GSL, or
PSL.

2. Privileged in PROG, GSL, or PSL plabel may be privileged or non-privileged in PROG,
GSL, or PSL

3. Privileged or non-privileged in SSL: plabel may be in any non-MPESSL segment.

ARITHMETIC TRAPS

There are two levels of arithmetic traps: the hardware arithmetic trap set and the software
arithmetic trap. Each trap in the hardware trap set detects a particular type of hardware error, such
as division by zero or result overflow. The software trap, if enabled, receives an internal interrupt
signal from a hardware trap when an error is encountered, and transfers control to a user trap
pro.cedure.

When a user process begins execution, all hardware trap set interrupt signals are enabled
automatically, but the software trap is disabled, permitting any hardware error to abort the process.
Through intrinsic calls, however, you can alter the ability of the hardware trap set to send signals,
and that of the software trap to receive a signal from any particular hardware trap. Only signals
received and accepted by the software trap can invoke a user trap procedure.

To enable or disable the internal interrupt signals from all hardware arithmetic traps, you enter the
ARITRAP intrinsic call, as follows:

ARITRAP(STATE);

where STATE is TRUE (bit 15 = 1) to enable the signals from all hardware traps, and FALSE (bit
15 = 0) to disable these signals.

When a software arithmetic trap procedure is executed, the Index register contains the word of code
being executed when the trap occurred. This information, plus, if necessary, the right stackop bit in
the stacked status word, can be used to identify the offending instruction. A one-word parameter is
available, in Q - 4, in which certain bits indicate the type of hardware trap invoked. The various
traps leave the parameter in Q - 4 as follows.
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STANDARD TRAPS

Bit 15 =

14 =

13
12
11

Floating Point Divide by 0
Integer Divide by 0
Floating Point Underflow
Floating Point Overflow
Integer Overflow

A return from the trap procedure (through an (EXIT1) instruction) will resume execution in the
user code domain at the instruction following that which activated the trap procedure. The
condition of the stack when the trap procedure is invoked is

User Program

Q-4 Hardware Trap Type
Parameter

Q Stack Marker

Arithmetic
S Trap

Procedure

EXTENDED PRECISION FLOATING·POINT TRAPS

Bit 10
9
8

Extended Precision Overflow
Extended Precision Underflow
Extended Precision Divide by 0

The address of the result operand is left on the stack in Q-5. An (EXIT 2) return will resume
execution in the user code domain at the instruction following the one which caused the trap. The
condition of the stack when the trap procedure is invoked is

Q-5

Q-4

Q

S

User Program

Result Address

Hardware Trap Type
Parameter

Stack Marker

Arithmetic
Trap Procedure
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COMMERCIAL INSTRUCTION TRAPS

Bit 7 = Decimal Overflow
6 = Invalid ASCII Digit (CVAD)
5 = Invalid Decimal Digit
4 = Invalid Source Word Count (CVBD)
3 = Invalid Decimal Operand Length
2 = Decimal Divide by 0

The parameters stacked for the execution of the instruction are left on the stack below Q-4. To
return properly the trap handler must examine the opcode (found in the Index Register) to
determine the proper stack decrement to use on exit. The condition of the stack when the trap
procedure is invoked is

Q-4

Q

S

User Program

Stacked Operands

Hardware Trap Type
Parameter

Stack Marker

Arithmetic
Trap

Procedure

An arithmetic trap procedure is shown in figure 4-11. The procedure FDIVZRO is a trap proce
dure to which control is passed if a floating point divide by zero software trap is enabled and
a program attempts an operation to divide by O.

The statement

XARITRAP(%1,@FDIVZRO,DUMMY1,DUMMY2) ;

enables the floating point divide by 0 trap. The parameter %1 (bit 15 = 1) enables only the floating
point divide by 0; the @FDIVZRO passes the trap procedure as a parameter; DUMMYl and
DUMMY2 are dummy parameters.

The statement

RESULT:=NUM/DENOM;

attempts a floating point divide by 0 operation and, since the floating point divide by 0 trap is
enabled, control is transferred to procedure FDIVZRO. The condition of the stack at this point is
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PAGE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 FPI, OCT 31, 1975, 11:01 AM

«DELETE TRAP PAPM ONLY»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00017
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=O:OO:11

RETURN 1:
END:

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

INTRINSIC XARITPAP,PRINT,QUIT:

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

PEAL NUM:=1.,
DENOM:=O.,
RESULT;

INTEGEF DUMMY1,DUMMY2;
ARRAY DIVMSGCO:7):="DIVIDE OPERATION":
ARRAY ADDMSGCO:6):="ADD OPERATION ":

EXIT;

PROCEDURE FDIVZRO(QUQTIENT,TRAP):
VALUE QUOTIENT,TRAP:
REAL QUOTIENT:
l,OGIC AL TRAP:
BEGIN

I:i::::i:i::iI::I:::ttiI:ti:l:jt:::iiUQ!t:ti~un.t:#~tl:ii::ii:ts.ilttf.li]).tt=iii:Ej):il::t:::::::ti:::::ii ·.:.:..:::::::::..:.;:;t\::::::::........ ::::::::::::::::(:<:tiiE:AAnmdlW:tf.fiiNt~:Elf>'i:).(:iii: i:ri:i:ri:::::: :::::}:

IF QUOTIENT<O, «CHECK SIGN OF ANSWER»
THEN QUOTIENT:=%37777717171D « - LARGEST VALUE»
ELS~ QUoTIENT:=%17777717717D: « + LARGEST VALUE»

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00000 1
00005000 00000 1
00006000 00000 1
00001000 00000 1
00008000 00010 1
00009000 00007 1
00010000 00007 1
00011000 00000 1
00612000 00000 1
00013000 00000 1
00014000 00000 1
00015000 00000 2
00016000 00004 2
00017000 00006 2
00018000 00011 2
00019000 00023 2
00020000 00023 2
00021000 00026 2
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00000 1
00025000 00000 1
00026000 00000 1
00027 000 00000 1:::;::::::::::::::::::: iiiiiii:i:i:i:i:iIii:I:~il.:tir:if(~ie:(::IWMilf:f:l:t:im~~nti:JUUO!¥J.ii:;::liUM:liYilii)iijt/:: i\:i:i:i:i:iiiiiiit:*-ij;:8.M.tjfte:t:~::~:i:i:i:i:lt~M/e!:? i:i:i:i::::i::::(:i:i:ri::::::::::::::::::
00027100 00005 1 IF < THEN QUIT(l): «CHECK FOR ERROR»
00028000 00010 1
00029000 00010 1 PRINTCDIVMSG,8,O): «DIVIDE HFADING»
00030000 000 14 1 :::::::;:::::::::...:::: :Jit::r::]~EJ.U.l~:ltf# ..n.ll:I:O:iH4.10 ;;;;;;:;;;:;;:;1;;:;;;:"i,;:;,;,;:::::;:::::::;:::;:;:::::):: ::::::::::r:::::)rrti:::i:i:iri\ii}::irr:i:::ii:i:ii~J~:tn:¥:lmti:$.:f::"iiiiiiiiiii:i:::::::i:i:::::::t::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

00031000 00020 1
00032000 00020 1 PRINTCADDMSG,7,0): «ADD HEADING»
0003 3000 00024 1 :Ii:itfm::::'f:ii:fi:iii:tff{$.:$:'ti.:i':~U{$i$»lHt¥"$$.Yt.RtWfiJ11 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::.:.:.:., ::::\:i::::::ir:i:i:::ti:ttttt::tii:i!:M1.'~::f:tti :i:t::::::::::::ti::r:::t:t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

00034000 00030 1 END.
PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%012:
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:OO:02:

Figure 4-11. Using the XARITRAP Intrinsic

Q-6

Q-4

Q

S

User
Program

RESULT

Hardware Trap
Type Parameter

(%1)

Stack Marker

Arithmetic Trap
Procedure

The value of RESULT has been left at Q-6 and the FDIVZRO procedure uses this for QUOTIENT.
QUOTIENT.
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If QUOTIENT = 0 (0 divided by 0), no action is taken and the procedure is exited, transferring
control back to the user program.

If QUOTIENT is less than 0, then the largest possible negative value is assigned to QUOTIENT.

If QUOTIENT is not less than 0, the largest possible positive value is assigned.

The statement

RETURN 1;

deletes only one word from the stack (the TRAP parameter at Q - 4) and returns to the program
leaving the address of QUOTIENT (whose value is either %37777777777D or %17777777777D) at
stack location Q - 5.

When the statement

RESULT:=RESULT+RESULT;

tries to add the large value contained in RESULT to itself, the floating point overflow hardware
trap aborts the process. The floating point overflow error was deliberately caused in this example
program by assigning one of two largest possible values to RESULT and then attempting an add
(RESULT + RESULT) which could not succeed. In a practical program, of course, such trap
recovery (causing another intentional error) would not be used. The result of running the example
program is shown below.

CRUN ATRAP

DIVIDE OPERATION
ADD OPERATION

ABORT :ATRAP.PUB.5UPPORT.%O.'26
PROGRAM ERROR '3: FLOATING POINT OVERFLOW

PROGRAM TERMINATED IN AN ERROR STATE. (CIERR 976)
I

LIBRARY TRAP

The software library trap reacts to major errors that occur during execution of procedures from the
System Library. When a user program begins execution, this trap is disabled automatically. You can
enable (or disable) it with the XLIBTRAP intrinsic. When enabled, the library trap passes control to
a trap procedure in the event of an error. This procedure, in turn, returns to the user program four
words containing the stack marker created when the library procedure was called by the user
program. In addition, the trap procedure returns an integer representing the error number. When the
procedure is completed, it either transfers control to the instruction following that which caused
the error or aborts the process at your option. The trap procedure is defined by you, but it must
conform to the special format discussed in the HP 3000 Compiler Library Manual.
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The XLIBTRAP intrinsic call could be as follows:

XLIBTRAP(PLABEL,OLDPLABEL);

where PLABEL is the external-type label of your trap procedure. If the value of this parameter is 0,
the trap is disabled. OLDLABEL is a word in which the previous plabel is returned to the use
program. If no plabel existed previously, 0 is returned.

When a library trap procedure is invoked, the condition of the stack is:

A' -3

A' -2

A' -1

a'

0-6

0-5

0-4

USER'S PROGRAM

COMPILER
LIBRARY

ROUTINES

USERSTACK

ERRORCODE

ABORTFLAG

USER~TRAPPROCEDURE

USERSTACK

ERRORCODE

ABORTFLAG

SYSTEM TRAP

A word pointer to the base of the stack marker placed on the stack
when the user program called the compiler library.

A number indicating the type of compiler library error, described in the
HP 3000 Compiler Library Manual.

A value set before the user exists from the trap procedure. If TRDE,
the compiler library aborts the program with the standard error message
(just as if no trap procedure had been executed). If FALSE, the
compiler library does not abort the program and no error message is
printed; in this case, the compiler library attempts error-recovery.

The software system trap reacts to errors occurring in intrinsics called by user programs. Typical
errors are
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• Illegal access. An attempt by a user to access an intrinsic for which he does not have
access capability.

• Illegal parameters. The passing to an intrinsic of parameters that are not defined for the
user's environment.

• Illegal environment. The DB register is not currently pointing to the user's stack area.
• Resource violation. The resource requested by a user is either illegal or outside the

constraints imposed by MPE.

When a user program begins execution, the system trap is disabled automatically. When enabled by
the XSYSTRAP intrinsic call and subsequently activated by an error, the trap transfers control to a
trap procedure.

The system trap is enabled or disabled by a XSYSTRAP intrinsic call, as follows:

XSYSTRAP(PLABEL,OLDPLABEL);

where PLABEL is the external-type label of your trap procedure. If the value of this parameter is 0,
the software trap is disabled. OLDPLABEL is a word to which the previous plabel is returned to
your program. If no plabel existed previously, 0 is returned.

When a system trap procedure is executed because of an abort condition arising in a system
intrinsic, the stack is readjusted to provide an eight-word parameter group between the intrinsic
parameters and the stack marker.

0-11

0-10

0-9

0-8

0-7

0-6

0-5

0-4

0·3

0-2

0·1

0

S
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N WORDS FOR TH E
CALLABLE INTRINSIC

PARAMETER 1

PARAMETER 2

PARAMETER 3

PARAMETER 4

PARAMETER 5

PARAMETER 6

PARAMETER 7

PARAMETER 8

- -
STACK MARKER

- -_.-

- -

SYSTEM TRAP PROCEDURE

N WORDS

EIGHT·WORD
PARAMETER GROUP



The format of th~ eight-word parameter group in Q-4 through Q-ll is

BITS 0 . 9 10 15

I

0·11

0·10

0·9

0·8

0·7

0·6

0·5

0-4

I I N

P

P-1 E·1

P-2 E·2

P·3 E·3

P·4 E·4

P·5 E·5

P-6 E·6

7 8

Intrinsic number.

PARAMETER 1

PARAMETER 2

PARAMETER 3

PARAMETER 4

PARAMETER 5

PARAMETER 6

PARAMETER 7

PARAMETER 8

N

p

P-l through P-6

E-l through E-6

Number of callable intrinsic parameters. (To resume execution in the
user code domain, an EXIT N+8 instruction should be executed.)

Additional parameter information.

Parameters modifying the error bytes, described below. If no modifying
parameter is present, the corresponding parameter byte is set to zero.

Error bytes, containing the error codes noted in Section X. The last
error code present is delimited by the value of zero in the following
error byte.

With these parameters, the trap procedure may take any recovery action necessary - write
messages, produce selective dumps, set error-indication flags, or allow interactive debugging. Finally,
the procedure may either call the TERMINATE intrinsic or issue an (EXIT N+8) instruction to
return to the user program (at the location following that where the trap was invoked), with
appropriate error indications.

A sample declaration for a system trap procedure, and an example of how you might issue an EXIT
N+8 instruction follow:

PROCEDURE SYSTEMTRAP (PARAMETER1,PARAMETER2,PARAMETER3,
PARAMETER4,PARAMETER5,PARAMETER6,
PARAMETER 7,PARAMETER8);
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VALUE

LOGICAL

BEGIN

END;

PARAMETER1 ,PARAMETER2,PARAMETER3,PARAMETER4,
PARAMETER5,PARAMETER6,PARAMETER 7,PARAMETER8;

PARAMETER1,PARAMETER2,PARAMETER3,PARAMETER4,
PARAMETER5,PARAMETER6,PARAMETER 7,PARAMETER8;

INTEGER N;

<< USER MA Y OUTPUT MESSAGES> >

N:=PARAMETERl LAND%37; <<N=NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
PASSED TO CALLABLE
INTRINSIC> >

TOS:=N+%31410; << PUT "EXIT N+8" ON TOP
OFSTACK»

ASSEMBLE (XEQ fJ); << EXECUTE "EXIT N+8" ON
TOPOFSTACK»

CONTROL-Y TRAPS

If you are running a program in an interactive session, you can enable a special trap that transfers
control from the currently-executing program to a trap procedure whenever a CONTROL-Y
subsystem break signal is entered from the terminal. On most terminals, the CONTROL-Y signal is
transmitted by pressing the Y key while holding the CONTROL key down.

When more than one process is currently running within your process' tree structure, the
CONTROL-Y signal interrupts the last process to enable the trap.

When a process is interrupted by a CONTROL-Y signal, the following occurs:

1. The input/output transactions pending between the process and the terminal are halted
and flagged as though all were completed successfully.

2. Control is transferred to the trap procedure defined by you, with which you can now
interact. The trap procedure executes in the same mode (privileged or non-privileged) as
the user program that was interrupted.

3. Control returns from the trap procedure to the interrupted program or procedure. If the
interrupted program or procedure was awaiting completion of input/output (reading from
or writing to the terminal) when the CONTROL-Y signal was received, the FREAD or
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FWRITE intrinsic that was executed is flagged as successfully completed when control
returns from the trap procedure. If the CONTROL-Y signal was received during reading,
the number of characters typed in before this signal is returned to you as the value of
FREAD. The carriage position is unchanged.

If you send another CONTROL-Y signal, it is ignored unless a call to the RESETCONTROL intrin
sic was issued at some point prior to the signal.

If you send a CONTROL-Y signal while MPE system code is executing on your behalf, MPE searches
back to the last user stack marker and sets bit 0 of relative P in that marker. No interrupt will occur
until an EXIT instruction is executed through the above marker. The trap is recognized, a marker is
built, and control is transferred to the trap procedure. When the trap procedure is invoked, the
condition of the stack is as follows:

USER STACK MARKER

USER PROGRAM
DATA

3

2 RELATIVE P

1

---.

1 I n

--..

CONTROL-Y
TRAP PROCEDURE

DATA

Q-

Q+

Q

Q-

Q-

S

When the first instruction in the trap procedure is executed, the Q register points to the user stack
marker and the S register points to Q+2. The trap procedure should not write data in the rightmost
byte of the word Q+1, because this word contains the number of words in the stack, plus the stack
marker. This value will be deleted from the stack upon exit from the procedure. This value is non
zero when parameters to a system procedure (which was executing when the CONTROL-Yoccurred)
have been left on the stack. On return, the trap procedure must know the value contained in Q+1
and pass it to the N parameter of the EXIT N instruction. The EXIT N instruction must be placed
on the stack as follows:

TOS: =%31400+ N;

The Exit N instruction then is executed by an XEQ instruction.
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NOTE

If you are a user with the Privileged Mode Capability, you
should be aware of the following:

1. If your interrupted code was executing in privileged
mode, your trap procedure also must be executed in
privileged mode, and therefore must have privileged
mode capability.

2. When your process is executing in privileged mode, and
a CONTROL-Y signal invokes a trap procedure, the trap
procedure is entered with the same DB register setting in
effect when the signal was received. Thus, if the DB
register is pointing to an extra data segment rather than
the user stack when a CONTROL-Y signal is received, it
will continue to point to that extra data segment when
the trap procedure is entered.

Figure 4-12 shows a program containing a CONTROL-Y trap procedure. The statements

LOOP:
CNTR:=CNTR+1D;
IF CNTR < 3000000D THEN GO LOOP;

increment a double-word counter by 1D each time the loop is executed. When the counter reaches
the value 3000000D, program execution terminates.

The CONTROL-Y trap procedure, beginning with the statement

PROCEDURE CONTROLY;

assumes control whenever CONTROL-Y is entered from the terminal. The trap procedure executes,
then control passes back to the loop.

The statement ,.

INTEGER SDEC = Q + 1;

equivalences SDEC to Q + 1. The rightmost byte of Q + 1 contains the number of words on the
stack to be deleted when the exit instruction executes. This value is passed to EXIT as the N
parameter.

The counter value is converted to an ASCII string by calling the DASCH intrinsic and the PRINT
intrinsic call displays this ASCII string on the terminal.

The RESETCONTROL intrinsic call enables the CONTROL-Y trap. To take effect, this intrinsic
must be called from within the trap procedure. An EXIT instruction must be built and the
statement

TOS:=%31400 + SDEC;
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PAGE: 0001 HfWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 MaN, NOV 3, 1975, 10:42 AM

" :

:'::;:~:~:;::.:.:::::::':::::::::

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00033
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0:OO:26

INTRINSIC PRINT,XCONTRAP,QUIT,DASCII,RESETCONTROL:

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

SCONTROTJ USLINIT
BEGIN

ARRAY HEADING(0:10):=~CONTROL Y TRAP EXAMPLE":
ARRAY MSG(0:1S):="COUNTER CURRENTLY =
BYTE ARRAY RMSG(*)=MSG:
DOUBLE CNTR:=OD:
INTEGER DUMMY,LGTH:

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00013 1
00005000 00020 1
00006000 00020 1
00001000 00020 1
00008000 00020 1
00009000 00020 1
00010000 00020 1
00011000 00020 1 :::!~!::::
00012000 00000 1
00013000 000002 :::::::::11:::

00014000 00000 2
00015000 00000 2
00016000 00007 2
00017000 00013 2
00018000 00014 2 Itt
00019000 00016 2
00020000 00017 2
00021000 00000 1
00022000 00000 1
00023000 00000 1
00024000 00000 1 PRINT(HEADING,11,0)~ «PROGRAM ID»
00025000 00004 1 XCONTPAP(@CONTROLY, DUMf>'Y) ~ «ARM CONTROL Y TRAP»
00026000 00007 1 IF c THEN QUIT(1)~ «CHECK FOR ERROR»
o0 0 27 00 0 0 0 0 12 1 ·~:IDbb.l'tf???:::t:?~~:~~~~r:~:~~~~~:~~~::~:::~:::~:::::~:~~t:?~::::::~:~:}::::~::{\:'· I?? ::r"::{:~: :.:.::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::i::ii::::: :.:.:::::;:::;::: :.:: ·.·:::·::::::::::::::?:::~:::::::::::t::::::~j~:r~t::~~~~~:1}:1:::::j::::::::~:~r:::~:::~:::::::::::::::::::?j:::::{{:

00030000 00027 1 END.
PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%007:
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:OO:02:

Figure 4-12. Using the XCONTRAP Intrinsic

accomplishes this, loading the octal value %31400 plus the value of SDEC (Q + 1) onto the top of
the stack. The statement

ASSEMBLE(XEQ 0);

executes the statement on the top of the stack, which in this case is the EXIT instruction placed
there by the previous statement.

The CONTROL-Y trap is enabled by the statement

XCONTRAP(@CONTROLY,DUMMY);

The @CONTROLY parameter informs the system that a procedure (CONTROLY) is being passed as
a parameter.
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The results of executing the program are shown below:

:RUN CONTY

CONTROL
COUNTER
COUNTER
COUNTER
COUNTER

Y TRAP EXAI'-1PLE

CURRENTLY = 125153 ~ ~
CURRENTLY = 1093423.....t-- · .,1>-
CURRENTLY = 1860957.- ---i

CURRENTLY = 2700949

CONTROL-Y
ENTERED FROM TERMINAL

END OF PROGRAI''-:

TIME AND DATE INTRINSICS

You can programmatically request the return ofsystem timerinformation with the TIMER intrinsic;
the time of day with the CLOCK intr:insic; the calendar date with the CALENDAR intrinsic; and
the duration, in milliseconds, that a process has been running with the PROCTIME intrinsic.

OBTAINING SYSTEM TIMER INFORMATION

A 31-bit logical quantity representing the current system timer count can be returned to your
program with the TIMER intrinsic. This information can be used in routines that generate random
numbers, or in measuring the real time elapsed between two events. The resolution of the system
timer is one millisecond, thus readings taken within a one-millisecond period may be identical.

This quantity is reset to zero on 24 day intervals at 12 o'clock midnight. Detection and correction
of this case between two calls to TIMER (less than 24 days apart) for computing an elapsed time
interval can be done as follows:

If, when subtracting a current TIMER count from a previous count, the result is negative,
add 2,073,600,000 (the number of milliseconds in 24 days) to the result.

Figure 4-13 contains a prograrh that uses the system timer bit count to generate a random octal
number. This number then is converted to one of the ASCII characters ;, <, =, >, ?, @, or A
through Z.

The statement

CBUF(5):=INTEGER(TIMER) .(11 :5)+%73;

calls the TIMER intrinsic to obtain the timer count. A double-word quantity is returned as follows:

BITS 0 1 WORD 2 15 0 WORD 1 15
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PAGE nOOI HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 TJ&, NOV 25, 1975, 3:53 PM

INTRINSIC Fnp~N,FR~AO.FWHIT~.FCONTROL,ASCII,TIMER,QUIT'

MILLISECONDS''I

",~6412,

AS YOU CAN. '"
CHARACTER ....

«CONTINUE TEST?»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«GET YIN ANSWER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«Y-CONTINUE TEST»

«INCORRECT CHARACTER»

«RESET RESPONSE TIME»
«READ INPUT TIME»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«CONVERT TIME»
«REACTION TIME»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«$STDIN»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«$STDLIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«USER DIRECTIONS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

n:

LOOP;

SE'CONOARY DB STORAGE=%00130
NO. wAf.(I~Ir~GS=OO()

ELAPSED rIME=O:OU:10

F~RITECOUT,MSG,8,%320l;
IF < TH~j\j OUITC1l);
FRE.~[)<IN,l:WFRC3).-ll;
IF < THEN QUITC12l;
IF CRUFCf!)="'1''' THEN GO

IN:=FOPFNCINNAMf,~4~l ;
IF < THEI>4 £JIJI1Cl)'
0UT:=FUpENCOUTNAM~,%414,ll);
t F < THF f\j ij U11 C'?) ;

F \Ilk I TE Cou T, I N<; TRucr I OI\JS, 3S. 0 l ;
IF < THEN lJUIT (3) ;

«FNll OF DECLARATrOI\IS»

Nf Xl:

LOOP;

$CONTROL USLI",IT
AF.GIN

BYTE ARHAY INNAMECO:5):="INPUT u;
AYTE l\R~AY OUTNAMFCP;6):="OUTPJT II;
I~TEGER IN,OUT,LGTH,DUMMY,TIME,TIMEOUT:=lO;
ARRAY HUFR(0:3) :=uTYPE X".O;
BYTE AR~AY C~UrC*)=AUFR;

ARRAY II'ISTRllCTION5CO:34) :=uREACTION TIMER:
ulYPE. THE REQUESTED CHARACTE'l AS QUICKLY

A~wAY MS(,(O:24):='lfRY AGAIN? CY/N)",""IRONG
t¥.64l?,"YOII'RE ToO SLOw!";

ARRAY RFSPOf\lSECO:I6) :="HEACTIO'l TIME:
HYTE A~RAY CHFSPC*)=RESPONSE;

FCONT~ULCIN.21,DUM~Y); «ENABLE TIMER READ»
IF < THE~ WUIT(4); «CHECK FOR ERROR»
FCONTRULCIN.4.TIMEOUT), «ENABLE TIMEOUT»
IF < THEN QUIlCS), «CHECK FOR ERROR»

························..······..··········n:;······..~t..····l·:·Hf"i~t·····Q(j·ly··r·f;;·T··f···················· <<CHECK FOR ERROR> >

LGTH;=FPEAOCIN,BUFRC3l,-1); «READ CHARACTER»
IF < TH~N «TIMEOUT OCCURRED»

HI:.GIN
FwRtTE(OUT,MSGC16).9,O); «TOO SLOw MESSAGE»
IF < THEN QIIIT(7) ELSE GO NEXT; «CHECK FOR ERROR»

EN[);
1F CHI.lF c!:> l <>CBIJF C6) THt:N

HE(.,IN
FWRITECOUT,MSGCH),A,O); «WRONG CHARACTER MESSAGE»
IF < THEN(JU 1 TCH) t.LSE GO NE)(1; «CHECK FOR ERROR»

f:.ND;
I~nvr.: HESPONSE. (7) : ="
FCO~TkOLCIN,22,TIME);

IF <> THEN (WITC9H
ASCII (f1l"'C:*10,lO,CHESP(15»;
FWRITFCOUT,RESPoNSE,17,O);
IF < THEN QUITCIO);

OOOOl~OO 00000 0
OOoo?noo 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00004 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 oooo~ 1
00007000 00004 1
OOOOAnoo 00004 1
OOOOqOOO 00011 J
00010no" 00043 1
00011000 nOll?/) 1
00012000 00031 1
00013000 onO?l}
00014000 00021 1
00015000 0001.1 1
0001~noo nOO?1 1
00017000 00021 1
00018noo on021 1
OOOlqnOn 00021 1
ooo~ooon 00n07 1
00071000 00012 1
00022000 00022 1
00023000 000?5 1
00024000 00032 1
OOO?~OOO 00015 1
OOO?hnuo 00015 1
00027000 00041 1
0002boOO 00044 1
ooo~qnoo noo~o 1
0003()l10() 000"3 1
00031000 OOOh? 1
00032noo 00067 1
000310Uo on072 1
000340UO 00101 1
00035000 00102 1
00036noo OO)O~ 2
00037000 00110?
OOO]H~OO nOl?O?
00039000 00120 1
00040 n on 00126 1
00041000 00126 2
00042n00 00134 2
0004300n ~OJ41?

00044"UO 00141 1
0004snon Ool~3 1
00046000 OOI~7 1
00047000 00162 1
0004AnQa 00171 1
00049noo 00177 1
on050 n oo 00202 1
00051"00 00202 1
000~200n Ou207 1
0005300n 00212 1
000,4000 OO??O 1
0005s00n OO~~4 1
00056000 00232 1 ENI).

PRIMANY OH SrO~AGf=%016;

NO. F"r~r~ORS=OI)O;

pROCFSS0R TIMF=0:OO:03;

tt

Figure 4-13. Using the TIMER Intrinsic
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The INTEGER function strips word 2 from this quantity, leaving a 16-bit integer value. The low
order five bits of course change value most rapidly, and these bits are used to obtain a decimal
number from 0 to 32.

The octal codes for ASCII characters ;, <, =, >, ?, @, and A through Z range from 000073 to
000132, or decimal values 58 through 90 (a difference of 32 decimal). Thus, by adding %73 to the
value obtained from the low-order five bits of the system timer information, one of the above
ASCII characters is generated by the foregoing statement and assigned to the 6th (CBUF(5»
position of byte array CBUF. The FWRITE displays this character, and the string "TYPE" on the
terminal (CBUF and BUFR have been equivalenced, see statements 6 and 7).

OBTAINING THE CURRENT TIME

The CLOCK intrinsic returns the actual time (wall time) as a double word. The first word contains
the hour of the day and the minute of the hour, the second word contains seconds and tenths of
seconds, as follows:

BITS 0 7 8 15

HOUR OF DAY

SECONDS

MINUTE OF HOUR WORD 1

TENTHS OF SECONDS WORD 2

In the following intrinsic call, the above information would be returned to the double-word iden
tifier TIME.

TIME: =CLOCK ;

OBTAINING THE CALENDAR DATE

The CALENDAR intrinsic returns a logical value representing the year and day as follows:

BITS 0 6 7 15

I YEAR OF CENTURY I DAY OF YEAR

In the following intrinsic call, the day and year information would be returned to the logical iden
tifier DATE.

DATE:=CALENDAR;

OBTAINING PROCESS RUN TIME (USE OF THE CENTRAL PROCESSOR)

The PROCTIME intrinsic returns a double integer value representing the duration, in milliseconds,
that a process has been running (CPU time).

In the intrinsic·call shown below, the process run time would be returned to TIME.

TIME: =PROCTIME ;
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FORMATTING CALENDAR DATE AND TIME INFORMATION

You can format the calendar date with the FMTCALENDAR intrinsic, the time of day with the
FMTCLOCK intrinsic, and the calendar date and time of day with the FMTDATE intrinsic. These
intrinsics use the information returned by the CALENDAR and CLOCK intrinsics.

The simple program shown in Figure 4-14 illustrates the use of these intrinsics.

,CONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY FMTDATE(OI16),
BYTE ARRAY FMTTIME(OI7),
BYTE ARRAY DATETIME(O:26),

ARRAY rMT-OATE(*)aFMTDATE,
ARRAY FMT'TIMEC*)=FMTTIME,
ARRAY DATE'TIMEC*)=DATETIME,

LOGICAL DATE'

DOUBLE TIME,

INTRINSIC CALENDAR,CLOCK,FMTCALENDAR,FMTCLOCK,FMTDATE,PRINT,

DATE:=CALENDAR, .
TIME:=CLOCK,

FMTCALENDAR(DATE,FMTDATE),
PRINT(FMT-DATE,-17,,60)I

FMTCLOCK(TIME,FMTTIME),
PRINT(FMT'TIME,-8,t60),

FMTDATE(OATE-TIME,DATETIMEl,
PRINT(OATE-TIME,-27,Ol,

END.

Figure 4-14. FMTCALENDAR, FMTCLOCK, and FMTDATE Intrinsics Example



INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION

You can arrange for two processes belonging to the same job/session to communicate with each
other through a job control word (JCW). This word is used by systems programmers to enable a
subsystem process to return information to the command executor that initiated that process. Such
a communication mechanism is used by the command executors for :RUN and various subsystem
commands. However, you may find this control word helpful in other applications.

The SETJCW intrinsic is used to set the bits in the job control word (JCW). A SETJCW intrinsic call
could be

SETJCW(WORD);

where WORD is a 16-bit logical word whose bits are set by you. If you set bit 0 to 1, the system dis
plays the following message when your program terminates, either normally or due to an error:

PROGRAM TERMINATED IN AN ERROR STATE (CIERR 976)

Bits 1 through 15 may be set to any pattern.

NOTE

In batch mode, the job is terminated unless the :CONTINUE
command is used and/or the value of the JCW is exactly
%14000 (bits 0 and 1 only). If you have a JCW of %140000,
the CIERR 976 message is replaced by CIERR 989,
PROGRAM ABORTED PER USER REQUEST. See the MPE
Commands Reference Manual for a discussion of
:CONTINUE.

The job control word (JCW) can be read by a process with the GETJCW intrinsic. The form of the
GETJCW intrinsic call is

JCW: =GETJCW;

The job control word would be returned to JCW in the above intrinsic call.

As an example, consider a job where two processes pass information to each other through the job
control word. In one process, you transmit the contents of the word PROCLNK to the job control
word. Process A sets the job control word to PROCLNK as follows:

SETJCW (PROCLNK) ;

When process B is executed, it obtains this current job control word through the GETJCW intrinsic.
In this case, the contents of the job control word are returned to the word STORELNK.

STORELNK:=GETJCW;
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USER-DEFINED JOB CONTROL WORDS

MPE allows you to establish and manipulate job control words including the system-defined job
control word "JCW." This capability overcomes a disadvantage of using the system-defined JCW,
which is that because MPE uses the JCW for status information, you cannot be sure that MPE will
not modify it, thus destroying whatever information you may wish to pass.

A user-defined JCW is a 16-bit logical word which resides in an MPE managed table. This table,
which also holds the system-defined JCW, is shared by all processes in a job, thus any process of a
job can access any JCW in the table.

The name of a user-defined JCW must start with a letter and be between 1 and 255 characters long.

A user-defined JCW is established with the PUTJCW intrinsic. This intrinsic scans the JCW table for
a given JCW. If found, the JCW's value is updated to the value passed by the PUTJCW intrinsic call.
If a JCW of that time is not found, the name is added to the table and assigned the value passed
with the name. For example, the intrinsic call

PUTJCW (JCWNAME,JCWVALUE,STATUS) ;

would search the JCW table for a name which matches the name contained in JCWNAME (a byte
array). If the name exists, its value is updated to the value contained in JCWVALUE. If a name
matching that contained in JCWNAME is not found, the name is added to the JCW table and
assigned the value contained in JCWVALUE.

The STATUS parameter indicates the status of the intrinsic call and returns an integer value to
indicate this status as follows:

o- Successful execution.

1 - Error. JCWNAME is longer than 255 characters.

2 - Error. JCWNAME does not start with a letter.

3 - Error. The JCW table is out of space.

The FINDJCW intrinsic is used to scan the JCW table for a given JCW name and return its value.

Thus, the intrinsic call

FINDJCW(JCWNAME, JCWVALUE, STATUS) ;

would search the JCW table for a JCW of the same name as that contained in JCWNAME. If a JCW
of the same name is found, its current value is returned in JCWVALUE. If a JCW of the same name
is not found, an error is returned in STATUS.

w'

The STATUS parameter indicates the status of the intrinsic call and returns an integer value indicat
ing this status as follows:

o- Successful execution.

1 - Error. JCWNAME is longer than 255 characters.

2 - Error. JCWNAME does not start with a letter.

3 - Error. The JCW named in JCWNAME does not exist..
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MPE MESSAGE SYSTEM

The MPE message system consists of a message catalog (CATALOG.PUB.SYS), the Help subsystem
catalog (CICAT, containing descriptions of all MPE commands), any number of user message cata
logs, a program (MAKECAT) for building message catalogs, and an intrinsic (GENMESSAGE) used
to insert parameters in messages in a catalog.

MESSAGE CATALOG

A message catalog is a numbered editor-type file containing sets of messages. The sets serve to break
a catalog into manageable portions. After a message file is created, the MAKECAT program is used
to build a catalog that is readable by the message system. This catalog file can still be texted into
the editor, but it now contains a directory (written as a user label by MAKECAT).

Messages in the catalog can be of any length and can contain up to five parameters (parameters are
indicated in a message by the symbol !). Continuation of a message is indicated by "%" or "&" at
the end of a line. The "%" symbol indicates that the message is continued and that a carriage return,
line feed will be issued to the terminal. The "&" symbol indicates that the message is continued on
the same line with no carriage return, line feed. The GENMESSAGE intrinsic ignores all blanks
between the last non-blank character of a message and the continuation character. This allows
free-formatting of the continuation character.

Message sets are indicated by "$SET n" starting in column 1 (the rest of the line is treated as a
comment). Maximum value for n is 62. Comments can be inserted in the catalog by placing "$" in
column 1 of a line. Message numbers are positive integers, need not be contiguous, but must be in
ascending order. After processing by the program MAKECAT, the catalog file contains records of
80 bytes, blocked 16, in 32 extents. (The system message catalog is only one extent, however.)

The format of the message catalog is as follows:

$SET 1 SYSTEM MESSAGES
1 LDEV #! IN USE ~Y FILE SYSTEM
2 LDEV #! IN USE BY DIAGNOSTICS
3 LDEV IN USE, DOWN PENDING

5 IS "!" ON LDEV#! (YIN)?

$ MESSAGE 35 IS TWO LINES LONG, A PARAMETER STARTS THE
$ FIRST LINE AND THE SECOND LINE IS "HP32002"

35 !%

HP32002B.00. !

276 LDEV # FOR "!" ON ! (NUM)!

$
$SET 2 CIERROR MESSAGES
82 STREAM FACILITY NOT ENABLED: SEE OPERATOR. (CIERR 82)
200 MORE THAN 30 PARAMETERS TO BUILD COMMAND. (CIERR 200)
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204 FILE COMMAND REQUIRES AT LEAST TWO PARAMETERS, INCLUDING THE %

FORMAL NAME OF THE FILE. (CIERR 204)

MAKECAT PROGRAM

The program MAKECAT.PUB.SYS is used to build message catalogs (and Help catalogs). The pro
gram's input file has the formal designator INPUT. The program has the following entry points:

No entry point

BUILD

DIR

HELP

Reads from input file and builds a te,mporary file (formal designator
CATALOG). Also renames any old temporary CATALOG, CATnn,
using an archival numbering scheme. (Le,., CATl, CAT2, etc.).

(Must log on under MANAGER.SYS to use this entry point.) Reads
from input file, builds the system message catalog (formal designator
CATALOG), and installs the message system. Existing catalog is re
named CATnn according to the same scheme as for no entry point
(above). Installation of the message system means moving the directory
contained in the user label of the catalog into a data segment. The Data
Segment Table (DST) number and the disc address of CATALOG are
placed in the system global area. The message system may be installed
while the system is running.

(Must log on under MANAGER.SYS to use this entry point.) Installs
the system message catalog (does not build a new one). Opens input
file, moves the directory in the CATALOG into a data segment, and
places the DST number and disc address of CATALOG in the system
global area. This entry point may be used when the message system
seems to be malfunctioning, but the catalog is intact. (For example,
MPE is issuing "MISSING MSG SET=mm. MSG=nn" at terminals and
the system console.) This may be done while the system is running.

(Must have System Manager of System Supervisor capability to use this
entry point.) Used to build the Help catalog. Reads input file and builds
a Help catalog (formal designator HELPCAT).

EXAMPLES. To use MAKECAT to build your own message catalog, enter:

:FILE INPUT=CATl5
:RUN MAKECAT.PUB.SYS
** VALID MESSAGE CATALOG (printed if no errors in catalog CATl5)
:SAVE CATALOG
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To use MAKECAT to modify the system message catalog:

1. Text CATALOG.PUB.SYS into the Editor.

2. Make the desired changes.

3. Keep the file under a new name and exit the Editor.

4. Log on as MANAGER.SYS, and enter:

:FILE INPUT=catname.group.account
:RUN MAKECAT,BUILD
** NEW CATALOG INSTALLED

To reinstall the message catalog if MPE is printing "MISSING MSG. SET=mm. MSG=nn," enter:

:HELLO MANAGER.SYS
:FILE INPUT=CATALOG
:RUN MAKECAT,DIR
** NEW CATALOG INSTALLED

To build a Help catalog for the command interpreter, enter:

: :HELLO MANAGER.SYS ,
:PURGE CICAT
:FILE INPUT =catalog.group.account
:RUN MAKECAT,HELP
END OF PROGRAM

:RENAME HELPCAT, CICAT

USING THE GENMESSAGE INTRINSIC TO INSERT PARAMETERS IN MESSAGES

The GENMESSAGE intrinsic can be used to access the MPE message system. GENMESSAGE is
called with a message number from a catalog as a parameter. The message system fetches the mes
sage from a message catalog, inserts parameters, then routes the message to a file or returns the
message in a buffer to the calling program.

In order to use the message catalog, the program must first open the message catalog, then call
GENMESSAGE with the file number, message set number, and message number. The file must be
opened with the aoptions nobuf and multi-record access.

NOTE

The file must be opened with foptions old, permanent,
ASCII (foptions 5), and aoptions nobuf and multi-record
access (aoptions %420).

Parameters may be inserted into the message from the catalog. The parameters are passed to the
message with the parm1, parm2, parm3, parm4, and parm5 parameters in the GENMESSAGE
intrinsic call and are inserted in the message wherever a "!" is found. Parameters are inserted in the
following order: parm1 substitutes for the leftmost "!" in the message, parm2 for the next leftmost,
and so forth. If parm(n) is present, parm(n-1) must be present (for example, you cannot specify
parm3 unless parm1 and parm2 are specified).



Figure 4-15 contains a simple program that inserts the value 95 into message number 11 in messa.ge
set 1 in the message catalog CATALOG.PUB.SYS. The complete message then is displayed on the
terminal. Note that the file CATALOG.PUB.SYS is equated to CATALOG with a :FILE command,
then the name CATALOG is used in the FOPEN call (passed to FOPEN in byte array BUFF). Note
also that the file is opened with aoptions nobuf and multi-record access (aoptions %420). The
message set (1) and message number (11) are-included as parameters in the GENMESSAGE call.
The parameter parmask is set to %10000 and parro1 (NUMBER) has the value 95. The complete
message is returned in BUFF, which is then printed on the terminal with the PRINT intrinsic.

:SPLPREP TgST,MSGTFST

PAG~: 0001 HPJ2100A.06.4J [4Wj (C) HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 1976

PRJNT(OUTBUFF,-MSGLEN,O):

$CONTROL USLINIT
Bf:r.IN

INTEGER FILENUM,MSGLEN,NUMBER:=95:

BYTE ARRA~ BUFf(0:255):
ARRAY OUTBUFF(*)=8Uff:

SlCONDARY DB ST(JRAGE=%00200
NO. WARNINGS=OOOO
FLAPSED TIME=0:OO:2Q

MSGLEN:=GENMESSAGE(FILENUM,1,11,BUFF,,'10000,NUMBE~),

INTRINSIC FOPEN,PRINTFILEINFO,GF.NMESSAGE,PRINT:

~OVE BUPF:="CATALOG ":
fILfNUM:=FOPENCBUFF,5,%420):
IF <> THEN PRINTFILEINFO(FILENVM):

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00000 1
00005000 00000 1
00006000 00000 1
00001000 oo~oo 1
00009000 00000 1
00009000 00000 1
00010000 00000 1
00011000 00000 1
00012000 00016 1
00013000 00026 1
00014000 00031 1
00015000 00031 l
00016000 OO~45 1
000170uO 00045 1
00018000 00051 1
00019~00 00051 1 E~D.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%005:
NO. ERROJ<S=OOOO:
PROCESSOR TIME~V:OO:OO:

END O~· COMPILI!:

END OF PREPARE
:SAVE MSGTEst
:FILE CATALOG=CATALOG.PUH.SYS
:RUN MSGTEST

END OF' PROGP _~)"l

Figure 4-15. GENMESSAGE Intrinsic Example
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DEVICE CHARACTERISTICSI~

MPE intrinsics can be used to alter certain aspects of device operation. Before any of these intrinsics
can be issued against a device, however, the device file must be opened with the FOPEN intrinsic
(see Section II, page 2-71).

With the FCONTROL intrinsic, you can

• Change terminal speed. See page 5-10.
• Change input echo facility. See page 5-1l.
• Enable and disable the system break function. See page 5-13.
• Enable and disable subsystem break requests. See page 5-14.
• Enable and disable parity checking. See page 5-14.
• Enable and disable tape-mode option. See page 5-15.
• Enable and disable the terminal timer. See page 5-15.
• Read the result from the terminal input timer. See page 5-18.
• Define line-termination characters for terminal input. See page 5-19.
• Control the operation of a primary reader/punch. See page 5-4.

In addition, you can programmatically read paper tapes not containing the X-OFF control character
with the PTAPE intrinsic. See page 5-20.

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

PAPER TAPE READER

The paper tape reader driver is capable of reading tapes in either BINARY or ASCII format. The
mode is determined by the ASCII/BINARY bit in the {options parameter of the FOPEN intrinsic.
The default condition for this {option is ASCII; however, this default condition can be altered with
the FCONTROL intrinsic (see page 2-49).

BINARY MODE. In binary mode, the device will read the number of words/bytes requested
without regard to any special characters present on the tape. Tape leaders are skipped automatically
by the hardware. For example, whenever the roller is raised to load a new tape, the device sets an
internal flag which causes it to ignore all leading null characters on the next read. After this first
read, the flag is reset. Thus, trailers and embedded nulls are as valid as any other characters. The full
8-bit character is read, and characters are packed two characters per word. There is no defined
end-of-record character in binary mode, so the read is terminated only when the word/byte cou~t is
satisfied.
If a time-out occurs (for example, for a tape bind, broken tape, or an attempt to read beyond the
end of the tape), an error (CCL) is returned to the calling program.

ASCII MODE. In ASCII mode, the following conditions apply by default:

• Bit 8 (parity bit) is set to zero.
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• The carriage-return character (%15) is recognized as the end-of-record character. In other
words, data transfer stops when the word/byte count is satisfied or when the
end-of-record character is detected. (However, if word/byte count is satisfied before the
end-of-record character is found, the tape motion continues until end-of-record is
detected, with the extra characters being ignored.)

• Data characters are packed automatically with two characters per computer word.

The following characters are not transferred as data and result in the following action:

Carriage-return (%15)
Line-feed (%12)
X-ON (%21)
X-OFF (%23)
Rub-out (%177)
Control H (%10)
Control X (%30)

Control Y (%31)
Null (% 0)

End-of-record.
Ignored.
Ignored.
Ignored.
Ignored.
Previous character deleted from data buffer.
All data in current record are deleted. The tape
is advanced to the next record and the read is
restarted.
Ignored.
Consecutive nulls are counted to determine
end-of-tape.

• Any number of leading null characters are allowed. However, after the first non-zero
character in. a record, 20 consecutive null characters are treated as the end-of-tape
condition and result in the following actions:

a. Tape motion is stopped.

b. Any characters already read are deleted.

c. The message

LDEV #nnNOT READY

is output to the system console. The operator should insert the next tape to be read
into the paper tape reader.

d. When the READY interrupt is detected, the READ request is restarted and
operation continues as before.

The entire sequence is invisible to the calling program, except for the delay required to change
tapes, so that multiple tapes may be read as if they were a single tape.

NOTE

There should always be at least one non-null character, such
as a line feed, before the TRAILER to allow it to be
distinguished from the LEADER.
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All job control cards (Le., :JOB, :DATA, :EOD, :EOJ,etc.) are recognized in the standard way to
allow batch input from paper tape.

PAPER TAPE PUNCH

The paper tape punch driver is capable of punching tapes in either BINARY or ASCII format. The
mode is determined by the ASCII/BINARY bit in the {options parameter of the FOPEN intrinsic.
The default condition of ASCII mode may be altered with the FCONTROL intrinsic.

BINARY MODE. In BINARY mode, all characters are punched exactly as they appear in the
buffer. No characters are deleted or added. Data characters are unpacked automatically, assuming
two characters per computer word. In other words, no end-of-record marks such as carriage return
are punched unless they are in the buffer. All bit patterns are considered valid and none have any
significance as far as the driver is concerned. If you want end-of-record marks on the tape, you must
provide them. Note, however, that the paper tape reader driver also attaches no significance to the
end-of-record marks.

ASCII MODE. In ASCII mode, the following conditions apply by default:

• Trailing blank characters (%40) are not punched on the tape. This feature saves paper
tape on short records, and also speeds up the net transfer rate for output and for input
when the tape is read.

• All other characters, including leading and embedded blanks, are transferred as data. No
special characters are recognized.

• A record termination sequence, consisting of X-OFF (%23), a carriage return (%15),
followed by a line feed (%12), is appended to the end of each record.

• Data characters are unpacked automatically, assuming two characters per computer word.

CARD READER

The card reader is a unit record device. The data is read in ASCII mode; that is, two columns are
converted to ASCII and packed into the left and right byte of one word. If the read request
specifies 80 or more bytes, 80 bytes will be transmitted independent of the data on the card.

LINE PRINTER

The line printer is a print and space device (postspace). The prespace operation is simulated by
performing a print operation and then filling the line printer buffer. Note that a carriage control
code of %320 will append data to the current contents of the line printer buffer, whether prespace
or postspace is selected.

Table 5-1 describes the differences between the 5 subtypes of line printers.

The HP 2608/2610/2614 printers use a 6-bit space count that allows vertical spacing of up to 63
lines when carriage control codes of %200 to %277 are used.
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The HP 2607/2613/2617 /2617J/2618/2619 printers have only a 4-bit space count that imposes a
maximum vertical spacing of 15 lines at a time.• MPE will simulate vertical spacing of more than 15
lines, when carriage control codes of %200 to %277 are used, by concatenating as many 15-line
spacings as necessary. The final spacing may consist of less than 15 lines.

Table 5-1. Line Printer Differences

SUBTYPE HP PRODUCT NO. SUPPRESS VFC CHANNELS
SPACE AVAILABLE**

0 2610 YES 1-8

0 2614 YES 1-8

1 2607 NO* 1-8

2 2613 YES 1-12

2 2617 YES 1-12

2 2618 YES 1-12

2 2619 YES 1-12

3 2617J YES 1-8

4 2608 YES*** 1-16

* A suppress space request (carriage control code = %53 or %200) will result in a single space without
automatic page eject.

** Carriage control codes %300 to %317 specify VFC channels 1-16 respectively. A request to skip to
a channel which is undefined for that subtype printer will result in a single space (with or without
automatic page eject, the same as for carriage control code %10).

*** Data may be lost if spacing is suppressed on two or more consecutive requests.

To change the mode control settings (pre/post spacing and auto/no auto page eject) FWRITE is
used with carriage controls %100 - %103 and %400 - %403. If FWRITE is called with one of
these carriage controls and cQunt=O (count =1 if imbedded control), then J?O physical I/O will
occur; the only effect is changing the mode.

MAGNETIC TAPE

The magnetic tape unit reads and writes variable length records in packed binary mode. Each word
of data is represented by two tape characters. On read requests, the amount of data transferred is
the lesser of the read request length and the tape record length.

After write operations, when the end of tap~ reflective marker is detected, an EDT indication is
returned. A request initiated before the EDT marker was detected is completed but an EDT
indication is returned.
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PRINTING READER/PUNCH

The HP 30119A printing reader/punch is supported in three ways by MPE:

1. As a card reader which, from a user program's viewpoint, behaves exactly like the
HP 30106A/30107A card readers. This mode of operation prevails when the device is
opened by device class name and the device class access type is input only. In this mode,
default is select primary hopper and primary stacker.

2. As a card punch. This mode of operation prevails when the device is opened by device
class name and the device class access type is output only. In this mode, default is select
secondary hopper and secondary stacker.

3. As a printing reader/punch with two input hoppers and two output stackers over which
the user has complete control. This mode of operation prevails when the device is opened
by logical device number or by device class name when the device class access type is
input/output.
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In the mode of operation described under 3 above, you can control all aspects of the device with
the intrinsic call

FCONTROL(filenum ,0 ,param);

where the bit settings of param signify the following:

Bits (0:6)
Bit (6:1)

Bit (7:1) =

Bit (8:1)
=

Bit (9:1)
-

Bit (10:1) =

Bit (11:1)

Bits (12:4)

Reserved for MPE. These bits should be set to zero.
O. Select no inhibit feed on writes.
1. Select inhibit feed on writes.
O. Select punch on writes.
1. Select no punch on writes.
O. Select print on writes.
1. Select no print on writes.
O. Select print and punch same data on writes.
1. Select print and punch separate data on writes.
O. Select primary stacker.
1. Select secondary stacker.
O. Select primary hopper.
1. Select secondary hopper.
Reserved for MPE. These bits should be set to zero.

When the device is opened for the first time, all of above parameter selections assume a default value
of zero. Subsequent opens, however, do not necessarily yield these default values; the parameter
selections for such opens assume the values established by previous opens.

The FREAD and FWRITE intrinsics perform the following actions for the printing reader/punch.

FREAD

FWRITE

a. Feeds a card from the hopper selected.
b. Moves card from wait station (if present) to stacker last selected

(no punch or print performed).
c. Reads data from (a) and transfers it to caller's buffer.
d. The mode (ASCII or column binary) of the read is specified on

each read/write.
e. The following parameter selections have no effect:

same/separate print data;
print/no print;
punch/no punch;
inhibit input feed.

a. Moves card from the wait station to the stacker last selected.
b. Prints and/or punches card (1) using data in caller's buffer.
c. If inhibit input feed has been selected, no card is fed from

hoppers. If inhibit feed has not been selected, card is fed from
hopper last selected; any data on that card is lost.

d. If separate print data has been selected, a double buffer is
expected and punch data is extracted from the first part, print
data from the second part. No print and no punch selections are
still honored. If no print or no punch is on, a single length buffer
suffices. If separate print data has not been selected, then the same
data is printed and punched, unless no print or no punch has been
selected.
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e. The mode (ASCII or column binary) used will be the one last
selected.

f. If no print is selected, printing is inhibited.
g. If no punch is selected, punching is inhibited.

The FCONTROL param selections (bits 6 through 11) remain in effect until changed by another
FCONTROL intrinsic call.

LINE PRINTER AND TERMINAL CARRIAGE-CONTROL CODES

Line printer and terminal carriage-control codes are shown in table 5-2. All of the carriage-control
codes shown in table 5-2 may be used as the value of the param parameter of FCONTROL (when
controlcode = 1) regardless of whether the file is opened with CCTL or NOCCTL specified in the
FOPEN intrinsic. When the file is opened with CCTL, the carriage-control codes may be used in
either of the following ways via FWRITE:

1. As the value of the control parameter.
2. When control = 1, as the first byte of the target array.

Carriage-control codes greater than %403 cause an error return with no operation performed.

The default mode controls are post spacing with automatic page eject.

END-OF-FILE INDICATION

An end-of-file indication is returned by the card reader and tape drivers under conditions specified
by the initiators of read requests. The types of requests and the end-of-file classes are as follows:

Type

A

B

E

Class of end-of-file

All records that begin with a colon (:).

All records that contain, starting in the first byte, :EOD, :EOJ, :JOB
and :DATA (See Note.)

Hardware-sensed end-of-file

NOTE

If the word count is less than 3 or the byte count is less than
6, then Type B reads are converted to Type A reads.

In utilizing the card/tape devices as files via the File System, the following types are assigned.

File Specified

$STDIN

$STDINX

Dev=CARD/TAPE

5-6

Type

Type A.

Type B.

Type B, if device accepts jobs or data.
Type E, if device does not accept jobs or data.



Table 5-2. Carriage-Control Directives

OCTAL CODE

%40

%53

%55

%60

%61

%2nn (nn is any
octal number
from 0 through
77)
%300-%307

%300-%313

%300-%317

%300

%301

%302

%303

%304

%305

%306
%307

%310

%311

%312

%313

%314

%315

%316

%317

%320
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ASCII SYMBO L

"+"

1'_"

1'0"

"1"

CARRIAGE ACTION

Single space (with or without automatic page eject).

No space, return (next printing at column 1). Not valid on 2607
(results in single space without automatic page eject).

Triple space (without automatic page eject).

Double space (without automatic page eject).

Page eject (form feed). Selects VFC Channell.

Space nn lines (no automatic page eject). %200 not valid for 2607
(results in single space without automatic page eject).

Select VFC Channel 1-8 (2607)

Select VFC Channel 1-12 (2613, 2617, 2618,2619)

Select VFC Channel 1-16 (2608)

NOTE: Channel assignments shown below are the HP standard
defaults.

Skip to top of form (page eject).

Skip to bottom of form.

Single spacing with automatic page eject.

Skip to next odd line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next third line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next 1/2 page.

Skip to next 1/4 page.

Skip to next 1/6 page.

Skip to bottom of form.

User option (2613/17/18/19), skip to one line before bottom of
form (2608)

User option (2613/17/18/19), skip to one line before top of form
(2608)

User option (2613/17/18/19), skip to top of form (2608)

Skip to next seventh line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next sixth line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next fifth line with automatic page eject.

Skip to next fourth line with automatic page eject.

No space, no return (next printing physically follows this).
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Figure 2-3. Carriage-Control Directives

OCTAL CODE ASCII SYMBOL CARRIAGE ACTION

%2-%37
%41-%52
%54
%56-%57
%62-%77
%104-%177
%310-%317 (2607)
%314-%317 (2613/17/18/19)
%321-%377

%400 or %100

%401 or %101

%402 or %102

%403 or %103

%1001

%2001

Same as %40

Sets post-space movement option; this first prints, then spaces. If
previous option was pre-space movement, the driver outputs a
line with a skip to VFC Channel 3 to clear the buffer.

Sets pre-space movement option; this first spaces, then prints.

Sets single-space option, with automatic page eject (60 lines per
page).

Sets single-space option, without automatic page eject (66 lines
per page).

Enables CONTIGUOUS WR ITE (Privileged -lVfode Capability
only).

Disables CONTIGUOUS WR ITE (Privileged Mode Capability
only).

NOTE

All page ejects (codes %61, %300, and (for 2608) %313) are
suppressed if the current request has a transfer count of 0
and the previous request ending with a page eject.

Any subsequent requests to the driver after an end-of-file condition is senses, are rejected with an
end-of-file indication.

When reading from an unlabeled tape file, a request encountering a tape mark responds with an end
of-file indication but succeeding requests are allowed to continue reading data past the tape mark.
Under these conditions, it is the responsibility of the caller to protect against the occurrence of data
beyond an end-of-file and to prevent reading off the end of the reel.

TERMINALS

Terminals are supported by MPE through the terminal controller (each controller controls up to 16
terminals). The terminal· controller supports 103A and 202A modems, and hardwired terminals.

TERMINAL TYPES. The terminals shown in Table 5-3 are supported by MPE. Terminals equipped
with the automatic linefeed feature (op'erator selectable) must be operated with this feature OFF.
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SPECIAL KEYS. The following keys have special significance to MPE.

Key

SC

Yc

BREAK

ESC:

ESC;

JULY, 1979

Meaning

Deletes (ignores) the line being typed and then reads any following characters.
The system responds with a triple exclamation point (! ! !) followed by a carriage
return and linefeed. (The superscript c denotes a control character. Thus, "XC"
means "CONTROL-X.")

Deletes the previous character. (To delete n characters, enter n HC 's.) See note
below.

Places terminal in tape mode, allowing input from paper tape. When enabled, the
tape-mode option inhibits the implicit linefeed normally issued by MPE each
time a carriage return is entered. The tape-mode option also inhibits responses to
HC and XC entries. Thus, when HC is received and tape mode is in effect, no
exclamation points (!!!) are sent to the terminal. If used after SC, QC also
resumes write operation during output (cancels SC).

Suspends the write operation during output.

If the terminal is not in tape mode, yc requests subsystem break (terminating
program or command execution). If the terminal is in tape mode, Yc returns it
to the keyboard mode.

Requests a system break.

Places the terminal in the echo-on mode so that characters input are echoed on
the terminal by MPE.

Places the terminal in echo-off mode so that characters input are not echoed on
the terminal by MPE.
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Key

LINEFEED

Meaning

For any terminal with a linefeed entry, the log-on user may strike this key and a
carriage return will be echoed. The linefeed character is not transmitted to the
input buffer. This mechanism permits multiple lines to be entered in response to
a single read request (for example, the length of a read request from a terminal is
not constrained by the carriage or line width).

The defined control characters Xc, Hc, Qc, Sc, and Yc are recognized even when following an ESC
key entry. However, entry of ESC followed by any other character (other than one of these control
characters, a colon, or a semicolon) is read as a 2-character string in the user's input stream.

Table 5-3. Terminals Supported by MPE

TERMINAL
TYPE

o

DESCRIPTION

HP 2749B (ASR-33 EIA compatible) Terminal (10 characters per second (cps)).

ASR-37 Teleprinter Terminal w~th Paper Tape Reader/Punch (10 cps).

2 ASR-35 EIA-compatible Terminal (10 cps).

3 Execuport 300 Data Communications Transceiver Terminal (10/15/30 cps).

4 HP 2600A or Datapoint 3300 Keyboard Display Terminal (10/15/30/60/120/240 cps).

5 Memorex 1240 Communications Terminal (10/15/30/60 cps).

6 HP 2762A/B (General Electric Terminet 300 or 1200), or Data Communications Terminal,
Model B (10/15/30/120 cps) with Paper Tape Reader/Punch, Option 2.

9 HP 2615A Terminal (Beehive MiniBee) (10/15/30/60/120/240 cps).

10 HP 2640A/B, HP 2641A, HP 2644A, or HP 2645A Character Mode or full program control of
block mode transmission (10-240 cps).

11 HP 2640A/B, HP 2641A, HP 2644A, or HP 2645A. Allows user to use block mode without
program control of block mode transmission. Requires user to position cursor before pressing
ENTER. Recommended for speeds exceeding 30 cps when you expect to switch between
character mode and block/line mode. May not be used in block/page mode. (10-240 cps.)

12 HP 2645K Katakana/Roman Data Terminal.

13 Message switching network or other computer.

14 Multi point Terminal.

15 HP 2635A Printing Terminal. 8-bit protocol (for second character set).

16 HP 2635A Printing Terminal. 7-bit protocol (standard character set).
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NOTE

The line correction mechanism (HC) works in the following
ways for all terminals including the system console:

• CRT Terminals
All currently supported CRT terminals can physically
backspace the cursor; therefore, HC causes the cursor to
be backspaced one position, leaving the cursor posi
tioned over the character to be replaced. The physical
backspacing of the cursor does not erase the character
from the screen, but the character has been deleted
from MPE's internal buffer.

• Hardcopy Terminals
a. Terminals which have physical backspace

capability:
HC causes a physical backspace to occur. In
addition, a line feed is performed unless the
previous character also was a HC• The result is
that you begin typing beneath the first character
to be replaced.

b. Terminals with no physical backspace capability:
No backspacing takes place. Each HC echoes a
backslash (,) unless in tape mode.

CHANGING TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS. Certain aspects of terminal operation can be
changed with the FSETMODE, FCONTROL, and PTAPE intrinsics. Before these intrinsics can be
used in a program to change terminal characteristics, however, the terminal/file must be opened
with the FOPEN intrinsic.

Changing Terminal Speed. MPE supports terminals that run at speeds ranging from 10 to 240
characters per second (cps). You can programmatically change these speeds with the FCONTROL
intrinsic. This capability allows a user running a mark sense card reader coupled to a terminal to
operate the two devices at different speeds .(for example, the card reader at 240 cps for input and
the terminal at 10 cps for output). The FCONTROL intrinsic is not valid for terminals that operate
at only one speed.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,speed);

The parameters are

filenum

5-10

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number. of the terminal for which
the speed is to be changed.



contro/code

speed

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
The decimal integer 10 to change the input speed or 11 to change the
output speed.

logical (required)
A word identifier that specifies the new speed desired: 10, 14, 15, 30,
60, 120, or 240 cps. When the FCONTROL intrinsic is executed, the
previous input or output speed is returned to the calling process
through the speed parameter. (480-960 for Series 30/33)

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied. The process does not own the logical device, or this
device is not a terminal, or the speed entered is not acceptable.

As an example, to change the current input speed of the terminal identified by the file number
stored in the word TERMFN from 60 to 120 cps, the following call could be used. 'Fhe word
SPEED contains the value 120.

FCONTROL(TERMFN,10,SPEED);

After the intrinsic is executed, the word SPEED contains the integer 60 (the previous speed).

Changing Input Echo Facility. You can programmatically determine whether MPE transmits
(echoes) input from the terminal keyboard back to the terminal printer by calling the FCONTROL
intrinsic to turn the echo facility on or off.

When the echo facility is on, input read from the terminal is echoed to the terminal's printer by
MPE. If the terminal is operating in full-duplex mode, the echoed information appears as normal
printed lines. If the terminal is in half-duplex mode, however, the echoed printing is illegible - as
you enter input on such terminals, it is simultaneously printed by the terminal itself and
subsequently overwritten by the echoed information. Where a terminal can operate in either full- or
half-duplex mode, the mode is selected by a switch on the terminal. When you log on, all terminals
are assumed to have the echo facility on.

When the echo facility is off, input read from the terminal is not echoed to the terminal's printer by
MPE. If the terminal is operating in full-duplex mode, no printing appears. If the terminal is in
half-duplex mode, the input is copied by the terminal itself, and appears as normal, printed lines.
Bear in mind that the only way printing can be suppressed is with the echo facility off and the
terminal in full-duplex mode, as illustrated in figure 5-1.

In addition to the FCONTROL intrinsic, the echo facility also can be switched on and off by
entering the characters:

ESC: to turn the echo facility on.
ESC; to turn the echo facility off.
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MPE ECHO
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OFF
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HALF-DUPLEX

PRINT LINE

FULL-DUPLEX

PRINTED
OUTPUT

TERMINAL

P'RINTING GARBAGE NO PRINTING PRINTING

Figure 5-1. Echo Facility vs Duplex Mode

The fonnat for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controkode,last);

The parameters are

filenum integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.
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controlcode

last

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
The integer 12 to turn the echo facility on, or 13 to turn it off.

logical (required)
A word identifier to which the previous echo facility is returned, where

0= echo on
1 = echo off.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because the file number specified did not belong to this
process or this device is not a tenninal.

.As an example, to turn the echo facility off, the following'intrinsic call could be used:

FCONTROL(TERMFN,13,LAST);

After the intrinsic is executed, the word LAST contains the value 0 or 1 to reflect the previous echo
facility status.

Enabling and Disabling System Break Function. You can programmatically suspend or enable a
terminal's ability to react to a system break request with the FCONTROL intrinsic. System break
requests are initialized by pressing the BREAK key or by calling the CAUSEBREAK intrinsic.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,anyinfo );

The parameters are

filenum

controIeode

anyinfo

The condition codes are

CCE

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 15 to enable the break function, or 14 to disable the break
function.

logical (required)
Any variable or word identifier. This parameter is needed by
FCONTROL to satisfy the internal requirements of this intrinsic;
however, it serves no other purpose and is not modified by the intrinsic.

Request granted.
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eCG

eCL

Not returned by this application of FeONTROL.

Request denied because the file number specified did not belong to this
process or the device is not a terminal.

As an example, to enable the break function, the following intrinsic call could be used:

FCONTROL(TERMFN,15,DUMMY);

Enabling and Disabling Subsystem Break Function. All terminals are initially set to disable (not /
accept) subsystem break requests, generated by entering CONTROL-Y during a session. Youc~
however, programmatically enable and again disable a terminal's ability to react to subsystem break
requests with the FCONTROLintrinsic.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROLlfilenum,contro[code,anyinfo );

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

anyinfo

The condition codes are

CCE

eCG

eCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 17 to enable the subsystem break function, or 16 to disable
the subsystem break function.

logical (required)
Any variable or word identifier. This parameter is needed by
FCONTROL to satisfy the internal requirements of this intrinsic;.
however, it serves no other purpose and is not modified by the intrinsic.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because the file number specified did not belong to this
process or the device is not a terminal.

As an example, to enable the subsystem break function, the following intrinsic call could be used:

FCONTROL(TERMFN,17,DUMMY);

Enabling and Disabling Parity Checking. All terminals and mark-sense card readers are initially set
to disable parity checking during read operation. They may, however, be programmatically enabled
for parity checking with the FCONTROL intrinsic. Then, the parity of the data received is checked
against the parity computed by the asynchronous channel multiplexer. If a parity error is detected,
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an error code is made available through the FCHECK intrinsic. When you are running a card reader
coupled to a terminal, the ability to enable/disable parity checking allows you to obtain optimum
utilization of the card reader by running it at 240 characters per second. These control code options
are not valid for terminals configured astermtype 12 (HP 2645K).

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,anyinfo);

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

anyinfo

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

ceL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 24 to enable parity checking, or 23 to disable parity
checking. (Not valid for termtype 12 (HP 2645K).)

Any variable or word identifier. This parameter is needed by
FCONTROL to satisfy the internal requirement of this intrinsic;
however, it serves no other purpose and is not modified by the intrinsic.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because the file number specified did not belong to this
process or the device is not a terminal.

, As an example, to enable parity checking, the following intrinsic call could be used:

FCONTROL(TERMFN,24,DUMMY);

Enabling and Disabling Tape-Mode Option. You can programmatically enable or disable the
tape-mode option for a terminal with the FCONTROL intrinsic. When enabled, the tape-mode
option inhibits the implicit line feed normally issued by MPE each time a carriage return· is entered.
The tape mode option also inhibits responses to HC and XC entries. Thus, when HC is received and
tape mode is in effect, no exclamation points (!!!) are sent to the terminal. To inhibit carriage
return, linefeed after READ or FREAD, use FSETMODE (see page 2-84).

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,anyinfo );
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The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

anyinfo

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 19 to enable tape mode, or 18 to disable tape mode.

logical (required)
Any variable or word identifier. This parameter is needed by
FCONTROL to satisfy the internal requirements of this intrinsic;
however, it serves to other purpose and is not modified by the
intrinsic.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application ofFCONTROL.

Request denied because the file number specified did not belong to this
process or the device is not a terminal.

As an example, to enable tape mode, the following intrinsic call could be used:

FCONTROL(TERMFN,19,0UMMY);

Enabling and Disabling The Terminal Input Timer. The terminal input timer records the time
required to satisfy an input request on the terminal, from the time the input is requested until it is
completed. This applies only to unbuffered, serial terminal input requests. You can program
matically en~ble or disable the terminal input timer with the FCONTROL intrinsic.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

N N L
FCONTROL(ftlenum,controlcode,anyinfo );

The parameters are

filenum

controleode

anyinfo

5-16

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 21 to enable the time, or 20 to disable the timer.

logical (required)
Any variable or word identifier. This parameter is needed by
FCONTROL to satisfy the internal requirements of this intrinsic;
however, it serves no other purpose and is not modified by the intrinsic.



The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because the file number specified did not belong to this
process or the device is not a tenninal.

Figure 5-2 contains a program that generates an ASCII character, instructs the user to enter this
character on the terminal, then measures and displays the reaction time of the user.

The statement

FCONTROL(IN,21,DUMMY);

enables the terminal input timer so that the reaction time of the user can be measured. The
parameter IN supplies the file number of the tenninal and was obtained through the FOPEN
intrinsic call (see statement 19 in the program).

NOTE

The statement

FCONTROL(IN,4,TIMEOUT);

is used to set a time out on FREAD. This application of
FCONTROL is used in conjunction with FREAD intrinsic
calls issued against the tenninal. The time-out interval speci
fied in this case is 10 seconds (see statement number 5 in the
program). If there is no response to the FREAD intrinsic
call (see statement number 33) within 10 seconds, a CCL
condition code is returned and· the program displays the
message

YOU'RE TOO SLOW
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PAGE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 TJE, NOV 25, 1975, 3:53 PM

INTRINSIC FOP~N,FRE.AD,fWRITE,FCONTROL,ASCII,TIMER.QUIT'

MILLISECONDS'"

",W,6412,
AS YOU CAN. II;
CHARACTER.",

«5STDIN»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«SSTDLIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«USER DIRECTIONS»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«INCORRECT CHARACTER»

«CONTINUE TEST?»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«GET YIN ANSWER»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«Y-CONTINUE TEST»LOOPC

SECONDARY ua STORAGE=%00130
NO. WARI.. rrJGS=ooo
ELAPSED TIME=O:OU:IO

IN:=FOPEN(INNAME,%4S) ;
IF < THE~ QUIT(I)I
OUT:=FOPEN(OUTNAM~'%414'~1)'

IF < T!"iF"l i,JU!1 (In ;
F"RITEIOUT,IN<;THUCTIONS.3c;,0).
IF < THEN vUlT (3) •

F~RITEIOUT,MSG,8,%320);

IF < THEN QUIT(ll).
FREAOIIN,HUFR(3),-1)J
IF < THEN QUIT(}2);
IF CRUF(6)="V''' THEN GO

«ENO OF DECLARATTONS»

NfXT:

LOOP:

FCONTROl(IN,4,TIMEOUT) I «ENABLE TIMEOUT»
IF < THEN QUITI~); «CHECK FOR ERROR»
CRUF(5):=INTEGER(TIMER).(11:5)+%13C «GENERATE A CHARACTER»
FWRITE(OUT,BUFR,3,%320)' «REQUEST USER INPUT»
IF < THEN QUIT(h); «CHECK FOR ERROR»
lRTH:=FREAO(IN,BUFH(3) ,-1); «READ CHARACTER»
IF < TH~N «TIMEOUT OCCURRED»
Ht~IN

FWRtTE(OUT,MSG(16) ,9,0); «TOO SLOw MESSAGE»
IF < THE.N QII!T(7) ELSE GO NEXH «CHECK FOR ERROR»

EN();
1F CHI.lF (!» <>CBIJf (6) THEN

AEGIN
FWRITE(OUT,MSG(R),A,O); «WRONG CHARACTER MESSAGE»
IF < THF:N (JlJ tTl ~) r.lSE GO Nf. xH «CHECK FOR ERROR»

E:.NO;
l"1ovr:: kE.SPONSE.(1) :=n n; «RESET RESPONSE TIME»

ASCll(rlMi*10,lO,C~ESP(15»; «CONVERT TIME»
FWRITFIOUT,RESPONSE,17,0)C «REACTION TIME»
IF < THEN YUIT(lO); «CHECK FOR ERROR»

$CONT~Ol USLI'\IIT
RHHN

BYTE ARHAY INNAME(0:5H="INPUT II;
HYTE l\RRAY OUTNAMF«(l:6) :="OUTPJT "I
INTEGEH IN,OUT,LGTH,DUMMY,TIME,TIMEOUT:=lOl
ARRAY riUFR(O:3):=ttTYPE X",O;
BYTE ARRAY C~UF(*)=RUFH;

ARRAY I"'STHIJCTION~(0:34) :="REACTION TIMER:
"TYPE. THE REQUESTED CHARACTER AS QUICKLY

ARRAY MSC;(O:24):='lfRY AGAIN? (Y/N)","I¥RONG
~641?,t1YOIJ'RE. TOO SLOW!";

ARRAY RF.SPON5£(O:If) :="RE:ACTIO'l TIME:
HYTE ARRAY C~ESP(*)=RESPONSE;

00001000 00000 0
OOOO~OOO 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00004 1
00005000 00005 1
OOOObOOO 00005 1
00007000 00n04 1
OOOOROOO 00004 1
OOOO~oOO 00011]
00010000 OOU43 1
00011noo 0001'0 1
00012~00 00031 1
00013000 OnO?l 1
00014000 00021 1
00015000 000?1 1
00016000 n0021 1
00017000 00021 1
00018000 00021 1
00019000 00021 1
0007-0noo oon01 1
00021000 00012 1
00022000 00022 1
00023000 00025 1
0007-4000 00032 1
ooO?~OOO 00035 1
ooo?~noo OOOl5 1
00027000 00041 1
0002bOOO 00044 1
0002Qnoo OOO~O 1
00030no() c)o(}~3 1
00031000 nOOh? 1
00032000 n0061 1
0003;000 00012 1
000340UO 00101 1
00035000 00102 1
00036000 00102 2
000370UO 00110?
OOO)~~OO n01?O?
on039~OO n0120 1
00040nQO 00126 1
00041000 001?6 2
0004?OO~ 00134 2
on04J~On ~O)41?

OOU440UO 00141 1
00045noo 001~3 1
00046000 unlS7 1
00047000 00162 1
0004AOOD 00171 1
00049000 00177 1
00050 n OO 00202 1
OOO~lnno 00202 1
00052000 Ou207)
0005300n 00212 1
00054000 00?20 1
00055000 00??4 1
00056000 00232 1 EN0.
P~IMAHY OH STORAGE=%016;
NO. F"RRORS=noOC
PROCFS50R TIME=O:OO:03C

Figure 5-2. Using the FCONTROL Intrinsic to Enable and Read the Terminal Input Timer
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The results of running the program of figure 5-2 are shown below:

: RUN 11 t-1E

R EAC iI ON TI MER.:
TYPE THE REQUESTED CHA~ACTE~ AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN.
TY'-"E M
YOU'RE TOO SLO\·1!
TRY AGAIN? (Y/N)Y
TYPE >~

nEACTION TIME: 9670 MILLISECONDS
TRY AGAIN? (Y/N)Y
TYPE BB
~EACTION TIME: 4090 MILLISECONDS
TRY AGAIN? (Y/N)Y
TYPE UU
REACTION TIME: 1790 MILLISECONDS
TRY AGAIN? (Y/N)Y
TY~E 10
~!JRONG CHARACTER.
TRY AGAIN? (Y/N)N

END OF !'ROGRAt'1

Reading The Terminal Input Timer. You can read the result from the terminal input timer with
the FCONTROL intrinsic. The result will be valid only if the terminal input was preceded by a call
to' enable the terminal input timer. If valid, the result is the time, in hundredths of seconds, required
for the last direct, unbuffered serial input on the terminal.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(jilenum,controlcode,inputtime);

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 22.
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inputtime

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

logical (required)
A word to which is returned the input time (in seconds/100).

Request granted.

Request granted, but the result overflowed 16 bits (inputtime was
greater than 655.35 seconds).

Request denied because the file number specified did not belong to this
process or the device is not a terminal.

Refer to figure 5-2. The statement

FCONTROL(IN,22,TIME);

reads the result from the terminal input timer. This result is returned to the word TIME.

The statement

ASCII(TIME*10,1 O,CRESP(15»;

multiplies the value of TIME by 1°and converts this result to an ASCII string so that the user's
reaction time, in milliseconds, can be displayed. The resulting ASCII string is stored in the byte
array CRESP, starting at the 16th position (CRESP(15». The statement

FWRITE(OUT,RESPONSE,17,0);

displays the reaction time. (Arrays CRESP and RESPONSE have been equivalenced, see statements
12 and 13.)

Defining Line-Termination Characters for Terminal Input. Normally, when using a terminal, you
indicate the end of a line by entering a carriage return (with the RETURN key on most terminals).
With the FCONTROL intrinsic, however, you can specify that a different character, such as an
equal sign, a period, or an exclamation point, be recognized as the standard line terminator. On
subsequent read operations during your process, the input line is terminated by the specified
character. That character is returned to your buffer. No carriage return or line feed is generated.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,contro/code,character);

The parameters are

/iJenum
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A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.



contro/code

character

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
The integer 25.

logical (req uired)
A word identifier supplying (in the right byte) the character to be used
as a line terminator. The left byte of this word can contain any
information - it is ignored by the intrinsic. If zero is specified in the
character parameter, the terminal reverts to its normal line-control
operation.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied. The character specified is not allowed.

The following characters are not allowed as line-terminating characters
in the character parameter.

ASCII Character

CONTROL-Y (yC)
Carriage return
Line feed
ESC
CONTROL-X (XC)
CONTROL-H (HC)
CONTROL-Q (QC)
X-OFF

Octal Code

31
15
12
33
30
10
21
23

If the value of character equals zero, the terminal reverts to normal
line-controI operation.

As an example, to specify a period as the standard line terminator for a terminal, the following
intrinsic call could be used:

FCONTROL(TERMFN,25,CHAR);

The word CHAR contains the octal value %56 (indicating a period) in the right byte. (The left byte
can be specified as any value.)

Enabling and Disabling Binary Transfers. Binary transfers can be enabled or disabled with the
FCONTROL intrinsic. (Binary transfers are disabled in normal MPE operation.)

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROLCfilenum,controlcode,anyinfo);
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The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

anyinfo

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 26 to disable binary transfers, or 27 to enable binary
transfers.

logical (required)
Any variable or word identifier. This parameter is needed by
FCONTROL to satisfy the internal requirements of this intrinsic; how
ever, it serves no other purpose and is not modified by the intrinsic.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because an error occurred.

Enabling and Disabling User Block Transfers. User mode block transfers (to or from block mode
tenninals such as the HP 2644{2645) can be enabled or disabled with the FCONTROL intrinsic.
(User mode block transfers are disabled in normal MPE operation.)

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,anyinfo );

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

anyinfo

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

5-22

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 28 to disable user mode block transfers, or 29 to enable
user mode block transfers.

logical (required)
Any variable or word identifier. This parameter is needed by
FCONTROL to satisfy the internal requirements of this intrinsic; how
ever, it serves no other purpose and is not modified by the intrinsic.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because an error occurred.



Enabling and Disabling Line Deletion Echo Suppression. In normal MPE operation, Control-X is
interpreted as a line deletion operation and the character string "!!!" is echoed on the terminal.
You can suppress the line deletion echo, so that the character string is not displayed on the terminal,
with the FCONTROL intrinsic.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,anyinfo);

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

anyinfo

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 34 to disable the line deletion echo, or 35 to enable the line
deletion echo.

logical (required)
Any variable or word identifier. This parameter is needed by
FCONTROL to satisfy the internal requirements of this intrinsic; how
ever, it serves no other purpose and is not modified by the intrinsic.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because an error occurred.

Setting Parity. The FCONTROL intrinsic can be used to specify the parity, if any, to be used in
transmitting data to a terminal. Parity is generated on the right seven bits or the full eight bits of a
character. This control code option is not.valid for terminals configured as termtype 12(HP 2645K).

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,colJ,trolcode,param );

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)

The integer 36. (Not valid for termtype 12 (HP 2645K).)
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param

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

logical (required)
A logical word, as follows:

o-No parity generated. All eight bits are transmitted.

1 - No parity generated. Bit. 8 is always set to 1.

2 - Even parity generated if bit 8 is 0; odd parity generated if bit 8 is 1.

3 - Odd parity generated on seven bits. (This is the normal mode of
operation.)

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL

Request denied because an error occurred.

Allocating a Terminal. A terminal can be removed from speed-sensing mode, initialized according to
the type and speed specified by the FCONTROL intrinsic, and set on line. (The terminal cannot be
configured as :JOB or :DATA accepting.)

The format" for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,param);

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

param

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL
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integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 37.

logical (required)
A logical word, as follows:

Bits (11 :5) - Terminal type (see page 5-8).

Bits (0:11) - Speed in characters per second.

Ifparam is set to zero, the speed and terminal type specified when the
system was configured will be used to initialize the device.

~equest granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because an error occurred.



Setting Terminal Type. The terminal type can be set with the FCONTROL intrinsic.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,param);

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

param

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 38.

logical (required)
A logical word specifying the terminal type (see page 5-8).

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because an error occurred.

Obtaining Terminal Type Information. The terminal type can be determined with the FCONTROL
intrinsic.

This application of FCONTROL may be used before a terminal is allocated (with FCONTROL
controlcode parameter 37, see page 5-24) to return the terminal type specified when the system was
configured. A value of31 is returned inparam ifno terminal type was specified at configuration time.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,param);

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

param

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

MAR 1980

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 39.

logical (required)
A logical identifier to which is returned the terminal type (see Table
5-3) as specified at log-on time or when the terminal was allocated.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because an error occurred.
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Obtaining Terminal Output Speed. The terminal output speed can be determined with the
FCONTROL intrinsic.

This application of FCONTROL may be used before a terminal is allocated (with FCONTROL
controlcode parameter 37, see page 5-24) to return the speed specified when the system was configured.
A value of zero is returned in param if no speed was specified at configuration time.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,param);

The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

param

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 40.

logical (required)
A logical identifier to which the terminal output speed in characters per
second is returned.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

CCL Request denied because an error occurred.

Setting Unedited Terminal Mode. The terminal can be set in unedited mode with the FCONTROL
intrinsic. In unedited mode, all characters, except those that you can specify for Attention and
end-of-record, are passed to the terminal. Note that only seven bits of the characters are passed; the
parity bit is stripped.

The end-of-record character terminates input from the terminal in unedited mode (as a carriage
return does in normal mode).

The Attention character terminates input and causes a Subsystem Break in unedited mode (as a
Control-Y does in normal mode).

No automatic line feed is output to the terminal when input terminates in unedited mode.

The unedited mode is reset to normal when an FCLOSE intrinsic call is issued against the terminal,
or when the chars parameter of FCONTROL equals zero. (See below.)

The unedited mode is disabled while the terminal is in Break or Console mode.

The format for this application of the FCONTROL intrinsic is

IV IV L
FCONTROL(filenum,controlcode,chars);
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The parameters are

filenum

controlcode

chars

The condition codes are

CCE

CCG

CCL

integer by value (required)
A word identifier supplying the file number of the terminal.

integer by value (required)
The integer 41.

logical (required)
A logical word, as follows:

Bits (0:8) - Attention character.

Bits (8:8) - End-of-record character.

If chars = 0, the unedited mode is reset to normal.

Request granted.

Not returned by this application of FCONTROL.

Request denied because an error occurred.

Reading Paper Tapes Without X-OFF Control. The X-OFF control character, written by pressing
the X-OFF key on a teletype terminal, is used to delimit data input on paper tape. When a teletype
tape reader encounters this character while reading a tape, reading halts until the program requests
more input data.

You can programmatically read data from paper tapes not containing the X-OFF control character,
or from tapes input through terminals not recognizing this character with the PTAPE intrinsic. In
the latter case, the X-OFF characters are stripped from the tape. Tape input terminates when Yc is
encountered, returning control to the terminal. Prior to calling the PTAPE intrinsic, you must be
sure to position the end-of-file pointer to the proper position in the file. If you are reading more
than one tape, you should specify, in the FOPEN intrinsic call that opens the file, the append-only
access type, and a variable-length record format before the first PTAPE intrinsic call. Additionally,
you should set the end-of-file pointer to zero, if necessary, before issuing the first PTAPE intrinsic
call.

A PTAPE intrinsic call such as

PTAPE(TERMFN,DISCFL);

could be used to read a paper tape not containing the X-OFF control character, or to read a paper
tape input through a terminal that does not recognize this character. The data would be stored in
the disc file whose file number is specified by DISCFL.

To inhibit carriage return, linefeed after READ or FREAD, use the FSETMODE intrinsic (see
page 2-84).
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USING THE FCARD INTRINSIC TO OPERATE THE HP 7260A OPTICAL MARK READER

The FCARD intrinsic allows you to control the operation of the HP 7260A Optical Mark Reader
(OMR) programmatically. This is achieved through passing a parameter value (recode), correspond
ing to the function of FCARD desired, from a program to FCARD. FCARD returns to the calling
program parameter values which indicate the success or the cause of failure of execution, the status
of the 7260A, the file number of the 7260Ajterminal file for which the function has been per
formed and the number of columns read at the completion of a read request.

The program shown in figure 5-3 performs the following:

1. Opens the 7260Ajterminal file.
2. Displays operator instructions.
3. Temporarily suspends program operation awaiting the depression of the 7260A READY switch.
4. Reads ten cards in the ASCII reading format.
5. Displays the number of columns read from each card.
6. Examines status for empty input hopper status.
7. Examines output recode values of each request.
8. Closes the 7260Ajterminal file.

Under the label OPENFILE, the program requests that a 7260Ajterminal file be opened for access
and that the file number of this file be returned to the program in the parameter filenum by assign
ing to recode a value of 0 and calling FCARD as illustrated. When process control is returned from
FCARD, the program verifies that the call was successful (recode=O) and continues at the label
DISPINST. Under this label, operator instructions are displayed on the $STDLIST device. If the
call to FCARD was unsuccessful (recodei=O) , then the error message "CAN NOT OPEN FILE
PROGRAM WILL TERMINATE" is displayed and the program goes to the label FINIS and
terminates.

Under the label RDYWAIT,.a display instructing the operator to press the READY switch is given
and the request for a temporary suspension of the program awaiting the depression of the READY
switch is made by setting recode equal to 4 and calling FCARD as illustrated. The program, upon
regaining process control, checks for unsuccessful execution of the request (checks for recodei=O).
If the execution was unsuccessful, the program goes to the label FINIS and terminates. (NOTE: The
program could have branched to an error correcting or displaying instruction set if desired by the
programmer). If the execution was successful, the program continues with the next statement
which is under the label READ'.

Under the label READ', the program requests the reading of ten cards by setting recode equal to 1
and calling FCARD as illustrated. Upon return of the process control from FCARD, the program
checks for an unsuccessful execution (recodei=O). If the execution was unsuccessful the program
.goes to the label READ'ERR.

Under the label READ 'ERR, the program determines the value of recode returned after the read
request and initiates corrective action andjor displays an appropriate error message or terminates
itself, depending on the value of recode detected.
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If the execution was successful, the program checks status for an empty input or full output hopper
condition and if this status condition is detected, the program goes to the label HOPPERS under
which corrective steps are initiated. If this status condition is not detected, the program calls a
procedure (DISP'COUNT) which displays the number of columns read from the previous card.
Mter the DISP'COUNT procedure is completed, the program goes to the label CLOSE'F.

Under the label CLOSE 'F, the program requests that the 7260A be put in the not READY state
and that the 7260A/terminal file be closed by setting recode equal to 10 and calling FCARD and
by setting recode equal to 20 and calling FCARD, respectively. In both cases, the value of recode
returned from FCARD is examined for an indication of successful execution as illustrated.

ASCII AND COLUMN IMAGE READING FORMATS

In the ASCII mode (also called the Hollerith mode) the OMR recognizes 128 character Hollerith
codes and transmits one 7 bit serial ASCII character plus an even parity bit per card column.
FCARD packs two ASCII characters (two columns of data) into each buffer word in bufadr. The
data from the first column of the card is stored in the upper byte of the first word of the buffer,
as illustrated below.

1st word 1st column data

2nd word 3rd column data

2nd column data

4th column data

In the column image mode, the OMR transmits a 12-bit data string, representing the twelve rows of
one card column. FCARD packs the first 12-bit data string (the first column of data) into the first
buffer word in bufadr, as illustrated below.

Buffer Word

- - - - 12 11 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 0 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X

column row no.

data

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 bit no.

X - indicates that bit may be either logical 1 or O.
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SCONTROL USLINIT
6.EGl~

INTEGE~ ARRAY RUfAOR(O:qq)J
ByTE ARRAY TOO(0:72):
POIIIlIERHERiJ
INTfGfP R~COOE,A,I'

INTRINSIC QUIT,PRINT:
INTEGER COUNT,FlLENUM,STATUS,
I NTRI"S IC ..PR INT'F ILE' INFO,

PROCEDIIRE DISP"COUNT(COUNTl:
I!\I..TEGER. C.QUIII r J

REGtN
ARRAV OUT(ll:11>:
RUF. ARRAY AOllT(*l=OUT:
INTRINSIC PRINT,ASCII:
INTEGER A1 ,A~'

MOVF.: ROUT ::"NO. OF £OLUMNS READ= '"
A1 : =II SC I I (COU~I T, 1 (), "Oil T( 2 I >) :
II~:= -21-/11,
PR1NTCOUT,A2,XQOll:

END,

PROCEDlIPE FCAR()(RFCOI)E,FILFNlJM,8lJFAOR,CCJUNT,STATUS):
INTE~FR ARRA' RUFADR:
I!'l.H.GER RECOI)~"f"ILENlJM,COUNT ,STATUS,
OPTION EXTERNAL:

i~E~F:ziTon & lSR(I):
O~ENFILEl

«GET FILE NUMRER FOR LOGICAL DEV EQUAL TO THE TERMINAL»
RI:CODf:=O'
FCARDCRECODF,FILENUM,AUFADR,COUNT,STATUS>:
l~ RECUOE =0 TH~N GO OJSPINST:
MOVE TOO:="r.AN NOT OP~N FJLE-PPOGRAM ~ILL TERMINATE",
P~lNJ{HFRE,-QO,O): .
G() FJNIS:

DISPINSr:
MOVE TOO:=(X15,tl?):
PRINTCHER~,-2,Ol:

MOVE TOO:;"SET THE 7260A FOR CLOCK ON DATA.",
pqINT(HfRE,-32,O):
MOVF TOO:="PUSH IN THF FULL/HALF SWITCH TO ITS FULL POSTION.",
pqINT(~FRE,_49,O):

MOVE TOO:="UNMlITl:. THE TERMINAL.":
PRl~T(HF.~F,-t~,O)f
MOVE TOO:="LOAD 30 CLOC~ O~ DATA CARDS IN THE IN~UT HOPPER.",
PRINT'HERE,-4~,O>:

Figure 5-3. FeARD Intrinsic Example (1 of 3)



ROYW4IT :
MOVE.TUO:="NO.I'i, PRESS uI.HE.REAOY SN1!CH.":
P~INT(HERE,-28fO)'

RECOOF-::4,
FCARDCRECUDE,FILENUM,BUfA&R,CQUNI,SfATUS)r
A:=O:I:=O:
IF RfCOOE <>0 THEN GO FINISr

REA-D':
00 8fGIN

RECODE:=t:
FCAR(l(RECOOE,FlLENll~,BUFADR,COUNT,STATUS):

IF RECODF <> 0 THEN GO READ-ERR:
If STATUS;: 107 THfNGo. tlOPPERS,
OISP#COUNT(COUNTlr
T:=1+I:
Ef~O

UNTIL 1=]1':
GO CLOSE'F,

HOPPERS:
RECODE:=IO: «MAKE 8MR NOT MfAOY»
FCARDCREC(lI)E,fILENU"',8UF1DR,COUNT,iTATUS)r
IF RfLOOE <> 0 THEN BFGIN

o\:=A+l:
IF A<S THEN !>O.HOPPERS:
PRI~T'FILE'INFO(FILENUM),

QUITrRECQDE) :
END:

MOV~ TOO:="IIIlPUT IoIOPPFR E~PTY OR OUTPUT HOPPER FULL'!,
PQTNT{HFRF,_4~,Ol,

t-'OVE TOf):="COPPfCT HOPPEB CONOITIOf\.l AND PRE,S$ READY'!;
PRINTf HfRE,_40,O):
IF RECOOE .>0 THEN GO FINIS ELSE

GO I{EAD',

CLOSPF:
RECODE:=lC: «MAKE CR NOT READY»
FCARnfRF.COOF,FILENUM,BUFAOR,COUNT,STATUS):
IF RECODE <> ~ THEN BEGIN
I::: t +1 :
IF T < 1b THE~ GO CLOSF'F:
PRINT'FILt'INFO(fILENUM):

RECODE:=20:
FCAR~(RfCODF,FILEMUM,~UFAOR,COUNT,STATUS)'

IF REconE =0 THfN GO FINIS FLSE aEGJN
MOV~ TOO:=·UNA~LE TO CLOSE THE tERMINAL FILE":
PPI~T(HEPE,·31,O):

GO FTNIS: END:

READ'ERR:
TF QfCOOf ::~ THFN GO RFTRANS:
JF REC0DE =q ThEN BEGIN

Figure 5-3. FCARD Intrinsic Example (2 of 3)
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MnVE T~O:="FRF.AD Op FWRITE ERROR-PROGRAM WILL ABORT"'
PRINT(HFRE,-40,O):
QUITrR~CQDE): END:

tF RECOO-E :6 THE~ BEGIN
~OVE TOO:=":EOJ, :FOD, :DATA, OR :JOR FUUND IN INPUT.":
PRINT(MERE,-42,Ol:
~OVE TOO:~~~H~'K CARD vALIDIrY~PROGRA~ wILL R~SI'RT"J
PRINT(~ERE,~40,O)'
Gn DI~PJNST: END,

MOVE TOO: ="UIliI:;TERPRE' ED ERROR-PROGRAM WILL ABORT",
PRINT(HFRE,-37,O):
QUIT (RECOOE),

RETRANS,
QE£OOE:s3,
f.ClRDtRECOOE#F.ILENUM.8UFADR,COUNT ,STATUS) J
IF PECOOE <~ 0 THEN AEGIN

MOVE TnO:="UNSUCC~~SFUL RETRANSMIT.PROGRAM WILL ABORT":
P.IHNTCkERE# .42, QJ J
QUtT(RECODE), END'

IF STATUS =0 THEN GO READ"
MOVe: TOO:="UNSIJCCFSSF'IIL RETRANSMIT.PROGRAM WILL ABORT":
P~INT(He:RE,-42,o):

QUITCRECOOEl:

FINIS:
E~D.

Figure 5-3. FCARD Intrinsic Example (3 of 3)



RESOURCE MANAGEMENTI~

Within MPE, any element that can be accessed by your program is regarded as a resource. Thus, a
resource can be an input/output device, file, program, subroutine, procedure, code segment, or the
data stack.

Occasionally, you may want to manage a specific resource shared by a particular set of jobs or
processes, so that no two of these jobs or processes can use the resource at the same time. To
accomplish this type of resource management on either the inter-job (or session) or inter-process
level, the jobs or processes involved must mutually cooperate. For example, if job B must not access
a particular file when job A is using it, both jobs should include provisions for a hand-shaking
arrangement overseen by MPE when these jobs are being executed concurrently. Under this arrange
ment, when job A has exclusive access to the file and job B attempts to access the same file, this
access will be denied. Job B will be suspended until job A releases its exclusive access. Then, job B
can resume execution and access the file.

NOTE

It is important to realize that as long as job B is suspended, it
not onJy cannot access the file - it cannot perform any
operations.

On either the inter-job or inter-process level, the hand-shaking arrangement is based upon an
arbitrary resource identification number (RIN) made available to users (at the inter-job level) or
assigned to the job (at the inter-process level). Within their jobs (or processes), the cooperating
programmers relate a RIN to a particular resource through the structure of the statements making
up each job (or process). When a job (or process) seeks exclusive access to a resource, it requests
MPE to lock the RIN associated with this resource. This request is granted only if no other job or
process has already locked the RIN. Otherwise, the requesting process is suspended until the RIN is
released. When it is finished with the resource, the job (or process) requests MPE to unlock the RIN
so that other jobs or processes can lock it.

A RIN is not a physical entity. Furthermore, it is not logically assigned to any resource. The
association between a RIN and a resource is accomplished only by the structure of the statements
within the job or process using the RIN. The resource identification number is always known to
MPE, but its meaning (the resource with which it is associated) is not. For this reason, all cooperat
ing programs must specify what RIN is associated with what resource through their statements.

Processes run by users having only the Standard MPE Capabilities can lock only one global RIN at a
time. But processes run by users having the Multiple RIN Optional Capability can lock more than
one global RIN at a time. In doing so, however, such users must be careful to avoid deadlocking,
where two or more suspended processes cannot be resumed because they are mutually blocked.
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INTER-JOB LEVEL (GLOBAL) RIN'S

The RIN's used at the inter-job level are called global RIN's. Global RIN's are used to exclude
simultaneous access of a resource by two or more jobs. Each global RIN is a positive integer unique
within MPE. Global RIN's are acquired and released through MPE commands, and locked and
unlocked through MPE intrinsics.

ACQUIRING GLOBAL RIN'S

Before any users can mutually engage in resource management through a RIN, one of these users
must request the RIN and assign it a RIN password that enables all who know the password to lock
the RIN. This is done by entering the :GETRIN command:

:GETRIN rinpassword

where

rinpassword is a password required in the intrinsic that locks the RIN. It is a string
of up to eight alphanumeric characters beginning with a letter.
(Required parameter.)

The :GETRIN command is typically entered during a session. As a result of the command, MPE
makes a RIN available for use and displays the RIN number in this format:

RIN: rin

where

rin is the RIN number.

The user who entered the :GETRIN command can use the RIN number to lock and unlock the RIN
in the current session, or in future jobs and sessions. The RIN number and password also are passed
on to other users to permit them to lock and unlock the RIN in their jobs and sessions. All users
pass the RIN number to the intrinsics that lock and unlock the RIN, as a reference parameter in
the intrinsic calls. These users can continue to use the IUN until the user who issued the :GETRIN
command for this RIN releases the RIN.

NOTE

MPE regards the user who issued the :GETRIN command as
the owner of the RIN assigned. This means that only this user
may release the RIN.

The total number of RIN's that MPE can allocate is specified when the system is configured, and
in no case can exceed 1024.

See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for a further discussion of the :GETRIN command.
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RELEASING GLOBAL RIN'S

The owner of a global RIN (the user who issued the :GETRIN command to acquire the RIN) can
de-allocate the RIN, returning it to the RIN pool managed by MPE. Only the owner can de
allocate the RIN.

The RIN is de-allocated with the :FREERIN command

:FREERIN rin

where

rin is the number of the RIN to be de-allocated. (Required parameter.)

See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for a further discussion of the :FREERIN command.

LOCKING AND UNLOCKING GLOBAL RIN'S

Any global RIN assigned to a group of users can be locked by one job at a time when the LOCK
GLORIN intrinsic. Once a RIN is locked, any other jobs that attempt to lock this RIN are
suspended.

In order to lock a global RIN, you must know both the RIN number returned by MPE when the
RIN was acquired with the :GETRIN command, and the password which was specified in the
rinpassword parameter of the :GETRIN command. If you area user with only the Standard MPE
Capability, you can lock only one global RIN at a time.

The LOCKGLORIN intrinsic is useful in applications where locking an entire file is not desirable
because it may inconvenience other users. For example, if several users are trying to access and up
date a large file simultaneously, anyone user who succeeds in locking the file suspends the other
users' processes until the file is unlocked. The LOCKGLORIN intrinsic, however, can be used to
lock a portion of such a file so that the chance of inconveniencing the other users is lessened.

UNLOCKGLORIN does not check whether the rinnum parameter specifies the most recently
locked global RIN. When global RIN's are locked and unlocked in any order by concurrent pro
cesses, deadlocks can occur. Therefore, an effective way to avoid deadlocks is to unlock the most
recently locked RIN before any others.

Figure 6-1 contains a program which uses the LOCKGLORIN and UNLOCKGLORIN intrinsics.
The program allows a user to lock four records, as a RIN, in a file so that a record can be updated
without any chance of some other user updating the same record simultaneously. Additionally,
the other users are not suspended when attempting to access and update records elsewhere in
the file.

The file used in the example (see below) contains 20 records and therefore five contiguous RIN's
have to be acquired (there are four reGords per RIN) before the program is run. This is accomplished
by entering :GETRIN commands as follows:

:GETRIN BOOKRIN

where BOOKRIN is specified as the rinpassword parameter. BOOKRIN is the password which is
used in the program to lock the RIN (see statements 6 and 36 in figure 6-1).
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PAGE 0001 HeWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 W~D, NOV 26, 1975, 1:52 PM

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FWRITE,FCONTROL,FREADDIR,FWRITEDIR,
LOCKGLORIN,UNLOCKGLORIN,QUIT,BINARY:

RIN:=RINBASE+(ACCNO/ReCDS'PER'RIN): «COMPUTE RIN NO.»
IF NOT(RINBASE<=RIN<=MAXRIN) THEN GO LOOP: «BOUNDS CHECK RIN»

:itl.I:~n~i.~:~jlil.i:(:l{lil!i::¢]~ifili:i!:I(lI.§IIi:l::jiijiiiim!mi:!i!I!i]!!Ii!!i!jjj!j:j!j!i!i!jji::!IiIii!!IjIiIiI!iIiII1!j!i!!:j!i!jIij!jiIH!liI:!fJil!IJi!ijii:llllli'""

«SSTDIN»
«SSTDLIST»
«OLD DISC FILE»
«PROGRAM 10»

«REQST BOOK NUMBR»
«INPUT NUMBER»
«NO INPUT-EXIT»
«CONVERT NUMBER»
«If BAD TRY AGAIN»

«MODIfY THE FILE»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

«BLANK OLD LOCN»
«READ NEW LOCN»
«NEW LOCN ENTERED»

IN:=FOPENCINPUT,%45): CCLCI):
OUT:=FOPENCOUTPUTi%414): tCL(2):
~OOK:=FOPENCNAME,\5,\304):eCL(3):
FWRITECOUT,HEAD,14,O): CCNE(4):

FWRIT~COUT,REQUEST,8,%320):CCNECS):
LGTH:=FREAD(IN,BUFR,-10): CCNE(6):
IF LGTH=O THEN GO EXITJ
ACCNO:=BINARYCBBUFR,LGTH):
IF <> THEN GO LOOP:

FREADDIRCBOOK,BUFR,36,DOUBLE(ACCNO»: CCL(7): «READ BOOK DATA»
IF > THEN GO AGAIN: «EOF - TRY AGAIN»
FWRITE(OUT,BUFR,36,O): CCNE(8): «DISPLAY DATA»
FWRITE(OUT,CHANGE,10,%320): CCNE(9); «REQST A CHANGE»

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

LOOP:

$CONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY INPUT(0:5):="INPUT ":
BYTE ARRAY OUTPUT(O:6):="OUTPUT ":
~ITE ARRAY NAME(0:8):="Boq~F!L~ .. ~;.

r!il!jij~Itilijjiij!iiIJ!!li$.!liili~]l!ii!iliil!i!U~i'i"IdlililiN!:r!i!!¥m!m!,
INTEGER IN,OUT,BOOK,LGTH,ACCNO,RIN:
LOGICAL DUMMY,COND:=TRUE:
ARRAY BUFRCO:35):
BYTE ARRAY BBUFRC*)=BUFR:
ARRAY HEAD(0:13):="LIBRARY INFORMATION PROGRAM.":
ARRAY REQUESTCO:7):=\6412,"ACCESSION NO: ":
ARRAY CHANGE(0:9):=" NEW LOCATION: ":

:i!!i!iil.i!l!jiI!!iii!t!fUl:i!iliiil!!iII!i!ll.!tti.!:n~li.!~!i[i!~li!I:~!!liiijll[l:j]i:iijt~i
DEFINE CCL =IF < THEN QUIT#,

CCNE=IF <> THEN QUIT.:

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00004 1
00005000 00005 1
0000&000 00006 1
00001000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00005 1
00012000 00016 1
00013000 00010 1
00014000 00012 1
00015000 00012 1
00016000 00012 1
00017000 00012 1
00018000 00012 1
00019000 00012 1
00020000 00012 1
00021000 00012 1
00022000 00012 1
00023000 00012 1
00024000 00012 1
00025000 00024 1
00026000 00037 1
00027000 00047 1
00028000 00041 1
00029000 00057 1
00030000 00070 1
00031000 00073 1
00032000 00100 1
00033000 00101 1
00034000 00101 1
00035000 00105 1
00036000 00120 1
00037000 00124 1
00038000 00124 1
00039000 00136 1
00040000 00137 1
00041000 00147 1
00042000 00157 1
00043000 00151 1 BUFR(19):=" ":
00044000 00162 1 MOVE BUFR(20):=BUFRC19),C16):
00045000 00110 1 LGTH:=FREADCIN,BUFR(19),17): CCNECI0):
00046000 00202 1 IF LGTH>O THEN
00041000 00205 1 BEGIN
00048000 00205 2 FWRITEDIRCBOOK,BUFR,36,DOUBLECACCNO»:
00049000 00214 2 CCNE(11):
00050000 00217 2 END:
00051000 00217 1 FCONTROLCBOOK,2,DUMMY): CCL(12): «FORCE RECD POST»
00052000 00226 1 AGAIN:. .'
00053000 002 26 1 :::!:!I:N!iQil~~l.gl!t.!i:!(!!":!J.:!N:!):!:f:!i!!!:i!i!i!1:!t:!:I!:i!!i:!!t!!:!:!:!!!:I!!!!!:!!!!!I!I!:!!!!!:!!I!!!I!I!!!!!!!I!i:!!!i!!!!i!!II!!I!!!III!:!!!!!Ii!i!iJjJU111!!I!Ij)I:j!l!til~!II:!!!i!I~:!!
00054000 00233 1 GO LOOP: «CONTINUE»
00055000 00235 1 EXIT:END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=\021: SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00124
NO, ERRORS=OOO: NO, WARNINGS=OOO
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:03: ELAPSED TIME=O:00:10

Figure 6-1. Using the LOCKGLORIN and UNLOCKGLORIN Intrinsics
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TITLE: THE BORROWERS
TITLE: ALICE IN WONDERLAND
T tTLE: PETER PAN
TITLE: JUNGLE BOOK
TITLE: MARY POPPINS
TITLE: TOM SAWYER
TITLE: TREASURE ISLAND
TITLE: A CHRISTMAS CAROL
TITLE: HOUSE AT POOH CORNER
TITLE: THE WIZARD OF OZ
TITLE: SLEEPING BEAUTY
TITLE: TALES OF MOTHER GOOSE
TITLE: AESOP'S FABLES
TITLE: KIDNA15PED
TITLE: OLIVER TWIST
TITLE: DR. DOLITTLE
TITLE: WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG
TITLE: H.M.S. PINAFORE
TITLE: WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA
TITLE: COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY

LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVA.ILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVA1LABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVA I LABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE

The program in figure 6-1 establishes the RIN number limits 2 and 6 (see statement number 14),
thus using only RIN numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.. MPE returns the RIN number assigned each time
the :GETRIN command is entered. Because MPE does not always assign RIN numbers in sequence,
however, it may be necessary to enter more than five :GETRIN commands in order to acquire the
five contiguous RIN's 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Extra RIN's can be released with the :FREERIN command.

The statements

FWRITE(OUT,REQUEST,8,%320); CCNE(5);

request a book number from the user and perform a condition code check. Note that in statement
number 16, CCNE has been defined as

IF <> THEN QUITt!;

This eliminates the need to repeat the entire statement at every point in the program where such a
condition code check is required. Instead, the statement CCNE and an arbitrary number, (5) in
this case, can be used.

The book number is read with the statement

LGTH:=FREAD(IN,BUFR,-10);

and converted to a binary value with the statement

ACCNO:=BINARY(BBUFR,LGTH);

The RIN number to be locked is computed with the statement

RIN:=RINBASE+(ACCNO/RECDS'PER'RIN);
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RINBASE and RECDS'PER'RIN have been equated to 2 and 4, respectively (see statement number
14). Thus, if book number 3 is entered by the user, the RIN number to be locked would be
computed as RIN number 2, as follows:

RIN 2 + (3/4)

2 + 0 (integer division)

The record specified by the book number is displayed for the user and the change ("NEW
LOCATION: ") is requested. The existing location information is filled with blanks with the
statements

BUFR(19):=" ";

MOVE BUFR(20) :=BUFR(19),(16);

The new location is entered and read with the statement

LGTH:=FREAD(IN,BUFR(19),(17);

and the record is updated with the statement

FWRITEDIR(BOOK,BUFR,36,DOUBLE(ACCNO));

The statement

FCONTROL(BOOK,2,DUMMY);

is used in case the file which has been opened is a buffered file. This statement insures that the
process' buffers are posted to the disc before the RIN is unlocked.

Note that in a program of this kind, it is important that the number of records per block and the
number of records per RIN are the same. The RIN must contain a complete block of records.

The statement

UNLOCKGLORIN(RIN);

unlocks the RIN before the loop is repeated. When the user enters a new book number, a new RIN
number will be computed and that RIN number will be locked.

When a carriage return is entered, signifying no input, the program terminates.

The results of running the program and the updated condition of the library file are shown below.

INTER-PROCESS (LOCAL) LEVEL RIN'S

The RIN's used at the inter-process level are called local RIN's. These RIN's are used to exclude
simultaneous access of a resource by two or more processes within the same job. Each RIN number
is a positive integer that is significant only with respect to different processes within that job.
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:RUN LIBIN

LIBRARY INFORMATION PROGRAM.

ACCESSION NO: .;!
TITLE: JUNGLE BOOK LOCN: AVAILABLE

NEW LOCATION: FACULTY LOAN - DR. SCH~mRTZ

ACCESSION NO: ~
TITLE: SLEEPING BEAUTY LOCN: AVAILABLE

NEW LOCATION: LOANED CAROl 4511 DUE JUNE 6

ACCESSION NO: .J.
TITLE: JUNGLE BOOK

NE\y LOCAT I ON:
LOCN: FACULTY LOAN - DR. SCH~{A.RTZ

ACCESSION NO: .2.
TITLE: THE WIZARD OF OZ LOCN: AVAILABLE

NEW LOCATION: INTERLIBRARY LOAN - UNIV. OF OZ

ACCESS ION NO: 2
TITLE: JUNGLE BOOK

NEW LOCATION: AVAILABLE

ACCESSION NO:rewm

END OF PROGRAM

TITLE: THE BORROWERS
TITLE: ALICE IN WONDERLAND
TITLE: PETER PAN
TITLE: JUNGLE BOOK
TITLE: MARY POPPINS
TITLE: TOM SAWYER
TITLE: TREASURE ISLAND
TITLE: A CHRISTMAS CAROL
TITLE: HOUSE AT POOH CORNER
TITLE: THE WIZARD OF.OZ
TITLE: SLEEPING BEAUTY
TITLE: TALES OF MOTHER GOOSE
TITLE: AESOP'S FABLES
TITLE: lC 1DNt\?P ED
TITLE: OLIVER TWIST
TITLE: DR. DOLITTLE
TITLE: WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG
TITLE: H.M.S. PINAFORE
TITLE: WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA
TITLE: COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY

LOCN: FACULTY LOAN - DR. SCHWARTZ

LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: INTERLIBR4RY LOAN - UNIV. OF OZ
LOCN: LOANED CARDI 4511 DUE JUNE 6
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILA.BLE
LOCN: AVAILA9LE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVAILABLE
LOCN: AVA IL.4BLE
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Local RIN's are assigned, managed, and released with the GETLOCRIN, LOCKLOCRIN, and
FREELOCRIN intrinsics.

ACQUIRING LOCAL RIN'S

Just as global RIN's must be acquired by users before they can be used in jobs, local RIN's must be
acquired by a job before they can be used by processes within the job. This is done with the
GETLOCRIN intrinsic. For example, the intrinsic call below would acquire six local HIN's:

GETLOCRIN(6);

The RIN's acquired are identified by RIN numbers 1 through 6. Note that Multiple RIN capability
is not required; it is the user's responsibility to avoid deadlocks.

LOCKING AND UNLOCKING LOCAL RIN'S

Any local RIN assigned to a job can be locked, by one process at a time, by issuing the LOCKLOC
RIN intrinsic call within that process. When this is done, other processes within the job that attempt
to lock this RIN are suspended until the locked RIN is released.

For example, to lock RIN number 6 (acquired withthe GETLOCRIN intrinsic) unconditionally, the
following intrinsic call could be used:

LOCKLOCRIN(6,COND);

The logical word COND = TRUE for unconditional locking. If COND = FALSE, locking will take
place only if the RIN is immediately available.

To unlock this same RIN, the following UNLOCKLOCRIN intrinsic call could be used:

UNLOCKLOCRIN(6);

The above call makes RIN number 6 available for locking by other processes in the job. The highest
priority process suspended because this RIN was locked is now activated.

To illustrate how the LOCKLOCRIN and UNLOCKLOCRIN intrinsic calls are used, consider two
processes (a father process and its son) within a job:

6-8

FATHER PROCESS

LP:=FOPEN (LIN, ...);

GETLOCRIN (3);

FWRITE (LP, ...);

LOCKLOCRIN (1, TRUEVAL);
CREATE (DESCEND, ...).

SON PROCESS

LP:=FOPEN (LIN, ...);

LOCKLOCRIN (1, TRUEVAL);

FWRITE (LP, ...);



FWRITE (LP, ...);

UNLOCKLOCRIN (1);

FWRITE (LP, ...);

UNLOCKLOCRIN (1);

Suppose that the father process and its son wanted to use RIN (1) to manage a line printer
(designated by LP) so that the son process could not use the printer at any time that it was being
used by the father process. This could be done as shown in the above coding. When the father
process first references LP, the son process is not yet created and the printer need not be locked.
However, just prior to creating the son, the father process locks the RIN covering the printer. The
father issues all of its print requests before unlocking the printer. Before the son process accesses
the printer, it tries to lock it, fails, and is suspended. As soon as the father unlocks the printer, the
son process locks it, and issues print requests.

IDENTIFYING LOCAL RIN OWNERS

LOCRINOWNER allows you to identify at any given time the PIN of the process that has a
particular local RIN locked. This information can beuseful,forexarnple,insituationswh.ereJather
and son processes are being synchronized through calls to the ACTIVATEand.SUSPENDintrinsics.
(See descriptions of ACTIVATE and SUSPEND in the Process Handling Capability Section)

Consider the following example in which a father process acts as a monitor forseveral son processes.
The father waits SUSPENDed at the top of its loop to be ACTIVATEd by any son. When
ACTIVATEd, the father locks a RIN to synchronize its communication with the son. LOCRIN
OWNER is used to determine the PIN of the son that ACTIVATEd· the father, since that son will
have the "whichson" RIN locked. The father can then do whatever processing it needs to do. The
father finally ACTIVATEs the son that ACTIVATEd the father process and SUSPENDs, releasing
the synchronization RIN and waiting for the next son to ACTIVATE it again.
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< <Example of Process Synchronization with LOCRINOWNER>>

equate whichsonrin
synchrin
waitforfather
waitforson

«father process»

1,
2,
1,
2;

«son process»

soncount : = 0;
while soncount <= maxsons do
begin

SUSPEND (waitforson, synchrin);
LOCKLOCRIN (synchrin);
owner : = LOCRINOWNER (whichsonrin);

soncount : = soncount + 1;
ACTIVATE (owner);

end;

FREEING LOCAL RIN'S

LOCKLOCRIN (whichsonrin);
LOCKLOCRIN (synchrin);
ACTIVATE (father);
SUSPEND (waitforfather, synchrin);
UNLOCKLOCRIN (whichsonrin);"

To free all local RIN's currently reserved for your job, the FREELOCRIN intrinsic is called, as
follows:

FREELOCRIN;
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PROCESS-HANDLING CAPABILITYI~

All user and system programs under MPE are run on the basis of processes - which are the basic
executable entities in the operating system. Processes are invisible to a programmer with standard
capabilities who accesses MPE. This programmer has no control over processes or their structure;
for him, MPE automatically creates, handles, and deletes all processes. Users with certain optional
capabilities, however, can interact with processes directly. One of these optional capabilities is the
Process-Handling Optional Capability, discussed in this section.

The Process-Handling Capability; assigned and used independently of the other optional capabilities,
allows you to

• Create and delete processes.

• Activate and suspend processes.

• Manage communications between processes.

• Change the scheduling of processes.

• Obtain information about existing processes.

These operations can be very useful to you. For instance, they allow you to have several independent
processes running concurrently on your behalf, all communicating with one another.

PROCESSES

A process is an independent entity that can be run within MPE: processes are run on behalf of
users and on behalf of the operating system. Many processes can be running concurrently. The
design of MPE is process-oriented: the system deals exclusively with processes (except for interrupt
routines and some very central and specialized system functions).

A process consists of a private data area (the stack) used only by this process, a Process Control
Block (PCB) that defines the process, and instructions in a code segment that the process is to
execute. Note that code segments are used by processes, not owned by them, and may, therefore,
be shared by many processes.

When a user enters MPE, a process is created for him. This process is called a Job Main Process
(JMP) in batch mode or a Session Main Process (SMP) in time-share mode. The process is linked
into the Command Interpreter which then proceeds to handle user commands.

Every process known to MPE is identified by a number called the Process Identification Number
(PIN). Most control in MPE is carried out at the process level. A process can run any kind of code
(programs, procedures, private code, sharable code, and so forth) and one of the main elements
needed to establish a new process is a starting address (that is a program label). From this address on,
the life of the process follows the sequence of the code until its deletion.
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The Progenitor is the first process established during the initialization phase of MPE. It is the
responsibility of the Progenitor, using a set of configuration data specified at system configuration
time, to create its son processes. These processes are defined as system processes and are used to
perform parallel functions on behalf of the system. Such processes may include I/O processes, etc.,
and in particular the User Controller Process (UCOP). All these processes may, if required, have
their own structure of descendents.

Whereas the Progenitor is the ancestor of all processes in MPE, including system processes, the User
Controller Process is the ancestor of all User Processes currently in existence. The UCOP is thereby
the root of the user process Tree Structure. The sons of the UCOP are called (User) main processes.

The father/son relationship between processes is used mainly to maintain control from top to
bottom everywhere in the structure. Roughly speaking, a father is always held "responsible" for
what happens to its son: creation, deletion and other special actions.

ORGANIZATION OF USER PROCESSES

When you log on yourself, a main process is created for you by UCOP. According to the mode of
access, the main process can be one of the two types:

- Job Main Process (JMP)

- Session Main Process (SMP)

Such a distinction results from the different kinds of control that the system provides for those two
separate entities: job is associated with a batch type of access, while session is for interactive access.

As soon as a given signal is received by UCOP, a JMP or SMP is created (depending upon the origin
of the signal). The starting address of the JMP or SMP is the Command Interpreter and once the
user is validated, the main process is free to recognize any command.

PROCESS SUBSTATES

During its life span (Le., between its creation and its deletion), a process finds itself in different
substates according to its past and present history as well as its present requirements. Only two of
these may be controlled by users: active substate and suspended substate.

An active process is run by the CPU until it suspends itself, terminates, or is killed.

A suspended process is not run by the CPU as long as it stays in this substate. In other words, a
suspended process is waiting for some kind of a signal which will activate it. When it suspends
itself, a process may specify the origin of its next activation.

You can control the termination of one of your processes. The termination destroys the process
and all its descendents and resets the links of the remaining processes for the session or job.

PROCESS TO PROCESS COMMUNICATION

MPE provides a means for processes to communicate between themselves.

The sending or receiving of information is restricted to either an upward or downward path; thus
such communication is allowed only between father and son, and only. one transfer is allowed in
either direction at any given time.
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This method results from the fact that the father is solely responsible for both the existence and
actions of his sons. The father created his sons and knows their identification in the process structure;
he can, therefore, reference them at any time. The sons, however, only know their father by the
default identification "father".

CREATING AND ACTIVATING PROCESSES

From within any running process, you can programmatically request the creation of a son process
with the CREATE intrinsic. The CREATE intrinsic loads the program to be run by the new process
into virtual memory, creates the new process as the son of the calling process, initializes its data
stack, schedules the process, and returns its Process Identification Number (PIN) to the calling
process.

Once a process is created, it must be activated with the ACTIVATE intrinsic in order to run. When
a process is activated, it may suspend the pr,?cess that activated it,. then run until it is suspended or
deleted. A newly-created process can be activated only by its father. A father process that has been
suspended when a son process was activated can be reactivated automatically when the son process'
execution ends, if a bit has been set in the flags parameter of the CREATE intrinsic. A process that
has been suspended with the SUSPEND intrinsic (see page 7-8) can be reactivated by its father or
any of its sons, as specified in the susp parameter of the SUSPEND intrinsic.

Figure 7-1 contains a program which illustrates the CREATE and ACTIVATE intrinsics.

The statement

FWRITE(OUT,REQST,9,%320);

requests the user to enter the program file name which is to be created and activated.

The statement

LGTH:=FREAD(IN,NAME,-26);

reads the name input by the user on $STDIN and stores the name in the array NAME. In order to
be used in the CREATE intrinsic, the string in the array NAME must be specified in a byte array;
thus the byte array BNAME is equivalenced to NAME in statement number 8 in the program. Add
itionally, the string must be terminated by a blank and the statement

BNAME(LGTH):=%40;

enters the ASCII code for a blank character to the end of the string in BNAME.

Next, the program displays the message

CREATE PROCESS

and calls the CREATE intrinsic with the statement

CREATE(BNAME"PIN"1);
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PAGI:: 0001 HI::WLETT-PACKARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 MON, DEC 1, 1975, 2:09 PM

INTRINSIC FOP~N,FREAD,FwRITE,CREATE,ACTIVATE,QUIT:

".,

«SSTDIN»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«$STDLIST»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

IN:=FOPENCINPUT,%45):
CCLO):
OUT:=FOPEN(OUTPUT,\414,1):
CCL(2):

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

SCONTROL USLINIT
.BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY INPUTCO:5):="INPUT ":
BYTE ARRAY OUTPUTCO:6):="OUTPUT ":
INTEGER IN,OUT,LGTH,PIN:
ARRAY REQSTCO:8):=%6412,"PROGRAM FILE =
ARRAY NAMECO:13):
BYTE ARRAY BNAMI::C*)=NAME:
ARRAY CRMSGCO:6):="CREATE PROCESS":
ARRAY ACTMSGCO:7):="ACTIVATE PROCESS":
DEFINE CCL=IF < THEN QUIT.,

CCG=If > THEN QUIT',
CCNE=IF <> THEN QUIT':

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00004 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00011 1
00008000 00011 1
00009000 00011 1
00010000 00007 1
00011000 00010 1
00012000 00010 1
00013000 00010 1
00014000 00010 1
00015000 00010 1
00016000 00010 1
00017000 00010 1
00018000 00010 1
00019000 00010 1
00020000 00007 1
00021000 00012 1
00022000 00022 1
00023000 00025 1
00024000 00025 1
00025000 00025 1
00026000 00032 1
00027000 00035 1
00028000 00043 1
00029000 00046 1
00030000 00053 1
00031000 00056 1
00032000 00056 1
00033000 00063 1
00034000 00066 1
00035000 00076 1
00036000 00101 1
00037000 00101 1
00038000 00106 1
00039000 00111 1
00040000 00115 1
00041000 00123 1
00042000 00130 1

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%013:
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:04;

Figure 7-1. Using the CREATE and ACTIVATE Intrinsics

The following parameters were specified in the above intrinsic call:

progname Specified by BNAME, which contains the name entered by the user.

entryname Omitted. The primary entry point of the created process is specified
by default.

pin The Process Identification Number (PIN), to be used by the ACTIVATE
intrinsic, is returned to the word PIN.

param Omitted. A word filled with zeros is specified by default.

flags 1, which specifies that this (the father) process will be reactivated
automatically by MPE when the created process' execution ends (bit
15 = 1).
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All other parameters are omitted in the CREATE intrinsic call.

The statement

FWRITE(OUT, ACTMSG,8,O);

displays the message

ACTIVATE PROCESS

and the statement

ACTIVATE(PIN,2);

calls the ACTIVATE intrinsic to activate the process. The following parameters were specified:

pin

susp

Specified by PIN, which contains the Process Identification Number
of the process to be activated, as returned to the CREATE intrinsic by
the system.

2. When. susp is specified, the calling process is to be suspended when
the called process is activated. When 2 (bit 14 = 1) is specified, as in this
call, the suspended calling process expects to be reactivated auto
matically by MPE when this son process ends execution. If susp was
not specified, the calling (father) process will not be suspended when
the called process is activated.

Shown below is an example of running the program (named PROC) listed in figure 7-1.

:RUN PROC

?ROG~AM FILE = SPL.PUB.SYS
CREATE PROCESS
ACTIVATE PROCESS

PAGE 0001

SECONDARY D3 STOQAGE=%00015
NO. WARNINGS=000.
ELAPSED TIME=0:13:20

>$CONTROL USLINIT
>BEG IN
> ARRAY MSG{0:12):="* TEST PROCESS EXECUTING *"J
> INTRINSIC PRINT;
> PRINT(MSGIJ310);
>END.
PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%001J
NO. E~RORS=2J~elJ

PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:02;
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PROGRAM FILE = SEGDVR.?UB.SYS
CREATE PROCESS
ACTIVATE PROCESS
SEGMENTER SUBSYSTEM (C.0)
-USL $OLD?ASS
-PREPARE $NEW?ASS
-EXIT

PROGRAM FILE = $OLD?ASS
CqEATE PROCESS
ACTIVATE PROCESS
* TEST PROCESS EXECUTING *
PROGRAM FILE = return

END OF PROGRAM

When SPL.PUB.SYS is entered in response to the PROGRAM FILE = request, the program displays

CREATE PROCESS

ACTIVATE PROCESS

then suspends itself and the SPL compiler subsystem is accessed. (This process has been created and
activated because of the SPL.PUB.SYS response by the user.)

A short program is entered from the terminal and the SPL compiler is exited, reactivating PROC at
the statement following the ACTIVATE intrinsic call, and causing the PROGRAM FILE =message
to be displayed again.

The response

SEGDVR.PUB.SYS

causes PROC to create and activate the Segmenter Driver (a programmatic entry point to the S~g

menter subsystem). The Segmenter displays

SEGMENTER SUBSYSTEM (C.O)

and a prompt character (-).

The small program written in SPL and compiled into the USL file $OLDPASS (the default USL
file since a USLfile parameter was not included in the SEGDVR.PUB.SYS response) is identified
with the

-USL $OLDPASS

Segmenter command.

The next command

-PREPARE $NEWPASS

prepares the SPL program and the Segmenter is exited with the

-EXIT

command.



Once again, PROC is reactivated and requests a program file to be created and activated. The response
($OLDPASS) causes the compiled and prepared program written in SPL to be created and activated.

This program executes, displays

*TEST PROCESS EXECUTING*

then ends execution, reactivating PROC.

A carriage return, signifying no input, is entered in response to the PROGRAM FILE = request and
the program terminates.

The example below uses PROC to create and activate a duplicate of itself.

:RUN PROC

PROGRAM FILE = PROC
CREATE PROCESS
ACTIVATE PROCESS

PROGRAM FILE = PROC
CREATE PROCESS
ACTIVATE PROCESS

PROGRAM FILE = returnl

PROGRAM FILE = return2

PROGRAM FILE = return3

END OF PROGRAM

When PROC is entered in response to the PROGRAM FILE = request, the calling process (PROC)
creates a duplicate of itself and activates this process (for clarity, call this PROCl). This process
executes and requests a file name. The user enters PROC again, causing yet another duplicate
(call this one PROC2) to be created and activated. At this point, PROC is suspended: it has
created and activated a duplicate process. The duplicate process (PROCl) has, in turn, created and
activated a duplicate of itself (PROC2). Thus, it also is suspended. The third process (PROC2)
executes and displays

PROGRAM FILE =

A carriage return (see returnl in the example) causes this process to stop executing and control
returns to PROCl.
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PROCI displays

PROGRAM FILE =

Again, a carriage return (return2 in the example) causes this process to stop executing and control
returns to PROC.

PROGRAM FILE = is displayed once more, this time by the original process. Carriage return3
causes PROC to stop executing and control returns to the session main process, which displays

END OF PROGRAM

SUSPENDING PROCESSES

A process can suspend itself with the SUSPEND intrinsic. When this is done, the process relinquishes
its access to the central processor until reactivated by an ACTIVATE intrinsic call. When it suspends
itself, the process must specify the anticipated source of this ACTIVATE call (its father or son
process). When the process is reactivated, it begins execution with the instruction immediately
following the SUSPEND intrinsic call. The SUSPEND intrinsic also can release a local Resource
Identification Number (RIN) when the process is suspended by specifying the RIN number as a
parameter in the intrinsic call.

The intrinsic call

SUSPEND(3,RINNUM);

would cause the process to suspend itself and release the local RIN specified by RINNUM. The
parameter 3 (bits 14 and 15 = 11) specifies that the process expects to be reactivated by either its
father or one of its sons.

DELETING PROCESSES

A process can request the deletion of itself with the TERMINATE intrinsic or the deletion of any
of its sons with the KILL intrinsic. When this is done, all code and data segments in the process,
and all resources owned by the process, are released; all temporary files opened by the process are
closed; and finally, the Process Identification Number (PIN) is released. When a process is deleted,
MPE also automatically deletes all descendents of that process, as shown in figure 7-2. Within a
process tree structure, the newest generations are deleted first. Within each generation, processes
are deleted in the order of their creation.

In a job or session main process, the TERMINATE intrinsic is invoked automatically by detection
of an end-of-job/session condition. This intrinsic removes the job or session from the system.

The form of the TERMINATE intrinsic call is

TERMINATE;

The form of the KILL intrinsic call is

KILL(PIN);

Where PIN contains the Process Identification Number of the son process to be deleted.
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FI RST (OLDEST)
GENERATION

SECOND
GENERATION

THIRD
GENERATION

FOURTH (NEWEST)
GENERATION

(WHEN PROCESS 2 IS DELETED, THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE RESULTS.)

FIRST
GENERATION

SECOND
GENERATION

Figure 7-2. Process Deletion
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INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION

You can direct the communication of information between processes. This information transfer,
however, is restricted to upward or downward paths through the process tree structure, so that
any process can communicate only with its father or sons. Between any father/son pair, only one
such transfer is allowed at any particular time.

Information transferred between processes is referred to as mail. It is sent from one process to
another through an intermediate storage area called a mailbox. At any given time, a mailbox can
contain only one item of mail (a message). For any process, there are two sets of mailboxes:

• The mailbox used for communication between the process and its father. Each process
has one of these.

• The set of mailboxes used for communication between the process and its sons. Each
process has one of these mailboxes for each of its sons.

Even though there are two sets of mailboxes, between any two processes there is only one mailbox.

The transfer of mail is based upon a transaction between the sending and receiving processes that
involves the following steps:

1. Optionally, the sending process tests the mailbox to determine its status (whether it is
empty, contains a message, or is being used by the receiving process).

2. The sending process transmits the mail to the mailbox. The message transferred is a word
array in the sending process' stack, defined by a starting location and word count. The
smallest message allowed is a single word. MPE automatically performs a bounds check
that insures that the array specified actually falls within the limits of the process' stack.

3. The receiving process optionally tests the mailbox to determine its status.

4. If the mailbox contains a message, the receiving process collects this mail. If the mail is
not collected, it is overwritten by additional mail from the sending process. When the
mail is collected, another bounds check is performed to validate the address given for the
stack of the receiving process.

TESTING MAILBOX STATUS

A process can determine the status of the mailbox used by its father or by a son with the MAIL
intrinsic. If the mailbox contains n1ail that is awaiting collection by this process, the length of the
message, in words, is returned to the calling process. This enables the calling process to initialize
its stack in preparation for receipt of the message.
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For example, to test the statu,s of the mailbox associated with one of its son processes, the following
intrinsic call could be used:

STATCOUNT:=MAIL(SONPIN,MCOUNT);

SONPIN contains the Process Identification Number (PIN) of the son process. An integer count
signifying the length, in words, of the incoming message will be returned to the word MCOUNT.
The status returned to STATCOUNT will be one of the following values:

Status Meaning

o
1

2

3

4

SENDING MAIL

The mailbox is empty.

The mailbox contains previous outgoing mail from this calling process
that has not yet been collected by the destiriation process.

The mailbox contains incoming mail awaiting collection by this calling
process.

An error occurred because an invalid PIN was specified or a bounds
check failed.

The mailbox is temporarily inaccessible because other intrinsics are
using it in the preparation or analysis of mail.

A process sends mail to its father or sons with the SENDMAIL intrinsic. If the mailbox for the
receiving process contains a message sent previously by the calling process but not collected by the
receiving process, the action taken depends on the waitflag parameter specified in SENDMAIL. If
the mail is being used currently by other intrinsics, the SENDMAIL intrinsic waits until the mailbox
is free and then sends the mail.

For example, to send mail to its father, the following intrinsic call could be used:

STAT:=SENDMAIL(0,3,LOCAT,WAITSTAT);

The parameters specified are

pin

count

locat

waitflag

0, specifying that the mail is to be sent to the father process.

3, specifying that the length of the message is 3 words.

LOCAT, an array in the stack containing the message to be sent.

WAITSTAT, a logical word. If WAITSTAT = FALSE (bit 15 = 0),
any mail sent previously will be overwritten. If WAITSTAT = TRUE
(bit 15 = 1), the intrinsic will wait until the receiving process collects
the previous mail before sending the current mail.
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The status returned to STAT is one of the following values:

Status Meaning

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

The mail was transmitted successfully. The mailbox contained no
previous mail.

The mail was transmitted successfully. The mailbox contained previously
sent mail that was overwritten by the new mail, or contained previous
incoming/outgoing mail that was cleared.

The mail was not transmitted successfully because the mailbox con
tained incoming mail to be collected by the sending process (regardless
of the waitflag parameter setting).

An error occurred because an illegal PIN was specified, or a bounds
check failed.

An illegal wait request would have produced a deadlock.

The request was rejected because the count specified in the count
parameter exceeded the mailbox size allowed by the system.

The request was rejected because storage resources for the mail data
segment were not available.

RECEIVING (COLLECTING) MAIL

A process collects mail transmitted from its father or a son with the RECEIVEMAIL intrinsic.
If the mailbox for the receiving process is empty, the action taken depends on the waitflag pa
rameter specified inRECEIVEMAIL. If the mailbox is being used currently by other intrinsics, the
RECEIVEMAIL intrinsic waits until the mailbox is free before accessing it.

To collect a message from a son process, the following intrinsic call could be used:

STAT:=RECEIVEMAIL(SONPIN,MDATA,WAITSTAT);

The parameters specified are

pin

location

waitflag
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SONPIN, which contains the Process Identification Number of the son
process. (Zero for father process.)

MDATA, an array in the stack in which the incoming mail will be
stored.

WAITSTAT, a logical word .. If WAITSTAT = TRUE (bit 15 = 1), the
intrinsic will wait until the incoming mail is ready for collection. If
WAITSTAT = FALSE (bit 15 = ~), the intrinsic will return to the
calling process immediately.



One of the following status codes is returned to STAT:

Status Meaning

o

1

2

3

4

The mailbox was empty (and WAITSTAT was FALSE).

No message was collected because the mailbox contained outgoing
mail from the receiving process.

The message was collected successfully.

An error occurred because of an illegal PIN or a bounds check failed.

The request was rejected because waitflag specified that the receiving
process should wait for mail if the mailbox is empty, but the other
process sharing the mailbox is already suspended, waiting for mail. If
both processes were suspended, neither could activate the other, and
they may be deadlocked.

AVOIDING DEADLOCKS

Since the simultaneous use of mail transmission, process suspension, and RIN locking intrinsics
throughout a process structure could result in a deadlock if the intrinsic calls are not synchronized
properly, you should be aware of the following:

1. In a multi-process job/session, whenever a process is suspended (through the SUSPEND
intrinsic, or when locking a RIN or receiving mail), MPE does not determine whether
all other processes in the tree are suspended. You must exercise caution in avoiding such
a situation.

2. An attempt by a process to lock a global RIN succeeds only if two conditions are met:

a. No other process within the job/session currently has locked this RIN - a
global RIN cannot be used as a local RIN, because deadlock within the same
job/session could otherwise occur.

b. The calling process currently has no other global RIN locked for itself. This
could otherwise result in deadlock between two jobs/sessions.

RESCHEDULING PROCESSES

When a process is created, it is scheduled on the basis of a priority class assigned by its father. After
this point, its priority class can be changed at any time with the GETPRIORITY intrinsic. A process
can change its own priority or that of a son but it cannot reschedule its father.

Generally, MPE schedules processes in linear or circular subqueues, as described in the MPE General
Information Manual. The standard linear subqueues are

• The AS subqueue, containing processes of very high priority.

• The BS subqueue, containing processes of high priority.
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The circular subqueues are

• The CS subqueue recommended for interactive processes.

• The DS subqueue, available for general use at a lower priority than the CS subqueue and
recommended for jobs.

The subqueue to which a process belongs determines the priority class of the process. From highest
to lowest priority, these classes 1named after their subqueues), are

AS
BS
CS
DS
ES

To reschedule itself with the priority class "D", a process would make the following call:

GETPRIORITY (O,"DS");

The 0 parameter specifies that the calling process is rescheduling itself. If the process were re
scheduling a son process, the Process Identification Number of the son processes would be
specified.

DETERMINING SOURCE OF ACTIVATION

~fter a suspended process is reactivated, it can determine whether the source of the activation
request was its father process or one of its son processes with the GETORIGIN intrinsic call.

For example, the following intrinsic call could be used:

SOURCE: =GETORIGIN;

One of the following codes would be returned to SOURCE:

1

2

Activated by its father.

Activated by a son.

DETERMINING FATHER PROCESS

A process can determine the Process Identification Number of its father with the FATHER
intrinsic.

For example, the following intrinsic call could be used:

PIN:=FATHER;

The Process Identification Number of the father is returned to PIN.
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DETERMINING SON PROCESSES

A process can request the return of the Process Identification Number assigned to any of its sons
with the GETPROCID intrinsic.

For example, the following intrinsic call would return the Process Identification Number of the
sixth existing son of the calling process to the word PINNUM:

PINNUM:=GETPROCID(6);

DETERMINING PROCESS PRIORITY AND STATE

A process can request the return of a double-word message denoting. the following information
about its father or sons with the GETPROCINFO intrinsic:

Word

1

Bits

(8:8)

(0:8)

Meaning

The process' priority number in the master queue.

Reserved for MPE. These bits are set to zero by the system.

(15:1)

(13:2)

(9:4)
(7:2)

2 Activity State.

1 = The process is active.

o = The process is suspended.

Suspension Condition. (Set only if bit 15 = 0)

01 = The process expects to be activated by its father.

10 = The process expects to be activated by a son.

Reserved for MPE. These bits are set to zero by the system.

Origin of the last ACTIVATE Call.

01 Father.

10 = Son.

00 = MPE.

(4:3) Queue Characteristics.

001 DS or ES priority class.

010 = CS priority class.

100 = Linearly scheduled (AS or BS Master queue).

(0:4) Reserved for MPE. These bits are set to zero by the system.

For example, to request information about its father, the following intrinsic call could be used:

INFO:=GETPROCINFO(O);

The 0 parameter specifies that the process is· the father. If the process were a son process, the
Process Identification Number of the son process would have been specified.
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The information returned to the double-word INFO is of the following form:

PriorityNot Used
" A,

"
, ...

Bits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Word 1: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

Word 2: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

NotU"-se-d--" --;= T
ACTIVATE

Origin

v
Not Used ---1

Suspension
Conditions

L Activity
State

The information is interpreted as follows for the father process:

Word

1

2

Bits Value Meaning

(8:8) %36 Process has priority 30 in master queue.

(0:8) 0 Not used.

(15:1) 0 Process is suspended.

(14:1) 0 }
(13:1) 1

Process to be activated by its son.

(9:4) 0 Not used.

(7:2) 1 Origin of last ACTIVATE call was father of this process.

(4:3) 4 Circular subqueue.
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DATA SEGMENT l1li
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY I VIII I

During execution of a user program, many processes may be created, run, and deleted. For each
process in execution, one or more code segments, and one data segment, exist. The data segment is
private to the process and contains the data generated and manipulated by that process. In a user
process, this segment is referred to as theuser's stack segment.

NOTE

See the MPE General Information Manual for discussions of
segments, processes, and the stack.

A particular program, which consists of code segments, can be run by many user processes
simultaneously, with all user processes accessing the same body of code. The stack segment, however,
is private to each user process and cannot be shared among others. Additionally, user processes
created by a user with the standard MPE capabilities may create and access one stack segment only.

MPE allows users with the Data Segment Management Capability, however, to create and access
extra data segments for their processes during a job or a session. These segments are used for
temporary storage of data while the creating processes exist. Each segment is assigned an identity
that either allows it to be shared between different processes in a job or session, or declares it
private to the creating process. When a process terminates, all private data segments created by it
are destroyed automatically. Sharable da~a segments are saved until explicitly deleted or until the
job or session ends, at which time they are destroyed.

Extra data segments are not directly addressable by user processes. They can be accessed only
through intrinsics that move data between the user's stack and the extra data segments (DMOVIN,
DMOVOUT). If a process not having the Data Segment Management Capability attempts to call
these intrinsics, that process is aborted. The Data Segment Management Capability is assigned to
the process at :PREP time by a user with this capability (:PREP ... ; CAP = DS).

The maximum number of extra data segments allowed per process is determined at system
configuration time, and this number may not be exceeded.

If you are a user who possesses the Data Segment Management Capability, you can

• Create an extra data segment.

• Transfer data from an extra data segment to the stack.

• Transfer data from the stack to an extra data segment.

• Change the size of an extra data segment.

• Delete an extra data segment.
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CREATING AN EXTRA DATA SEGMENT

A process can create or acquire an extra data segment with the GETDSEG intrinsic. The number
of extra data segments that can be requested, and the maximum size allowed these segments, are
limited by parameters specified when the system is configured. When an· extra data segment is
created, the GETDSEG intrinsic returns to the calling process a logical index number, assigned by
MPE, that allows this process to reference the segment in later intrinsic calls. The GETDSEG
intrinsic also is used to assign the segment an identity that either allows other processes in the same
job or session to share the segment, or that declares it private to the calling process. If the segment
is sharable, other processes in the same job/session can obtain its logical index (through GETDSEG)
and use this index to reference the segment. Thus, the logical index is a local name that identifies
the segment throughout any process that obtained the index with the GETDSEG intrinsic call.
The logical index need not be the same value in all processes sharing the same data segment. The
GETDSEG intrinsic may return different logical index numbers to different processes, even though
each process referenced the same data segment in their intrinsic calls. The identity,· on the other
hand, is a job-wide or session-wide name that allows any process to identify the data seg~ent in
order to obtain a logical index for it.

Figures 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3 contain three programs which illustrate the use of the GETDSEG,
DMOVOUT, and DMOVIN intrinsics.

Together, the three programs perform the following:

1. Create an extra data segment which can be shared by all three processes.

2. Compute Julian calendar dates for any year and store these dates in an array.

3. Transfer the Julian calendar dates from the array to the extra data segment.

4. Create and activate two processes of the program shown in figure 8-3, each of which
shares the same code but has its own data stack.

5. Each of the processes created in 4 above:

a. Opens a terminal for input/output and, once a :DATA filename command is
entered on the terminal, requests month and day information from the user.

b. Moves the Julian dates, for the month entered by the user, from the extra
data segment to its own stack.

c. Computes the Julian date based on the day of the month entered by the user
and displays this information on the terminal.

The program in figure 8-1, called DSINIT, creates an extra data segment 372 words long, fills an
array with values representing Julian calendar dates for a particular year entered by a user, then
transfers this information from its stack to the extra data segment.

The program in figure 8-2 called DSBOSS, creates and activates two processes. Each of the two
processes created is a process to run the program shown in figure 8-3, thus each process shares
the same code but has its own data stack.
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PAG~ 0001 Hf::WLETT-PACi<ARD 3210uA.05.1 SPL/3000 nu, DEC 5, 1975, 5:28 PM

INTRINSIC fOP~N,FREAO,FWRITE,G~TDSEG,DMOVOUT,BINARy,QUIT;

«$STDIN»
«SS'l'DLIST»

«FIX FEB FOR LEAP YEAR»

«REQUEST CALENDAR YEAR»
«INPUT YEAR»
«CONVERT YEAR»

«SET IN JULIAN DATE»
«INCR JULIAN DATE»

«INDEX 12 MONTHS»
«INDEX DAYS ~NEA MONTH»

SECUNDARY DB STORAG~=%00636

NO. WARNI~GS=OOO

ELAPSED TIME=O:OO:10

IN:=fOPENCINPUT,%45): CCLCI):
OUT:=rOPEN(OUTPUT,%414,I)i CCL(2);

fWRIT~(OUT,HEAD,15,O): CCN~(3); «PROGRAM 10»

FWRIT~(OUT,R~QST,6,%320):CCN~(5):

LGTH:=fREADCIN,aUrR,-4): CCNE(6):
YEAR:=BINARYCBBUf,LGTH); CCN£~7):

Jf YEAR HUD 4 = 0 THE~ MAXDAY~I):=29;

fOR MUNtH:=O UNfIL 11 DO
fOR DAY:=O UNTIL MAXDAY(MONTH)-l DO

BEGIN .
CALENOARCMONTH*31+DAY):=DATE:
DATE:=DAT~+1:

END:

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

SCONTROL USLINIl
B~GIN

HYT~ ARRAY INPUICO:5):=PINPUT "~

bYT~ ARRAY OUTPUT(O:b):="UUIPUT ";
INTEGER IN,UUT,LGTH,MUNTH,DAY,YEAR,DATE:=1,DSLGTH:=372;
LOGICAL DSINDX:
ARRAY HEADCO:14):="GENERATE CALENDAR DATA SEGMENT",
ARRAY HUFRCO:1):=2C" ");
BYTE ARRAY BBUFC*)=BUfR:
ARRAY HEGST(0:5):="ENTER YEAR: ";
INTEGER ARRAY MAXDAYCO:I1J:=31,28,31,30,31,30,

31,31,30,31,30,31;
INTEGER ARRAY CAL~NDARCO:j71):=372C-l):

DEfINE CCL = IF < THEN OUIT#,
CCNE= If <> THEN GUIT#:

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00004 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 0001.7 1
00009000 00001 1
00010000 00001 1
00011000 00006 1
00012000 OOOOb 1
00013000 00014 1
00014000 00001 1
00015000 00001 1
00016000 00001 1
00017000 00001 1
00018000 00001 1
00019000 00001 1
00020000 00001 1
00021000 00001 1
00022000 00012 1
00023000 00025 1
00024000 00025 1
00015000 00035 1
00026000 00035 1
00027000 00044 1
00028000 00044 1
00029000 00054 1
00030000 00065 1
00031000 00075 1
00032000 00075 1
00033000 00105 1
00034000 00105 1
00035000 00112 1
00036000 00127 1
00037000 00132 2
00038000 00140 2
00039000 00141 2
00040000 00143 1
00041000 00143 1
00042000 00150 1
00043000 001~3 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STOHAGE=%021;
NO. ERROHS=OOO;
PROCESSOR TIME=O:OO:03;

Figure 8-1. Using the GETDSEG and DMOVOUT Intrinsics (Program DSINIT)
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PAGE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKAHD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 FRI, DEC 5, 1975, 5:28 PM

INTRINSIC FOPEN,FWRITE,FREAD,CREATE,ACTIVATE,QUIT:

$CONTrtOL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY INPUT(O:5):="INPUT ":
BYTE ARRAY OUTPUT(0:6):~"UUTPUT ":
INTEGER IN,OUT,LGTH,PIN1,PIN2:
BYTE ARRAY PFILE(0:6):="DSACCS ":
ARRAY MESSAGE(0:29):="WHEN ALL JULIAN DATE OPERATIONS ARE ",

"COMPLETE TYPE: DONE.",%6412,"? ":

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

ARRAY BUFR(O:l):
BYTE ARRAY BBUF(*)=BUfR;
DEFINE CCL= IF < THEN QUIT.,

CCNE= IF <> THEN QUIT';

«IF DONE • END KILLS SONS»

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%00053
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0:OO:09

IN:=fOPEN(INPUT,%45): eCL(!): «$STDIN»
OUT:=FOPEN(OUTPUT,%414,1): eCL(2): «$STDLIST»

FWRITE(OUT,MESSAGE,30,%320): CCNE:(7): «TERMINATION INSTRUCTIONS».
LGTH:=FREAD(IN,BUFR,-4): CCNE~8);· «SUSPEND FOR READ»

IF BBUF<>"DONE~ THEN GO WAIT:

WAIT:

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00004 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00022 1
00009000 00036 1
00010000 00036 1
00011000 00036 1
00012000 00036 1
00013000 00036 1
00014000 00036 1
00015000 00036 1
00016000 00036 1
00017000 00036 1
00018000 00036 1
00019000 00012 1
00020000 00025 1
00021000 00025 1
00022000 00037 1
00023000 00051 1
00024000 00051 1
00025000 00060 1
00026000 00067 1
00027000 00067 1
00028000 00067 1
00029000 00017 1
00030000 00110 1
00031000 00110 1
00032000 00131 1 END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%013;
NO. ERRORS=OOO:
PROCESSOR TIME=0:00:02:

Figure 8-2. Creating and Activating Two Son Processes (Program DSBOSS)
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PAGE 0001 Hf~LETT-PAC~ARD 32100A.05.1 SPL/3000 fRI, DEC 5, 197~, 5:29 PM

".,

«REQUEST MONTH»
«BLANK READ BUFFER»
«INPUT MONTH»
«NO MONTH - DONE»
«CONVERT MONTH»
«IF BAD TRY AGAIN»
«ILLEGAL MONTH CHECK»

«SET FORMALDES '=1 OR 2»
«TERMINAL FILE TERMIO' »
«CHECK FOR ERROR»

NAME(6):=i->ARM:
FNO:=FOPEN(NAME,%405,4,3b,DEV):
If < THEN QUIT(I):

«~ND OF DECLARATIONS»

INTRINSIC fOPEN,FREAD,FwRITE,GETDSEG,DMOVIN,BINARY,ASCII,QUIT:

$CrH~TROL USL I NIT
BEGIN

BYTY ARRAY NAME(O:7):="TERMIO# ":
BYTE AR~AY DEV(0:4):="TERM ":
INTEGER FNO,LGTH,MONTH,DAY,DSLGTH,JDATE,CURRENT:=-l:
LOGICAL DSINDX,PARM=Q-4:
ARRAY H[AD(O:9):="JULIAN DATE C~LENDAR":

ARRAY BUFR(O:l>:
HiTE ARRAY HBUfR(*)=BUFR:
ARRAY M~SSAGE(0:1b):="MONTH = ","DAr = ","JULIAN DATE =
BYTE ARRAY BMSG(*)=MESSAGE:
ARRAY DATgS(O:30)~

DEFINE CCNE = IF <> THEN QUIT#:

00001000 OOOUO 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 000U4 1
00006000 00004 1
00007000 00004 1
00008000 00012 1
00009000 00012 1
00010000 00012 1
00011000 00021 1
00012000 00021 1
00013000 00021 1
00114000 00021 1
00015000 00021 1
00016000 00021 1
00017000 00021 1
00018000 00021 1
00019000 00021 1
00020000 00003 1
00021000 00015 1
00022000 00020 1
000~3000 00020 1 fWHITE(fNO,HEAD,10,O)~ CCNE(2): «PROGRAM 10»
o 0 0 24 00 0 0 0 0 30 1 mri mt:}} ill:::: GE'O$KG~HHH NlU ,. mSLGtlfi jj:J.-rj.~" 1. : :'. .:' :' .: . '..:'.:: ::-- : ..~~$.HlrRe.tr ·:a.AL:S~"li):A:ff n·$~>.·" ::.. ': .:.:
00025000 00034 1 If' '<= 'THEN .QOl T(3);' '.' ..... ..... . «t'R'R'OR r.l"lf· NONfifis;rEN'T":>'>" '.
00026000 00037 1 GETMO:
00027000 00037 1 rWRITE(FNO,MESSAGE,4,%320)~ CCNE(4):
00028000 00047 1 MOVE AUFR:=" ":
00029000 00061 1 LGTH:=FREAD(fNO,BUFR,-2): CeNE(5):
00030000 00072 1 If LGTH=O THEN GO EXI!:
00031000 00075 1 MONTH:=BINARY(BHUfR,LGTH):
00032000 00102 1 IF <> THEN GO GETMO:
00033000 00103 1 IF NOT(I<=MUNTH<=12) THEN GO GETMO:
00034000 00112 1 GETDA:
00035000 00112 1 F~RIT£(fNO,MESSAGE(4),3,%320): CCNE(6):«REQUEST DAY»
00036000 00123 1 MOVE BurR:=" ": «BLANK READ BUFFER»
00037000 00132 1 LGTH:=FREAD(fNO,BUFR,-2): CCNE(7): «INPUT DAY»
00038000 00143 1 DAY:=BINARY(BBUfR,LGTH): «CONVERT DAY»
00039000 00150 1 IF' <> THEN GO GETDA: «IF BAD TRY AGAIN»
00040000 00151 1 IF NOT(1<=DAY<=31) THEN GO GETDA: «ILLEGAL DAY CHECK»
00041000 00156 1 If MONTH<>CUFRENT THEN «MONTH NOT IN BUFFER»

m~mli!ml '=_
00047000 00175 1 JDATE:=OATES(DAY-ll: «GET ~ULIAN DATE»
00048000 00201 1 If JDATE<O THEN GO GETDA: «UNINITIALIZED DATE»
00049000 00204 1 MOVE MESSAGE(14):="": «BLANK OUTPUT BUFFER»
00050000 00216 1 LGTH:=ASCII(JDATE,10,BMSG(2B»: «CONVERT JULIAN DATE»
00051000 00225 1 FWBITE(FNO,MESSAGE(7),10,0); CCNE(9): «OUTPUT DATE ON TERMIO' »
00052000 00236 1 GO GlTMO: «CONTINUE»
00053000 00237 1 EXIT:END.

PRIMARY DB STOHAGE=%020: SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%OOI03
NO. ERRORS=OOO; 11:0. WARNINGS=OOO
PROCESSOR TIM~=O:OO:03; ELAPS~D TIM~=0:OO:13

Figure 8-3. Using the GETDSEG and DMOVINIntrinsics (Program DSACCS)
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The program in figure 8-3, called DSACCS, opens a terminal for input/output, acquires the extra
data segment created by DSINIT, requests a month and day from the user, then transfers the Julian
dates contained in that particular month into its own data stack. Because DSBOSS (figure 8-2) has
created two processes for the program shown in figure 8-3, and has activated both processes, the
functions performed by DSACCS are duplicated (Le., two terminals are opened for input/output,
two users can enter the month and day, etc.).

NOTE

The three programs in figures 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3 must specify
the Data Segment and Process Handling capability when they
are prepared, as follows:

DSINIT (figure 8-1)

:PREP $OLDPASS,DSINIT;CAP=DS

DSBOSS (figure 8-2)

:PREP $OLDPASS,DSBOSS;CAP=PH

DSACCS (figure 8-3)

:PREP $OLDPASS,DSACCS;CAP=DS

In all cases above, it is assumed that $OLDPASS contains
the compiled USL file for each of the three programs.

In figure 8-1, the statement

INTEGER ARRAY MAXDAY(0:11):=31,28,31,30,31,30,
31,31,30,31,30,31 ;

initializes a 12-word integer array to represent the number of days in each month of the year.

The statement

INTEGER ARRAY CALENDAR(O :371) :=372(-1);

declares a 372-word integer array and initializes all 372 words to -1.

The two FOPEN intrinsic calls open $STDIN and $STDLIST so that FREAD and FWRITE intrinsic
calls can be issued against these files.

An extra data segment is created with the statement

GETDSEG(DSINDX,DSLGTH,"JD");

The parameters specified are

index

8-6

The logical word DSINDX, to which the logical index number of the
data segment will be returned. This index is used to refer to this data
segment in later intrinsic calls from this process.



length

id

DSLGTH, which has been initialized to 372 words (see statement
number 5 in figure 8-1).

"JD", which specifies that this data segment is sha..rable by other
processes in the same job/session. Note that any process which is to
create or share an extra data segment must have the Data Segment
Capability. If the data segment being created were to be private to the
creating process, zero would be specified for id.

Statements 28, 29, and 30 in figure 8-1 request the user to enter the calendar year, and convert
this ASCII string to a binary value.

The statement

IF YEAR MOD 4 = °THEN MAXDAY(1):=29;

checks if the year is equally divisible by 4 and, if it is, adds the 29th day to February for the leap
year.

The six statements beginning with

FOR MONTH:=O UNTIL DO

establish two FOR loops. The inner loop steps from °to the maximum number of days minus 1 for
each entry in the array MAXDAY. For example, when MONTH = 0, MAXDAY(MONTH) = 31,
thus the FOR loop performs 31 iterations (0 to MAXDAY(MONTH) -1).

The statement

DATE:=DATE+1;

increments the date each time the FOR loop is repeated. When the inner loop is satisfied, the
MONTH FOR loop steps one iteration and the inner loop repeats. The array CALENDAR thus is
filled with Julian dates as shown in figure 8-4. The array is linear, of course, and is shown as a
day/month matrix for illustrative purposes· only. All elements of the array were initialized to -1,
and positions in the array that retain the value -1 signify invalid dates.

The data contained in CALENDAR is transferred from the stack to the extra data segment with
the statement

DMOVOUT(DSINDX,0,372,CALENDAR);

The parameters specified are

index

disp

DSINDX, which contains the logical index returned by MPE when the
GETDSEG intrinsic was executed.

0, specifying the first word in the data segment. This is the starting
location for the first word transferred from CALENDAR to the extra
data segment.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

1 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 -1 -1

2 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

3 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 -1

4 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152

5 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 -1

6 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213

7 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244

8245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 -1

9275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305

10 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 -1

11 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366

Figure 8-4. Array CALENDAR



number

location

372, specifying the size, in words, of the data block to be transferred.

CALENDAR, the data block to be transferred begins at the address in
the stack specified in CALENDAR.

At this point, the following events have occurred:

:RUN DSINIT ~ CALENDAR YEAR
1976 ENTERED

!
AR RAY CALENDAR
FILLED WITH
JULIAN DATES

~
EXTRA DATA DATA IN CALENDAR
SEGMENT - TRANSFERRED TO--
CREATED EXTRA DATA SEGMENT

When the :RUN DSBOSS command is entered, the program in figure 8-2 (DSBOSS) executes.

Statements 18 and 19 open $STDIN and $STDLIST to accept FREAD and FWRITE intrinsic calls.

The statement

CREATE(PFILE PIN1 "1")·" , ,

creates a process. The parameters specified are

progname

entryname

pin

param

PFILE, a byte array containing the string "DSACCS", which is the
name of the file containing the program to be run. Note that DSACCS
is the name of the program in figure 8-3, thus the process is created for
this program.

Omitted. The primary entry point is specified by default.

PIN1, a word to which the Process Identification Number of the
process will be returned.

"1", a parameter used to transfer control information to the new
process. The new process can access this control information ("1") in
location Q - 4 of its data stack.

All other parameters are omitted from the CREATE intrinsic call.

The statement

CREATE(PFILE"PIN2,"2");

also creates a process for the program DSACCS. This time the Process Identification Number is
returned to PIN2, and the control parameter "2" is located at stack location Q - 4 for this process.
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The two ACTIVATE intrinsic calls activate the two processes. Note that the susp parameter 0
specifies that the father process will not be suspended when the sons are activated. Program DSBOSS,
therefore, has created and activated two processes as follows:

The four statements beginning with

WAIT:

suspend DSBOSS for I/O until "DONE" is entered on $STDIN. DSBOSS did not suspend when
the sons were activated. The reason for this is that when two or more sons are created, and the
father is suspended when the last son is activated, it is possible that the sequence of events will be
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such that the sons are unable to reactivate the father. The following sequence illustrates how this
could happen:

1. Create two sons. Activate SON1.

Father and SONl both active.

2. Activate SON2. Suspend father. Father expects to be reactivated when either son
terminates.

Father suspended; SONl and SON2 active.

3. SON1 terminates, reactivating father. Father reactivates, determines that SON2 is still
active, and re-suspends itself. However, while father was active, SON2 terminated.
Attempt to reactivate father failed because father already was active. Thus, when father
re-suspends itself, it suspends indefinitely because both sons have terminated.

The two processes, SON1 and SON2, both of which are DSACCS, are shown in figure 8'-3.

The statement

FNO:=FOPEN(NAME,%405,4,36,DEV);

opens a terminal for input/output. The parameters specified are

formaldesignator NAME, which contains the string TERMI01 when this call is issued by
SON1 and TERMI02 when the call is issued by SON2. Note that in
statement number 3, NAME is set equal to TERMI01l. The statement

NAME(6):=PARM;

however, replaces 11 with 1 or 2, depending on the parameter contained
in stack location Q - 4 (this parameter was passed to the process by
the CREATE intrinsic call in program DSBOSS). Thus, by using
different formal designators, SON1 opens one terminal and SON2 opens
another.

NOTE

Unlike disc files, where each formal designator must be
unique in its domain (temporary or permanent), two or
more, devices can be opened with the same formal designator.
For example, two :DATA commands

:DATA FIELD.SUPPORT;TERMIO
:DATA FIELD.SUPPORT;TERMIO

would cause MPE to search the device directory for two
available terminals and, if two .are available, both would be
allocated. Using different formal designators, however, allows
a user to direct output to a particular terminal with a :FILE
command.
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foptions

aoptions

recsize

device

%405, which specifies the following:

a. Old file.

b. ASCII.

c. Actual file designator is the same as the formal file designator.

d. Fixed-length records.

e. Carriage-control character expected.

4, which specifies input/output access.

36, specifying 36 words.

DEV, a byte array specifying the device class ("TERM").

All other parameters are omitted from the FOPEN intrinsic call.

The shared data segment is acquired with the statement

GETDSEG(DSINDX,DSLGTH,"JD");

Note that the process quits unless the CCG condition code, signifying that an extra data segment
with this identity exists already, is returned (see statement number 25).

A month is requested from the user and the input is converted to binary. The user then is requested
to enter a day and this information is read and converted to binary.

The statement

IF MONTH < > CURRENT THEN

checks whether the month information is different than the information currently in the stack.
If it is, the statement

DMOVIN(DSINDX,(MONTH-1)*31,31,DATES);

transfers the Julian dates for the month entered by the user into the 31-word array DATES. For
example, if the user entered 3, the values 61 through 91 (see figure 8-4), corresponding to the
Julian calendar dates for the month of March are transferred from the extra data segment to the
array DATES in the stack. Data representing the entire month, instead of data representing the
specific day entered by the user, is transferred by DMOVIN because DMOVIN, which requires
considerable time to execute, should be used sparingly to maintain programming efficiency. Trans
ferring the data for the entire month saves time if the user's next request is for a Julian date in the
same month. Note that months are numbered from 0 to 11.
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The buffer CURRENT is updated to the current month with the statement

CURRENT:=MONTH;

The Julian date is computed with the statement

JDATE:=DATES(DAY-1);

and this information is output to the user.

The three examples below illustrate using the three programs shown in figures 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3.

EXAMPLE 1

:RUN DSINIT

GENERATE CALENDAR DATA SEGMENT
ENTEq YE~R: 1976

END OF nROGHAM
:RUN DSBOS.s

WHEN ALL JULIAN DATE OPERATIONS ARE COMPLETE TyoE: DONE.
? DONE

END OF oqOGRAl'il

EXAMPLE 2

:DATA FIELD.SuoPORT;TERMJOl
JULIAN DATE CALENDAR
1'10NTH = J 1
DAY = 3J
DAY = 30
JULIAN DATE = 335
1'10NTH = 2
DAY = 29
JULIAN DATE = 60
t'1 ONT H = .2-
DAY = 1#
DAY = 13
JULIAN DATE = 165
MONTH =13
lvIONTH = 0
t·10NTH = 3
DAY = 29
JULIAN DATE = 89
I'10NTH =
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EXAMPLE 3

:DATA FIELD.SU~PORT;TERMI02

JULIAN DATE CALENDAR
MONTH = -9
1'10NTH = 9
DAY = 15
JULIAN DATE = 259
MONTH = 7
DAY = 20
JULIAN DATE = 202
MONTH = 8
DAY = 14
JULIAN DATE = 227
1'10NTH = 5
DAY = 3

In example 1, the command :RUN DSINIT causes DSINIT to execute. It prints the purpose of the
program and a request to the user to enter the year for which Julian dates are required. When 1976
is entered, DSINIT creates an extra data segment, fills an array with Julian dates for the year 1976,
transfers this data to the extra data segment, and terminates.

The :RUN DSBOSS command causes DSBOSS to execute. DSBOSS creates and activates two son
processes (DSACCS), then suspends itself after the message

WHEN ALL JULIAN DATE OPERATIONS ARE COMPLETE TYPE: DONE.
?

Example 2 illustrates the SONI process execution.

1. A user enters a :DATA statement ona terminal. (Remembe~ that SONI and SON2 have
each opened a terminal for input/output.)

2. MPE searches the device class directory for a terminal with the formal designator
TERMIOl, and allocates the terminal.

In response to the month and day requests, the user enters

MONTH = 11

DAY = 31

DSACCS determines that 31 is not a valid day for month 11 with the statement

IF JDATE < 0 THEN GO GETDA;

(see figure 8-3). Recall that invalid dates in the array CALENDAR (see figure 8-4) are signified
by -1. DSACCS prompts for a new day and the user enters 30. DSACCS computes the Julian
date for November 30th and displays:

JULAIN DATE = 335

Example 3 shows a second user accessing terminal 2.
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When a user types DONE on $STDIN, see example 1, the father process terminates, terminating
both sons.

DELETING AN EXTRA DATA SEGMENT

A process can release an extra data segment assigned to it with the FREEDSEG intrinsic. If this is a
private data segment, or if it is a sharable segment not currently assigned to any other process in the
job/session, the segment is deleted from the entire job/session. Otherwise, it is deleted from the call
ing process but continues to exist in the job/session.

For example, to delete a data segment with the logical index contained in INDX, the following
intrinsic call could be used. Because the id parameter is specified as 0, the data segment is deleted
from both the process and the job.

FREEDSEG(INDX,O) ;

TRANSFERRING DATA FROM AN EXTRA DATA SEGMENT TO
THE STACK

A process can copy a block of words from an extra data segment into the stack with the DMOVIN
intrinsic. A bounds check is performed by the intrinsic on both the extra data segment and the
stack to insure that the data is taken from within the data segment boundaries and moved to an area
within the stack boundaries.

The DMOVIN intrinsic call is illustrated in Figure 8-3 and described on page 8-12.

TRANSFERRING DATA FROM THE STACK TO AN EXTRA
DATA SEGMENT

A process can copy a block of words from the stack to an extra data segment with the DMOVOUT
intrinsic. A bounds check is performed by the intrinsic to insure that the data is taken from an area
within the stack boundaries and moved to an area within the extra data segment.

The DMOVOUT intrinsic call is illustrated in Figure 8-1 and described on page 8-7.

CHANGING THE SIZE OF AN EXTRA DATA SEGMENT

You can change the current size of an extra data segment with the ALTDSEG intrinsic. As a typical
application, disc storage for a new segment is obtained by calling the GETDSEG intrinsic. Sufficient
virtual space is allocated by the system to accommodate the original length of the data segment.
This virtual space usually is allocated in increments of 512 words (depending on how the system is
configured). For example, creation of a data segment with a length of 600 words would result in
two increments of 512 words being allocated for the data segment space, thus resulting in 1024
words.

Once disc storage is obtained, you can use the ALTDSEG intrinsic to reduce the storage required by
the segment when it is moved into main memory, then later expand it as needed for more efficient
use of memory. In no case, however, can ALTDSEG be used to increase segment size beyond the
virtual space originally allocated through GETDSEG.
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The form of the ALTDSEG intrinsic call is

ALTDSEG(INDEX,INC,SIZE) ;

where

INDEX is a word containing the logical index of the extra data segment, obtained through the
GETDSEG intrinsic call.

INC is the value, in words, by which the extra data segment is to be changed. A positive integer
value specifies an increase and a negative integer value specifies a decrease.

SIZE is a word to which is returned the new size of the data segment after incrementing or
decrementing has occurred.
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PRIVILEGED MODE CAPABILITYI~

If you are an MPE user with standard MPE capabilities, you can access only your own code and data
areas in main memory. But if you are a user with the Privileged Mode Capability, you can access all
areas of the system and can use all features of the hardware. You can access all system tables, and
can invoke all system instructions, including those in the privileged central processor instruction set.
You can, in short, use the computer on the same terms as MPE itself. (In fact, MPE does not
distinguish a privileged user as not being MPE itself.)

IMPORTANT NOTE

The normal checks and limitations that apply to the standard
users in MPE are bypassed in privileged mode. It is possible
for a privileged mode program to destroy file integrity, includ
ing the MPE operating system software itself. Hewlett-Packard
will investigate and attempt to resolve problems resulting
from the use of privileged mode code. This service, which is
not provided under the standard Service Contract, is available
on a time and materials billing basis. However, Hewlett-Pack
ard will not support, correct, or attend to any modification
of the MPE operating system software.

You can use the Privileged Mode Capability in two ways:

1. You can write permanently privileged programs that are loaded and executed entirely in
privileged mode.

2. You can write temporarily privileged programs that dynamically enter and leave
privileged mode during execution, as required.

PERMANENTLY PRIVILEGED PROGRAMS

A program's segments are loaded and executed directly in privileged mode when all three of the
following conditions exist:

1. Any of the program's code segments contain privileged instructions. ($OPTION
privileged is used.)

2. The program is prepared with the Privileged Mode Capability, by entering the appropriate
capability-class attribute in the caplist parameter of the :PREP or :PREPRUN command
that prepares the program. (See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for discussions of
the :PREP and :PREPRUN commands.) Note that entering a privileged capability class
attribute requires that you have been assigned the Privileged Mode Capability.
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3. The NOPRIV optional parameter is omitted from the :PREPRUN or :RUN command
that executes the program, or the CREATE intrinsic that creates a process to rup. it. This
omission leaves the privileged mode bit in the appropriate CST entries on.

When you add a segment to a Segmented Library (through the -ADDSL Segmenter command), the
procedures within the segment are checked to determine if anyone of them is privileged. If it is, the
segment is always run in privileged mode. In order to add a segment containing one or more
privileged procedures to a library, you must possess the Privileged Mode Capability. See the MPE
Segmenter Reference Manual for instructions concerning Segmented Libraries.

TEMPORARILY PRIVILEGED PROGRAMS

Temporarily privileged programs are initiated, upon request, in the non-privileged mode. Then,
intrinsics can be used to change the program to and from the privileged mode dynamically. For
example, just before a set of privileged instructions is encountered, the program can be switched to
the privileged mode to allow execution of these instructions. Then, after the last privileged
instruction in the set is encountered, the program can be returned to non-privileged mode. This
bracketing of privileged instructions aids in reducing system violations, since the program cannot
access locations or resources outside the user environment when it is running in non-privileged
mode.

Before running a temporarily-privileged program, you should understand how the central processor
handles procedure calls (PCAL instruction) and exits (EXIT instructions) when encountered in
either mode:

In the privileged mode, when a PCAL instruction is executed, privileged mode is retained
even though the destination code segment may have a non-privileged CST entry. When an
EXIT instruction is encountered, the resulting mode depends on the status word in the
stack marker.

In the non-privileged mode. when a PCAL instruction is encountered, the mode assumed
is obtained from the CST entry for the destination code segment. When an EXIT
instruction occurs, the resulting mode is taken from bit 0 of the status in the stack
marker. If the entry indicates privileged mode, a system violation occurs.

In general, the status word determines the action taken in privileged mode, but the CST detennines
the action in non-privileged mode.

NOTE

See the Machine Instruction Set Reference Manual for further
discussions of the PCAL and EXIT instructions and System
Reference Manual (Chapter 4) for principle of operation,.

A program is loaded and begins execution as a temporarily-privileged program (in the non-privileged
mode) when these two conditions are met:

1. The program is prepared with the Privileged Mode Capability, by entering the appropriate
capability-class attribute in the caplist parameter of the :PREP or :PREPRUN command
that prepares the program. This requires that you have been assigned the Privileged Mode
Capability.
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2. The NOPRIV parameter is included in the :PREPRUN or :PREP command that executes
the program, or the CREATE intrinsic that creates a process to run it.

When a temporarily-privileged program is initiated, the CST entries corresponding to its segments
have their privileged-mode bits set off.

If you possess Privileged Mode Capability, you also can call all intrinsics available to users with the
Data Segment Management Capability (Section VIII), provided that you acknowledge these rules:

1. When calling the data segment intrinsics from privileged mode, ensure that the DB register
points to its normal stack position. When the GETDSEG .intrinsic is used to create extra
data segments under these conditions, the number of segments that can be created is
limited only by the space available in the Process Control Block Extension. This number
is virtually unlimited.

2. When a temporarily-privileged process calls a data segment intrinsic while in
non-privileged mode, the data segment index returned to the calling process also can be
used by the process to reference that segment in privileged mode. If the process calls a
data segment intrinsic ih privileged mode, however, the index returned cannot be used to
reference the segment in non-privileged mode.

ENTERING PRIVILEGED MODE

The GETPRIVMODE intrinsic is used to switch a temporarily-privileged program from the
non-privileged mode to the privileged mode. This intrinsic turns the privileged mode bit in the status
register on, but leaves the privileged mode bit in the Code Segment Table entry for the executing
segment off. Thus, if additional segments are to be run as part of the program, they will be run in
privileged mode unless an intrinsic is specifically called to return to the non-privileged mode,
because the status register rather than the Code Segment Table determines a mode change when
running in privileged mode.

Figure 9-1 contains a program that uses the GETPRIVMODE intrinsic to switch to privileged mode.
Privileged mode isnecessary temporarily because the program opens a file with both NOBUF and
NOWAIT aoptions specified in the FOPEN intrinsic call. Privileged mode capability is necessary for
this because your I/O could overwrite other data in the system unless caution is used.

The program in figure 9-1 was prepared with the CAP = PM parameter specified in the :PREP
command. This enables the program to be switched from non-privileged to privileged mode with the
GETPRIVMODE intr~nsic. The statement in the program

GETPRIVMODE;

switches the program from non-privileged to privileged mode before the next statement opens a file
with both the NOBUF and NOWAITaoptions specified.

The statement

CCG(2);

causes the program to quit if a CCG condition code (signifYing that the program already is running
in privileged mode) is returned.
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INTRINSIC FOPEN,FREAD,FWR1TE,rCLOSE,GETPRIVMODE,GETUSERMODE,
IOWAIT,QUIT,

«WAIT FOR 1ST DONE»
«EOF ON TERM READ»

«LINEPRINTER OUTPUT»
«LOOP.SET UP TERMS»

«SET BUFFER INDEX»
«lNCR BUFFER INDEX»
«SEARCH FOR FILE NO»
«FILE NOT fOUND»
«COpy INPUT TO LP»
«CHECK FOR ERROR»
«OUTPUT ? PROMPT»
«COMPLETE REQUEST»
«INPUT DATA-HOWAIT»

«CONTINUE»

",DONEI=O'

OUT:=FOPENCOUTPUT,4,1"DEV), CCL(1),
WHILE CII=I+1)<MAXTRM DO

BEGIN
:~~II:¢"~'[!ttl,,~g[#t'II.\I~[I¥ttIIIIIMMM\~\!Ir[IIIItIIIIIIMIMM\Ii.itIII)tQ"t~tmmt:~I[I~jlll:m!~
FILE:=FOPENCTNAM,%405,,4404,36,DEV(3»,«DATA INPUT TERMINAL»
CCLC), . «CHECK FOR ERRO~»

3~'''JltIJllb.[j,~['-I~~!J.I.I~~~~i1)¥rrrrr{rrttImmI[frmfmrrrrrrrrr!fij'ijir]njll!t.~'!f!l!ltti'IfImm
OPENCI)I=FILE, «SAVE fILE NUMBERS»
FWRITECFILE,PROMPT,1,%320), CCNECS), «OUTPUT? PROMPT»
IOWAITCFILE), CCNE(6), «COMPLETE REQUEST»
FREADCFILE,BUFR(I*36),-72), CCNE(7), «INPUT DATA-NOWAIT»

END,

«END OF DECLARATIONS»

SCONTROL USLINIT
BEGIN

BYTE ARRAY OUTPUTCOI6)1="OUTPUT ",
BYTE ARRAY TNAMCOI6).="DATAIN ",
BYTE ARRAY DEVCOI7)1="LP TERM ",
INTEGER OUT,rILE,LGTH,II=-1,PROMPTI-"?
EQUATE MAXTRM=3,
ARRAY AUFRCO.36*MAXTRM),
INTEGER ARRAY OPENCOIMAXTRM),
DEFINE CCL • IF < THEN QUIT',

CCG • IF > THEN QUITt,
CCNE= IF <> THEN QUITt,

00001000 00000 0
00002000 00000 0
00003000 00000 1
00004000 00005 1
00005000 00005 1
00006000 00005 1
00007000 00005 1
00008000 00005 1
00009000 00005 1
00010000 00005 1
00011000 00005 1
00012000 00005 1
00013000 00005 1
00014000 00005 1
00015000 00005 1
00016000 00005 1
00017000 00005 1
00018000 00005 1
00019000 00005 1
00020000 00015 1
00021000 00023 1
00022000 00023 2
00023000 00021 2
00024000 00042 2
00025000 00045 2
00026000 00051 2
00027000 00054 2
00028000 00064 2
00029000 00075 2
00030000 00111 2
00031000 00116 1 WAIT:
00032000 00116 1 FILE:=IOWAITCO"LGTH), CCLeB),
00033000 00130 1 IF > THEN
00034000 00131 1 BEGIN
00035000 00131 2 FCLOSEeFILE,O,O), CCL(9), «TERMINAL FILE»
00036000 00137 2 IFCDONF.I=DONE+l»=MAXTRM THEN GO EXIT, «ALL TERMS CLOSED?»
00037000 00143 2 END
00038000 00143 1 ELSE
00039000 00145 1 BEGIN
00040000 00145 2 1:=-1,
00041000 00147 2 DO 11=1+1
00042000 00147 2 UNTIL OPENCI)=FILE OR I=MAXTRM,
00043000 001S1 2 If I=~AXTRM THEN QUIT(10),
00044000 00164 2 FWPITECOUT,BUFR(I*36),-LGTH,0),
00045000 00174 2 CCNE(11),
00046000 00177 2 fWRITECFILE,PROMPT,1,'320), CCNE(12),
00047000 00201 2 IOWAITCFILE), CCNECI3),
00048000 00220 2 FREAOCFILE,BUFRCI*36),-72), CCNE(14),
00049000 00234 2 END'
00050000 00234 1 GO TO WAIT,
00051000 00235 1 EXIT.END.

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=\013, SECONDARY DB STORAGE=,00175
NO, ERRORS=OOO, NO, WARNINGS-OOO
PROCESSOR TIME=0100:02, ELAPSED TIM~.0'OOI08

Figure 9-1. Using the GETPRIVMODE and GETUSERMODE Intrinsics
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ENTERING NON-PRIVILEGED MODE

The GETUSERMODE intrinsic is used to change a temporarily-privileged program from the
privileged to the non-privileged mode. This intrinsic changes the privileged mode bit in the status
register to off.

The statement

GETUSERMODE;

in figure 9-1 illustrates this intrinsic call

MOVING THE DB POINTER

If you have the Data Segment Management Capability, and run a process with an extra data segment
in privileged mode, you can prepare for movement of data between this segment and the stack with
the SWITCHDB intrinsic. This intrinsic changes the DB register so that it points to the base of the
extra data segment rather than the base of the stack. The SWITCHDB intrinsic returns the logical
index of the data segment indicated by the previous DB register setting, allowing you to restore this
setting later. If the previous DB setting indicated the stack, zero is returned.

As' an example, to set the DB register so that it points to the base of an extra data segment whose
logical index is indicated in the word INDEX2, the following intrinsic call could be used:

SET:=SWITCHDB(INDEX2);

where INDEX2 is a logical value denoting the logical index of the" data segment to which the DB
register is switched, as obtained through the GETDSEG intrinsic call. MPE checks the value
specified for this parameter to insure that the process has previously acquired access to this
segment. For an extra data segment, this parameter must be a positive, non-zero integer; and to
switch back to the stack, this parameter must be zero.

The calling process is aborted if you try to call the SWITCHDB intrinsic from a program which does
not have the Privileged Mode Capability.

SCHEDULING PROCESSES

Every process in the system has a priority assigned to it. When a process is ready to run, it is placed
in the READY list. When the dispatcher runs, it selects for execution the process with the highest
priority that is in memory.

The master queue (see figure 9-2) is divided into logical areas, each corresponding to a particular
type of dispatching and priority class for the processes within it. A logical area can be a linear
subqueue, a circular subqueue, or a portion of the main master queue. In a linear subqueue, the
process with highest priority accesses the central processor first and maintains this access until the
process either is completed, terminated, or suspended to await the availability of a required
resource. In a circular subqueue, all processes have equal priority and each accesses the central
processor for an interval (time quantum) of maximum duration (or until completed, terminated, or
suspended). At the end of this duration, control is transferred to the next process in the queue,
continuing in a round-robin fashion. This time-slicing is controlled by the system timer. Processes
that are not scheduled in a subqueue are scheduled in the master queue.
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Each linear subqueue in the master queue is defined by a single priority number, and each
circular subqueue is defined by a range of priority numbers. While the standard user is aware
of the priority class associated with a subqueue, only a user with System Supervisor or
Privileged Mode capability can deal with priority numbers.' The standard subqueues (priority
classes) are as follows:

AS

BS

CS

ES

Is a linear subqueue containing processes of very high priority. Its
priority range is 30-99 and it i~ presently used only by MPE.

Scheduling Type: Linear
Priority Range: 30-99

Is a linear subqueue containing processes of very high priority. It is
accessible to users having MAXPRI = BS. Normally, priority for a BS
process is 100. However, by specifying a rank> 0 in the CREATE or
GET PRIORITY intrinsics, the process may be set in the master queue
at min (100 + rank, 149).

Scheduling Type: Linear
Priority Range: 100-149

Is a circular subqueue generally devoted to interactive sessions. A CS
process which uses its quantum ofCPU will be lowered in priority, but
not below the C Subqueue Priority Limit, called cpri (which may be set
in SYSDUMP or the QUANTUM Command).

Scheduling Type: Circular
Priority Range: 150-cpri

Is a circular subqueue generally devoted to batch jobs. A DS process
which uses its quantum of CPU will be lowered in priority more
rapidly than a CS process, but not below the D Subqueue Priority
Limit, or dpri (which may be set in SYSDUMP or QUANTUM Com
mand).

Scheduling Type: Circular
Priority Limits: 150-dpri

Is a circular subqueue generally used for so-called ~~idle" processes.
When an ES process consumes a quantum of CPU, its priority is set to
250. Such a process will have a minimal impact on the performance of
processes in other subqueues.

Scheduling Type: Circular
Priority Limits: 150-250

In all cases, it should be remembered that low numeric values mean high priority in the system.

The System Manager has the ability to modify on line the value of the time quantum and priorities
for the CS, DS, and ES priority classes.

Scheduling within the CS class is controlled by two factors: first, the reason why the process is
ready to run and second, the amount of time that a process has been on the ready list. Typically,
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good terminal response is desirable, therefore, a low numeric priority is assigned to processes
completing a terminal read operation. Processes performing other types of I/O do not need such fast
response, however, and these processes can be assigned a higher numeric priority. The third class of
processes have a quantum timeout. Typically, these are considered to have a lower priority than
either of the foregoing types, so they are assigned a still higher priority number. As a process waits
on the ready list, it steadily gets a higher priority. Thus, a CPU-bound process that has waited will
be equal in priority to a process that has just completed a terminal read. This policy assures that all
processes continue to run, even on a heavily loaded system. Both the time quantum and the
priorities may be adjusted by the System Manager to give maximum performance as dictated by the.
installation's needs.

The priority class of a process can be specified by the normal user with standard or optional MPE
capabilities. In the two-character string that comprises a priority-class reference, the first character
refers to the location of a subqueue within the master queue (in alphabetical order) and the second
character specifies whether the logical area is the subqueue itself (S) or the portion of the master
queue (M) that immediately follows the subqueue. When a priority class is requested for a process,
it is assigned the lowest priority within that class (relative to other processes already assigned the
same class). In a circular subqueue, the actual priority of the process is modified as other processes
use central processor time.

Only a user with Privileged Mode Capability can assign a priority number to a process. Priority
numbers range from 1 to 255 inclusively, with 1 denoting the highest priority. Any two processes
having the same priority number are in the same subqueue. The privileged mode user also can
specify the relative ranks of processes having identical numbers within a linear subqueue, and can
assign them specific priorities in the master queue.

Priorities are assigned to processes through the priorityclass parameter of the CREATE and/or
GETPRIORITY intrinsic. Because users with the Privileged Mode Capability can schedule processes
within the master queue, the priorityclass parameter can take on the following values:

1. A string of two ASCII characters describing the standard priority-class (subqueue) in
which the process is to be scheduled; the standard subqueues are "AS", "BS", "CS",
"DS", or "ES".

2. An ASCII character (x) specifying a valid subqueue, followed immediately by the
single-character string "M", indicating the Master Queue. The word format is:

BITS O'--__x__7_11.-8__,_'M_'_'__'__5

This schedules the process in that region of the master queue directly adjacent to and
below the subqueue x. The process is scheduled in the first available priority in that
region.
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3. An ASCII character (y) specifying an absolute priority number, followed by the single
character string "A" indicating that y is an absolute· priority number. The word format
is:

BITS _0 7_1'-----8 '_,5
Y_ "A" I

This schedules the process at the location specified by y in the Master Queue. If another
process or subqueue already occupies the location designated by y, the process is placed
in the first location available moving toward the ES subqueue, and the process priority
number is changed to reflect that location.





MPE DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGESI~

Programs running under MPE at any batch input device or terminal may return the following types
of error messages:

• Command Interpreter Error Messages, reporting fatal errors that occur during the inter
pretation or execution of an MPE command. See the MPE Commands Reference Manual
for a listing of these messages.

• Command Interpreter Warning Messages, reporting unusual conditions that occur during
command interpretation or execution but that may not necessarily be detrimental to the
processing of the job or session. See the MPE Commands Reference Manual for a listing of
these messages.

• Run-Time Messages, denoting conditions that abort the running program, provided that an
appropriate error trap has not been enabled.

• User Messages, which are messages sent to you by other users currently running jobs or
sessions.

• Operator Messages, which are messages sent to you by the console operator.

• System Messages, which denote miscellaneous conditions that terminate or otherwise
affect the job/session, such as an abort requested by the system supervisor or console
operator.

Other messages may be received only at the system console. These are:

Console Operator Messages, including:

• Status Messages that indicate the current status of jobs/sessions or input/output
devices.

• Input/Output Messages that request service for, and report errors on, input/
output devices.

• User Messages, sent by users to the console operator.

System Failure Messages, including:

• System Failure Messages.

• Cold Load Error Messages.
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RUN-TIME MESSAGES

Your program can be aborted as a result of any of the following general types of run-time errors:

Special violations - those detected through the internal interrupt structure (such as arithmetic
trap errors, parity errors, bounds violations, etc.) and other violations detected by MPE (such
as stack overflows or invalid stack markers). These are PROGRAM ERRORS and are described
in a following table.

Explicit calls to the QUIT intrinsic.

Explicit calls to the QUITROG intrinsic.

Violations of other callable intrinsics, such as passing of illegal parameters or the invoking of an
intrinsic without having the required capability class or a valid register environment. (These are
listed in the RUN-TIME error table. The intrinsics are listed in the INTRINSIC table, and errors
encountered by them are listed in tables by specific intrinsic: FILESYSTElVI, LOADER,
CREATE, ACTIVATE, SUSPEND, MYCOMMAND and LOCK;GLORIN.

If an appropriate error trap has been armed, control transfers to the trap procedure which may
attempt recovery or take some other action. But if no trap has been armed for the type of error
encountered, MPE terminates the user's process and transmits a run-time (abort) message to the
user's output device. In a multi-process structure, QUIT aborts only the violating process but all
other errors abort the entire program.

If the aborted program was running in a batch job, the job is removed from the system (if no
:CONTINUE command overrides termination).

If it was running in a session, control·of the session is returned to you at the terminal.

NOTE

An abort-error will occur if a user process invokes certain
callable intrinsics when the DB register is not pointing to its
normal position (e.g. DB is pointing at an extra data segment).
If this happens and a user trap procedure is invoked, the DB
register is reset to the normal position before the trap
procedure is entered.

The format for run-time errors is:

ABORT: pname.segment.location:sname.segment.location
~""----'v~---"-'.1"'"-.... V'~---.,.1

p-field s-field

< msgtype > # < msgno > : < message> [.PARAM {; } <number> ]
...., t'

v

m-field (from 1 to 7 lines)
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where:

p-field

s-field

is the last location of the last instruction executed in the user program
prior to the abort.

is output only if the abort occurred when executing code belonging to
a library segment referenced by the user program. The field provides
the instruction location within the library segment that initiated the
abort.

Within the p-field and s-field, the parameters are:

pname

sname

segment

.Jocation

The name of the program file containing the user's program and
optionally, the group and account name.

In the special case of a process having been PROCREATED from a
segment in a segmented library (SL) (for example, the Command
Interpreter), an asterisk (*) is output followed by the SL name in
symbolic form (sname, below).

The symbolic name of the SL in which the segment exists

SYSL - System SL

PUSL - Public SL

GRSL - Group SL

The logical number of the code segment relating to either the program
or SL, whichever is appropriate.

The location in the code segment. This is expressed in terms of the
displacement (P-PB), where P is the absolute address of the instruction
and PB the absolute address of the base of the code segment.

NOTE

Octal numbers are indicated by a percent sign (%) preceding
the number.

If the stack is completely destroyed and no valid stack
markers can be found that define a user environment, then
the above-defined subfields will be output containing a
question mark (?).
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m-field

<msgno>

<message>

<number>

contains the error message text.

The parameters within the m-field are

<msgtype > is one of:

PROGRAM ERROR

ERROR: INTRINSIC

RUN-TIME ERROR

FILESYSTEM ERROR

LOADER ERROR

CREATE ERROR

ACTIVATE ERROR

SUSPEND ERROR

MYCOMMAND ERROR

LOCKGLORIN ERROR

and corresponds to the names of the following tables.

is a message number, which is an index into the < msgtype > table.

is the text of the message which can be found along with the message
number in the message type table.

is the number of the invalid parameter passed to an intrinsic (the
message will read: PARAM # < number>lor is the parameter passed to
the QUIT or QUITPROG intrinsic (the message will read: PARAM =).

Some examples of run-time messages are:

Examples:

ABORT :BIN.ED.MPE.%0.%12

ERROR: INTRINSIC fl62: BINARY

RUN-TIME ERROR fl5: PARAMETER ADDRESS VIOLATION. PARAM fl1

BINARY was called with an invalid byte address.

ABORT :OV.ED.MPE.%0.%177777

PROGRAM ERROR fl20: STACK OVERFLOW

The program was in an infinite loop doing a DUP instruction.

ABORT :PRIV.ED.MPE.%0.%3

PROGRAM ERROR fl6: PRIVILEGED INSTRUCTION

A return was made from a non-privileged segment to a privileged segment.
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ABORT :QUIT.ED.MPE.%O.%1

PROGRAM ERROR H18; PROCESS QUIT.PARAM = 15

The program called QUIT Intrinsic with a parameter of 15.

ABORT :UF.ED.MPE.%O.%1

PROGRAM ERROR H29: STACK UNDERFLOW

The program was in an infinite loop doing a DEL instruction.

ABORT :EDITOR.PUB.SYS.%2.%7

ERROR: INTRINSIC HI00: CREATE

CREATE ERROR H30: LOAD ERROR

LOADER ERRORH65: UNABLE TO OBTAIN CST ENTRIES

Nearly all CST entries were ALLOCATEd and the program tried to create a process which required
more CST's than were available.

ABORT :EDITOR.PUB.SYS.%2.%13

ERROR: INTRINSIC HI04: ACTIVATE

ACTIVATE ERROR H21: ACTIVATION OF MAIN PROCESS NOT ALLOWED

The program tried to activate a non-existent process.

The following is a list of < msgtype > tables, the message number and text for each message found
for each type of message:

Table 10-1. Program Error Messages

MESSAGE
MESSAGE

NO.

1 INTEGER OVERFLOW
2 FLOATING POINT OVERFLOW
3 FLOATING POINT UNDERFLOW
4 INTEGER DIVIDE BY ZERO
5 FLOATING POINT DIVIDE BY ZERO
6 PRIVILEGED INSTRUCTION
7 ILLEGAL INSTRUCTION
8 EXTENDED PRECISION OVERFLOW > LOGIC ERROR IN THE PROGRAM.
9 EXTENDED PRECISION UNDERFLOW
10 EXTENDED PRECISION DIVIDE BY ZERO
11 DECIMAL OVERFLOW
12 INVALID ASCII DIGIT
13 INVALID DECIMAL DIGIT
14 INVALID WORD COUNT
15 INVALID DECIMAL OPERAND LENGTH
16 DECIMAL DIVIDE BY ZERO
17 STTUNCALLABLE J
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Table 10-1. Program Error Messages (Continued)

MESSAGE MESSAGE
NO.

18 PROCESS QUIT=<number> <number> is the value passed to the QUITPROG or
19 PROGRAM QUIT=<number> Q,U IT intrinsic by the terminating process. (This

value is output only if it is not zero.)

{ Logic error in the program. Probably looping and
20 STACK OVERFLOW adding to the stack. May require larger MAXDATA

when preparing program.

21 PROGRAM KI LLED Program aborted from an external source.

22 INVALID STACK MARKER}
23 ADDRESS VIOLATION Possible logic error in program.
24 BOUNDS VIOLATION

25 NON-RESPONDING MODULE 1
26 DATA PARITY Possible hardware problem.
27 MEMORY PARITY
28 SYSTEM PARITY

29 STACK UNDERFLOW Logic error in program. Probably Invalid CST or STT
30 CST VIOLATION discovered by hardware. Explicit PCAL from TOS
31 STT VIOLATION may have referenced non-existent CST or STT. May

be bad program file.

Table 10-2. Intrinsic Error Numbers

MESSAGE INTRINSIC MESSAGE INTRINSIC
NO. NO.

1 FOPEN 20 FWRITELABEL
2 FREAD 21 PRINTFI LEINFO

3 FWRITE 22 IOWAIT

4 FUPDATE 30 GETLOCRIN

5 FSPACE 31 FREELOCRIN

6 FPOINT 32 LOCKLOCRIN

7 FREADDIR 33 UNLOCKLOCRIN

8 FCLOSE 34 LOCKGLORIN

10 FCHECK 35 UNLOCKGLORIN

11 FGETINFO 36 LOCRINOWNER

12 FREADSEEK 40 TIMER

13 FCONTROL 42 PROCTIME

14 FSETMODE 43 CALENDAR

15 FLOCK 44 CLOCK

16 FUNLOCK 45 PAUSE

17 FRENAME 50 XARITRAP

18 FRELATE 51 ARITRAP

19 FREADLABEL 52 XLlBTRAP
53 XSYSTRAP
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Table 10-2. Intrinsic Error Numbers (Continued)

MESSAGE INTRINSIC MESSAGE INTRINSIC
NO. NO.

54 XCONTRAP 84 EXPANDUSLF

55 RESETCONTROL 99 DEBUG

56 CAUSEBREAK 100 CREATE

60 TERMINATE 102 KILL
61 CTRANSLATE 103 SUSPEND
62 BINARY 104 ACTIVATE
63 ASCII 105 GETORIGIN
64 READ 106 MAIL
65 PRINT 107 SENDMAIL

66 PRINTOP 108 RECEIVEMAIL

67 PRINTOREPLY 109 FATHER

68 COMMAND 110 GETPROCINFO

69 WHO 112 GETPROCID

70 SEARCH 120 GETPRIORITY

71 MYCOMMAND 130 GETDSEG

72 SETJCW 131 FREEDSEG

73 GETJCW 132 DMOVIN
74 DBINARY 133 DMOVEOUT

75 DASCII 134 ALTDSEG

76 QUIT 135 DLSIZE

77 STACKDUMP 136 ZSIZE

78 SETDUMP 139 SWITCHDB

79 RESETDUMP 191 PTAPE

80 LOADPROC 200 GETPRIVMODE

81 UNLOADPROC 201 GETUSERMODE

82 INITUSLF 210 OPEN LOG

83 ADJUSTSLF 211 WRITELOG
212 CLOSE LOG
307 FERRMSG

Table 10-3. Run-Time Error Messages

MESSAGE
NO.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

MESSAGE

ILLEGAL DB REGISTER
ILLEGAL CAPABILITY
OMITTED PARAMETER
INCOR RECT S REGISTER
PARAMETER ADDRESS VIOLATION
PARAMETER END ADDRESS VIOLATION
ILLEGAL PARAMETER
PARAMETER VALUE INVALID
INCORRECT Q REGISTER

Run-time errors are discovered by MPE performing parameter checking before attempting certain operations.
These errors are caused by a logic error in the program.
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Table 10-4. File System Error Messages

END OF FILE (FSERR 0)
ILLEGAL DB REGISTER SETTING (FSERR 1)
ILLEGAL CAPABI L1TY (FSER R 2)
ILLEGAL PARAMETER VALUE (FSERR 8)
INVALID RECORD SIZE SPECIFICATION (FSERR 10)
INVALID RESULTANT BLOCK SIZE (FSERR 11)
INVALID OPERATION (FSERR 20)
DATA PARITY ERROR (FSERR 21)
SOFTWARE TIME-OUT (FSERR 22)
END OF TAPE (FSERR 23)
UNIT NOT READY (FSERR 24)
NO WRITE-RING ON TAPE (FSERR 25)
TRANSMISSION ERROR (FSERR 26)
I/O TIME-OUT (FSERR 27)
TIMING ERROR OR DATA OVERRUN (FSERR 28)
SIO FAILURE (FSERR 29)
UNIT FAI LURE (FSERR 30)
END OF LINE (FSER R 31)
SOFTWARE ABORT (FSERR 32)
DATA LOST (FSERR 33)
UNIT NOT ON-LINE (FSERR 34)
DATA-SET NOT READY (FSERR 35)
INVALID DISC ADDRESS (FSERR 36)
INVALID MEMORY ADDRESS (FSERR 37)
TAPE PARITY ERROR (FSERR 38)
RECOVERED TAPE ERROR (FSERR 39)
OPERATION INCONSISTENT WITH ACCESS TYPE (FSERR 40)
OPERATION INCONSISTENT WITH RECORD TYPE (FSERR 41)
OPERATION INCONSISTENT WITH DEVtCE TYPE (FSERR 42)
WRITE EXCEEDS RECORD SIZE (FSERR 43)
UPDATE AT RECORD ZERO (FSERR 44)
PRIVILEGED FILE VIOLATION (FSERR 45)
OUT OF DISC SPACE (FSERR 46)
I/O ERROR ON FILE LABEL (FSERR 47)
INVALID OPERATION DUE TO MULTIPLE FILE ACCESS (FSERR 48)
UNIMPLEMENTED FUNCTION (FSERR 49)
NONEXISTENT ACCOUNT (FSERR 50)
NONEXISTENT GROUP (FSERR 51)
NONEXISTENT PERMANENT FILE (FSERR 52)
NONEXISTENT TEMPORARY FILE (FSERR 53)
INVALID FILE REFERENCE (FSERR 54)
DEVICE UNAVAILABLE (FSERR 55)
INVALID DEVICE SPECIFICATION (FSERR 56)
OUT OF VIRTUAL MEMORY (FSERR 57)
NO PASSED FILE (FSERR 58)
STANDARD LABEL VIOLATION (FSERR 59)
GLOBAL RIN UNAVAILABLE (FSERR 60)
OUT OF GROUP DISC SPACE (FSERR 61)
OUT OF ACCOUNT DISC SPACE (FSERR 62)
USER LACKS NON-SHARABLE DEVICE CAPABILITY (FSERR 63)
USER LACKS MULTI-RIN CAPABI L1TY (FSERR 64)
PUNCH HOPPER EMPTY (FSERR 65)
PLOTTER LIMIT SWITCH REACHED (FSERR 66)
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Table 10-4. File System Error Messages (Continued)

PAPER TAPE ERROR (FSERR 67)
INSUFFICIENT SYSTEM RESOURCES (FSERR 68)
I/O ERROR (FSERR 69)
TOO MANY FILES OPEN (FSERR 71)
INVALID FILE NUMBER (FSERR 72)
BOUNDS VIOLATION (FSERR 73)
NO-WAIT I/O PENDING (FSERR 77)
NO NO-WAIT I/O PENDING FOR ANY FILE (FSERR 78)
NO NO-WAIT I/O PENDING FOR SPECIAL FILE (FSERR 79)
SPOOFLE SIZE EXCEEDS CONFIGURATION (FSERR 80)
NO "SPOOL" CLASS IN SYSTEM (FSERR 81)
INSUFFICIENT SPACE FOR SPOOFLE (FSERR 82)
I/O ERROR ON SPOOFLE (FSERR 83)
DEVICE UNAVAILABLE FOR SPOOFLE (FSERR 84)
OPERATION INCONSISTENT WITH SPOOLING (FSERR 85)
NONEXISTENT SPOOFLE (FSERR 86)
BAD SPOOFLE BLOCK (FSERR 87)
SPOOLING ERROR (FSERR 88)
POWER FAILURE (FSERR 89)
EXCLUSIVE VIOLATION: FILE BEING ACCESSED (FSERR 90)
EXCLUSIVE VIOLATION: FI LE ACCESSED EXCLUSIVELY (FSERR 91)
LOCKWORD VIOLATION (FSERR 92)
SECURITY VIOLATION (FSERR 93)
USER IS NOT CREATOR (FSERR 94)
READ COMPLETED DUE TO BREAK (FSERR 95)
DISC I/O ERROR (FSERR 96)
NO CONTROL Y PIN (FSERR 97)
READ TIME OVERFLOW (FSERR 98)
BOT AND BACKSPACE TAPE (FSERR 99)
DUPLICATE PERMANENT FILE NAME (FSERR 100)
DUPLICATE TEMPORARY FILE NAME (FSERR 101)
I/O ERROR ON DIRECTORY (FSERR 102)
PERMANENT FILE DIRECTORY OVERFLOW (FSERR 103)
TEMPORARY FILE DIRECTORY OVERFLOW (FSERR 104)
BAD VARIABLE BLOCK STRUCTURE (FSERR 105)
EXTENT SIZE EXCEEDS MAXIMUM (FSERR 106)
INSUFFICIENT SPACE FOR USER LABELS (FSERR 107)
INVALID FILE LABEL (FSERR 108)
INVALID CARRIAGE CONTROL (FSERR 109)
ATTEMPT TO SAVE PERMANENT FILE AS TEMPORARY (FSERR 110)
USER LACKS SAVE FILES (SF) CAPABILITY (FSERR 111)
USER LACKS PRIVATE VOLUMES (UV) CAPABILITY (FSERR 112)
VOLUME SET NOT MOUNTED - MOUNT PROBLEM (FSERR 113)
VOLUME SET NOT DISMOUNTED - DISMOUNT PROBLEM (FSERR 114)
ATTEMPTED RENAME ACROSS VOLUME SETS - REJECTED (FSERR 115)
INVALID TAPE LABEL FOPEN PARAMETERS (FSERR 116)
ATTEMPT TO WRITE ON AN UNEXPIRED TAPE FILE (FSERR 167)
INVALID HEADER OR TRAILER TAPE LABEL (FSERR 118)
I/O ERROR POSITIONING TAPE FOR TAPE LABELS (FSERR 119)
ATTEMPT TO WRITE IBM STANDARD TAPE LABEL (FSERR 120)
TAPE LABEL LOCKWORD VIOLATION (FSERR 121)

END OF TAPE VOLUME SET (FSERR 123)
INACTIVE RIO RECORD ACCESSED (FSERR 148)
MISSING ITEMNUM OR ITEMVALUE (149)
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Table 10-4. File System Error Messages (Continued)

INVALID ITEMNUM VALUE (150)
THE RECORD IS MARKED DELETED. FPOINT POSITIONED POINTER TO A RECORD THAT WAS

MARKED FOR DELETION (FSERR 170)

DUPLICATE KEY VALUE (FSERR 171)
NO SUCH KEY (FSERR 172)
TCOUNT PARAMETER LARGER THAN RECORD SIZE (FSERR 173)
CAN NOT GET EXTRA DATA SEGMENT (FSERR 174)
KSAM INTERNAL ERROR (FSERR 175)
ILLEGAL EXTRA DATA SEGMENT LENGTH (FSERR 176)
TOO MANY EXTRA DATA SEGMENTS FOR THIS PROCESS (FSERR 177)
EXTRA DATA SEGMENT TOO SMALL (FSERR 178)

THE FI LE MUST BE LOCKED BEFORE ISSUING THIS INTRINSIC (FSERR 179)
THE KSAM FILE MUST BE REBUILT BECAUSE THIS VERSION OF KSAM DOES NOT HANDLE THE

FILE BUILT BY PREVIOUS VERSION (FSERR 180)
INVALID KEY STARTING POSITION (FSERR 181)
FILE IS EMPTY (FSERR 182)
RECORD DOES NOT CONTAIN ALL KEYS (FSERR 183)
INVALID RECORD NUMBER (FFINDN INTRINSIC) (FSERR 183)
SEQUENCE ERROR IN PRIMARY KEY (FSERR 185)
INVALID KEY LENGTH - NUMERIC DISPLAY OR PACKED DECIMAL (FSERR 186)
INVALID KEY SPECIFICATION (FSERR 187)
INVALID DEVICE SPECIFICATION (FSERR 188)
INVALID RECORD FORMAT (FSERR 189)

INVALID KEY BLOCKING FACTOR VALUE (FSERR 190)
RECORD DOES NOT CONTAIN SEARCH KEY FOR DELETION. SPECIFIED KEY VALUE POINTS TO

RECORD WHICH DOES NOT CONTAIN THAT .VALUE. (FSERR 191)
SYSTEM FAILURE OCCURRED WHILE KSAM FILE WAS OPENED. (FSERR 192)
INVALID ID SEQUENCE (FSERR 201)
INVALID TELEPHONE NUMBER (FSERR 202)
NO TELEPHONE LIST SPECIFIED (FSERR 203)
INVALID 10 SEQUENCE (FSERR 201)
INVALID TELEPHONE NUMBER (FSERR 202)
NO TELEPHONE LIST SPECIFIED (FSERR 203)
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE AN EXTRA DATA SEGMENT FOR DS/3000. (DSERR 204)
UNABLE TO EXPAND THE DS/3000 EXTRA DATA SEGMENT. (DSERR 205)
FILE NUMBER RETURNED FROMIOWAIT IS NOT A DS LINE NUMBER. (DSWARN 212)
THE REQUESTED DS LINE HAS NOT BEEN OPEN WITH A USER :DSLINE COMMAND. (DSERR 214)
MESSAGE REJECTED BY THE REMOTE COMPUTER. (DSERR 216)
INSUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF USER STACK AVAILABLE. (DSERR 217)
INVALID OS MESSAGE FORMAT. (INTERNAL OS ERROR) (DSERR 221)
THE LOCAL COMMUNICATION LINE HAS NOT BEEN OPENED BY THE OPERATOR. (DSERR 240)
THE DS LINE IS IN USE EXCLUSIVELY OR BY ANOTHER SUBSYSTEM. (DSERR 241)
INTERNAL DS SOFTWARE MALFUNCTION. (DSERR 242)
THE REMOTE COMPUTER IS NOT RESPONDING. (DSERR 243)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. THE REMOTE COMPUTER RESET THE LINE. (DSERR 244)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. RECEIVE TIMEOUT. (DSERR 245)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. REMOTE HAS DISCONNECTED. (DSERR 246)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. LOCAL TIME OUT. (DSERR 247)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. CONNECT TIME OUT. (DSERR 248)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. REMOTE REJECTED CONNECTION. (DSERR 249)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. CARRIER LOST. (DSERR 250)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. THE LOCAL DATA SET FOR THE OS LINE WHEN NOT

READY. (DSERR 251)
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COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. HARDWARE FAILURE. (DSERR 252)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. NEGATIVE RESPONSE TO THE DIAL REQUEST BY THE

OPERATOR. (DSERR 253)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. INVALID I/O CONFIGURATION. (DSERR 254)
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. UNANTICIPATED ERROR CONDITION. (DSERR 255)
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Table 10-5. Loader Error and Warning Messages

ILLEGAL LIBRARY SEARCH (LOAD ERR 20)
UNKNOWN ENTRY POINT (LOAD ERR 21)
TRACE SUBSYSTEM NOT PR ESENT (LOAD ERR 22)
STACK SIZE TOO SMALL (LOAD ERR 23)
MAXDATA TOO LARGE (LOAD ERR 24)
DATA SEGMENT TOO LARGE (LOAD ERR 25)
PROGRAM LOADED IN OPPOSITE MODE (LOAD ERR 26)
SL BINDING ERROR (LOAD ERR 27)
INVALID SYSTEM SL FILE (LOAD ERR 28)
INVALID PUBLIC SL FILE (LOAD ERR 29)
INVALID GROUP SL FILE (LOAD ERR 30)
INVALID PROGRAM FILE (LOAD ERR 31)
INVALID LIST FILE (LOAD ERR 32)
CODE SEGMENT TOO LARGE (LOAD ERR 33)
PROGRAM USES MORE THAN ONE EXTENT (LOAD ERR 34)
DATA SEGMENT TOO LARGE (LOAD ERR 35)
DATA SEGMENT TOO LARGE (LOAD ERR 36)
TOO MANY CODE SEGMENTS (LOAD ERR 37)
TOO MANY CODE SEGMENTS (LOAD ERR 38)
ILLEGAL CAPABILITY (LOAD ERR 39)
TOO MANY PROCEDURES LOADED (LOAD ERR 40)
UNKNOWN PROCEDURE NAME (LOAD ERR 41)
INVALID PROCEDURE NUMBER (LOAD ERR 42)
ILLEGAL PROCEDURE UNLOAD (LOAD ERR 43)
ILLEGAL SL CAPABILITY (LOAD ERR 44)
INVALID ENTRY POINT (LOAD ERR 45)
UNABLE TO OPEN SYSTEM SL FILE (LOAD ERR 50)
UNABLE TO OPEN PUBLIC SL FILE (LOAD ERR 51)
UNABLE TO OPEN GROUP SL FILE (LOAD ERR 52)
UNABLE TO OPEN PROGRAM FILE (LOAD ERR 53)
UNABLE TO OPEN LIST FILE (LOAD ERR 54)
UNABLE TO CLOSE SYSTEM SL FILE (LOAD ERR 55)
UNABLE TO CLOSE PUBLIC SL FILE (LOAD ERR 56)
UNABLE TO CLOSE GROUP SL FILE (LOAD ERR 57)
UNABLE TO CLOSE PROGRAM FILE (LOAD ERR 58)
UNABLE TO CLOSE LIST FILE (LOAD ERR 59)
EOF OR I/O ERROR ON SYSTEM SL FILE (LOAD ERR 60)
EOF OR I/O ERROR ON PUBLIC SL FILE (LOAD ERR 61)
EOF OR I/O ERROR ON GROUP SL FILE (LOAD ERR 62)
EOF OR I/O ERROR ON PROGRAM FILE (LOAD ERR 63)
EOF OR I/O ERROR ON LIST FILE (LOAD ERR 64)
UNABLE TO OBTAIN CST ENTRIES (LOAD ERR 65)
UNABLE TO OBTAIN PROCESS DST ENTRY (LOAD ERR 66)
UNABLE TO OBTAIN MAIL DATA SEGMENT (LOAD ERR 67)
UNABLE TO CREATE LOAD PROCESS (LOAD ERR 68)
SEGMENT TABLE OVERFLOW (LOAD ERR 70)
UNABLE TO OBTAIN SUFFICIENT DL STORAGE (LOAD ERR 71)
ATTIO ERROR (LOAD ERR 72)
UNABLE TO OBTAIN VIRTUAL MEMORY (LOAD ERR 73)
DIRECTORY I/O ERROR (LOAD ERR 74)
PRINT I/O ERROR (LOAD ERR 75)
ILLEGAL DLSIZE (LOAD ERR 76)
PROGRAM ALREADY ALLOCATED (LOAD ERR 80)
ILLEGAL PROGRAM ALLOCATION (LOAD ERR 81)
PROGRAM NOT ALLOCATED (LOAD ERR 82)
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Table 10-5. Loader Error and Warning Messages (Continued)

ILLEGAL PROGRAM DEALLOCATION (LOAD ERR 83)
PROCEDURE ALREADY ALLOCATED (LOAD ERR 84)
ILLEGAL PROCEDURE ALLOCATION (LOAD ERR 85)
PROCEDURE NOT ALLOCATED (LOAD ERR 86)
ILLEGAL PROCEDURE DEALLOCATION (LOAD ERR 87)
LMAP NOT AVAILABLE (LOAD WARN 88)
PROGRAM LOADED WITH LlB=nnn (LOAD WARN 89)

Table 10-6. CREATE Intrinsic Errors

UNKNOWN SUBQUEUE NAME (CREATE ERROR 20)
SUBQUEUE 'A' REQUESTED WITHOUT FROZEN STACK (CREATE ERROR 21)
INSUFFICIENT CAPABILITY FOR NON-STANDARD SUBQUEUE (CREATE ERROR 23)
UNKNOWN PORTION OF MASTER QUEUE (CREATE ERROR 24)
INSUFFICIENT CAPABILITY FOR MASTER QUEUE (CREATE ERROR 25),
ABSOLUTE PRIORITY REQUESTED WITHOUT CAPABI L1TY (CREATE ERROR 26)
ILLEGAL PRIORITY CLASS SPECIFIED (CREATE ERROR 27)
PRIORITY OMITTED WHILE FATHER PROCESS IN MASTER QUEUE. (CREATE ERR 28)
PRIORITY RANK RESERVED TO SUPERVISOR CAPABILITY (CREATE ERROR 29)
LOAD ERROR (CREATE ERROR 30)
LACK OF SYSTEM RESOURCE (CREATE ERROR 31)
MAXIMUM ACCOUNT PRIORITY EXCEEDED (CREATE ERROR 32)

Table 10-7. ACTIVATE Intrinsic Errors

ACTIVATION OF SYSTEM PROCESS NOT ALLOWED (ACTIVATE ERROR 20)
ACTIVATION OF MAIN PROCESS NOT ALLOWED (ACTIVATE ERROR 21)

Table 10-8..SUSPEND Intrinsic Error

INSUFFICIENT CAPABILITY (SUSPEND ERROR 20)

Table 10~9. MYCOMMAND Intrinsic Error

PARSED PARAM OF COMIMAGE > 255 CHARACTERS

Table 10-10. LOCKGLORIN Intrinsic Errors

INCORRECT PASSWORD FOR RIN
ONLY ONE RIN CAN BE LOCKED
RIN IS NOT ALLOCATED
RIN IS TOO LARGE FOR THE RIN TABLE
RIN IS NOTGLOBAL RIN
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Table 10-11. Private Volumes Error Messages

PRIVATE VOLUMES FACILITY NOT INVOKED (PVERR 20)
OPERATOR REJECTED MOUNT REQUEST (PVERR 21)
INSUFFICIENT DRIVES AVAILABLE TO MOUNT VOLUME SET (PVERR 22)
VOLUME SET TEMPORARILY IN USE BY SYSTEM (PVERR 23)
GROUP IN VOLUME SET SPECIFICATION DOES NOT EXIST (PVERR 24)
ACCOUNT IN VOLUME SET SPECIFICATION DOES NOT EXIST (PVERR 25)
VOLUME SET IS NOT PHYSICALLY MOUNTED ON SYSTEM (PVERR 26)
VOLUME SET/CLASS DEFINITION DOES NOT EXIST (PVERR 27)
NO HOME VOLUME SET DESIGNATED FOR nnn (PVERR 28)
GROUP IN HOME VOLUME SET SPECIFICATION DOES NOT EXIST (PVERR 29)
ACCOUNT IN HOME VOLUME SET SPECIFICATION DOES NOT EXIST (PVERR 30)
GROUP DOES NOT EXIST ON VOLUME SET (PVERR 31)
ACCOUNT DOES NOT EXIST ON VOLUME SET (PVERR 32)
VOLUME SET ALREADY MOUNTED BY THIS USER (PVERR 33)
USER DOES NOT HAVE VOLUME SET MOUNTED (PVERR 34)
OPERATOR DISMOUNT PENDING FOR VOLUME SET (PVERR 35)
DOWN PENDING FOR DISC CONTAINING MEMBER VOLUME (PVERR 36)
REQUEST FOR DIFFERENT MEMBERS THAN CURRENTLY IN USE (PVERR 37)
MUST USE HOME VOLUME SPECIFICATION IN THIS CONTEXT (PVERR 38)
CANNOT USE HOME VOLUME SET SPECIFICATION IN THIS CONTEXT (PVERR 39)
VOLUME SET CURRENTLY MOUNTED WITH DIFFERENT GENERATION (PVERR 41)
MOUNTED VOLUME TABLE ERROR (SYSTEM PROBLEM) (PVERR 50)
VOLUME SET USER TABLE ERROR (SYSTEM PROBLEM) (PVERR 51)
DIRECTORY ERROR (SYSTEM PROBLEM) (PVERR 52)
LDEV# nnn IS OUT OF RANGE (PVERR 60)
LDEV# nnn IS NOT CONFIGURED (PVERR61)
LDEV# nnn IS NOT A DISC (PVERR 62)
LDEV# nnn IS NOT A REMOVABLE DISC (PVERR 63)
LDEV# nnn IS NOT AN ALLOWED REMOVABLE DISC-INVALID SUBTYPE (PVERR 64)
LDEV# nnn IS NOT IN THE USER DISC DOMAIN (PVERR 65)
LDEV# nnn IS NOT ON-LINE (PVERR 66)
LDEV# nnn IS A SERIAL DISC (PVERR 67)
LDEV# nnn IS RESERVED FOR USE BY SYSTEM (PVERR 68)
LDEV# nnn IS NOT DOWN-ED (PVER R 69)
LDEV# nnn HAS DOWN PENDING (PVERR 70)
LDEV# nnn IS IN USE BY PRIVATE VOLUMES (PVERR 71)
** FUNCTION ABORTED **
UNRECOGNIZED FUNCTION (PVERR 101)
INVALID TRACK DISPOSITION (PVERR 102)
UNRECOGNIZED KEYWORD (PVERR 103)
NO VOLUME SET CURRENTLY SPECIFIED (PVERR 104)
LDEV# nnn NOT DOWNED (PVERR 105)
LDEV# nnn NOT DOWNED OR SCRATCH (PVERR 106)
VOLUME SPECIFIED IS NOT A MEMBER OF THE VOLUME SET (PVERR 107)
SUBTYPE INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN DEVICES SPECIFIED (PVERR 108)
PACK SIZE INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN DEVICES SPECIFIED (PVERR 109)
ATTEMPTED TO COpy TO A BAD TRACK (PVERR 110)
NO SUSPECT TRACKS FOUND
NO ALTERNATE TRACKS AVAILABLE (PVERR 112)
TRACK NOT REASSIGNED
TRACK IN RESERVED AREA - MUST REFORMAT PACK (PVERR 114)
INVALID NUMERIC VALUE FOR KEYWORD PARAMETER (PVERR 115)
VOLUME NAME MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS IN LENGTH (PVERR 116)
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Table 10-11. Private Volumes Error Messages (Continued)

VOLUME SET NAME MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS IN LENGTH (PVERR 117)
KEYWORD IS MORE THAN EIGHT CHARACTERS IN LENGTH (PVERR 118)
VOLUME NAME HAS NON-ALPHA LEADING CHARACTER (PVERR 119)
VOLUME SET NAME HAS NON-ALPHA LEADING CHARACTER (PVERR 120)
KEYWORD HAS NON-ALPHA LEADING CHARACTER (PVERR 121)
VOLUME NAME CONTAINS A SPECIAL CHARACTER (PVERR 122)
VOLUME SET NAME CONTAINS A SPECIAL CHARACTER (PVERR 123)
KEYWORD CONTAINS A SPECIAL CHARACTER (PVERR 124)
NO PARAMETERS ALLOWED FOR THIS FUNCTION (PVERR 125)
MISSING NON.OPTIONAL PARAMETER (PVERR 126)
NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER IN LDEV SPECIFICATION (PVERR 127)
INVALID LDEV VALUE (PVERR 128)
TOO MANY NAMES IN VOLUME SET SPECIFICATION (PVERR 129)
MISSING KEYWORD PARAMETER VALUE (PVERR 130)
UNEXPECTED DELIMITER (PVERR 131)
UNEXPECTED PARAMETER (PVERR 132)
WARNING: VOLUME ALREADY nnn (PVWARN 140)
WARNING: SUSPECT TRACK IN ALTERNATE AREA (PVWARN 141)
WARNING: SUSPECT TRACK IN RESERVED AREA (PVWARN 142)
WARNING: nnn SUSPECT TRACKS DETECTED (PVWARN 143)

Table 10-12. User Logging Error Messages

10-14

MESSAGE NO.

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

MESSAGE

No error occurred for th is call.

User requested no wait mode and the logging process is busy.

Parameter out of bounds in logging intrinsic

Request to open or write to a logging process that isn't
running.

Incorrect index parameter passed a logging intrinsic

Incorrect mode parameter passed to logging intrinsic

User request denied because logging process is suspended.

Incorrect password passed to logging intrinsic.

Error occurred while writing logging file.

Invalid DST passed to logging system intrinsic.

System is out of disc space logging cannot proceed.

No more logging entries.

Invalid access to logging file.

End of file on user log file.

Invalid logging identifier.
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Table 10-13. CLEANUSL Error Messages

ERROR NUMBER MESSAGE

JULY, 1979

o

3

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

The file specified by uslfnum was empty, or unexpected end-of-file
was encountered when reading the old uslfnum, or an unexpected
end-of-file was encountered when writing on the new uslfnum.

Unexpected input/output error occurred. This can occur on the
old uslfnum or the new uslfnum to which the intrinsic is copying
the information.

Your request attempted to exceed the maximum file directory size
(32,768 words).

Insufficient space was available in the USL file information block.

The intrinsic was unable to open the new USL file.

The intrinsic was unable to close (purge) the old USL file.

The intrinsic was unable to close (purge) the new USL file.

The intrinsic was unable to close $N EWPASS.

The intrinsic was unable to open $0 LDPASS.

Illegal USL file format.
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USER MESSAGES

When your batch job or session receives a message from another user's job or session, that message
appears in the following format:

FROM/ { ~ } num, username.acctname/message

jsname }
username
acctname

message

The names of the transmitting job/session and user, and the name of
the account under which they are running.

The message.

As an example, if a user identified as BOB running a session under an account named MPE, sends a
message to you that he is changing the name of a file used frequently by both programs: you would
see the following message:

FROM/S106 BOB.MPE/DO NOT USE FILE TR7

OPERATOR MESSAGES

When your batch job or session receives a message from the console operator, that message appears
in one of two formats, depending on its degree of urgency. Urgent messages which pre-empt any
form of input/output being conducted on the standard list device, appear in this format:

OPERATOR WARNING/message

message is the message text.

Less serious messages used for normal communication between the operator and you do not pre
e.mpt input/output in progress, and appear on the standard list device in this format:

FROM OPERATOR: message

message is the message text.

SYSTEM MESSAGES
Miscellaneous conditions that terminate or otherwise affect your job/session are reported through
system messages, shown in table 10-11. These messages may appear, asynchronously, during the
course of a running job/session on the standard list device.
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Table 10-11. System Messages

CAN'T INITIATE NEW SESSIONS NOW

New sessions cannot be initiated due to one of the following problems:

1. Insufficient system resources to start job.
2. Session limit would be exceeded (see = LIMIT and = LOGOFF).
3. Requestor's input priority (INPRI =) is not greater than current <jobfence >(see = JOBFENCE).

NOTE: System managers and system supervisors can bypass rejections due to 2 and 3, above, by
supplying HIPRJ on :HELLOcommand.

* {SESSION}
JOB

ABORTED BY SYSTEM MANAGEMENT*

The job/session has been aborted by the computer operator or system supervisor user through the appropriate
command. An immediate log-off then takes place.

* { SESSION \
JOB

HAS EXCEEDED TIME LIMIT*

The job/session has exceeded the time limit which was specified in the TIME=parameter of the JOB/H ELLa
command. An immediate log-off then takes place.

WARNING: PRIORITY = XXX

The priority passed to the CREATE intrinsic resulted in a conflict with another process, and the priority then
assigned was XXX instead of the requested value.

LMAP NOT AVAILABLE

An LMAP of the process being created, or program file being: RUN, is not available because the code segments
are already loaded.

**POWER FAI L**

Power failure has occurred and automatic restart is in progress. It is possible that a character has been lost due
to a transmission error when the power failure occurred.
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FILE INFORMATION DISPLAY

.
In addition to Command Interpreter and run-time (abort) error messages, certain file input/output
errors result in the output of a file information display. For files not yet opened, or for which
the FOPEN intrinsic failed, this display appears as in the example below.

+-F-I-L-E---I-N-F-O-R-M-A-T-I-O-N---D-I-S-P-L-A-Y+
G>--, FILE NUMBER 5 IS UNDEFINED. !
~! ERROR NUMBER: 2 RESIDUE: 0 (WORDS) !
~! BLOCK NUMBER: 0 NUMREC: 0 !

~------------------~-----------------------------+

In this display, the lines indicated show the following information.

Line Content

1 A warning that there is no corresponding file open.

2 The appropriate error number, relating to table 10-4. The residue,
which is the number of words not transferred in an input/output
request; since no such request applies in this case, this is zero.

3 NOTE

This will always be the last FOPEN error for the calling program.

The block number, and numrec fields will always be zero in this short
form.

For files that were open when a CCG (end-of-file error) or CCL (irrecoverable file error) condition
code was returned, the file information display appears as shown in this example:

t.
(BYTES)

+-F-I-L-E---I-N-F-O-R-M-A-T-I-O-N---D-I-S-P-L-A-Y+
0---.1 FII..IE NAME IS IN. VOLLJMER .CLIFTON !

~ .1 FOPTIONS: NFW,A,*FOFMAL*,F,N,FEQ,T
0---..1 AOPTIONS: INPUT,SRE:C,NOLOCK,OEF,BUFFER

~ • OEVICE TYPE: 0 DEVICE SUBTYPE: 9
0-. LDEV: 2 DRT: 4 UNIT: 1o · RECORD 51 ZE: 256 HIJOCK 51 ZE: 256
0-. EXTENT SIZE: 128 MAX EXTENTS: 8

~ • RECPTR: 0 RECLIMIT: 1023
~--. LOGCOUNT: 0 PHYSCOUNT: 0GV • EOF AT: 0 LABEL ADDF: %00203327630
@---..1 FILE coDe:: 0 ID IS ,JOE ULABELS: 0

@ • 1 PH Y5 I CA[, 5 TAT US: ! 00000000000000 J
@---.1 ERROR NUMBER: 0 FESIDUE: 0e ·1 BLOCK NUMBEP: 0 NUMREC: 1

+-_•••_--_._---_••_----_._._-_._._-----_._--_._.-.
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The lines indicated show the following information:

Line Content

1

2

The file name: in this case, the name is IN.VOLLMER.CLIFTON .

The foptions in effect, including:

Domain: NEW
SYS
JOB
ALL

New file (as in this case).
System file domain.
Job temporary file domain.
System and job temporary file domain.

Type:

Default File
Designator:

Record
Format:

Carriage
Control:

A = ASCII File (as in this case).
B = Binary File.

*FORMAL* = Actual file designator is same as
formal file designator.

$STDIN
$STDLIST
$STDINX
$NEWPASS
$OLDPASS
$NULL

Fixed length. (as in this case)
V = Variable length.
U = Undefined length (as in this case).
? = Unknown format.

N = None (as in this case).
C = Carriage control character expected.

3

File Equation FEQ = :FILE allowed (as in this case).
Option: DEQ = :FILE not allowed.
Labeled T Not a labeled tape (as in this case)
Tape Option: L = Labeled tape

The aoptions in effect, including:

Access Type: INPUT Read access (as in this case).
OUTPUT Write access.
OUTKEEP Write-only access, without deleting.
APPEND Append access.
IN/OUT Input and output access.
UPDATE = Update access.

10-18

Multi-record
Option:

SREC = Single record access (as in this case).
MREC = Multi-record access.
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Line

3
(Cant.)

Dynamic
Locking
Option:

NOLOCK
LOCK

Contents

No locking permitted (as in this case).
Locking permitted.

Exclusive
Access
Option:

Buffering:

DEF Default specification (as in this case).
EXC Exclusive access allowed.
SEA Semi-exclusive access allowed.
SHR Sharable file.
BUFFER =Automatic buffering (as in this case).
NOBUFF = Inhibit buffering

4,5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MAR 1980

The Device Type, Device Subtype, LDEV (Logical Device Number),
DRT (Device Reference Table Entry Number) and Unit of the device
on which the file resides. (These are 0, 9, 2, 4, and 1 respectively, in
this case.)

The record size and block size of the offending record, in bytes or
words as noted. (In this case, these are both specified as 256 bytes.)

The extent size (of the current extent) and the max extents (maximum
number of extents) allowed this file.

The recptr (current record pointer) and reclimit (limit on number of
records in the file).

The logcount (present count of logical records) and physcount (present
count of physical records) in the file.

The EOF at (location of the current end-of-file) and the label addr
(location of the header label of the file).

The file code, id (name of creating user), and ulabels (number of
user-created labels) for the file.

The physical status of the file.

The error number and residue, as described under the- abbreviated file
information display format, above.

The block number and numrec, as described under the abbreviated file
information display format, above.
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ASCII CHARACTER SETI~
ASCII First Character Second Character

Character Octal Equivalent Octal Equivalent

A 040400 000101
B 041000 000102
C 041400 000103
0 042000 000104
E 042400 000105
F 043000 000106
G 043400 000107
H 044000 000110
I 044400 000111
J 045000 000112
K 045400 000113
L 046000 000114
M 046400 000115
N 047000 000116
0 047400 000117
P 050000 000120
Q 050400 000121
R 051000 000122
S 051400 000123
T 052000 000124
U 052400 000125
V 053000 000126
W 053400 000127
X 054000 000130
Y 054400 000131
Z 055000 000132

a 060400 000141
b 061000 000142
c 061400 000143
d 062000 000144
e 062400 000145
f 063000 000146
9 063400 000147
h 064000 000150
i 064400 000151
j 065000 000152
k 065400 000153
I 066000 000154

m 066400 000155
n 067000 000156
0 067400 000157
p 070000 000160
q 070400 000161
r 071000 000162
s 071400 000163
t 072000 000164
u 072400 000165
v 073000 000166
w 073400 000167
x 074000 000170
y 074400 000171
z 075000 000172

0 030000 000060
1 030400 000061
2 031000 000062
3 031400 000063
4 032000 000064
5 032400 000065
6 033000 000066
7 033400 000067
8 034000 000070
9 034400 000071

NUL 000000 000000
SOH 000400 000001
STX 001000 000002
ETX 001400 000003
EOT 002000 000004
ENQ 002400 000005

ASCII First Character Second Character
Character Octal Equivalent Octal Equivalent

ACK 003000 000006
BEL 003400 000007
BS 004000 000010
HT 004400 000011
LF 005000 000012
VT 005400 000013
FF 006000 000014
CR 006400 000015
SO 007000 000016
SI 007400 000017

OLE 010000 000020
DC1 010400 000021
DC2 011000 000022
DC3 011400 000023
DC4 012000 000024
NAK 012400 000025
SYN 013000 000026
ETB 013400 000027
CAN 014000 000030
EM 014400 000031

SUB 015000 000032
ESC 015400 000033
FS 016000 000034
GS 016400 000035
RS 017000 000036
US 017400 000037

SPACE 020000 000040
! 020400 000041
" 021000 000042
# 021400 000043
$ 022000 000044
% 022400 000045
& 023000 000046

023400 000047
( 024000 000050
) 024400 000051
* 025000 000052
+ 025400 000053

026000 000054
- 026400 000055

027000 000056
I 027400 000057
: 035000 000072
; 035400 000073

< 036000 000074
= 036400 000075
> 037000 000076
? 037400 000077

@ 040000 000100
[ 055400 000133
\ 056000 000134
] 056400 000135
!:l 057000 000136
- 057400 000137

{ 060000 000140
075400 000173

I 076000 000174
} 076400 000175

- 077000 000176
DEL 077400 000177

First Character Second Character

.A .A(--- Y ----,

~
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DISC FILE LABELSI~

Whenever a disc file is created, MPE automatically supplies a file label in the first sector of the
first extent occupied by that file. Such labels always appear in the format described below. (User
supplied labels, if present, are located in the sectors immediately following the MPE file label.)
The contents of a label may be listed by using the :LISTF -1 command described in the MPE Com
mands Reference Manual.

Words

0-3

4-7

8-11

12-15

16-19

20-21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

(Bits 0:15)

(Bit 15:1)

(Bit 0:1)

(Bit 1 :1)

(Bit 2:1)

(Bit 3:1)

(Bits 4:4)

(Bits 8:6)

(Bit 14:1)

(Bit 15:1)

Contents

Local file name.

Group name.

Account name.

User name of file creator.

File lockword.

File security matrix.

Not used.

File secure bit:

If 1, file secured.

If 0, file released.

File creation date

Last access date.

Last modification date.

File code.

File control block vector.

Store Bit. (If on, :STORE or :RESTORE, in
progress.)

Restore Bit. (If on, :RESTORE in progress.)

Load Bit. (If on, program file is loaded.)

Exclusive Bit. (If on, file is opened with exclusive
access.)

Device SUb-type.

Device type.

File is open for write.

File is open for read.
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Words

29

30-31

32-33

(Bits 0:8)

(Bits 8:8)

Contents

Number of user labels written.

Number of user labels available.

File limit in blocks.

Private volume information (while file is open).

34

35

36

37

38

39 (Bits 0:8)

(Bits 8:3)

(Bits 11:5)

40

41

42-43

44-45

46-107

108-123

124-127

File label check sum (used for error detection).

Cold-load identity.

Foptions specifications.

Logical record size (in negative bytes).

Block size (in words).

Sector offset to data.

Not used.

Number of extents-l.

Last extent size in sectors.

Extent size in sectors.

Number of logical records in file.

First extent descriptor.

Remaining extent descriptors (32 maximum).

Not used.

Device class name.

Note

B-2

An extent descriptor (words 44 through 107 above) is a double word.
The first byte contains the volume table index of the volume in which
the extent resides; the remaining three bytes of the double word
extent descriptor contain the first sector number of the extent.



END-Of-fiLE INDICATIONI~

The end-of-file indication will be returned by the card reader and tape drivers under conditions
specified by the initiators of read requests. The type of requests are as follows:

Type Class of end-of-file

A All records that begin with a colon (:).

B All records that contain, starting in the first byte, :EOD,
:EOJ, :JOB and :DATA (See Note.)

E Hardware-sensed end-of-file.

NOTE: If the word count is less than 3 or the byte count is less
than 6, then Type B reads are converted to Type A reads.

In utilizing the card/tape devices as files via the file system, the following types are assigned:

File Specified

$STDIN

$STDINX

Dev=CARD/TAPE

Type

Type A.

Type B.

Type B, if device job/data accepting.
Type E, if device not job/data accepting.

Any subsequent requests initiated by the driver following sensing of an end-of-file condition will be
rejected with an end-of-file indication.

When reading from an unlabeled tape file, the request encountering a tape mark will respond with
an end-of-file indication but succeeding requests will be allowed to continue to read data past the
tape mark. Under these conditions, it is the responsibility of the caller to protect against the
occurrence of data beyond an end-of-file and to prevent reading off the end of the reel.
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MAGNETIC TAPE LABELSI~

Labels conforming to ANSI-standard can be read and written on magnetic tape files by MPE. IBM
standard labels can be read, but cannot be written by MPE.

The tape labels written by MPE consist of:

Volume Header
File Header 1
File Header 2
End-of-File 1
End-of-File 2
End-of-Volume 1
End-of-Volume 2

At the beginning of each reel of tape.
At the beginning of each file on the reel.
Following File Header 1.
At the end of each file on the reel.
Following End-of-File 1.
At the end of a reel if the tape spans more than one volume.
Following End-of-Volume 1.

The file labels (file headers, end-of-file, and end-of-volume labels) are written on tape using the
:FILE command or the FOPEN intrinsic. Each label is 80 bytes long and is formatted as shown in
Figure D-l and Tables D-l and D-2.

User-supplied labels, if any, are located on the tape as shown in 1:":igure D-1. User-supplied labels can
only be written on tape labeled with MPE tape labels, and the user labels must be exactly 80 bytes,
to conform to the MPE labels.
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Table D-l. Format of Tape Labels Written by MPE. (ANSI Standard)

VOLUME HEADER LABEL (80 BYTES)

POSITION

Bytes 1-4

CONTENTS

VOLn

COMMENTS

Indicates volume label (n specifies volume number). Appears on each
label.

Bytes 5-10 volume id

Bytes 11-37 Blanks

Bytes 38-51 Blanks

Bytes 52-79 Blanks

Byte 80 1

Bytes 1-4 HDRl

Bytes 5-21 filename.groupname

Bytes 22-27 volume set id

Bytes 28-31 reel number

Bytes 32-35 file sequence number

Bytes 36-41 Blanks

Bytes 42-47 file creation date

Bytes 48-53 file expiration date

Byte 54 %230

Bytes 55-80 Blanks

JULY, 1979

Six-character identifier as supplied by :FI LE command, FOPEN
intrinsic, or console operator.

Reserved for future use.

Not written by MPE. (Used for owner identification in ANSI-stan
dard labels.)

Reserved for future use.

Indicates that label conforms to ANSI-standard.

Indicates file header 1 label. Appears before each file on the reel.

Used for file identifier in ANSI-standard labels.

Six-character identifier of the first volume in a set, as supplied by
:FI LE command, FOPEN intrinsic, or console operator.

A four-digit entry from 0001 to 9999, indicating the relative posi
tion of a reel in a volume set.

A four-digit entry from 0001 to 9999, indicating the relative posi
tion of a file on a reel.

Not written by MPE. (Reserved for generating data groups in ANSI
standard labels.)

Indicates date on which file is written to magnetic tape.

Indicates date after which file can be overwritten.

Indicates that file was created by MPE and the file has a lockword.

Reserved for future use.
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Aborting a process, 4-20
Aborting a program, 4-20
Accessing files, 3-7 , 3-15
Accessing files already in use, 3-10
Access-mode options for files, 3-89
Access mode, user, 4-10
Acquiring global RIN's, 6-2
Acquiring local RIN's, 6-8
ACCEPT intrinsic, 2-4
ACTIVATE errors, 10-12
ACTIVATE intrinsic

specifications, 2-5
usage, 8-10

Activating an extra data segment, 8-10
Activating processes, 7-3
Actual file designator, 3-7
ADJUSTUSLF intrinsic, 2-7
Allocation of devices, 3-24
Allocating a terminal, 5-24
ALTDSEG intrinsic

specifications, 2-9
usage, 8-15

aoptions
bit summary, 2-51
description, 2-61

Arithmetic traps, 4-30
ARITRAP intrinsic

specifications, 2-11
usage, 4-30

Arrays, searching, 4-3
ASCII intrinsic

specifications, 2-12
usage, 4-10

AS subqueue, 9-7
Attributes, user, 4-10
Available file table, 3-14
Avoiding deadlocks, 7-13

Back referencing files, 3-8
BINARY intrinsic

specifications, 2-14
usage, 4-13

Block factor, 2-65, 3-3
Blocks, 3-2
Block size, 3-4
Block transfers, 5-22
Bounds check, 1-11
BS subque\.Je, 9-7
Buffering, 3-6

Calculating disc space, 3-2
Calendar date, 4-44
CALENDAR intrinsic

specifications, 2-15
usage, 4-44

1-1

INDEX I

Calling intrinsics from other languages, 1-10
Calling intrinsics from SPL, 1-2
Card reader, 5-3
Carriage control

byte, 2-70
characters, 5-1
codes, 5-7
directives, 2-89, 5-7
summary, 2-90

Carriage-return characters, 5-2
CAUSEBREAK intrinsic

specifications, 2-16
usage, 4-19

Central processor run-time, 4-44
Changing DL to DB area size, 4-22
Changing input echo facility, 5-11
Changing size of an extra data segment, 8-15
Changing terminal characteristics, 5-10
Changing terminal speed, 5-10
Changing Z to DB area size, 4-27
Circular subqueues, 9-5
Classification of devices, 3-23
CLEANUSL intrinsic

specifications, 2-16a
CLOCK intrinsic

specifications, 2-16b
usage, 4-44

CLOSELOG intrinsic
specifications, 2-17
usage, 3-91

Closing a new file as a permanent file, 3-39
Closing a new file as a temporary file, 3-37
Closing files, 3-36
Closing magnetic tape files, 3-71
COBOL II

FDELETE, 2-55a
FFILEINFO,2-56a
Relative I/O, 3-7

Code segments, 8-1
Collecting mail, 7-12
COMMAND intrinsic

specifications, 2-18
usage, 4-9

Command parameters, formatting, 4-4
Commercial instruction traps, 4-31
Communication

inter-process, 4-44, 7-10
process-to-process, 7-2

Condition codes
definitions, 1-10
file system, 3-10

Console Operator, 4-18
Control-Y traps, 4-38
Converting characters from EDCDIC to ASCII and
ASCII to EBCDIC, 4-13
Converting numbers

from ASCII to binary, 4-13



from ASCII to EBCDIC, 4-13
from binary to ASCII, 4-10
from EBCDIC to ASCII, 4-13

CREATE errors, 10-12
CREATE intrinsic

specifications, 2-19
usage, 7-3

Creating an extra data segment, 8-2
Creating processes, 7-3
CS subqueue, 9-7
CTRANSLATE intrinsic

specifications, 2-24
usage, 4-13

Current time, 4-44

DASCII intrinsic
specifications, 2-26
usage, 4-13

Data segments, 8-1
changing the size, 8-15
deleting, 8-15
transferring to and from, 8-15

Data information, 4-42
DATELINE intrinsic, 2-28
DBINARY intrinsic

specifications, 2-29
usage, 4-13

DB pointer, 9-5
Deadlocks, 7-13
DEBUG intrinsic, 2-30
Declaring access-mode options for files, 3-89
Defining line-termination characters for
terminal input, 5-20
Deletingan extra data segment, 8-15
Deleting processes, 7-8
Determining father process, 7-14
Determining interactive and duplicative file pairs, 3-90
Determining process priority and state, 7-15
Determining son processes, 7-15
Determining source of process activation, 7-14
Determining user's access mode and attributes, 4-10
Device access, 3-4
Device allocation, 3-24
Device characteristics, 5-1
Device-dependent restrictions on files, 3-22
Devices, 3-6
Devices, classification of, 3-23
Direct-access file reading, 3-48, 3-50
Direct-access file writing, 3-50
Disabling traps, 4-29
Disc space, 3-2
DLSIZE intrinsic

specifications, 2-31
usage, 4-22

DL to DB area, 4-22
DMOVIN intrinsic

specifications, 2-33

1-2

usage, 8-15
DMOVOUT intrinsic

specifications, 2-35
usage, 8-15

Domains, file, 3-6
DS subqueue, 9-7
Duplex mode, 5-11
Duplicative file pairs, 3-90
Dynamic loading and unloading of library procedures, 4-2

Effective Use of User Logging, 3-96
Enabling and disabling binary transfers, 5-21
Enabling and disabling line deletion
echo suppression, 5-23
Enabling and disabling parity checking, 5-14
Enabling and. disabling subsystem break function, 5-14
Enabling and disabling system break function, 5-13
Enabling and disabling tape-mode option, 5-15
Enabling and disabling terminal input timer, 5-16
Enabling and disabling user block transfers, 5-22
Enabling traps, 4·29
End-of-file indication, 5-6
End-of-file marks on magnetic tape, 3-70
Entering non-privileged mode, 9-5
Entering privileged mode, 9-3
Error-check procedure, 3-44
Errors

ACTIVATE errors, 10-11
condition code, 1-10,3-10
CREATE errors, 10-11
file information display, 10-14
file system errors, 10-8
intrinsic errors, 10-6
loader errors, 10-9
LOCKGLORIN errors, 10-12
MYCOMMAND errors, 10-12
obtaining file error information, 3-67
operator messages, 10-13
program errors, 10-5
run-time errors, 10-7
run-time messages, 10-2
SUSPEND errors, 10-12
system messages, 10-13
user messages, 10-12
writing an error-check procedure, 3-44

ES subqueue, 9-7
Executing MPE commands programmatically, 4-9
EXPANDUSLF intrinsic, 2-37
Extended precision floating-point traps, 4·31
Extents, 3-2
Extra data segment, 8-2

FATHER intrinsic
specifications, 2-39
usage, 7-14

Father process, 7-3



FCARD intrinsic
specifications, 2-40
usage, 5-28

FCHECK intrinsic
specifications, 2-44
usage, 3-67

FCLOSE intrinsic
specifications, 2-49
usage, 3-36

FCLOSE with magnetic tape files, 3-71
FCONTROL intrinsic

specifications, 2-52
usage, 3-77, 5-1

FDELETE intrinsic, 2-55a
specifications, 2-55a
usage, 3-7

FERRMSG intrinsic, 2-56
usage, 3-67

FFILEINFO intrinsic
specifications, 2-56a
usage, 3-65, 3-67

FGETINFO intrinsic
specifications, 2-57
usage, 3-65

File accessing, 3-15
File characteristics, 3-2
File control operations, 3-88
File designators, 3-7
File-device relationships, 3-6
File domains, 3-6
File error information, 3-67
File information display, 10-17
File label, 3-7
File management system, 3-1
File marks on magnetic tape, 3-70
File numbers, 3-10
Files

access information, 3-65
accessing, 3-7
back referencing, 3-8
block factor, 3-3
blocks, 3-2
block size, 3-4
buffered, 2-63
characteristics, 3-2
closing, 3-35
condition codes, 3-10
control, 3-88
declaring access-mode options, 3·89
designators, 3-7
device relationships, 3-6
disc, 3-2
domains, 3-6
duplicative pairs, 3-90
error-eheck procedure, 3-44
error information, 3-67
extents, 3-2
file information display, 10-14
file management system, 3-1
fixed-Ien2th records. 3-3
foreign disc facility, 3-30, 3-47, 3-48, 3-50, 3-56
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how to use, 3-14
interactive pairs, 3-90
label, 3·7
locking and unlocking, 3-53
logical records, 3-2
magnetic tape, 3-67
multiple access, 3-11
$NEWPASS, 3-8
non-sharables devices, 3-13
no-wait I/O, 3-58
$NULL, 3-8
numbers, 3-10
$OLDPASS, 3-9

opening, 3-25
permanent, 3-6
physical records, 3-2
pointer, 3-89
reading, 3-44, 3-48
record formats, 3-3
records, 3-2
relative I/O, 3-7
renaming, 3-41
sectors, 3-2
shared, special considerations, 3-14
spooling, 3-21
$STDIN, 3-7
$STDINX, 3-8
$STDLIST, 3-8
system defined, 3-7
temporary, 3-6
types, 3-7
undefined-length records, 3-3
unlocking, 3-53
updating, 3-55
user labels, 3-60
user logging, 3-91
using, 3-14
variable-length records, 3-3
writing, 3-47, 3-50

Files on non-sharable devices, 3-13
File system condition codes, 3-10
File system errors, 10-8
File types, 3-7
FINDJCW intrinsic

specifications, 2-65
usage, 4-47

Fixed-length records, 3-3
FLOCK intrinsic

specifications, 2·66
usage, 3-53

FMTCALENDAR intrinsic
specifications, 2-68
usage, 4-45

FMTCLOCK intrinsic
specifications, 2-69
usage, 4-45

FMTDATE intrinsic
specifications, 2-70
usage, 4-45

FOPEN intrinsic
specifications, 2-71



usage, 3-25
{options

bit summary, 2-49
description, 2-58

Foreign Disc Facility, 3-30, 3-47, 3-48, 3-50, 3-56
Formal file desh~nator, 3-7
Formatting Calendar date and time, 4-45
Formatting command parameters, 4-4
FPOINT intrinsic

specifications, 2-83
usage, 3-89

FREAD and FWRITE for $STDIN and $STDLIST, 3-33
FREAD for magnetic tape files, 3-69
FREAD intrinsic

specifications, 2-84
usage, 3-44

FREADDIR intrinsic
specifications, 2-86
usage, 3-48

FREADLABEL intrinsic
specifications, 2-88
usage, 3-60

FREADSEEK intrinsic
specifications, 2-89
usage, 3-50

FREEDSEG intrinsic
specifications, 2-90
usage, 8-15

Freeing local RIN's, 6-9
FREELOCRIN intrinsic

specifications, 2-91
usage, 6-9

FRELATE intrinsic
specifications, 2-92
usage, 3-90

FRENAME il'trinsic
specifications, 2-94
usage, 3-41

FSETMODE intrinsic
specifications, 2-96
usage, 3-89

FSPACE intrinsic
specifications, 2-98
usage, 3-87

Functional return, 2-2
FUNLOCK intrinsic

specifications, 2-99
usage, 3-53

FUPDATE intrinsic
specifications, 2-100
usage, 3-55

FWRITE and FREAD for $STDLIST and $STDIN, 3-33
FWRITE for magnetic tape files, 3-69
FWRITE intrinsic

specifications, 2-101
usage, 3-47

FWRITEDIR intrinsic
specifications, 2-106
usage, 3-50

FWRITELABEL intrinsic
specifications, 2-108
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usage, 3-60

GENMESSAGE intrinsic
specifications, 2-109
usage, 4~50

GET intrinsic, 2-112
GETDSEG intrinsic

specifications, 2-113
usage, 8-6

GETJCW intrinsic
specifications, 2-115
usage, 4-46

GETLOCRIN intrinsic
specifications, 2-116
usage, 6-8

GETORIGIN intrinsic
specifications, 2-117
usage, 7-14

GETPRIORITY intrinsic
specifications, 2-118
usage, 7-13

GETPRIVMODE intrinsic
specifications, 2-120
usage, 9-3

GETPROCID intrinsic
specifications, 2-121
usage, 7-15

GETPROCINFO intrinsic
specifications, 2-122
usage, 7-15

:GETRIN command, 6-2
GETUSERMODE intrinsic

specifications, 2-124
usage, 9-5

Global RIN's, 6-2

Hand-shaking arrangement, 6-1
How to use files, 3-14
How user logging works, 3-91

Identifying L0t:al RIN owners, 6-9
INITUSLF intrinsic, 2-125
Input echo facility, 5-11
Input/output devices, 4-16
Input/output files, 3-9
Interactive file pairs, 3-90
Inter-job level RIN's, 6-2
Internal operations for file accessing, 3-14
Inter-process communication, 4-46, 7-10
Inter-process level RIN's, 6-6
Inter-record gap, 3-74
Intrinsic errors, 10-6
Intrinsics

ACCEPT, 2-4
ACTIVATE, 2-5, 8-1D,
ADJUSTUSLF, 2-7 .
ALTDSEG, 2-9, 8-16
ARITRAP, 2-11,4-30
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ASCII, 2-12,4-10
BINARY, 2-14,4-13
CALENDAR, 2-15, 4-44

calling from other languages, 1-10
calling from SPL, 1-2

CAUSEBREAK, 2-16, 4-19
CLEANUSL,2-16a
CLOCK, 2-17,4-44
CLOSELOG, 2-17
COMMAND, 2-18, 4-9
CREATE, 2-19, 7-3
CTRANSLATE, 2-24,4-13
DASCII, 2-26,4-13
DATELINE, 2-28
DBINARY, 2-29,4-13
DEBUG, 2-30
declaration, 1-2
definition, 1-1
DLSIZE, 2-31,4-22
DMOVIN, 2-33, 8-15
DMOVOUT, 2-35, 8-15
error definitions, 1-10
error messages, 10-1
EXPANDUSLF, 2-37
FATHER, 2-39,7-14
FCARD, 2-40, 5-28
FCHECK, 2·44,3-67
FCLOSE, 2-49, 3-36
FCONTROL, 2-52, 3-77,5-1
FDELETE, 2-55a, 3-7
FERRMSG, 2-56, 3-65
FFILEINFO, 2-56a, 3-67
FGETINFO, 2-57, 3-63
FINDJCW, 2-65, 4-47
FLOCK, 2-66, 3-53
FMTCALENDAR, 2-68, 4-45
FMTCLOCK, 2-69,4-45
FMTDATE, 2-70,4-45
FOPEN, 2-71, 3-25
FPOINT, 2-83, 3-89
FREAD, 2-84, 3-44
FREADDIR, 2·86, 3-48
FREADLABEL, 2·88, 3-60
FREADSEEK, 2-89, 3-50
FREEDSEG, 2-90, 8-15
FREELOCRIN, 2-91,6-9
FRELATE, 2-92,3-90
FRENAME, 2-94, 3·41
FSETMODE, 2·96, 3-89
FSPACE, 2-98, 3-87
FUNLOCK, 2-99, 3-53
FUPDATE, 2-100, 3-55
FWRITE, 2-101, 3·47
FWRITEDIR, 2-106,3-50
FWRITELABEL, 2-108, 3-60
GENMESSAGE, 2-109,4-50
GET, 2-112
GETDSEG, 2-113, 8-6
GETJCW, 2-115,4-46
GETLOCRIN, 2-116,6-8
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GETORIGIN, 2-117, 7-14
GETPRIORITY, 2-118,7-13
GETPRIVMODE, 2-120,9-3
GETPROCID, 2-121, 7-15
GETPROCINFO, 2-122, 7-15
GETUSERMODE, 2-124,9-5
INITUSLF, 2-125
IODONTWAIT, 2-126,3-60
IOWAIT, 2-128,3-58
KILL, 2-130, 7-8
LOADPROC, 2-131, 4-2
LOCKGLORIN, 2-132, 6-3
LOCKLOCRIN, 2-134,6-8
LOCRINOWNER ,2-135a, 6-9
MAIL, 2-136, 7-10
MYCOMMAND, 2-138, 4-4
OPENLOG ,2-140a, 3-91
PAUSE, 2-141,4-19
PCHECK, 2-142
PCLOSE, 2-143
PCONTROL, 2-144
POPEN, 2-145
PREAD, 2-146
PRINT, 2-147,4-16
PRINTFILEINFO, 2-148, 3-44
PRINTOP, 2-149,4-18
PRINTOPREPLY, 2-150,4-18
PROCTIME, 2-152,4-44
PTAPE, 2-153,5-27
purposes, 1-1
PUTJCW, 2-154,4-47
PWRITE, 2-155
QUIT, 2-156,4-20
QUITPROG, 2-157,4-22
READ, 2·158, 4-16
READX, 2-159,4-16
RECEIVEMAIL, 2-160, 7-12
REJECT, 2-162
RESETCONTROL, 2-163, 4-40
RESETDUMP, 2-164
SEARCH, 2-165, 4-3
SENDMAIL, 2-166, 7-11
SETDUMP, 2·168
SETJCW, 2-169,4-46
STACKDUMP, 2-170
summary, 1-3
SUSPEND, 2-172, 7-8
SWITCHDB, 2-173, 9-5
TERMINATE, 2-174,4-20
TIMER, 2-175,4-42
types, 2-2
UNLOADPROC, 2-176,4-3
UNLOCKGLORIN, 2-177,6-3
UNLOCKLOCRIN, 2-178, 6-8
WHO, 2-179,4-10
WRITELOG,2-181a, 3-91
XARITRAP, 2-182, 4-32
XCONTRAP, 2-184, 4-41
XLIBTRAP, 2-185,4-35
XSYSTRAP, 2-186, 4-36



ZSIZE, 2-187,4-27
10DONTWAIT intrinsic

specification, 2-126
usage, 3-60

lOWAIT intrinsic
specifications, 2-128
usage, 3-58

Issuing FREAD and FWRITE calls for
$STDIN and $STDLIST, 3-35

Job control words, 4-47
Job main process, 7-1
Job or session file domains, 3-6
Job/session input/output devices, 4-16
Job temporary file directory, 3-18
Julian calendar, 8-8

Keys, terminals, 5-9
KILL intrinsic

specifications, 2-130
usage, 7-8

Labeled magnetic tapefile
opening~ 3-79
reading, ~85
writing, 3-86

Library procedures, 4-2
Library traps, 4-34
Linear subqueue, 9-5
Line deletion echo suppression, 5-23
Line printer, 5-3
Line printer and terminal carriage-control codes, 5-6
Line-termination characters for terminal input, 5-20
Loader errors, 10-11
Loading library procedures, 4-2
LOADPROC intrinsic

specifications, 2-131
usage, 4-2

Local RIN's, 6-6
Locking and unlocking files, 3-53
Locking and unlocking global RIN's, 6-3
Locking and unlocking local RIN's, 6-8
LOCKGLORIN errors, 10-12
LOCKGLORIN intrinsic

specifications, 2-132
usage, 6-3

LOCKLOCRIN intrinsic
specifications, 2-134
usage, 6-8

LOCRINOWNER intrinsic
specifications, 2-135a
usage, 6-9

Logging, user, 3-91
OPENLOG, 2-140a
CLOSELOG, 2-17
WRITELOG,2-181a

Logical index number, 8-2
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Logical record pointer, 3-89
Logical records, 3-2

Magnetic tape considerations for files, 3-67
Magnetic tape labels, D-1
Magnetic tape unit, 5-3
Mailbox, 7-10
MAIL intrinsic

specifications, 2-136
usage, 7-10

MAKECAT program, 4-50
Master queue, 9-5
Message system, 4-48

message catalog, 4-48
MAKECAT program, 4-49

Messages
operator, 10-13
run-time, 10-2
system, 10-13
user, 10-12

Moving the DB pointer, 9-5
Multi-access, 3-6
Multiple access of files, 3-11
Multiple RIN optional capability, 6-1
MYCOMMAND errors, 10-12
MYCOMMAND intrinsic

specifications, 2-138
usage, 4-4

New files, 3-8
$NEWPASS, 3-8
Non-sharable device access, 3-6
Non-sharable devices, 3-13
No-wait I/O, 3-58
$NULL, 3-8

Obtaining file access information, 3-65
Obtaining file error information, 3-67
Obtaining process run time, 4-44
Obtaining system timer information, 4·42
Obtaining terminal output speed, 5-26
Obtaining terminal type information, 5-25
Obtaining the calendar date, 4-44
Obtaining the current time, 4-44
Old files, 3-9
$OLDPASS, 3-9
Opening a file on a device other than disc, 3-30
Opening a new disc file, 3-25
Opening an old disc file, 3-28
Opening files, 3-25
Opening $STDIN, 3-33
Opening $STDLIST, 3-35
OPENLOG intrinsic

specifications, 2-140a
usage, 3-91

Operator messages, 10-15
Operator's Console, 4-18



Optical Mark Reader, 5-28
Optional capabilities

data segment management, 8-1
definitions, 1-12
multiple resource, 6-1
privileged mode, 7-1
process handling, 7-1

Optional parameters, 1-7
Option variable, 1-7, 2-1
Organization of use~ processes, 7·1

Paper tape punch, 5·3
Paper tape reader, 5-1
Paper tapes, 5-21
Parameters

definition, 1-7
optional, 1·7
option variable, 1-7
passing by value, 1·7
positional, 1-7
required, 1-8
using numeric values, 1-8

Parity checking, 5-14
Parity, setting, 5-23
Passing parameters, 1-7
PAUSE intrinsic

specifications, 2-141
usage, 4-19

Permanent files, 3-6
Permanently privileged programs, 9-1
PCHECK intrinsic, 2-142
PCLOSE intrinsic, 2-143
PCONTROL intrinsic, 2-144
Physical records, 3-2
PIN, 7-1
POPEN intrinsic, 2-145
Positional parameters, 1-7
PREAD intrinsic, 2-146
Pre-defined files, 3-8
PRINT intrinsic

specifications, 2-147
usage, 4-16

PRINTFILEINFO intrinsic
specifications, 2-148
usage, 3-44

Printing reader/punch, 5-3
PRINTOP intrinsic

specifications, 2-149
usage, 4-18

PRINTOPREPLY intrinsic
specifications, 2-150
usage, 4-18

Private data area, 7-1
Private volumes errors, 10-13
Private volumes subsystem, 3-14
Privileged programs, 9-1
Privileged mode capability, 9-1
Procedures, 1-1
Procedure type, 2-2
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Process activation, 7-14
Process break, 4-19
Process control block extension. 3-14
Processes

aborting, 4-20
activating, 7-3
avoiding deadlocks, 7-13
breaking, 4-19
creating, 7-3
deleting, 7-8
description, 7-1
father, 7-3
identification number, 7-1
inter-process communication. 4-44
mail, 7-10
organization, 7·2
priority, 7-15
process-handling capability, 7·1
rescheduling, 7-13
run time, 4-44
scheduling, 9-5
son, 7-3
state, 7-15
substate, 7-2
suspending, 4-19, 7-8
terminating, 4-20

Process-handling capability, 7-1
Process identification number, 7-1
Process priorities, 7-15
Process run time, 4-44
Process states, 7-15
Process substates, 7-2
Process-to-process communication, 7-2
PROCTIME intrinsic

specifications, 2-152
usage, 4-44

Program errors, 10-5
Program label, 7-1
Programmatic execution of MPE commands, 4-9
PTAPE intrinsic

specifications, 2-153
usage, 5-27

PUTJCW intrinsic
specifications, 2-154
usage, 4-47

PWRITE intrinsic, 2-155

Queues, 9-5
QUIT intrinsic

specifications, 2-156
usage, 4-20

QUITPROG intrinsic
specifications, 2-157
usage, 4-22

Reading a file in direct-access mode, 3-48
Reading a file in sequential order, 3-44
Reading input from $STDIN and $STDINX, 4-16
Reading magnetic tape files, 3-70



Reading paper tapes without X-OFF control, 5-27
Reading the terminal input timer, 5-19
Reading user file labels, 3-60
READ intrinsic

specifications, 2-158
usage, 4-16

.READX intrinsic
specifications, 2-159
usage, 4-16

Receiving mail, 7-12
RECEIVEMAIL intrinsic

specifications, 2-160
usage, 7-12

Record formats, 3-3
Records, 3~2

REJECT intrinsic, 2-162
Relative I/O, 3-7

Block format, 3-5a
FDELETE, 2-55a
FFILEINFO,2-56a

Releasing global RIN's, 6-3
REJECT intrinsic, 2-162
Releasing global RIN's, 6-3
Renaming a file, 3-41
Requesting a process break, 4-17
Requesting a reply from the Operator's Console, 4-18
Required parameters, 1-8
Rescheduling processes, 7-13
RESETCONTROL intrinsic

specifications, 2-163
usage, 4-40

RESET DUMP intrinsic, 2-164
Resetting the logical record pointer, 3-89
Resource identification number, 6-1

. Resource management, 6-1
Resources, 6-1
Returns, intrinsic, 2-2
RIN, 6-1
Run-time errors, 10-7
Run-time messages, 10-2

Scheduling processes, 9.5
Searching arrays, 4-3
SEARCH intrinsic

specifications, 2-165
usage, 4-3

Sectors, 3-2
Segmenter driver, 7-6
Segmenter subsystem, 7-6
Segments

activating, 8-10
changing size of extra data segment, 8-15
code segments, 8-1
creating an extra data segment, 8-2
data segment management capability, 8-1
data segments, 8-1
deleting, 8-15
description, 8-1
logical index number, 8-2
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stack segment, 8-1
transferring data from extra data segment
to stack, 8-15
transferring data from stack to extra
data segment, 8-15

Sending mail, 7-11
SENDMAIL intrinsic

specifications, 2-166
usage, 7-11

Sequential access file reading, 3-44
Sequential access file writing, 3-47
Session main process, 7-1
SETDUMP intrinsic, 2-168
SETJCW intrinsic

specifications, 2-169
usage, 4-46

Setting parity, 5-23
Setting terminal type, 5-25
Setting unedited terminal mode, 5-26
Shared files, 3-14
Son process, 7-3
Source of file characteristics, 3-18
Source of process activation, 7-14
Spacing on disc or tape files, 3-89
Special terminal keys, 5-8
SPL

calling intrinsics from, 1-2
description, 1-1

Split stack, 1-11, 2-3
Spooling, 3-21
Stack

changing size, 4-22
sizes, 4-22
split stack, 1-11, 2-3

STACKDUMP intrinsic, 2-170
Stack segment, 8-1
Standard traps, 4-31
$STDIN, 3-7
$STDINX, 3-8
$STDLIST, 3-8
Subqueues, 9-5
Substates, 7-2
Subsystem break function, 5-14
Suggested Log File Uses, 3-98
SUSPEND errors, 10-12
Suspending processes, 7-8
SUSPEND intrinsic

specifications, 2-172
usage, 7-8

Suspending the calling process, 4-19
SWITCHDB intrinsic

specifications, 2-173
usage, 9-5

System break function, 5-13
System defined files, 3-7
System file domain, 3-6
System messages, 10-15, 10-16
System procedures, 1-1
Systems Programming Language

calling intrinsics from, 1-2



description, 1-1
System timer, 4-42
System traps, 4-35

Tape label, writing, 3-82
Tape labels, MPE, 3-73
Tape-mode option, 5-15
Temporarily privileged programs, 9-2
Temporary files, 3-6
Terminal and line printer carriage-control codes, 5-6
Terminal input timer, 5-16
Terminals, 5-8, 5-9
Terminal speed, 5-10
Terminating a process, 4-20
TERMINATE intrinsic

specifications, 2-174
usage, 4-20

Testing mailbox status, 7-10
Time and data intrinsics, 4-42
TIMER intrinsic

specifications, 2-175
usage, 4-42

Transferring data from an extra data segment
to the stack, 8-15
Transferring data from the stack to an
extra data segment, 8-15
Translating characters from EBCDIC to ASCII
and ASCII to EBCDIC, 4-13
Transmitting program input/output from job/session
input/output devices, 4-16
Traps

arithmetic, 4-30
commercial instruction, 4-32
Control-Y, 4-38
enabling and disabling, 4-29
extended precision floating-point, 4-31
library, 4-34
standard, 4-31
system, 4-35

Types of files, 3-7
Types of procedures, 2-2

Undefined-length records, 3-3
Unlabeled magnetic tape file, 3-75
Unloading library procedures, 4-2
UNLOADPROC intrinsic

specifications, 2-176
usage, 4·3

UNLOCKGLORIN intrinsic
specifications, 2-177
usage, 6-3

Unlocking files, 3-53
Unlocking global RIN's, 6-3
Unlocking local RIN's, 6-8
UNLOCKLOCRIN intrinsic

specifications, 2-178
usage, 6-8

Updating a file, 3-55

1-9

Updating magnetic tape files, 3-73
User block transfers, 5-22
User-defined job control words, 4-47
User file labels, 3-60
User Logging Facility, 3-91
User messages, 10-15
User pre-defined files, 3-8
User processes, 7-2
User's access mode, 4-10
User's attributes, 4-10
User's stack segment, 8-1
Using disc space efficiently, 3-4
Using FFILEINFO, 3-67
Using FGETINFO, 3-65
Using numeric values as parameters, 1-8
Using the FCARD intrinisc

to operate the HP7260A
Optical Mark Reader, 5-28

Utility functions of intrinsics, 4-1

Variable-length records, 3-3
Virtual device directory, 3-13
WHO intrinsic

specifications, 2-179
usage, 4-10

Writing a file system error-check procedure, 3-44
Writing on a magnetic tape file, 3-86
Writing output to $STDLIST, 4-18
Writing output to the Operator's Console, 4-18
Writing records into a file in direct-access mode, 3-50
Writing records into a file in sequential order, 3-47
Writing to magnetic tape files, 3-67
Writing user file labels, 3-60
WRITELOG intrinsic

specifications, 2-181a
usage, 3-91

XARITRAP intrinsic
specifications, 2-182
usage, 4-32

XCONTRAP intrinsic
specificaitons, 2-184
usage, 4-41

XLIBTRAP intrinsic
specifications, 2-185
usage, 4-35

X-OFF control, 5-21
XSYSTRAP intrinsic

specifications, 2-186
usage, 4-36

ZSIZE intrinsic
specifications, 2-187
usage, 4-27

Z to DB area, 4-27
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